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EDITORIAL
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In 2012, we published the first special issue on mechanisms

of pain and itch in Neuroscience Bulletin, which covered

the peripheral, central, and glial mechanisms of pain and

itch [1–5]. In the last 5 years, the field has seen tremendous

progress in the molecular and functional characterization of

primary sensory neurons [6, 7], neurocircuits of pain and

itch [8–10], immune and glial modulation of pain and itch

[11–15], molecular mechanisms of pain [16, 17], and

identification of brain signatures of pain [18]. Thus, it is

timely to highlight the recent progress in a second special

issue. I invited the previous authors and new authors from

China, the USA, and Japan, and they have contributed 20

mini-reviews and original articles to this special issue.

Primary sensory neurons of the dorsal root ganglion

(DRG) consist of pain-sensing nociceptive neurons and

itch-sensing pruriceptive neurons. Significant progress has

been made in the molecular and functional characterization

of these sensory neurons, thanks to the development of

novel techniques and approaches [6, 7]. Using a combina-

tion of functional characterization and high-coverage

single-cell RNA sequencing, Zhang and colleagues iden-

tified 11 types of somatosensory neurons [19]. In addition

to single-cell analysis, Dong and coworkers investigated

sensory neuron activation and pain mechanisms using Ca2?

imaging in intact animals following various sensory

stimuli. They also discuss the advantages and potential

methodological considerations of GCaMP imaging [20].

Sodium channels play a critical role in the pathogenesis

of pain and itch. For example, the TTX-resistant Na?

channel subunit Nav1.8 contributes to the development of

bone cancer pain in rodents [16]. To enhance the transla-

tional potential of preclinical studies, Chang et al. com-

pared the expression of TTX-sensitive and TTX-resistant

Na? channel subtypes in mouse and human DRG neurons

and demonstrated striking species differences: the human

DRG has much higher expression of the Nav1.7 subtype

and lower expression of Nav1.8, whereas the mouse DRG

has higher expression of Nav1.8 but lower expression of

Nav1.7. The authors also established a translational model

in which to study ‘‘human pain in a dish’’, induced by the

chemotherapeutic drug paclitaxel [21]. Human genetic

study revealed a critical role of Nav1.7 (SCN9A) in human

pain perception, but specific targeting of Nav1.7 has been a

challenge. Bang et al. tested a monoclonal antibody that

targets the voltage sensor of Nav1.7 (SVmab) and showed

that it selectively inhibits Nav1.7 but not other Na?

channel subtypes in HEK293 cells. They also showed that

SVmab inhibits Na? currents in native sensory neurons and

reduces neuropathic pain in mice. Furthermore, they

revealed different activities of hybridoma-derived and

recombinant SVmab, which will lead to new strategies

for therapeutic development [22]. Latremoliere and Costi-

gan discuss how a combination of human and mouse

genetics helps to identify new pain targets and analgesics.

Using an approach of reverse translation (from human to

mouse), they have identified tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) as a

novel pathway for pathological pain, as well as new

compounds that can block this pathway for pain relief [23].

It is noteworthy that pain and itch often accompany

infections caused by viral, bacterial, parasitic, and fungal
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pathogens. Chiu presents evidence that sensory neurons are

able to sense pathogens that can trigger pain or itch

responses via specific receptors on pruriceptive and

nociceptive neurons [24]. Apart from changes in

somatosensory neurons, Li and colleagues demonstrated

inflammatory changes (macrophage responses, satellite glia

activation, and T cell infiltration) in paravertebral sympa-

thetic ganglia after spinal nerve injury, along with

increases in sympathetic neuron excitability. These find-

ings suggest a role of sympathetic neurons in the devel-

opment of pathological pain [25].

One of the most significant advances in neuroscience in

the last 5 years was the identification of specific neurocir-

cuits for specific behaviors. Bo and Ma review current

advances in spinal circuits transmitting mechanical pain

and itch, with special focus on gate control theory. They

also discuss how disruption of the ‘‘Gate Control’’ could

cause pain or itch following innocuous mechanical stimuli

[26]. Chen and colleagues review cellular mechanisms of

itch, with special emphasis on neuronal populations that

express gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) and the GRP

receptor (GRPR) [27].

Our understating of the molecular mechanisms of itch

has also improved. In addition to GRP and GRPR

mentioned above [27], Zhou et al. reveal oxidative stress

as an important mechanism of acute and chronic itch via

both central and peripheral regulation. They also demon-

strate that anti-oxidants are effective in treating pruritus

[28]. TNF-a is one of the best-known cytokines and drives

pathological pain. Miao et al. demonstrate that TNF-a/
TNFR1 signaling also regulates acute and chronic pruritus

through spinal and peripheral mechanisms [29].

Transient receptor potential ion channels, such as

TRPV1, TRPA1, TRPV4, and TRPM8 play a critical role

in regulating pain in various animal models. Increased

evidence suggests that these TRP channels also contribute

to acute and chronic itch. Liedtke, Jordt, and their

coworkers discuss the mechanisms by which the TRP

channels modulate pain and itch. They also emphasize the

translational potentials for treating pain and itch with TRP

channel modulators [30].

Increasing evidence supports a role of chemokines in pain

control [14]. Xie and co-authors report an active role of the

chemokine CCL2 in promoting central sensitization, long-

termpotentiation, and inflammatory pain [31]. Little is known

about the involvement of chemokines in pruritus. Jiang et al.

present evidence that the chemokine CXCL10 and its CXCR3

receptor in the spinal cord contribute to chronic itch [32].

Recent advances have also revealed the important roles

of glial cells such as microglia and astrocytes in the

pathogenesis of chronic pain and chronic itch. Tsuda

discusses how spinal glial cells regulate chronic pain and

chronic itch via distinct signaling mechanisms [33]. In the

spinal cord, chemokines are produced by both glial cells

and neurons, but the chemokine receptor CX3CR1 is

specifically expressed by microglia. Wang et al. show an

active involvement of CX3CR1 signaling in neuropathic

pain induced by tetanic stimulation of the sciatic nerve, a

stimulus that induces long-term potentiation in the spinal

cord [34]. Increasing evidence suggests that spinal

microglial signaling is sex-dependent. Chen and collabo-

rators compare sexual dimorphism in microglial and

astroglial signaling in the spinal cord. Their findings show

that spinal microglia regulate inflammatory and neuro-

pathic pain only in male mice, while spinal astrocytes

regulate neuropathic pain in both sexes [35].

Pain is a subjective and complex phenomenon, and

multiple component processes, including sensation, affect,

and cognition, contribute to its experience and reporting.

Therefore, it is essential to study and image pain in the

brains of humans, non-human primates, and rodents.

Recent efforts have been made to identify human pain

networks and build models of network interactions that

yield testable predictions about pain-related outcomes.

Marianne and Wager discuss how to model pain using

fMRI and reveal ‘signatures’ of pain in human brains [36].

Chen reviews evidence of the cortical representation of

pain and touch in non-human primates using combined

functional neuroimaging and electrophysiology. New evi-

dence reveals that cortical circuitry engaged in nociceptive

processing is much more complex than previously recog-

nized [37]. Depression is often associated with chronic pain

as a comorbidity. Guo et al. present data from proteomic

analysis in the hippocampus of animals with trigeminal

neuralgia and depression [38], revealing the molecular

pathways that regulate both chronic pain and depression.

Empathy for pain is emerging as a hot research topic.

Traditionally, it was believed that empathy is a unique

ability of humans to feel, understand, and share the

emotional states of others. However, recent studies suggest

that rodents are also able to show empathy for pain. From

an evolutionary perspective, Chen discusses the concept of

empathy for pain and distress in both humans and rodents.

The neurocircuits that regulate this higher brain function

have also begun to be revealed [39].

The cover image of this special issue illustrates a

Chinese traditional myth ‘‘Hou Yi Shooting the Sun’’. Hou

Yi was a mythological Chinese archer. According to

Chinese lore, there were 10 suns over the Earth, scorching

the field and turning the world into a wasteland. Houyi

saved the world by shooting down 9 Suns, but leaving the

last one alive. This is a perfect analogy to physiological

pain and pathological pain, since pathological pain is a

greatly amplified condition of physiological pain. As we

need Sun, we need physiological pain for our survival.

However, pathological pain or clinical pain is redundant
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and detrimental, like other 9 Suns. It is my best wish that

the second special issue presented here will provoke future

studies to expand our knowledge of pain and itch

regulation in physiological and pathological conditions.

Our ultimate goal is to develop more efficacious and safe

treatments for the pain and itch management, so that they

can shoot town 9 Suns (pathological pain and itch), leading

the last Sun (physiological pain and itch) alive.
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Abstract Voltage-gated sodium channels (Navs) play an

important role in human pain sensation. However, the

expression and role of Nav subtypes in native human

sensory neurons are unclear. To address this issue, we

obtained human dorsal root ganglion (hDRG) tissues from

healthy donors. PCR analysis of seven DRG-expressed Nav

subtypes revealed that the hDRG has higher expression of

Nav1.7 (*50% of total Nav expression) and lower expres-

sion of Nav1.8 (*12%), whereas the mouse DRG has

higher expression of Nav1.8 (*45%) and lower expression

of Nav1.7 (*18%). To mimic Nav regulation in chronic

pain, we treated hDRG neurons in primary cultures with

paclitaxel (0.1–1 lmol/L) for 24 h. Paclitaxel increased the

Nav1.7 but not Nav1.8 expression and also increased the

transient Na? currents and action potential firing frequency

in small-diameter (\50 lm) hDRG neurons. Thus, the

hDRG provides a translational model in which to study

‘‘human pain in a dish’’ and test new pain therapeutics.

Keywords Dorsal root ganglion � Neuropathic pain �
Paclitaxel � Voltage-gated sodium channels

Introduction

Over the last 20 years, great progress has been made in

identifying novel pain targets and illustrating the neuronal,

immune, and glial mechanisms of pathological pain in

animal models [1–4]. Despite the progress in preclinical

studies and substantial investment by the pharmaceutical

industry, little progress has been made in developing novel,

efficacious, and safe analgesics for human pain conditions

[5, 6]. A translational gap from rodents to humans has been

blamed for the failure in developing pain medications

[5, 6]. To address this issue, several groups including our

own have begun to investigate pain mechanisms in native

primary sensory neurons in human dorsal root ganglia

(hDRGs) obtained from donors [7–11]. Davidson et al.

demonstrated that a high proportion of hDRG neurons

respond to the algogens allyl isothiocyanate and ATP, as

well as the pruritogens histamine and chloroquine [7].

Importantly, hDRG neurons also respond to the inflamma-

tory mediators bradykinin and prostaglandin E2, showing

evidence of peripheral sensitization [7].

Voltage-gated sodium (Nav) channels play a critical role

in the initiation and propagation of action potentials in

excitable cells such as neurons and are the major targets of

analgesics [12–14]. Nine subtypes of Nav (Nav1.1–

Nav1.9) have been identified; each subtype plays a distinct
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physiological role and also exhibits distinct expression

patterns in DRG neurons. For example, Nav1.7–Nav1.9 are

mainly expressed in small nociceptive neurons in DRGs

[12, 15–19]. In particular, recent genetic studies have

demonstrated a critical role of Nav1.7 in pain sensation in

humans. Loss-of-function mutations in SCN9A, the gene

that codes for Nav1.7 in humans, result in a congenital

inability to sense pain and anosmia without affecting other

sensations such as touch and temperature [20, 21]. Con-

versely, gain-of-function mutations lead to episodic pain

such as primary erythromelalgia and paroxysmal extreme

pain disorder [22, 23]. Despite an essential role of Navs in

human pain regulation, little is known about their expres-

sion and function in native human sensory neurons.

Recently, Han et al. showed that human Nav1.8 channels

display slower inactivation kinetics and produce larger

persistent current and ramp current than previously

reported in other species [8]. In this study, we set out to

compare the relative expression levels of different Nav

subtypes in mouse DRG (mDRG) and hDRG tissues. We

found that hDRG has a high ratio of Nav1.7 expression and

low ratio of Nav1.8 expression compared to mDRG. To

recapitulate chronic pain-induced changes in sodium

channel expression, we treated dissociated hDRG neurons

with paclitaxel, a chemotherapy agent that induces neuro-

pathic pain [10]. Our data demonstrated that paclitaxel not

only increased the expression of Nav1.7 but also enhanced

the function of Nav1.7, as revealed by enlarged amplitude

of sodium currents and increased firing frequency of action

potentials, in human nociceptive neurons.

Materials and Methods

Reagents

Paclitaxel was purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO).

Specific primers were designed using the Real-Time PCR

web tool from IDT SciTools (Integrated DNA Technolo-

gies, Coralville, IA).

Animals

Adult CD1 mice (8–10 weeks old, both sexes) were

obtained from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington,

MA) and used for PCR analysis. All the animal procedures

performed in this study were approved by the Animal Care

Committee of Duke University Medical Centre.

Human DRG Tissues

Human DRGs were obtained from healthy donors through

the National Disease Research Interchange (Philadelphia,

PA) with permission from the Duke University Institutional

Review Board. Postmortem L3–L5 DRGs were dissected

from donors (see Table 1 for further details) and delivered

in ice-cold culture medium to the laboratory at Duke

University within 24–72 h of the donor’s death.

Immunohistochemistry

Human DRGs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde over-

night and then sections (12 lm) were cut on a cryostat. The

sections were first blocked with 2% BSA for 1 h at room

temperature, then incubated with peripherin (1:500, rabbit,

Sigma) or a mixture of primary polyclonal TRPV1

antibody (1:400, rabbit, Neuromics, Edina, MN) and

monoclonal NF200H antibody (1:1000, mouse, Sigma)

overnight at 4 �C. The sections were then incubated for 2 h

at room temperature with cyanine 3 (Cy3)- and FITC-

conjugated secondary antibodies (1:400; Jackson

ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). The DRG sections

were then stained with DAPI (1:1000, Sigma, for 5 min)

and examined under a Nikon fluorescence microscope.

Images were captured with a CCD Spot camera and

analyzed with NIH Image J software or Adobe PhotoShop.

Quantitative Real-Time RT-PCR

DRG tissues were rapidly isolated in RNAse-free condi-

tions. Total RNAs were extracted using an RNeasy Plus

Mini kit (Qiagen, Germantown, MD). The quantity and

quality of the eluted RNA samples were verified using a

NanoDrop spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific,

Waltham, MA). Total RNAs (0.5 lg) were reverse-

Table 1 Sex, age, and ethnicity of human DRG donors.

No. Sex Age (years) Ethnicity

1 Female 76 Caucasian

2 Male 67 Caucasian

3 Female 66 Caucasian

4 Male 66 Caucasian

5 Female 58 African-American

6 Female 55 Caucasian

7 Male 54 Caucasian

8 Female 50 African-American

9 Male 49 Caucasian

10 Male 31 Caucasian

11 Male 29 Caucasian

12 Male 27 Caucasian

13 Male 55 Caucasian

14 Male 41 Caucasian

15 Female 27 Caucasian
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transcribed using the QuantiTect Reverse Transcription Kit

according to the protocol of the manufacturer (Qiagen).

The sequences of human Nav primers are listed in Table 2

(the sequences of mouse Nav primers were obtained from a

previous publication [24]). We performed gene-specific

mRNA analyses using the Bio-Rad CFX96 Real-Time RT-

PCR system (BioRad, Hercules, CA). Quantitative PCR

amplification reactions contained the same amount of

reverse transcription product: 7.5 lL of Kapa Sybr� Fast

Bio-Rad iCycler 2X qPCR Master Mix (Kapa Biosystems,

Wilmington, MA) and 200 nmol/L forward and reverse

primers in a final volume of 15 lL. The thermal cycling

conditions were: 3 min of polymerase activation at 95 �C,
45 cycles of denaturation at 95 �C for 10 s, and annealing

and extension at 60 �C for 30 s, followed by a DNA

melting curve for the determination of amplicon speci-

ficity. The expression level of the target mRNA was

normalized to that of GAPDH mRNA and analyzed using

the standard 2-DDCT method. The relative mRNA expres-

sion of each Nav subtype is shown as a percentage of the

total Navs (all seven subtypes) tested in DRGs [24].

Human DRG Neuron Cultures

Upon delivery, DRGs were rapidly dissected from the

nerve roots, minced in Ca2?-free Hank’s balanced salt

solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific), and cultures were

prepared as previously reported [11]. DRGs were digested

at 37 �C in a humidified CO2 incubator for 120 min with

collagenase Type II (Worthington, Lakewood, NJ;

290 units/mg, 12 mg/mL final concentration) and dispase

II (Roche, Basel, Switzerland; 1 unit/mg, 20 mg/mL) in

phosphate-buffered saline with 10 mmol/L HEPES, pH

adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. hDRGs were mechanically

dissociated using fire-polished pipettes, filtered through a

100-lm nylon mesh, and centrifuged for 5 min (500 g).

The DRG cell pellet was re-suspended and plated on

0.5 mg/mL poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips. The

DRG cultures were grown in Neurobasal medium

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, 2% B-27

supplement, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin.

Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recordings in Dissociated

Human DRG Neurons

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in small-diameter

(\50 lm) hDRG neurons were conducted at room tem-

perature. We used patch pipettes to record transient Na?

currents and action potentials with an EPC10 amplifier

(HEKA, Holliston, MA) and an Axopatch-200B amplifier

with a Digidata 1440A (Axon Instruments, Sunnyvale CA).

The patch pipettes were pulled from borosilicate capillaries

(World Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL). The

resistance was 3–4 MX when filled with pipette solution.

The recording chamber (300 lL) was continuously super-

fused at 3–4 mL/min. Series resistance was compensated

([80%) and leak subtraction was performed. Data were

low-pass-filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. Patch-

master (HEKA) and pClamp10 (Axon Instruments) soft-

wares were used during experiments and analysis. For

recording Na? currents, the pipette solution contained (in

mmol/L): CsCl 130, NaCl 9, MgCl2 1, EGTA 10, HEPES

10, adjusted to pH 7.3 with CsOH. For action potential

recordings, the pipette solution contained (in mmol/L):

K-gluconate 136, NaCl 10, MgCl2 1, EGTA 10, HEPES 10,

Mg-ATP 2, adjusted to pH 7.3 with KOH. According to our

preliminary study in hDRG neurons, action potentials were

induced by 500 pA current injection for 1 s. The external

solution for action potential recordings was composed of

(in mmol/L): NaCl 140, KCl 5, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 1, HEPES

10, glucose 10, adjusted to pH 7.3 with NaOH. The

external solution for recording transient Na? currents

contained (in mmol/L): NaCl 131, TEACl 10, CsCl 10,

CaCl2 1, MgCl2 2, CdCl2 0.3, 4-aminopyridine 3, HEPES

10, glucose 10, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. In voltage-

clamp experiments, transient Na? currents were evoked by

a test pulse to 0 mV from the holding potential (-70 mV).

Table 2 Sequences of PCR primers for seven human Nav subtypes.

Gene Forward Reverse Amplicon size Accession number

Nav1.1 TCTCTTGCGGCTATTGAAAGAC GGGCCATTTTCGTCGTCATCT 86 NM_001202435

Nav1.2 ATAGCGCTGTGGACTGCAATG CTGTTTCAGTAGTTGTGCCCTCTG 102 NM_001040143

Nav1.3 CACCTTTAGCTGGGCTTTCCTG CCAGCAGCACGTAATGTCAAC 90 NM_001081676

Nav1.6 CTGCGATCTTTCCGATTGCTC AGGGCACCCACTGAATTTCC 98 NM_014191

Nav1.7 GGTTTCAGCACAGATTCAGGTC CCAGCTGAAAGTGTCAAAGCTC 102 NM_002977

Nav1.8 CATCAAAGTGTCTGTCCACTCG TTTCTCTGGAAGGTCAGTTCGG 97 NM_006514

Nav1.9 GGCACCGTTATCATCAACTGC AAATCCCAGTGAAGACACACTC 100 NM_014139

GAPDH AGCCACATCGCTCAGACAC GCCCAATACGACCAAATCC 66 NM_002046
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Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Biochemical and

electrophysiological data were tested using one-way or two-

way ANOVA followed by the post-hoc Bonferroni test or

unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. Pearson’s correlationwas

used to test the linear dependence of two variables. Statistical

analyseswere performedwith Prism6.0 (GraphPad Software)

and the criterion for statistical significance was P\ 0.05.

Results

Immunohistochemical Characterization of Human

DRG Neurons

Immunofluorescent staining of hDRGs is a challenge,

because of the high background of autofluorescence in

human tissue [25]. We were able to obtain intact frozen

sections of hDRGs, as demonstrated by DAPI staining,

which shows all the nuclei in sections (Fig. 1A). Notably,

hDRG neurons were much larger than rodent DRG

neurons, and small hDRG neurons were identified with

diameters of\50 lm [7, 11]. Neurofilament (NF200) is a

marker for myelinated A-fiber neurons in rodent DRGs

[10]. However, in hDRG sections, NF200 labeled both

large and small neurons (Fig. 1B). Double-staining

revealed co-localization of NF200 (NF200H) with TRPV1,

a marker for C-fiber neurons in the rodent DRG [26]

(Fig. 1C, D). Peripherin is another marker for small

nociceptor neurons in the rodent DRG [27]. Consistently,

peripherin was also expressed by small-diameter hDRG

neurons (Fig. 1E). Limited size analysis showed that the

average diameters of TRPV1- and peripherin-positive

hDRG neurons were 44 ± 7 and 38 ± 7 lm, respectively

(n = 28–37 neurons/group). Our results are in agreement

Fig. 1 Histochemical charac-

terization of human DRG neu-

rons. A DAPI nuclear staining

in an intact hDRG section. B,
C Double-staining of neurofila-

ment (NF200 or NFH, green, B)
and TRPV1 (red, C) in the

section. D Merged image of

DAPI, NFH, and TRPV1 stain-

ing. E Immunostaining of

peripherin in an hDRG sec-

tion. Scale bar, 100 lm for A–
E.
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with previous reports that hDRG neurons with diameters

\50 lm can be regarded as small nociceptive neurons

[7, 11].

Distinct Expression of Sodium Channel Subtypes

in Human and Mouse DRG Tissues

We used quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) to compare

the transcriptional expression of seven Nav subtypes in

hDRGs and mDRGs: TTX-sensitive Navs (Nav1.1,

Nav1.2, Nav.1.3, Nav1.6, and Nav1.7) and TTX-resistant

Navs (Nav1.8 and Nav1.9). Notably, all these subtypes are

known to be expressed in rodent DRG neurons [15, 16, 28].

To define the relative expression levels of each subtype in

mouse and human DRG tissues, we calculated the per-

centage expression of each subtype based on the total

expression of all these subtypes (Fig. 2A,B). Striking

species differences were found in Nav1.1, Nav1.6, Nav1.7,

Nav1.8, and Nav1.9 (Table 3). The ratio of Nav1.7

expression in the hDRG (49.2 ± 5.6%) was much higher

than that in the mDRG (18.2 ± 1.7%). On the other hand,

themDRGhad amuch higher ratio of Nav1.8 (44.9 ± 2.4%)

than that of the hDRG (12.1 ± 2.1%). Also, the ratio of

Nav1.6 was higher in the hDRG (8.8 ± 0.8%) than in the

mDRG (3.3 ± 0.3%) (Fig. 2A, B).

Sodium Channel Subtype Expression in Human

DRGs Shows No Sex and Age Difference

We also investigated the sex differences in Nav subtype

expression in hDRG and mDRG tissues. The relative

expression of each Nav subtype in the hDRGs of 6 men and

6 women showed no sex difference in the expression of any

subtype (Fig. 2A). Similarly, their relative expression in

the mDRGs of 6 males and 6 females showed no sex

difference in the expression of any mouse Nav subtype

(Fig. 2B). Further comparison of the relative expression of

Nav1.7 in hDRGs also revealed no statistical differences

between men and women (Fig. 3A). We also analyzed

Nav1.7 expression in hDRG donors of different ages,

ranging from 27 to 76 years and found that although the

expression was slightly lower in older donors, there was no

significant correlation between Nav1.7 expression and age

(Fig. 3B).

Table 3 Statistics of species difference in the expression of mouse

and human Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.3, Nav1.6, Nav1.7, Nav1.8, and

Nav1.9 from the samples shown in Fig. 2.

Gene Mean difference 95.00% CI of diff. P value

Nav1.1 -8.85 -13.52 to -4.179 \0.0001

Nav1.2 1.411 -3.261 to 6.082 [0.9999

Nav1.3 -1.996 -6.667 to 2.676 [0.9999

Nav1.6 6.306 1.634 to 10.98 0.0022

Nav1.7 31.88 27.21 to 36.55 \0.0001

Nav1.8 -33.68 -38.35 to -29 \0.0001

Nav1.9 4.841 0.1695 to 9.512 0.0374

N = 12 samples/group; two-way ANOVA followed by post-hoc

Bonferroni test.

Fig. 2 Distinct expression of sodium channel subtypes in human and

mouse DRG tissues. A, B qPCR showing the relative percentage

expression of TTX-sensitive Nav subtypes (TTX-S: Nav1.1, Nav1.2,

Nav.1.3, Nav1.6, and Nav1.7) and TTX-resistant subtypes (TTX-R:

Nav1.8 and Nav1.9) in hDRG (A) and mDRG (B) tissues. The

percentage expression of each subtype is based on the total expression

of all seven subtypes. Note the species differences in Nav1.6, Nav1.7,

and Nav1.8 expression in hDRGs and mDRGs (n = 12 sam-

ples/group; blue, male samples; red, female samples; b,

African_American; c, Caucasian; F, female; M, male.
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Paclitaxel Increases Nav1.7 Expression, Transient

Sodium Currents, and Action Potential Firing

Frequency in hDRG Neurons

Previous studies have shown that Nav1.7 is upregulated in

DRG neurons under chronic pain conditions such as diabetic

neuropathy, and contributes to the pathogenesis of neuropathic

pain [18, 29, 30]. Paclitaxel is a widely-used chemotherapeutic

drug that induces neuropathy and neuropathic pain [10, 31].

To mimic chronic pain in a dish, we treated dissociated hDRG

neurons with paclitaxel (0.1 and 1 lmol/L) for 24 h. qPCR

analysis revealed a significant and dose-dependent increase in

Nav1.7 mRNA expression after the treatment (Fig. 4A). By

contrast, Nav1.8 mRNA expression in hDRG cultures did not

change after this treatment (Fig. 4B).

To assess the function of Navs including Nav1.7 in

hDRG neurons, we recorded transient Na? currents in

small-diameter neurons (\50 lm). In untreated hDRG

neurons, the amplitude of transient Na? currents was

3131 ± 573.1 pA (n = 29 neurons from 3 DRGs/3 donors,

Fig. 5A, B). Notably, paclitaxel (1 lmol/L, 24 h) caused a

significant increase in the amplitude of transient Na?

currents (4853 ± 634.4 pA: Fig. 5B).

Finally, we investigated whether paclitaxel changes the

excitability of human nociceptors by recording action

potentials in small hDRG neurons. The rheobase for

Fig. 3 qPCR showing lack of sex and age differences in Nav 1.7

expression in human DRGs. A Comparison of Nav1.7 mRNA

expression in male (blue) and female (red) hDRG tissues. Note the

absence of a statistical difference (P = 0.202, unpaired Student’s t-

test, n = 6 donors/group). B No correlation between age and Nav1.7

expression in hDRGs (P = 0.635, n = 12 donors, Pearson’s corre-

lation). GAPDH was used as a positive control, and the value of

Nav1.7 expression was normalized to that of GAPDH. All data are

expressed as mean ± SEM.

Fig. 4 Paclitaxel increases

Nav1.7 but not Nav1.8 expres-

sion in human DRGs. A,
B qPCR showing Nav1.7

mRNA (A) and Nav1.8 mRNA

(B) levels in hDRGs 24 h after

paclitaxel treatment (0.1 and

1 lmol/L). **P\ 0.01;

***P\ 0.001, one-way

ANOVA, n = 6–9 cul-

tures/group. All the data are

expressed as mean ± SEM.

Fig. 5 Paclitaxel increases transient sodium currents in dissociated

human DRG neurons. (A) Traces of transient Na? currents in small

hDRG neurons with diameters \50 lm. Note that the current was

greater after paclitaxel treatment (1 lmol/L, 24 h). (B) Quantification
of the Na? current amplitude. *P\ 0.05, unpaired Student’s t-test,

n = 29 neurons from 3 DRGs/3 donors. All data are expressed as

mean ± SEM.
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inducing action potentials was 285.7 ± 59.5 pA (n = 7

neurons) in untreated hDRG neurons. After paclitaxel

treatment (1 lmol/L, 24 h), there was a slight decrease in

rheobase (216.7 ± 66.67 pA, n = 3 neurons, P[ 0.05,

unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test). This lack of signif-

icance may result from the small number of neurons

recorded. Current-clamp recording revealed that current

injection (500 pA, 1 s) evoked action potentials in hDRG

neurons (Fig. 6A). In untreated hDRG neurons, the firing

frequency was 5.41 ± 0.74 Hz (Fig. 6B). Notably, pacli-

taxel (1 lmol/L, 24 h) caused a significant increase in

firing frequency (8.71 ± 1.10 Hz: Fig. 6B). This result

suggests a possible increase in the excitability of hDRG

neurons after paclitaxel treatment. However, additional

features of neuronal excitability such as resting potential,

membrane resistance, and threshold current need to be

tested in future studies.

Discussion

There have been many failures in developing new anal-

gesics, because (1) molecular mechanisms identified in

rodents may not apply to humans and (2) animal models of

pain may not represent human pains [5, 6]. To fill in this

translational gap, several groups including our own have

begun to test pain mechanisms in native hDRG neurons

obtained from human donors [7–11]. These studies reveal

that peripheral mechanisms of pain are likely to be shared

by mice and humans and demonstrate a translational

research strategy to improve the preclinical validation of

novel analgesics. We have recently demonstrated that the

autism gene SHANK3 is expressed by both mouse and

human DRG neurons and regulates TRPV1 function in the

DRG neurons of both species, offering a novel peripheral

mechanism of pain dysregulation in autism [11].

Although the role of human Nav1.7 has been well-

studied in heterologous cells and rodent DRG neurons by

over-expression of different human Nav1.7 mutants in

these cells, the specific role of Nav1.7 in native hDRG

neurons is unclear. Global Nav1.7-knockout mice recapit-

ulate the phenotype of human congenital indifference to

pain [32]. Nerve trauma after diabetes and spared nerve

injury have been shown to cause upregulation of Nav1.7 in

mDRG neurons and redistribution of Nav1.7 channels

toward peripheral axons, leading to enhanced neuropathic

pain in mice [29, 30]. However, it has also been shown that

pain induced by the chemotherapeutic agent oxaliplatin and

cancer-induced bone pain may not require the presence of

Nav1.7 channels [33]. Furthermore, endogenous opioids

appear to contribute to pain insensitivity in mice lacking

Nav1.7 [34]. Thus, there could be compensatory regula-

tions in mice lacking Nav1.7, emphasizing the importance

of studying Nav1.7 in native hDRG neurons.

Our data have shown striking species differences in the

expression of different Nav subtypes. Especially, the ratio

of Nav1.7 expression in the hDRG (50%) is much higher

than in the mDRG (20%). On the other hand, the mDRG

has a much higher ratio of Nav1.8 (45%) than the hDRG

(15%), and a critical role of Nav1.8 in the pathogenesis of

neuropathic pain has been well documented in rodents

[35, 36]. It is reasonable to postulate that the high ratio of

expression of Nav1.7 in hDRG neurons is associated with

an enhanced role of this subtype in human pain conditions

compared with other subtypes. This notion is supported by

human genetics showing that both most pain-related gain-

of-function and loss-of-function mutations are found in

SCN9A [21–23], while fewer mutations have been found in

SCN10A (encoding Nav1.8) [8], SCN11A (encoding

Nav1.9) [37], and SCN8A (encoding Nav1.6) [38].

Inherited erythromelalgia (IEM), a severe pain syndrome

characterized by episodes of intense burning pain triggered

by warmth, is caused by mutations in Nav1.7 in sensory

and sympathetic neurons. A newly-identified IEM mutation

(Nav1.7-A1632G) in a multi-generation family is respon-

sible for hyperexcitability in sensory neurons, and the

increased responses to temperature also suggest a cellular

basis for the warmth-triggered pain in IEM [39]. It is

noteworthy that an hDRG neuron survived for 76 years in

our oldest donor (Table 1), whereas a rodent DRG neuron

or a heterologous cell only survives for a few days to a few

months. Thus, Nav1.7 in native hDRG neurons could be

regulated by different mechanisms. Interestingly, we did

not find sex- and age-dependent changes in Nav1.7

expression in hDRG neurons, suggesting that maintaining

homeostasis of its expression is important for this critical

ion channel. However, paclitaxel, which is known to

Fig. 6 Paclitaxel increases the action potential firing frequency in

human DRG neurons. A Traces of action potentials in small hDRG

neurons with diameters \50 lm. Note that the firing frequency

increased after paclitaxel treatment (1 lmol/L, 24 h). B Quantification

of the firing frequency of action potentials. *P\ 0.05, unpaired

Student’s t-test, n = 13 and 29 neurons/group, from 3 DRGs/3

donors. All data are expressed as mean ± SEM.
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induce neuropathy, caused a marked increase in Nav1.7

expression, associated with increases in the transient Na?

current and excitability (as revealed by increased action

potential firing), in small-diameter (presumably nocicep-

tive) hDRG neurons. Although other Nav subtypes could

also contribute to the transient Na? current, Nav1.7 is a

major contributor to this TTX-sensitive current [18, 32].

In summary, naı̈ve hDRG neurons provide a transla-

tional model in which to study voltage-gated Na?

channels such as Nav1.7 and ‘‘human pain in a dish’’.

hDRG neurons have been used to study acute inflamma-

tory pain mechanisms following stimulation by inflam-

matory mediators such as prostaglandin E2 [7], but they

can also be used to investigate neuropathic pain mech-

anisms after paclitaxel treatment as demonstrated in this

study. In future studies, we will try to collect hDRGs

from donors with chronic pain conditions to investigate

the regulation of Nav subtypes in human pain. We will

also conduct single-cell analysis to characterize the

expression of Nav subtypes in different populations of

hDRG neurons, as shown in mDRG neurons [40, 41]. It is

noteworthy that paclitaxel did not change Nav1.8 expres-

sion in hDRG neurons, in support of a previous report

that Nav1.8 does not contribute to chemotherapy-induced

mechanical allodynia in rats [42]. Thus, naive hDRG

neurons can be used to test new pain therapeutics such as

Nav1.7 inhibitors, as the last-step of target validation

before the initiation of clinical trials.
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Abstract Mounting evidence supports an important role of

chemokines, produced by spinal cord astrocytes, in pro-

moting central sensitization and chronic pain. In particular,

CCL2 (C–C motif chemokine ligand 2) has been shown to

enhance N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA)-induced currents

in spinal outer lamina II (IIo) neurons. However, the exact

molecular, synaptic, and cellular mechanisms by which

CCL2 modulates central sensitization are still unclear. We

found that spinal injection of the CCR2 antagonist

RS504393 attenuated CCL2- and inflammation-induced

hyperalgesia. Single-cell RT-PCR revealed CCR2 expres-

sion in excitatory vesicular glutamate transporter subtype

2-positive (VGLUT2?) neurons. CCL2 increased NMDA-

induced currents in CCR2?/VGLUT2? neurons in lamina

IIo; it also enhanced the synaptic NMDA currents evoked

by dorsal root stimulation; and furthermore, it increased the

total and synaptic NMDA currents in somatostatin-

expressing excitatory neurons. Finally, intrathecal

RS504393 reversed the long-term potentiation evoked in

the spinal cord by C-fiber stimulation. Our findings suggest

that CCL2 directly modulates synaptic plasticity in CCR2-

expressing excitatory neurons in spinal lamina IIo, and this

underlies the generation of central sensitization in patho-

logical pain.

Keywords Chemokines � C–C motif chemokine ligand 2

(CCL2) � Monocyte chemoattractant protein 1 (MCP-1) �
Neuron–glial interaction

Introduction

Chemokines are a family of small, functionally-related

secreted molecules that play important roles in the patho-

genesis of chronic pain via peripheral and central mecha-

nisms [1–7]. C–C motif chemokine ligand 2 (CCL2), also

known as monocyte chemoattractant protein 1, is the best

studied chemokine in pain modulation. Although it rec-

ognizes several receptors, its receptor CCR2 is preferred

[8, 9]. Mice lacking CCR2 display a substantial reduction

in mechanical allodynia after partial ligation of the sciatic

nerve [10, 11]. Nerve injury induces the upregulation of

CCL2 in primary sensory neurons in dorsal root ganglia

(DRG) [12, 13], and CCL2 induces peripheral sensitization

in DRG nociceptive neurons via CCR2 [12]. Sensory

neuron-derived CCL2 has also been implicated in the

activation of monocytes in the DRG [14] and microglia in

the spinal cord [15, 16] in neuropathic pain.

Accumulating evidence indicates that chemokines in the

central nervous system play a pivotal role in neuron–glial
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interactions in chronic pain [2, 6, 17]. Chemokines not only

regulate neuron-microglial interactions [15, 16, 18–20], but

also neuron-astroglial interactions in the spinal cord

[21–23]. Our previous study has shown that nerve injury

also induces CCL2 expression in spinal cord astrocytes,

and this is critical for the maintenance of neuropathic pain

[23]. In the spinal cord, CCL2 serves as a neuromodulator

and induces central sensitization via activation of extra-

cellular-signal regulated kinase (ERK), leading to

enhanced N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) currents in

spinal lamina II neurons [23].

However, the exact molecular, synaptic, and cellular

mechanisms by which CCL2 modulates central sensitiza-

tion remain unclear. There are several outstanding ques-

tions. (1) Does CCL2 directly act on neurons to modulate

central sensitization? (2) Is CCR2 critical for the mediation

of CCL2-induced central sensitization? (3) Does CCL2

modulate central sensitization in excitatory neurons? (4)

Can CCL2 modulate NMDA receptor (NMDAR) activity

at nociceptive synapses? (5) Can CCL2/CCR2 modulate

long-term synaptic plasticity in the spinal cord? The pre-

sent study was designed to address these questions using

behavioral, pharmacological, and electrophysiological

approaches. In particular, we combined single-cell PCR

and patch-clamp recording to determine the cellular

mechanism by which CCL2 regulates NMDAR function.

Our findings showed that CCL2 acts directly on CCR2-

expressing excitatory neurons to enhance NMDA-induced

currents.

Experimental Procedures

Animals and Pain Models

C57BL/6 background WT control mice were purchased

from Jackson Laboratory and bred in the Animal Facility of

Duke Medical Center. Spinal cord slices from young mice

of both sexes (4–6 weeks old) were used to obtain high-

quality electrophysiological recordings. Of note, spinal

pain circuits are well-developed by 2 weeks postnatally

[24]. We also used transgenic C57BL/6 mice (5 weeks old)

for some electrophysiological experiments. These trans-

genic mice, from the Jackson Laboratory, express tdTo-

mato fluorescence in somatostatin-positive (SOM?)

neurons, after Som-Cre mice were crossed with tdTomato

Cre-reporter mice (Rosa26-floxed stop tdTomato mice,

Jackson Laboratory), to generate conditional transgenic

mice that express tdTomato in SOM? neurons [25]. Adult

CD1 mice (male, 8–10 weeks old) were used for behav-

ioral and pharmacological studies. All the animal proce-

dures were approved by the Animal Care Committee of

Duke Medical School. To induce persistent inflammatory

pain, complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA, 20 lL, 1 mg/mL,

Sigma) was injected into the plantar surface of a hind paw.

Drugs and Administration

RS504393, a potent and selective antagonist of CCR2, was

from Tocris Bioscience (Bristol, UK). CCL2 was from R &

D Systems (Minneapolis, MN). For intrathecal injection,

under brief anesthesia with isoflurane a lumbar puncture

was made at L5–L6 with a 30-gauge needle [20].

Behavioral Analysis

Animals were habituated to the testing environment daily

for at least 2 days before baseline testing. Animals were

put in plastic boxes for 30 min habituation before exami-

nation. Heat sensitivity was tested by radiant heat using

Hargreaves [26] apparatus (IITC Life Science Inc.) and

expressed as paw withdrawal latency (PWL). The PWLs

were adjusted to 9–12 s, with a cutoff of 20 s to prevent

tissue damage. The experimenters were blinded to

treatments.

Spinal Cord Slice Preparation and Patch-Clamp

Recordings

We prepared spinal slices as previously reported [27]. A

portion of the lumbar cord (L4–L5) was removed from

mice under urethane anesthesia (1.5–2.0 g/kg, i.p.) and

kept in pre-oxygenated ice-cold Krebs’ solution. We cut

transverse slices (450 lm) on a vibrating microslicer and

perfused the slices with Krebs’ solution (8–10 mL/min)

saturated with 95% O2 and 5% CO2 at 36 ±1�C for at least

1–3 h before experiments. The Krebs’ solution consists of

(in mmol/L): 117 NaCl, 3.6 KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.2 MgCl2,

1.2 NaH2PO4, 25 NaHCO3, and 11 glucose. Whole-cell

patch-clamp recordings were made from outer lamina II

(IIo) neurons in voltage-clamp mode. Patch pipettes were

fabricated from thin-walled borosilicate and glass-capillary

tubing with an outer diameter of 1.5 mm (World Precision

Instruments, Sarasota, FL) and resistance of 5–10 MX.
To measure evoked EPSCs (eEPSCs) in lamina IIo

neurons, we stimulated the dorsal root entry zone via a

concentric bipolar electrode using an isolated current

stimulator [28]. The internal solution contained (in mmol/

L): 110 Cs2SO4, 0.1 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 1.1 EGTA, 10

HEPES, and 5 ATP-Mg. After establishing the whole-cell

configuration, neurons were held at the potential of

-70 mV to record eEPSCs. QX-314 (5 mmol/L) was

added to the pipette solution to prevent discharge of action

potentials. Test pulses of 0.1 ms at 0.5–3 mA were given at

30-s intervals to record monosynaptic C-fiber responses.

The responses were considered to be monosynaptic if (1)
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the latency remained constant and (2) there was no failure

during stimulation at 20 Hz for 1 s, or failures did not

occur during repetitive stimulation (2 Hz, 10 s) [29, 30].

Synaptic strength was quantified by the peak amplitudes of

eEPSCs. The spinal slice was kept in the holding chamber

for [1 h and then transferred to a recording chamber

containing normal Mg2?-free artificial cerebrospinal fluid

with 2 lmol/L CNQX, bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2

at 22�C. After establishing the whole-cell configuration,

neurons were held at ?40 mV to record NMDAR-medi-

ated eEPSCs [31]. Total NMDA currents were also recor-

ded in lamina IIo neurons by perfusion with NMDA

(50 lmol/L, 30 s). Membrane currents were amplified with

an Axopatch 700B amplifier (Molecular Devices, Sunny-

vale, CA) in voltage-clamp mode, and signals were filtered

at 2 kHz and digitized at 5 kHz. Data were stored and

analyzed using pCLAMP10 software (Molecular Devices,

Sunnyvale, CA).

Spinal Cord LTP Recordings in Anesthetized Mice

Mice were anesthetized with urethane (1.5 g/kg, i.p.) for

in vivo electrophysiology. In order to maintain electrolyte

balance, phosphate-buffered saline (0.5–1 mL, i.p.) was

injected before surgery and then every 2 h after surgery. A

laminectomy was performed at vertebrae T13-L1 to expose

the lumbar enlargement for spinal recording. The vertebral

column was firmly suspended by rostral and caudal clamps

on a stereotaxic frame. The left sciatic nerve was exposed

for bipolar electrical stimulation. The exposed cord and

sciatic nerve were covered with paraffin oil. Colorectal

temperature was kept at 37–38�C with a feedback-con-

trolled heating blanket. Field potentials were recorded in

the ipsilateral L4–L5 segments with glass microelectrodes,

100–300 lm below the surface of the cord, following

electrical stimulation of the sciatic nerve. In vivo long-term

potentiation (LTP) was recorded as previously reported

[34, 35]. After obtaining stable responses to test stimuli

(0.5 ms every 5 min for [40 min, at 29 the C-fiber

threshold), we induced LTP of C-fiber-evoked field

potentials by applying conditioning tetanic stimuli to the

sciatic nerve (59 C-fiber threshold, 100 Hz, 1 s duration, 4

trains at 10-s intervals). The CCR2 antagonist was deliv-

ered intrathecally through a PE5 catheter inserted at the

L5–L6 level via lumbar puncture.

Single-Cell Reverse-Transcription PCR (RT-PCR)

Single-cell RT-PCR was conducted as previously reported

[30]. Briefly, after whole-cell patch-clamp recordings in

spinal cord slices, lamina IIo neurons were harvested into

patch pipettes (tip diameter, 15–25 lm). The cells were

carefully put into reaction tubes containing reverse tran-

scription reagents and incubated for 1 h at 50�C (Su-

perScript III, Invitrogen, Grand Island, NY). We used the

cDNA products in separate PCR reactions. We conducted

the first round of PCR in 50 lL PCR buffer containing

0.2 mmol/L dNTPs, 0.2 lmol/L ‘‘outer’’ primers, 5 lL RT

product, and 0.2 lL platinum TaqDNA polymerase (In-

vitrogen, Grand Island, NY). The protocol included an

initial 5-min denaturizing step at 95�C followed by 40

cycles of 40 s denaturation at 95�C, 40 s annealing at

55�C, and 40 s elongation at 72�C. The reaction was

completed with 7 min of final elongation. For the second

round of amplification, the reaction buffer (20 lL) con-

tained 0.2 mmol/L dNTPs, 0.2 lmol/L ‘‘inner’’ primers,

5 lL of the first round PCR products and 0.1 lL platinum

TaqDNA polymerase. The amplification procedure for the

inner primers was the same as that of the first round. A

negative control was also included by putting pipettes that

did not contain cells in the bath solution. The PCR products

were displayed on 1% ethidium bromide-stained agarose

gels. The sequences for all the inner and outer primers are

listed in Table 1.

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. We collected the

recording data before and after drug treatment for statistical

analysis using paired or unpaired two-tailed Student’s t test

[34]. LTP data were tested using two-way ANOVA [29].

Behavioral data were analyzed using two-way ANOVA

followed by the post-hoc Bonferroni test. The criterion for

statistical significance was P\ 0.05.

Results

CCR2 Mediates CCL2- and CFA-Induced Heat

Hyperalgesia

To investigate the mechanisms by which CCL2 elicits

central sensitization, we tested the involvement of spinal

CCR2 in CCL2- and CFA-induced hyperalgesia. As we

previously reported [23], intrathecal CCL2 (100 ng)

induced rapid heat hyperalgesia (Fig. 1A). Intraplantar

CFA injection induced marked heat hyperalgesia on day 1

(Fig. 1B). Notably, this heat hyperalgesia was completely

reversed by RS504393 (20 lg, i.t.) at 3 h after injection

(Fig. 1B). This reversal was also transient and recovered

6 h after antagonist treatment (Fig. 1B). These results

suggest that CCR2 is required to mediate both CCL2- and

inflammation-induced heat hyperalgesia.
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CCL2 Enhances NMDA Currents in CCR2-

Expressing Excitatory Neurons in Spinal Cord Slices

CCL2 is known to induce central sensitization via

enhancing the NMDA-induced currents in lamina IIo

neurons in spinal cord slices [23]. However, it is unclear if

these lamina IIo neurons are excitatory, although most are

[35]. We combined patch-clamp recording (Fig. 2A) and

single-cell PCR (Fig. 2B) to define whether the neurons we

recorded are excitatory, using vesicular glutamate trans-

porter 2 (VGLUT2) as a marker. To improve the sensitivity

and selectivity of single-cell PCR, we performed two

rounds of PCR using two sets of primers (outer and inner

primers, Table 1), and found that 4 out of 5 lamina IIo

neurons expressed VGLUT2, while the negative control

showed no signal (Fig. 2B). In contrast, the VGLUT2-

negative neurons expressed vesicular inhibitory amino-acid

transporter (VIAAT), a marker of inhibitory neurons

(Fig. 2B). Patch-clamp recording revealed that all the

VGLUT2? neurons but not VIAAT? neurons had NMDA-

induced currents (Fig. 2A). Moreover, CCL2 treatment

showed increased NMDA currents in 2 of 5 neurons

(Fig. 2A). Consistently, only these CCL2-responsive neu-

rons expressed CCR2 (Fig. 2B). Together, the findings

from this experiment suggest that CCL2 acts directly on

CCR2? excitatory neurons to regulate central sensitization

via postsynaptic NMDARs.

CCL2 Enhances NMDA Currents in Somatostatin-

Expressing Dorsal Horn Neurons

Spinal cord lamina IIo neurons are predominantly excita-

tory [36] and form a nociceptive circuit: they receive input

from C-fiber afferents and send output to lamina I projec-

tion neurons [37, 38]. These excitatory interneurons

express somatostatin (SOM) [39]. We also recorded CCL2

responses in SOM? neurons in lamina IIo of spinal slices

from transgenic mice showing SOM expression with

tdTomato [25]. These neurons were easily identified by

bright fluorescence (Fig. 3A). CCL2 perfusion caused a

marked increase in NMDA currents in all 5 lamina IIo

SOM? neurons recorded (Fig. 3B, C). This result further

supports the hypothesis that CCL2 facilitates NMDAR

function in excitatory neurons in the pain circuit.

Table 1 List of primer sequences used for RT-PCR.

Target gene (product length)a Outer primers Inner primers G enbank No.

GAPDH (367, 313 bp) Forward AGCCTCGTCCCGTAGACAAAA TGAAGGTCGGTGTGAACGAATT XM_001473623.1

Reverse TTTTGGCTCCACCCCTTCA GCTTTCTCCATGGTGGTGAAGA

vGluT2 (267, 199 bp) Forward TCATTGCTGCACTCGTCCACT TTGCCTCAGGAGAGAAACAACC NM_080853.3

Reverse GCGCACCTTCTTGCACAAA TCTTCCTTTTTCTCCCAGCCG

VIAAT (560, 468 bp) Forward GCTGGTGATGACGTGTATCTT GTATCTTGTACGTCGTGGTGAG NM_009508.2

Reverse CGAAGAAGGGCAACGGATAG GGTTATCCGTGATGACTTCCTT

CCR2 (456, 214 bp) Forward CTGCTCTTCCTGCTCACATTAC AGCCAGGACAGTTACCTTTG NM_009915.2

Reverse CCTGTGCCTCTTCTTCTCATTC GCAGATGACCATGACAAGTAGA

a Numbers in parentheses indicate sizes of PCR products obtained from outer and inner primers, respectively.

Fig. 1 Inhibition of CCL2- and

CFA-induced heat hyperalgesia

by intrathecal injection of

RS504393. A Prevention of

CCL2 (100 ng, i.t)-induced heat

hyperalgesia by RS504393

(20 lg, i.t.). B Reversal of

CFA-induced heat hyperalgesia

by RS504393 (20 lg, i.t.) given
1 day after CFA injection.

***P\ 0.001 vs vehicle control

(10% DMSO), two-Way

ANOVA followed by post-hoc

Bonferroni test; n = 5–6

mice/group; data are expressed

as mean ± SEM.
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CCL2 Enhances Synaptic NMDA Currents Evoked

by Dorsal Root Stimulation

To further assess if CCL2 can modulate excitatory synaptic

transmission at nociceptive synapses, we recorded a-
amino-3-hydroxy-5-methyl-4-isoxazolepropionic acid

(AMPA) and NMDA currents evoked by dorsal root

stimulation at C-fiber intensity. Test pulses of 0.1 ms at

0.5–3 mA were delivered at 30-s intervals and monosy-

naptic C-fiber responses were recorded as previously

reported [31]. At a holding potential of ?40 mV, stimu-

lation of the dorsal root entry zone in the presence of the

Fig. 2 A combination

approach of patch-clamp

recordings and single-cell PCR

showed enhancement of

NMDA currents by CCL2 in

CCR2-expressing excitatory

neurons in lamina IIo neurons

of spinal cord slices. A Patch-

clamp recording shows NMDA

(50 lmol/L)-induced currents

in lamina IIo neurons and the

effect of CCL2 (100 ng/mL).

CCL2 treatment increased

NMDA currents in 2 of 5

neurons. B Single-cell PCR

from the recorded neurons

demonstrated that 4 out of 5

lamina IIo neurons expressed

VGLUT2. GAPDH was used as

positive control. Negative

control (NC), no cells in the

reaction buffer. Positive bands

are indicated by stars. Note that

only two CCR2-expressing

neurons displayed increased

NMDA currents after the CCL2

treatment. Also note that all the

VGLUT2? but not the

VIAAT? neurons exhibited

NMDA currents.

Fig. 3 CCL2 enhances NMDA

currents in SOM? neurons in

lamina IIo of spinal cord slices.

A SOM? neurons in lamina IIo

of spinal cord slices from

transgenic mice, as shown by

tdTomato fluorescence (scale

bar, 20 lm). B Traces of

NMDA-induced currents in

SOM? neurons before and after

CCL2 perfusion. C Amplitude

of NMDA-induced currents.

*P\ 0.05, paired two-tailed

Student’s t test; n = 5

neurons/group; data expressed

as mean ± SEM.
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AMPAR antagonist CNQX isolated NMDAR-mediated

evoked EPSCs (eEPSCs) in lamina IIo neurons, and these

eEPSCs were enhanced by CCL2 superfusion for 2 min

(Fig. 4A, B). We also recorded AMPAR-induced eEPSCs

in lamina IIo neurons by holding cells at -70 mV and

blocking the NMDARs with APV. Notably, CCL2 did not

increase the AMPAR-induced eEPSCs (Fig. 4A, B).

CCR2 Antagonist RS504393 Reverses Spinal LTP

in vivo

LTP in the dorsal horn is a unique form of synaptic plas-

ticity in the spinal pain circuit and has been strongly

implicated in the genesis of chronic pain [40–42]. In

anesthetized mice, spinal LTP was induced by tetanic

stimulation (100 Hz, 1 s, 4 trains) in all C57/B6 WT mice;

it lasted for[3 h, with an amplitude increase of[100% at

1 h (Fig. 5). Strikingly, a single intrathecal administration

of RS504393 (45 lg/15 lL) at 2 h after the induction of

LTP was still able to rapidly reverse the established spinal

LTP (Fig. 5). This result supports a critical role of CCR2 in

the maintenance of spinal LTP.

Discussion

Increasing evidence suggests that chemokines play a crit-

ical role in neuron–glial interactions in chronic pain [2].

However, it is incompletely known how chemokines con-

trol the interactions between neurons and glia. Early studies

showed that primary sensory neuron-derived CCL2 acti-

vates spinal microglia [15, 16, 43], suggesting an active

role of chemokines in the neuron-to-glia interaction.

However, CCR2 is mainly expressed by macrophages but

not microglia [44]. An in situ hybridization study demon-

strated that CCR2 is primarily expressed by neurons in the

Fig. 4 CCL2 enhances

NMDAR-mediated synaptic

currents in lamina IIo neurons

evoked by dorsal root

stimulation of spinal cord slices.

A Traces of evoked NMDAR-

mediated and AMPAR-

mediated currents (eEPSC)

before and after CCL2 treatment

(100 ng/mL, 2 min).

B Amplitude of NMDAR-

mediated and AMPAR-

mediated currents (eEPSC).

*P\ 0.05, paired two-tailed

Student’s t test;

n = 5–6 neurons/group; n.s.,

not significant. Note that CCL2

only enhanced NMDAR-

mediated but not AMPAR-

mediated synaptic currents. The

data are expressed as

mean ± SEM.
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dorsal horn [23]. Since CCL2 is induced in spinal astro-

cytes after nerve injury, we proposed a novel role of CCL2

to mediate glia-to-neuron interaction and identified CCL2

as a neuromodulator in the spinal cord [23]. However, the

exact molecular, synaptic, and cellular mechanisms by

which CCL2 drives central sensitization are still unclear.

In this study, we have provided new mechanistic

insights into the CCL2 regulation of neuronal and synaptic

plasticity underlying the generation of central sensitization

[41, 45]. First, CCL2 appears to have a direct action on

dorsal horn neurons to modulate central sensitization.

Second, CCR2 is required to mediate CCL2-induced cen-

tral sensitization such as spinal CCL2-induced heat

hyperalgesia. Third, CCL2 induces central sensitization in

VGLUT2? and SOM? excitatory neurons via CCR2.

Fourth, CCL2 increases NMDAR-mediated but not

AMPAR-mediated eEPSCs at nociceptive synapses.

Finally, CCR2 is necessary for the maintenance of spinal

LTP in vivo.

By combining patch clamp recording and single-cell

PCR in the recorded neurons, our findings showed that

CCL2 increased NMDA-induced currents exclusively in

CCR2-positive excitatory neurons that express VGLUT2

but not VIAAT. We also confirmed that CCL2 facilitates

NMDA currents in SOM? excitatory interneurons. This

population of interneurons is essential for pain transmission

and forms a nociceptive circuit by receiving input from

TRPV1 (transient receptor potential cation channel sub-

family V member 1)-expressing C-fiber afferents and

sending output to lamina I projection neurons [35, 46, 47].

It is likely that CCL2 increases NMDAR activity via the

phosphorylation of ERK [23, 48], a marker for central

sensitization [49, 50]. Further study is needed to determine

how CCL2 facilitates NMDARs via the CCR2/ERK path-

way. In addition to heat hyperalgesia (Fig. 1), this pathway

may also regulate mechanical allodynia [23].

Our data also demonstrated that CCL2 enhanced

NMDAR-mediated synaptic currents evoked by dorsal root

stimulation. This effect could be mediated by both presy-

naptic and postsynaptic modulation of NMDARs by CCL2/

CCR2. Presynaptic NMDARs have been implicated in pain

hypersensitivity [31, 51] (but also see [52]). Althoughwe did

not find potentiation of AMPAR-mediated synaptic currents

by CCL2, application of CCL2 to spinal slices increased the

frequency of spontaneousEPSCs in lamina IIo neurons of the

dorsal horn [23], suggesting a possible presynaptic mecha-

nism by which CCL2 enhances glutamate release. Further

recordings of miniature EPSCs may provide new insights

into the presynaptic modulation of AMPARs.

One of the most exciting findings of this study was

reversal of the C-fiber stimulation-induced spinal LTP by

the CCR2 antagonist RS504393, even when applied 2 h

after the induction of LTP. This result suggests a critical

involvement of CCL2/CCR2 in the maintenance of spinal

LTP. A recent study has illustrated a new type of spinal

LTP induced by spinal glial cells [53]. It appears that

activation of spinal glia by the ATP receptor P2X7 is both

sufficient and necessary for the induction of spinal LTP.

Furthermore, this gliogenic LTP is diffusible [53]. Since

CCL2 is mainly derived from astrocytes, especially under

pathological conditions, it is of great interest to investigate

whether activation of P2X7 in astrocytes can induce spinal

LTP via triggering CCL2 release.
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Abstract The voltage-gated Na? channel subtype Nav1.7

is important for pain and itch in rodents and humans. We

previously showed that a Nav1.7-targeting monoclonal

antibody (SVmab) reduces Na? currents and pain and itch

responses in mice. Here, we investigated whether recom-

binant SVmab (rSVmab) binds to and blocks Nav1.7

similar to SVmab. ELISA tests revealed that SVmab was

capable of binding to Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells,

mouse DRG neurons, human nerve tissue, and the voltage-

sensor domain II of Nav1.7. In contrast, rSVmab showed

no or weak binding to Nav1.7 in these tests. Patch-clamp

recordings showed that SVmab, but not rSVmab, markedly

inhibited Na? currents in Nav1.7-expressing HEK293

cells. Notably, electrical field stimulation increased the

blocking activity of SVmab and rSVmab in Nav1.7-

expressing HEK293 cells. SVmab was more effective than

rSVmab in inhibiting paclitaxel-induced mechanical allo-

dynia. SVmab also bound to human DRG neurons and

inhibited their Na? currents. Finally, potential reasons for

the differential efficacy of SVmab and rSVmab and future

directions are discussed.

Keywords Primary afferent neuron � Patch clamping

(electrophysiology) � Sodium channels � Animal models

Introduction

Voltage-gated Na? (Nav) channels are essential for the

initiation and propagation of action potentials in

excitable cells. Humans and rodents possess nine highly

homologous Nav channel subtypes (Nav1.1–Nav1.9), and

each subtype plays a distinct role in regulating physiolog-

ical processes [1, 2]. Dysregulation of Na? channels causes

diseases such as cardiac arrhythmia, epilepsy, ataxia,

periodic paralysis, and chronic pain [3–11]. Especially,

human genetic studies have revealed a critical role of

Nav1.7 in pain and itch sensation. Loss-of-function muta-

tions in the human Nav1.7 gene (SCN9A) result in

congenital insensitivity to pain and anosmia without

affecting other sensations such as touch and temperature

[12, 13]. In contrast, gain-of-function mutations lead to

episodic pain such as primary erythromelalgia and
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paroxysmal extreme pain disorder [14, 15]. Nav1.7 is

mainly expressed in primary sensory neurons such as

dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons [16, 17]. Although

Nav1.7 is required for normal heat pain and neuropathic

pain in mice [18–20], there is a striking species difference

in its expression between mouse and human DRGs. PCR

analysis of seven DRG-expressed Nav subtypes has

revealed that the human DRG has higher expression of

Nav1.7 (*50% of total Nav expression) and lower

expression of Nav1.8 (*12%), whereas the mouse DRG

has higher expression of Nav1.8 (*45%) and lower

expression of Nav1.7 (*18%) [21]. Furthermore, Nav1.7

expression and function are upregulated in mouse and

human DRG neurons in chronic pain conditions such as

painful diabetic neuropathy [22] and paclitaxel-induced

neuropathy [21]. Thus, subtype-specific Nav1.7 inhibitors

are in high demand for pain management.

Nav channels consist of an a subunit that forms the ion

conduction pore and one or two b subunits that modulate

the function of the a subunit and thus affect Nav-related

neuropathic pain [9]. The a subunit is composed of a single

polypeptide with four repeat domains (DI-DIV), each

repeat containing six transmembrane helical segments (S1–

S6). The first four segments (S1–S4) comprise the voltage-

sensor domain (VSD) and the last two (S5–S6) form the

pore domain. S4 in the VSD contains the gating charge

arginine residues that sense membrane potential changes

and, together with the C-terminal half of S3 (S3b), form a

helix-loop-helical unit termed the voltage-sensor paddle

[23], which contributes to the voltage-dependent gating of

Nav channels [24–26]. This paddle is the receptor site for

voltage-sensor toxins. By binding to the paddle, voltage-

sensor toxins modulate the voltage-dependence of Nav and

Kv channels [27–29]. Based on this knowledge, we

developed a monoclonal antibody, SVmab, which targets

a region of the paddle (S3–S4 loop) of both human and

mouse Nav1.7. SVmab binds to the VSD II and inhibits the

activity of Nav1.7 in HEK293 cells and mouse DRG

neurons, with an effective concentration range of

100 nmol/L–300 nmol/L [19]. We also raised another

monoclonal antibody that targets the S1–S2 loop of human

and mouse Nav1.7. Because this antibody does not inhibit

the activity of Nav1.7, we used it as a control antibody and

named it CTmab [19]. Notably, SVmab but not CTmab has

pronounced analgesic and anti-pruritic effects in mouse

models of inflammatory pain, neuropathic pain, and acute

and chronic itch [19].

Recently, Liu et al. produced and purified a recombinant

SVmab protein (termed arSVmab) based on the published

sequence [30]. They evaluated the activity of arSVmab in a

battery of binding and functional assays and surprisingly

found that binding of arSVmab to either the peptide

immunogen or the full-length Nav1.7 channel expressed in

HEK293 cells was below detectable level [30]. Although

this antibody showed some inhibition of Na? currents in

Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells in certain voltage proto-

cols, its blocking effect on Nav1.7 currents was not

significantly different from their control antibody [30].

Notably, in vivo tests in animal models of pain were not

conducted in their studies.

To address the discrepancy between the hybridoma-

derived and recombinant SVmab antibodies, we generated

our own recombinant monoclonal antibody (named

rSVmab) and investigated its properties with regard to

Nav1.7 binding and inhibition as well as its effects on pain

through a side-by-side comparison with SVmab.

Materials and Methods

Reagents

The hollow fiber bioreactor was from Fiber Cell Systems

Inc. (MD); Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM)

was from Gibco or Sigma; penicillin-streptomycin was

from Gibco; rSVmab was produced by Genscript Co.,

according to the published sequence of SVmab and using

the isotype of IgG1; control mouse IgG was from Santa

Cruz Biochem; the human Nav1.7 ion channel cell line was

from SB Drug Discovery (Glasgow, UK); Alexa-fluor 488

was from Thermo Scientific. The hNav1.5-pcDNA 3.1

plasmid was provided by Dr. Geoffrey Pitt (Cornell School

of Medicine). We also obtained an anti-Nav1.7 antibody

that targets its intracellular loop (http://www.alomone.com/

p/anti-nav1.7/asc-008/44) from Alamone (Jerusalem,

Israel). The control (DYKDDDDK) and blocking (VEL-

FLADVEG) peptides were synthesized by Genscript. SFX-

Insect cell medium was from Hyclone Laboratories (UT);

n-dodecyl-b-D-maltopyranoside (DDM) for the human

Nav1.7 VSDII purification was from Anatrace; carbonate-

bicarbonate buffer was from Sigma and Tween-20 for

ELISA was from Bio-Rad; ELISA microwell plates were

from Nunc; anti-FLAG was from Sigma and HRP-conju-

gated secondary antibody was from Thermo Scientific;

tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)-based substrate solution for

an ELISA reaction was from KPL Inc. (MA); PVDF

membranes and secondary antibody for western blotting of

SVmab and rSVmab were from Bio-Rad and Li-Cor

(IRDye� 800CW) (NE); paclitaxel was from Sigma.

Animals

Adult CD1 mice (8–10 weeks old, male) were obtained

from Charles River Laboratories and used for PCR

analysis. All the animal procedures were approved by the

Animal Care Committee of Duke University Medical

S. Bang et al.: Differential Activities of Nav1.7 Targeting Monoclonal Antibodies 23
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Centre. To induce chemotherapy-associated neuropathic

pain, paclitaxel (2 mg/kg, i.p.) was injected on days 0, 2, 4,

and 6 [31]. Some electrophysiological experiments were

carried out independently at the University of Cincinnati in

accordance with the Animal Care and Use Committee of

the University of Cincinnati, and under the guidelines of

the National Institutes of Health. Male and female C57BL/

6J mice aged 7 to 8 weeks (Jackson Laboratories) were

used for DRG collection. Mice were housed 2 to 3 per

cage, had free access to food and water, and were exposed

to a 14/10-h light/dark cycle. The ambient environment

was controlled at constant temperature (22 ± 1�C) and

humidity (60%–70%).

Human DRGs

Non-diseased human DRGs were obtained through the

National Disease Research Interchange (Philadelphia, PA)

with permission from the Duke University Institutional

Review Board. Postmortem L3–L5 DRGs were dissected

from donors and delivered in ice-cold culture medium to

the laboratory at Duke University within 24 h–72 h of the

donor’s death.

Antibody Preparation and Purification

Regarding the recombinant antibody production, recombi-

nant plasmids encoding the heavy and light chains of the

antibody were transiently co-transfected into suspension

Expi293F cell cultures (Life Technologies, Carlsbad, CA).

The culture supernatants collected on day 6 were used for

purification using a HiTrapTM protein G column (GE, PA).

SVmab and CTmab were produced from hybridoma cells

in the Duke Cell Culture Facility using a hollow fiber

bioreactor (FiberCell Systems Inc. MD) with DMEM

(Gibco or Sigma), 5% CDM-HD (FiberCell Systems Inc.),

and 1% penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco). The hybridoma

cells were grown in RPMI, 20% fetal bovine serum (FBS),

1% glutamine (ThermoFisher), and 1% penicillin-strepto-

mycin (Gibco) prior to expansion in the bioreactor. SVmab

and CTmab were purified on a HiTrapTM protein G column

(GE). The first batch of SVmab was provided by Abmart

(www.ab-mart.com). Buffer exchange for all antibodies

was done on a PD-10 column (GE).

Human Nav1.7 Voltage Sensor Domain II (VSD II)

Expression and Purification

The VSD II of human Nav1.7 (hVSD II, amino-acids

716–851) fused to the N-terminal segment of the gene

(amino-acids 1–18) was cloned into the pFastBac vector

(Invitrogen, NY) in-frame with a C-terminal 109His

affinity tag. Baculovirus was produced according to the

manufacturer’s protocol (Invitrogen, Bac-to-Bac Bac-

ulovirus expression system). For protein expression,

Spodoptera frugiperda 9 (Sf9) insect cells were infected

with baculovirus at 1.2 9 106 cells/mL and grown at 27 �C
for 72 h in an orbital shaker. The cell pellets were re-

suspended in buffer A (50 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 8,

150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 lg/mL leupeptin, 1 lg/mL pepstatin,

1 lg/mL aprotinin, 1 mmol/L phenylmethylsulfonyl fluo-

ride, and DNase I) and lysed by sonication (5 9 30 pulses).

For protein extraction, 40 mmol/L n-dodecyl-b-D-mal-

topyranoside (DDM) was added to the lysate and stirred at

4�C for 2 h. Insoluble material was removed by centrifu-

gation (8000 9 g, 30 min), and TALON resin (Clontech)

was added to the supernatant and stirred with 10 mmol/L

imidazole for 30 min at 4�C. The resin was then washed

with ten column volumes of buffer B (20 mol/L Tris-HCl,

pH 8, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L DDM, 10 mmol/L

imidazole) and the protein was eluted with 5 column

volumes of buffer C (20 mmol/L Tris-HCl, pH 8,

150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L DDM, 200 mmol/L imida-

zole). The fractions containing hVSDII were further

purified by size-exclusion chromatography (Superdex 200

10/300 GL, GE Healthcare (PA) in 20 mmol/L Tris-HCl,

pH 8, 150 mmol/L NaCl, 1 mmol/L DDM, 2 mmol/L

dithiothreitol. The protein peak was collected and analyzed

by SDS-PAGE. Purified hVSDII was never frozen and

thawed before the ELISA assay.

Enzyme-Linked Immunosorbent Assays (ELISA)

for the VSD II of Nav1.7

Before coating, hVSD II was diluted into carbonate buffer

(0.05 mol/L carbonate-bicarbonate buffer, pH 9.6, Sigma)

at 10 lg/mL. ELISA microwell plates (Nunc) were coated

by adding 100 lL of diluted hVSD II protein. The plates

were incubated for 2 h at room temperature (RT) and then

overnight at 4�C. After washing the plates 3 times with

PBST (PBS containing 0.05% Tween-20, Bio-Rad), they

were blocked with 100 lL 5% skim milk in PBST (Bio-

Rad) for 1 h at RT. The plates were then washed 3 times

with PBST buffer. Primary antibodies (SVmab, rSVmab,

CTmab, and anti-FLAG) were diluted in PBST buffer to

the desired concentration and 100 lL of each antibody was

added to each well. The plates were then incubated at RT

for 1 h. After 3 washes with PBST, the HRP-conjugated

secondary antibody (diluted 1:1000 in PBST buffer,

Thermo Scientific) was added and incubated for 1 h at

RT. The plates were then washed 3 times with PBST buffer

and 100 lL tetramethylbenzidine (TMB)-based substrate

(KPL Inc.) was added. After 20 min incubation at RT,

100 lL of 1 mol/L HCl for 10 min at RT was used to stop

the reaction. The resulting color reaction was measured at
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450 nm with an ELISA reader (SpectraMax 250, Molec-

ular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA).

Western Blot

Nav1.7-targeting antibodies were loaded onto an SDS-

PAGE gel (4%–15%) without reducing reagent and

transferred onto a PVDF membrane (Bio-Rad). The

membrane was washed 3 times with TBST

(TBS ? 0.05% Tween-20, Bio-Rad) and blocked with

5% skim milk (Bio-Rad) in TBST for 1 h at RT. After

washing 3 times with TBST buffer, the membrane was

incubated for 1 h at RT with secondary antibody (IRDye-

800CW, Li-Cor, 1:10,000 in TBST buffer). The membrane

was analyzed on an Odyssey CLx reader (Li-Cor).

Cell Culture and Transfection

Human embryonic kidney 293 (HEK293) cells were

obtained from the ATCC and maintained at the Duke cell

culture facility. Cells were cultured in high-glucose (4.5 g/

L) DMEM containing 10% (v/v) FBS (Gibco) and strep-

tomycin/penicillin. For Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells,

an additional antibiotic, blasticidin, was included. Trans-

fection was performed by Lonza electroporation (Lonza,

Portsmouth, NH) at 70% confluence using 2 lg cDNA.

The transfected cells were cultured in the same growth

medium for 48 h before biochemical or electrophysiolog-

ical studies.

Antibody Labeling with Biotin, Alexa-Fluor 488,

and HRP

For ELISA analysis to detect antibody-binding to Nav1.7,

biotin was conjugated to CTmab, SVmab, rSVmab, and

mouse IgG using an EZ-LinkTM Sulfo-NHS-biotinylation

kit (Thermo Scientific) at 0.1 mg biotin per mg antibody,

according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The mixture

was incubated overnight at 4�C. To visualize the antibody-

binding to Nav1.7-expressing cells, CTmab, SVmab, and

rSVmab (1 mg) were conjugated with Alexa-flour 488

(10 lg) in 0.1 mol/L sodium bicarbonate buffer overnight

at 4�C, according to the manufacturer’s instructions

(Thermo Scientific). We also conjugated the Nav1.7

detection antibody (50 lg) with horseradish peroxidase

(HRP, 50 lg) overnight at 4�C using a Sure-LINKTM HRP

conjugation kit (KPL, Inc., Gaithersbug, MD), according to

the manufacturer’s manual. Non-binding HRP, biotin, or

Alexa-fluor 488 was removed by dialysis (4�C, 24 h) for

salt exchange using a membrane with a 10 KDa cut-off

(Sigma).

Binding Assay and ELISA for Full-Length Nav1.7

and Nav1.5

Human spinal nerve tissue (20 mg) or HEK-293T cells

expressing Nav1.5 or Nav1.7 (1 9 105) were incubated

with biotinylated antibodies (SVmab, rSVmab, CTmab,

mouse IgG, 1, 100, 300, and 1000 nmol/L) in PBS for

15 min at RT and centrifuged at 1,000 g for 10 min to

remove non-binding antibodies. The tissues or cells were

lysed in a low-salt buffer (10 mmol/L HEPES, 50 mmol/L

NaCl, 5 mmol/L EDTA, with protease inhibitor cocktail

(Sigma), 1% Triton X-100) at 4�C for 1 h. The tissues and

cells were homogenized and then centrifuged at 15,000 g

for 10 min to remove non-solubilized membrane compo-

nents. The samples were incubated in a streptavidin-coated

plate (96-well, Thermo Scientific) at RT for 2 h. The plate

was washed twice with low-salt harvest buffer containing

1% Triton X-100. The samples were then incubated on the

plate for 2 h at RT with the HRP-conjugated detection

antibody against Nav1.7 (1 lg/mL). The wells were

washed 5 times in PBST (containing 1% Tween-20) and

incubated with the TMB-based substrate for 15 min. The

substrate reaction was then stopped and the absorbance was

read using a spectrophotometer (Bio-Rad) at 450 nm. To

assess frequency-dependent binding, field stimulation

(60 V/cm at 0, 1, and 10 Hz, 4 min) was applied to the

96-well plate during antibody incubation.

Immunohistochemistry

Human DRGs were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde over-

night, then sections (12 lm) were cut in a cryostat. The

sections were first blocked with 2% BSA for 1 h at room

temperature, incubated with SVmab (2 lg/lL) primary

antibody overnight at 4�C, and then they were incubated

for 2 h at RT with cyanine 3 (Cy3)-conjugated secondary

antibodies (1:400; Jackson ImmunoResearch, Cam-

bridgeshire, UK). The sections were then stained with

DAPI (1:1000, Sigma, 5 min) and examined under a Nikon

fluorescence microscope (Japan). Images were captured

with a CCD Spot camera and analyzed with NIH Image

software or Adobe PhotoShop.

Primary Cultures of Mouse DRG Neurons

DRGs were removed aseptically from mice (5–7 weeks

old) and incubated with collagenase (1.25 mg/mL, Roche)/

dispase-II (2.4 units/mL, Roche, IN) at 37�C for 90 min,

then digested with 0.25% trypsin for 8 min at 37�C,
followed by 0.25% trypsin inhibitor. Cells were mechan-

ically dissociated with a flame-polished Pasteur pipette in

the presence of 0.05% DNAse I (Sigma), then plated on

glass coverslips and grown in a Neurobasal defined
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medium (with 2% B27 supplement, Invitrogen) with

5 lmol/L AraC under 5% CO2 at 37�C. The neurons were

grown for 24 h before use. To determine antibody-binding

to Nav1.7, the neurons were incubated with Alexa-flour

488-labeled antibodies (300 nmol/L, 30 min) at RT. In

experiments conducted at the University of Cincinnati,

mice were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane (5% for

induction and 2% for maintenance) for bilateral DRG

collection under a dissecting microscope. The sheath of the

L4 or L5 DRG was carefully removed in ice-cold solution

(Hank’s balanced salt solution, HBSS). DRGs were then

transferred to papain solution (3 mL, 30 U/mL) for 20 min

followed by collagenase solution (3 mL, 1.5 mg/mL) for

another 20 min in a 37�C incubator. Dissociated neurons

were seeded onto 6–8 poly-D-lysine-coated glass cover-

slips with Neurobasal medium (Life Technologies, Grand

Island, NY) containing 1% glutamine, 2% B-27, and 1%

penicillin-streptomycin. Cells were cultured overnight

before recording. For live cell labeling to check Nav1.7

antibody binding to DRG neurons, cultured DRG neurons

were washed twice with 40�C pre-cold PBS and incubated

with FITC-conjugated Nav1.7 antibody (300 nmol/L) in

extracellular solution for 30 min at 4�C, then washed with

PBS 3 times, fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for 15 min

before imaging.

Whole-Cell Recordings in HEK293 Cells and Mouse

DRG Neurons

Whole-cell recordings were performed at room tempera-

ture using an Axopatch-200B amplifier with a Digidata

1440A (Axon Instruments, Sunnyvale, CA). The patch

pipettes were pulled from borosilicate capillaries (World

Precision Instruments, Inc., Sarasota, FL). Pipette resis-

tance was 4 MX–6 MX. To record Na? currents, the

internal solution contained (in mmol/L): 140 CsCl, 10

EGTA, 10 HEPES, and 2 Mg-ATP, adjusted to pH 7.3 with

CsOH. The extracellular solution for HEK293 cell record-

ing contained (in mmol/L) 140 NaCl, 5 KCl, 2 CaCl2, 2

MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 10 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.3 with

NaOH. The extracellular solution for mouse DRG neuron

recordings contained (in mmol/L): 131 NaCl, 10 TEACl,

10 CsCl, 1 CaCl2, 2 MgCl2, 0.3 CdCl2, 3 4-aminopyridine,

10 HEPES, 10 glucose, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. In

voltage-clamp mode, transient Na? currents (INa) were

evoked by a test pulse to 0 mV from the holding potential

(-70 mV). Tetrodotoxin (TTX)-resistant Na? currents

were recorded in the presence of 1 lmol/L TTX. To assess

frequency-dependent inhibition, field stimulation (60 V/cm

at 0, 1, and 10 Hz) was applied to the recording chamber

before the activation of Na? channels [32]. Currents were

filtered at 2 kHz and sampled at 10 kHz. pClamp10

software (Axon Instruments, Molecular Devices) was used

during experiments and for analysis.

Whole-cell patch-clamp was also used to record Na?

currents in mouse DRG neurons at the University of

Cincinnati. Cultured DRG cells were transferred to the

recording chamber and continuously perfused at RT in

oxygenated solution containing (in mmol/L) 145 NaCl, 3

KCl, 2.5 CaCl2, 1.2 MgCl2, 7 glucose, and 10 HEPES (pH

7.3, titrated with NaOH). Small- to medium-sized neurons

(\40 lm in diameter), visualized under an inverted

microscope (IX71; Olympus America Inc., Center Valley,

PA), were selected for recording using an AxoPatch-200B

patch-clamp amplifier (Molecular Devices Corp., Sunny-

vale, CA). Patch pipettes (3 MX–5 MX) were fabricated

from borosilicate glass with a Sutter P97 micropipette

puller (Sutter Instrument, CA) and filled with internal

solution containing (in mmol/L) 130 CsF, 10 HEPES, 10

NaCl, 10 EGTA, 10 TEACl, 10 glucose, and 1 CaCl2 (pH

7.3, titrated with CsOH). The capacitance transient was

cancelled and series resistance was compensated [80%.

Recorded neurons were deemed acceptable for further

testing only if the resting potential was more negative than

-45 mV and the measured access resistance was\10 MX.
The bath solution was then switched to Na? current

recording solution containing (in mmol/L): 10 NaOH, 130

TMACl, 3 KCl, 1 CaCl2, 1 MgCl2, 0.1 CdCl3, 1 4-AP, 20

TEACl, and 10 HEPES (pH 7.3, titrated with HCl). The

total Na? current (TTX-sensitive plus TTX-resistant) and

the slow inactivating TTX-resistant Na? current were

evoked by a test pulse to -20 mV from a holding potential

of -80 mV, or -50 mV, respectively, in the absence of

TTX [33]. Recordings were made during drug application

for 6 min at 40-s intervals. Patch-clamp data were acquired

and analyzed using pClamp 10 (Molecular Devices). The

experimenter who performed the patch-clamp recordings

was blinded to the antibodies tested until the completion of

all experiments.

Electrophysiology in HEK293 Cells Expressing

Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.6, and Nav1.8

The effects of SVmab and rSVmab on these Nav subtypes

were tested in HEK293 cells using SB Drug Discovery

(www.sbdrugdiscovery.com). The experimenter who per-

formed the patch-clamp recording was blinded to the

antibody reagents tested. In QPatch voltage-clamp

recordings from HEK293 cells expressing Nav1.1, Nav1.2,

and Nav1.6, a 50-ms voltage pulse from -120 mV to

0 mV from a holding potential of -120 mV was applied

every 15 s to monitor the time-dependent effects of drugs

against the Na? channel. The maximum inward current

values during the peak recordings at 0 mV were used to

analyze and plot all graphs. The testing protocol for
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voltage-gated Na? channels consisted of first adding

extracellular physiological solution twice for a minimum of

4 min (control period), a testing concentration of the

SVmab and rSVmab (300 nmol/L) for at least 4 min fol-

lowed by a 10-min wash and a saturating inhibitory con-

centration of propafenone hydrochloride (300 lmol/L) and

two washout periods. Manual patch-clamp recordings from

HEK293 cells expressing Nav1.8 were carried out at room

temperature. On the day of the experiment, the Nav1.8

cells were cultured according to the standard operating

procedures of SB Drug Discovery. Briefly, cells were

harvested using TrypLETM Express, re-suspended in their

medium, and kept in a shaker for up to 6 h. Internal and

external physiological solutions were identical to those for

the QPatch assay. The patch pipettes were pulled from

borosilicate glass and had tip resistances of 2 MX–5 MX
when filled with the internal solution. Manual patch-clamp

experiments were carried out using an Axon 200B ampli-

fier and a Digidata 1440A acquisition system (Axon

Instruments, Molecular Devices). The pClamp software

(version 10) from Axon Instruments was used to stimulate

and record electrical activity. Capacitative transients were

compensated electronically, but the voltage-drop across the

series resistance and the liquid junction potential were not

compensated. The series resistance was generally\10 MX.

Human DRG Neuron Cultures

Upon delivery, DRGs were rapidly dissected from the nerve

roots and minced in Ca2?-free HBSS (Gibco). Human DRG

cultures were prepared as previously reported [34]. They

were digested at 37�C in a humidified O2 incubator for

120 min with collagenase Type II (Worthington, NJ, 290

units/mg, 12 mg/mL final concentration) and dispase II

(Roche, 1 unit/mg, 20 mg/mL) in PBS with 10 mmol/L

HEPES, pH adjusted to 7.4 with NaOH. They were

mechanically dissociated using fire-polished pipettes, fil-

tered through 100-lm nylon mesh and centrifuged for 5 min

(500 9 g). The hDRG cell pellet was re-suspended and

plated on 0.5 mg/mL poly-D-lysine-coated glass coverslips.

Cultures were grown in Neurobasal medium supplemented

with 10% FBS, 2% B-27, and 1% penicillin/streptomycin.

Whole-Cell Patch-Clamp Recordings from Dissoci-

ated Human DRG Neurons

Whole-cell patch-clamp recordings from small-diameter

(\50 lm) hDRG neurons were conducted at RT. We used

patch pipettes to measure transient Na? currents and action

potentials with an EPC10 amplifier (HEKA) and an

Axopatch-200B amplifier with a Digidata 1440A (Axon

Instruments, Molecular Devices). The patch pipettes were

pulled from borosilicate capillaries (World Precision

Instruments, Inc.). The resistance was 3 MX–4 MX when

filled with the pipette solution. The recording chamber (300

lL) was continuously superfused at 3 mL/min–4 mL/min.

Series resistance was compensated ([80%) and leak

subtraction was performed. Data were low-pass-filtered at

2 KHz and sampled at 10 KHz. Patchmaster (HEKA) and

pClamp10 (Axon Instruments) softwares were used during

experiments and analysis. When recording Na? currents,

the pipette solution contained (in mmol/L): CsCl 130, NaCl

9, MgCl2 1, EGTA 10, HEPES 10, adjusted to pH 7.3 with

CsOH. The external solution for recording transient Na?

currents contained: NaCl 131, TEACl 10, CsCl 10, CaCl2
1, MgCl2 2, CdCl2 0.3, 4-aminopyridine 3, HEPES 10,

glucose 10, adjusted to pH 7.4 with NaOH. In voltage-

clamp experiments, transient Na? currents (INa) were

evoked by a test pulse to 0 mV from the holding potential

(-70 mV).

Behavioral Tests

Mice were habituated to the environment for at least 2 days

before experiments. To assess mechanical allodynia, the

plantar surface of the left hind-paw was stimulated using a

series of von Frey fibers with logarithmically increasing

stiffness (0.02 g–2.56 g, Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL) pre-

sented perpendicularly to the central plantar surface. The

paw withdrawal threshold was determined following

Dixon’s up-down method. The frequency response was

measured by stimulating the hind-paw with a 0.4 gram von

Frey hair 10 times and the percentage withdrawal response

was calculated as the frequency [35].

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Biochemical and

electrophysiological data were tested using one-way or

two-way ANOVA followed by the post-hoc Bonferroni test

or unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test. Statistical analyses

were performed with Prism 6.0 (GraphPad) and the

criterion for statistical significance was P\ 0.05. For the

electrophysiological data generated at the University of

Cincinnati (Fig. 8), linear regression was used to calculate

and compare the slopes of the time-vs-peak current plots

among different antibodies.

Results

SVmab and rSVmab have Different Binding Affini-

ties for the Nav1.7 Voltage-Sensor Domain II

We previously showed that SVmab binds to the VSD II

isolated from Nav1.7 [19]. To test if SVmab and rSVmab
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bind to this VSD II with comparable affinity, we performed

ELISA experiments. Recombinant Nav1.7 VSD II fused

with a C-terminal hexahistidine tag (VSDII-His6) was

prepared and coated onto the ELISA plate. Increasing

concentrations (0 nmol/L, 66 nmol/L, and 133 nmol/L) of

SVmab and rSVmab were delivered, after which a

secondary antibody conjugated to horseradish peroxidase

(HRP) was added for detection. Consistent with our

previous report [19], SVmab showed robust ELISA signals

to Nav1.7 VSD II in a concentration-dependent manner

(Fig. 1A). Notably, rSVmab showed weaker ELISA signals

than SVmab by * 5-fold, although they still showed a

concentration-dependent increase, * 3-fold above the

level of the negative control anti-FLAG antibody at

266 nmol/L (Fig. 1A). We also noted that the first batch

of SVmab that was used for most of the previous in vitro

experiments exhibited a stronger ELISA response to the

Nav1.7 VSD II than a recent batch of antibody (Fig. 1B).

Because it is possible that the apparent discrepancy in

ELISA responses of the antibodies was due to their

differential sensitivity to the secondary antibody, rather

than to the Nav1.7 VSD II, we ran both antibodies on SDS-

PAGE (4%–15% gradient gel) under non-reducing condi-

tions and performed western-blots using a secondary

antibody. The results showed no appreciable difference in

western blot signals between SVmab and rSVmab, strongly

suggesting that the observed difference in ELISA signals is

due to the different affinities of the antibodies for the

Nav1.7 VSD II (Fig. 1C). We also ran both antibodies on

SDS-PAGE under a reducing condition and found that the

heavy chains of SVmab and rSVmab migrated slightly

differently (Fig. 1D), possibly due to differences in their

Fig. 1 Biochemical properties of SVmab and rSVmab. A Binding

activity of SVmab and rSVmab in ELISA. hVSD II (1 lg) was coated
on the microwell plate in 0.05 mmol/L carconate-bicarbonate buffer,

pH 9.6. Anti-FLAG antibody was used as a negative control. All

ELISA measurements were performed in triplicate. Data are

mean ± SEM. B Antibody binding in ELISA. SVmab (66 nmol/L),

SVmab (first batch, 66 nmol/L), and CTmab (66 nmol/L) were used.

Anti-FLAG antibody (266 nmol/L) was added as a positive control.

All ELISA measurements were performed in triplicate. Data are

mean ± SEM. C SDS-PAGE (left) and western blots (right) of

SVmab (2 lg) and rSVmab (2 lg) under a non-reducing condition.

The gel (left) was stained with Coomassie blue. D SDS-PAGE of

SVmab (1 lg) and rSVmab (1 lg) under a reducing condition. The

gel was stained with Coomassie blue.
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post-translational modification such as glycosylation or

chemical modification.

SVmab and rSVmab have Different Binding Affini-

ties for Nav1.7 in HEK293 Cells, Human Nerve

Tissue, and Mouse DRG Neurons

We next asked whether SVmab and rSVmab bind to the

full-length Nav1.7 channel. In the first step, we developed

an ELISA assay using SVmab and rSVmab as the capture

antibodies (Fig. 2A). We also included two control anti-

bodies, mouse IgG antibody, and CTmab that targets the

S1–S2 loop of the Nav1.7 VSD II [19]. We used CTmab as

a control antibody because it does not affect either Na?

currents or pain and itch, despite its binding to the Nav1.7

VSD II [19]. We conjugated a commercial Nav1.7

antibody with HRP as the detection antibody. Notably,

the detection antibody recognizes an intracellular loop

between domains I and II of Nav1.7, whereas the capture

antibodies recognize the extracellular loops (S1–S2 or S3–

S4 loops of the VSD II). The ELISA plates were coated

with streptavidin, which binds biotin-conjugated capture

antibodies (Fig. 2A). Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells

were treated with the capture antibody for 15 min to bind

human Nav1.7 proteins. Then the cells were solubilized

with Triton and incubated on streptavidin-coated plates for

2 h, after which the detection antibody was added for

visualization.

As shown in Fig. 2B, IgG at 1, 100, 300, and

1000 nmol/L had ELISA signals below the detection limit,

Fig. 2 SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab differentially bind to Nav1.7 in

Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells and human spinal nerve tissue.

A Schematic of ELISA analysis. B–D Differential binding of SVmab,

rSVmab, and CTmab to HEK cells expressing Nav1.7 (B) and Nav1.5

(C) as well as Nav1.7-expressing human nerve tissue (D) *P\ 0.05,

**P\ 0.01, ***P\ 0.001 compared to IgG control; n = 5 (with cell

lysate) and n = 3 (no cell lysate), one-way ANOVA followed by

post-hoc comparison.
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and served as background and baseline. SVmab exhibited a

concentration-dependent increase in ELISA responses to

the Nav1.7 channels extracted from HEK cells (P\ 0.05

vs IgG control at 300 nmol/L). In contrast, rSVmab showed

a significant ELISA response to Nav1.7 compared to IgG

only at the highest concentration (1000 nmol/L, P\ 0.05).

CTmab displayed the highest ELISA responses to Nav1.7

among all the antibodies. Given that CTmab does not

inhibit Na? currents [19], this result suggests that binding

to Nav1.7 is not sufficient for the blocking activity of a

Nav1.7-targeting antibody. In the absence of a Nav1.7-

containing cell lysate, all the antibodies showed the

background level of ELISA signals (Fig. 2B). For com-

parison, CTmab, SVmab, and rSVmab showed no appre-

ciable ELISA responses to Nav1.5-expressing HEK cells,

which were transfected with Nav1.5 cDNA (Fig. 2C),

suggesting that the interactions of both SVmab and CTmab

with Nav1.7 are specific. We also performed the ELISA

experiments with the four antibodies to Nav1.7 in human

spinal nerve tissue lysates. Unlike the mouse DRG, Nav1.7

is the major Na? channel in the human DRG [21]. SVmab

and CTmab but not rSVmab had significant ELISA

responses to human Nav1.7 in naı̈ve tissue (P\ 0.05 vs

IgG; Fig. 2D).

Since SVmab inhibits Na? currents in mouse DRG

neurons [19], we next compared the binding activity of

CTmab, SVmab, and rSVmab in these neurons. To

visualize the binding, we labeled the antibodies with the

green fluorescent dye Alexa-fluor 488. Incubation of mouse

DRG neuron cultures with the labeled antibodies

(300 nmol/L, 30 min) resulted in binding of CTmab and

SVmab to *10% of the neurons (Fig. 3A, B). However,

rSVmab only labeled 2% of mouse DRG neurons; this

percentage was lower than that of SVmab and CTmab

(P\ 0.05, n = 4 cultures, Fig. 3A, B). Taken together,

these results show that (i) SVmab and CTmab bind to

Nav1.7 in HEK cells, human nerve tissue, and mouse DRG

Fig. 3 Alexa-fluor 488-labeled SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab differ-

entially bind to Nav1.7 in mouse DRG neurons. A Images of labeled

DRG neurons binding to SVmab and CTmab but not rSVmab. Right,

contrast images of the left panel. Scale bar, 100 lm. B Percentage of

DRG neurons binding each antibody (*P\ 0.05, n = 3 cultures, one-

way ANOVA followed by post-hoc comparison).
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neurons, and (ii) rSVmab has a much lower binding affinity

for Nav1.7 in these cell and tissue systems.

SVmab and rSVmab Differentially Regulate Na1

Currents in Nav1.7-Expressing HEK293 Cells

To compare the blocking activity of SVmab, rSVmab, and

CTmab, we measured their effects on inhibiting Na?

currents through human Nav1.7 expressed in HEK293 cells

using patch-clamp recording. To facilitate this process, we

chose a stable cell line expressing both a (Nav1.7) and b
subunits. Because we previously used cells transiently

transfected with Nav1.7 only, the effects of SVmab on

Nav1.7 may differ from our previous measurements in

terms of efficacy and kinetics [36–38]. We only analyzed

cells with large Na? currents ([500 nA). The cells were

perfused with the antibodies for 4 min, followed by

washout for [10 min. As we previously showed [19],

CTmab (300 nmol/L, 4 min) had no effect on Na? currents

over a period of 15 min (Fig. 4A, B). However, SVmab

perfusion (4 min) elicited a marked and concentration-

dependent inhibition of Na? currents at 100 and 300 nmol/

L (30% and 60%; P\ 0.05; Fig. 4B). SVmab showed slow

kinetics of inhibition of the Na? currents, and this

inhibition was also sustained; after washout, there was no

sign of recovery (Fig. 4B). However, rSVmab perfusion

(4 min, 300 nmol/L) only resulted in a mild reduction of

Na? current (10%, P[ 0.05 vs baseline, n = 5 cells;

Fig. 4A, B). Collectively, SVmab and rSVmab differ not

only in their binding affinity for Nav1.7, but also in their

ability to block it.

SVmab and rSVmab do not Regulate Na1 Currents

in HEK293 Cells Expressing Nav1.1, Nav1.2,

Nav1.5, Nav1.6, and Nav1.8

To assess the specific inhibitory effects of SVmab and

rSVmab on Nav1.7, we also tested their effects on Nav1.5-

mediated Na? currents using manual patch clamp record-

ings. Transfection of HEK293 cells with hNav1.5 cDNA

resulted in large Na? currents, which were not affected by

any of the antibodies (SVmab, CTmab, and rSVmab at

300 nmol/L, Fig. 4C, D). QPatch analysis showed that

SVmab and rSVmab (300 nmol/L, 4 min) had no appre-

ciable effects on Na? currents generated by cells express-

ing Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.6 (Fig. 4E). Manual patch-

clamp recordings also revealed no effects of SVmab and

rSVmab (* 300 nmol/L, 4 min) on Na? currents gener-

ated by cells expressing Nav1.8 (Fig. 4E). As a positive

control, 300 lmol/L propafenone profoundly inhibited the

currents through Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.6, and Nav1.8

(Fig. 4E).

Frequency-Dependent Inhibition of and Binding

to Nav1.7 by SVmab and rSVmab in HEK293 Cells

We had previously shown that SVmab inhibits Na?

currents in Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells in a frequency

(use)-dependent manner [19]. To further address activity/

frequency-dependent inhibition of Nav1.7 by SVmab and

rSVmab, we applied field stimulation (60 V/cm, at 0, 1,

and 10 Hz) to the recording chamber just before activation

of the Na? channels (Fig. 5A). Following electrical

stimulation, low concentration of SVmab (100 nmol/L)

induced more reduction of Na? currents (70%–80%) than

SVmab (100 nmol/L) without field stimulation (P\ 0.001,

Fig. 5B, C). However, CTmab (100 nmol/L) did not reduce

the Na? currents following stimulation (Fig. 5C). rSVmab

showed mild inhibition of the currents at 10 Hz (Fig. 5D,

E). To examine whether the field stimulation indeed

increases Nav1.7 activity, we tested the stimulation-de-

pendent effects of carbamazepine, which is known to

inhibit the function of Nav channels in a use or activity-

dependent manner [32]. We found that carbamazepine

(100 lmol/L) induced much greater reduction of the Na?

currents after stimulation at 10 Hz (Fig. 5F, G). Taken

together, these data suggest that SVmab inhibition of

Nav1.7 is largely activity/frequency-dependent, while

rSVmab shows mild activity-dependence. We next asked

whether the increased reduction of Nav1.7 currents by

SVmab in the presence of field stimulation is due to

increased binding of SVmab to Nav1.7. To address this

question, we performed live-cell ELISA on Nav1.7-ex-

pressing HEK293 cells with and without field stimulation

in a setting similar to the patch clamp recording (Fig. 5H).

bFig. 4 SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab differentially regulate Na?

currents in Nav1.7 cells and do not affect Na? currents in HEK293

cells expressing Nav1.1, Nav1.2, Nav1.5, Nav1.6, and Nav1.8. A–
B Effects of SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab on Nav1.7-expressing

cells. A Representative traces of Na? currents. B Time-course of Na?

currents before and after 4-min perfusion with CTmab (300 nmol/L,

n = 5), rSVmab (300 nmol/L, n = 6), SVmab (100 nmol/L, n = 3),

and SVmab (300 nmol/L, n = 10). Note continuing inhibition of

currents after the perfusion (**P\ 0.01, ***P\ 0.001, ns, not

significant, two-way ANOVA). C–D SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab

(300 nmol/L) do not affect Nav1.5 currents in Nav1.5-expressing

cells. C Representative traces of Na? currents after exposure to

CTmab, SVmab, and rSVmab (300 nmol/L). D Normalized Na?

currents before and after exposure to antibodies (n = 5 cells/group).

HEK cells were transfected with Nav1.5 cDNA and b-1/3 subunit

DNA, and the recordings were made 48 h later. E Effects of SVmab

and rSVmab (300 nmol/L) on Na? currents in HEK293 cells

expressing Nav1.1, Nav1.2, and Nav1.6 (QPatch) and Nav1.8

(manual patch). Neither SVmab nor rSVMab affected the currents.

As a positive control, propafenone (300 lmol/L), as indicated by

white bars, substantially reduced the currents.
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Notably, we found that the binding of both SVmab and

rSVmab to the cells expressing Nav1.7 increased upon field

stimulation (Fig. 5H), while control IgG showed no

increase (Fig. 5H). This result suggests that the binding

of SVmab and rSVmab to Nav1.7 is activity/frequency-

dependent.

Different Effects of SVmab and rSVmab on TTX-

Sensitive and TTX-Resistant Na1 Currents

in Mouse DRG Neurons

Mouse DRG neurons express functional Nav1.7

[16, 19, 39]. We further assessed the effects of SVmab

on transient Na? currents induced in dissociated mouse

DRG neurons with small diameters (\25 lm). SVmab

induced a slow but substantial inhibition (*50%) of

transient Na? currents (Fig. 6A, B). Notably, 10 nmol/L

protoxin II, a specific inhibitor of Nav1.7 at low concen-

trations (* 10 nmol/L) [29, 40], elicited a level of

inhibition similar to SVmab (Fig. 6A, B), suggesting that

SVmab suppresses the Na? currents generated by Nav1.7.

To test whether SVmab also inhibits the Na? currents

generated by Nav1.8, the major Nav channel in mouse

DRG neurons [21], we recorded the TTX-resistant Na?

currents generated by Nav1.8 and Nav1.9, and found that

SVmab did not inhibit these currents, suggesting that

SVmab primarily inhibits Nav1.7 currents in mouse DRG

neurons (Fig. 6C, D).

Next, we tested whether the inhibitory effect of SVmab

on Nav1.7 is abrogated by a blocking peptide used to raise

SVmab in mouse DRG neurons, as shown in HEK293 cells

expressing Nav1.7 [19]. Pre-incubation of the blocking

peptide (10 lmol/L) with SVmab impaired the inhibitory

effect of SVmab in these neurons, while the control peptide

had no such effect (Fig. 7A, B). SVmab also failed to

suppress Na? currents in stable HEK293 cells expressing

Nav1.7 and the b subunit in the presence of the blocking

peptide (10 lmol/L, Fig. 7C), consistent with our previous

study [19], suggesting that the extracellular S3b–S4 region

is important for the functional inhibition of Nav1.7 by

SVmab. Taken together, these data suggest that the SVmab

blocks Na? currents that is mediated by Nav1.7 in mouse

DRG neurons.

In a separate study conducted at the University of

Cincinnati, we also tested the effects of CTmab, SVmab,

and rSVmab on Na? currents in small and medium-sized

mouse DRG neurons (\40 lm in diameter). Each recorded

neuron was only tested for one antibody at a single dose of

300 nmol/L. Recording began at the time of antibody

application for 6 min at 40-s intervals. Cells that did not

complete the 6-min recording were omitted from final

analysis.

Representative recordings and effects of the three

antibodies are shown in Fig. 8A–D. CTmab had no effect

on the currents, while SVmab induced a progressive

inhibition. rSVmab did not show inhibitory effects within

the 6 min but seemed to show a small inhibitory effect at

5 min (P = 0.054 for the rSVmab group, linear regression,

probability of nonzero slope). The average responses to all

three antibodies are presented in Fig. 8E. Acute bath

application of SVmab reduced total Na? currents compared

to rSVmab or CTmab (P\ 0.0001 for the SVmab group

only, linear regression, probability of slope being nonzero).

SVmab at 300 nmol/L also inhibited the slow-inactivating

Na? currents (Fig. 8F; averaged data, linear regression,

P\ 0.001 probability of nonzero slope). Although TTX

was not included in this study, the slow inactivating Na?

currents (held at -50 mV) could have been partially TTX-

resistant currents [33].

SVmab and rSVmab Differentially Inhibit Neuro-

pathic Pain After Chemotherapy

We have shown that intrathecal injection of SVmab

effectively reduces the neuropathic pain symptom mechan-

ical allodynia after chronic constriction injury of the sciatic

nerve [19]. To test whether SVmab also elicits relief in

other neuropathic pain conditions, we used a chemotherapy

model. Paclitaxel-induced neuropathic pain is resistant to

anti-inflammatory treatments [41]. We assessed mechani-

cal allodynia, a cardinal feature of neuropathic pain, via

both paw withdrawal threshold and frequency. Paclitaxel

induced a rapid and remarkable mechanical allodynia, as

indicated by reduction in withdrawal threshold and

increase in withdrawal frequency on day 3 (Fig. 9A, B).

Spinal injection of SVmab (50 lg) via the intrathecal route

increased the withdrawal threshold (P\ 0.001 vs CTmab,

Fig. 9A). Given the high molecular weight of SVmab

(*150 kDa), the dose administered was very low

bFig. 5 Electrical field stimulation enhances the functional inhibition

of Nav1.7 by SVmab, rSVmab, and carbamazepine in HEK293 cells

expressing Nav1.7. A Schematic of electrical field stimulation

followed by the induction of Na? currents. B–C Effects of SVmab

(100 nmol/L, 10 Hz), SVmab (100 nmol/L, 1 Hz), SVmab

(100 nmol/L, no stimulation), and CTmab (100 nmol/L, 10 Hz) on

Na? currents in Nav1.7-expressing cells. B Representative traces of

Na? currents. C Time-dependent inhibition of Nav1.7 currents by

SVmab (***P\ 0.001; two-way ANOVA, n = 4–5 cells). D–
E Effects of rSVmab (100 nmol/L, 10 Hz, 1 Hz, or no stimulation)

on Na? currents in Nav1.7-expressing cells. D Representative traces

of Na? currents. E Time-dependent inhibition of Nav1.7 currents by

rSVmab (*P\ 0.05; two-way ANOVA, n = 5 cells). F–G Represen-

tative of carbamazepine (100 lmol/L, 10 Hz, 1 Hz, or no stimulation)

on Na? currents in Nav1.7-expressing cells. F Representative traces

of Na? currents. G Time-dependent inhibition of Nav1.7 currents by

carbamazepine (***P\ 0.001; two-way ANOVA. n = 6–7 cells).

H Electrical field stimulation increased the binding of SVmab and

rSVmab to Nav1.7 expressed in HEK293 cells (*P\ 0.05, one-way

ANOVA, n = 6 cultures).
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(0.3 nmol). In agreement with our previous report [19],

intrathecal CTmab (50 lg) had no effect on mechanical

sensitivity (Fig. 9A). A second intrathecal injection of

SVmab 24 h later also suppressed the paclitaxel-induced

increase in withdrawal frequency. Intrathecal injection of

rSVmab (50 lg) also increased the withdrawal threshold

(P\ 0.001 vs CTmab, Fig. 9A). However, intrathecal

rSVmab did not reduce the withdrawal frequency after

the second injection (Fig. 9B). Thus, SVmab is more

effective than rSVmab in suppressing chemotherapy-

evoked neuropathic pain, but rSVmab also has an appre-

ciable in vivo effect.

Fig. 6 SVmab blocks TTX-

sensitive Na? currents in mouse

DRG neurons. A–B Perfusion

with SVmab (300 nmol/L) and

protoxin II (10 nmol/L) but not

CTmab (300 nmol/L) sup-

pressed transient Na? currents

in small DRG neurons. A Rep-

resentative current traces.

B Time-course of currents

before and 4 min after drug

perfusion. Note continuing

inhibition by SVmab during

washout. Also note that SVmab

and protoxin II induced similar

inhibition (*P\ 0.05, two-way

ANOVA). C–D SVmab and

CTmab did not alter TTX-re-

sistant Na? currents. C Repre-

sentative traces of TTX-

resistant Na? currents. D Time

course of TTX-resistant Na?

currents before and 4 min after

antibody perfusion. n.s. not

significant.
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SVmab Binds to and Inhibits Nav1.7 in Human

DRG Neurons

Finally, we tested whether SVmab also binds to and

inhibits Nav1.7 in human DRG neurons. Immunohisto-

chemistry revealed that SVmab was capable of binding

neurons and axons of human DRGs (Fig. 10A). Notably,

SVmab binding primarily occurred on the cell surface

(Fig. 10B), supporting specific binding to the extracellular

site of human Nav1.7. Patch-clamp recordings from small-

diameter human DRG neurons (\50 lm) showed that

SVmab (300 nmol/L) elicited *20%–30% inhibition of

Na? currents (P\ 0.05 compared to CTmab, Fig. 10C).

Thus, SVmab is also active in human tissue. In contrast,

CTmab (300 nmol/L, 4 min) had no effect on Na? currents

in these neurons (Fig. 10C).

Fig. 7 Inhibition of Na? currents by SVmab is abrogated by a

blocking peptide in mouse DRG neurons and Nav1.7-expressing

HEK293 cells. A–B Effects of the control peptide DYKDDDDK

(10 lmol/L, n = 7) with SVmab, the blocking peptide VELFLAD-

VEG (10 lmol/L, n = 10) with SVmab, or SVmab alone (300 nmol/

L, n = 6). A Representative current traces. B Time course of currents

before and 4 min after drug perfusion (*P\ 0.05, n.s., not significant,

two-way ANOVA). C Effects of the blocking peptide (10 lmol/L)

with SVmab (300 nmol/L) on currents in Nav1.7-expressing cells

(n = 8 cells). Note no inhibition of Nav1.7 currents by SVmab in the

presence of the blocking peptide.
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Discussion

Our data showed that SVmab and rSVmab exhibit differ-

ential but specific blocking effects on Na? currents elicited

in Nav1.7-expressing HEK293 cells, in mouse DRG cells,

and in human DRG cells. Furthermore, these two antibod-

ies showed differential pain-relief effects on a model of

chemotherapy-induced neuropathic pain. SVmab had sig-

nificantly higher activity than rSVmab in all experiments.

The mild effect of rSVmab on HEK293 cells is in

agreement with the results of Liu et al. [30]. Consistent

with the differences, SVmab had a significantly higher

binding affinity for Nav1.7 in all systems tested (HEK293

cells expressing Nav1.7, mouse DRG neurons, human

nerve tissue, and the Nav1.7 VSD II) than rSVmab. Despite

its low affinity, the effects of rSVmab on Nav1.7 were

specific because it bound to Nav1.7-expressing HEK293

cells at a high concentration compared to the control

Fig. 8 SVmab, rSVmab, and

CTmab differentially regulate

total and slow-inactivating Na?

currents in mouse DRG neu-

rons. A–C Representative traces

of whole-cell voltage-clamp

recordings from acutely cul-

tured neurons exposed to mon-

oclonal antibodies. The currents

were evoked by a test pulse

every 40 s to -20 mV from a

holding potential of -80 mV

followed by -50 mV. D Peak

currents plotted against duration

of antibody application. a:
CTmab, b: SVmab, c: rSVmab

(300 nmol/L). E–F Reponses of

total currents (E) and slow-in-

activating currents (F) to appli-

cation of Nav1.7 antibodies.

Percentage change of peak cur-

rents averaged from all tested

neurons plotted against time of

antibody application

(P\ 0.0001, linear regression,

probability of nonzero slope for

SVmab).
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antibody IgG1 and also had an effect on neuropathic pain

in vivo. In contrast, CTmab, despite its higher-affinity

binding, had no effect on Nav1.7 function in any of the

systems, underlining the functional specificity of SVmab

and rSVmab.

The study of Liu et al. showed that the binding of

arSVmab to the peptide corresponding to the loop between

S3 and S4 was below the detection limit [30]. Here, we

showed that the peptide abrogated the blocking effect of

SVmab on Na? currents in mouse DRGs and in HEK293

cells expressing Nav1.7, consistent with our previous study

[19]. We previously showed that SVmab and CTmab bind

to Nav1.7 VSD II [19], which was confirmed in the present

study (Fig. 1A). Importantly, we found that SVmab and

CTmab bound to the full-length Nav1.7 channels expressed

in HEK293 cells and human nerve tissue to which rSVmab

showed significantly weaker binding. There are several

possible explanations for this apparent discrepancy. First, it

Fig. 9 SVmab, rSVmab, and CTmab differentially alter neuropathic

pain after chemotherapy. A Spinal administration of SVmab and

rSVmab, but not CTmab, reduced paclitaxel-induced mechanical

allodynia, evaluated by withdrawal threshold. Antibodies were

injected intrathecally 3 days after a single paclitaxel injection

(6 mg/kg) in male CD1 mice (***P\ 0.001 vs CTmab group, two-

way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc comparison, n = 5 mice per

group). B Spinal administration of SVmab, but not CTmab or

rSVmab, decreased withdrawal frequency. Antibodies were injected

intrathecally 4 days after paclitaxel injection (***P\ 0.001 vs

CTmab group, two-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-hoc compar-

ison, n = 5 mice per group).

Fig. 10 SVmab binds human DRG neurons and inhibits their Na?

currents. A–B Immunohistochemistry showing the binding of SVmab

to human DRG neurons visualized by Cy3-conjugated secondary

antibody. The box in A is enlarged in B. Arrows in A indicate labeled

axons; arrows in B indicate surface labeling of DRG neurons (scale

bars, 50 lm). C Normalized Na? currents before and after perfusion

with CTmab (300 nmol/L, n = 5 neurons) and SVmab (300 nmol/L,

n = 8 neurons; *P\ 0.01, two-way ANOVA).
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is possible that the weaker affinity of rSVmab leads to

peptide binding below the detection level. Second, SVmab

may have additional and serendipitous interactions with the

rest of Nav1.7 (e.g. the S1–S2 loop or the pore region)

besides the S3–S4 loop, which could have increased the

affinity of SVmab for either the Nav1.7 VSD II or the full-

length channel. Third, SVmab may recognize the S3–S4

loop in a confirmation-dependent manner. In the voltage-

gated Na? channel, the S3b helix is followed by a

structured S3–S4 loop that is connected to the S4 helix

[42]. Consistent with this possibility, the S3–S4 loop

sequence that we used for raising SVmab includes part of

the S3b helix and overlaps significantly with the binding

sites of the voltage-sensor toxins HwTx and ProTxII

[29, 40, 43]. It is believed that these toxins bind to and

stabilize the VSD in a specific conformation, thereby

affecting the gating of Nav1.7 [29, 43].

In a validation study of mouse DRG neurons at the

University of Cincinnati, we also saw significant inhibition

of Na? currents by SVmab, whereas CTmab had no effect

and rSVmab showed very mild inhibition (Fig. 8). It was

unexpected that SVmab also inhibited the slow-inactivat-

ing Na? currents, which could be TTX-resistant Na?

currents when holding the membrane potential at -50 mV

before depolarizing to -20 mV [33]. In contrast, our data

also showed that SVmab at the same concentration

(300 nmol/L) did not inhibit TTX-resistant Na? currents

in mouse DRG neurons (Fig. 6C, D) or Nav1.8-mediated

Na? currents in HEK293 cells (Fig. 4E). This discrepancy

may be due to different recording conditions in different

labs (e.g., different holding and depolarization potentials).

Because TTX was not included during Na? channel

recording to completely suppress TTX-sensitive currents

for the experiments illustrated in Figure 8, part of the

inhibitory effects shown in Figure 6B may have been the

result of either inhibition of the TTX-resistant Na? currents

mediated by Nav1.8/Nav1.9 or inhibition of the remaining

TTX-sensitive currents. Given the greater complexity of

native DRG neurons than HEK293 cells, we cannot

exclude the possibility that SVmab interacts with different

Na? channel subtypes in native settings. Thus, more

experiments are needed to determine the selectivity of the

antibody in native and pathological conditions, including

possible effects on Nav1.6 [7, 44] and Nav1.8/Nav1.9.

Given a critical role of Nav1.8 and Nav1.9 in neuropathic

pain and their predominant expression in sensory neurons

[16, 45, 46], additional inhibition of TTX-resistant Na?

currents may increase the therapeutic efficacy of the

antibody.

What are the possible reasons for the different functional

efficacy and binding properties of SVmab and rSVmab?

First, we reason that different post-translational modifica-

tions of the antibody (i.e. glycosylation or chemical

modification) produced in two different systems (hy-

bridoma vs HEK293 cells) could explain the discrepancy.

Post-translational modifications, including glycosylation

and chemical modification, are known to have significant

effects on the structure and function of recombinant

antibodies [47–56]. Consistent with this possibility, the

apparent molecular weights of the heavy chains of SVmab

and rSVmab differed on SDS-PAGE (Fig. 1D). If this is

the case, it would be interesting to investigate how post-

translational modifications regulate the different efficacies

of SVmab and rSVmab. Second, we cannot exclude the

possibility that the hybridoma clone that produced SVmab

of high activity was gradually dominated by another clone

that produces a less active antibody during hybridoma

culture and selection. We recently realized that the first

batch of the antibody that was used for most of the previous

in vitro experiments exhibited a stronger ELISA response

to the Nav1.7 VSD II than a recent batch of SVmab

(Fig. 1B) and there is batch-to-batch variation in binding

and activity of the antibody, which could cause difference

in its blocking activity. Third, although it is a remote

possibility, we cannot completely rule out an error in

antibody sequencing. Nevertheless, we performed hybri-

doma sequencing from two different companies and

obtained a consensus sequence of the variable region.

We observed that although CTmab shows stronger

binding to Nav1.7 than SVmab, it is unable to block

Nav1.7 activity. On the other hand, although rSVmab

shows weaker binding to Nav1.7 than CTmab and SVmab,

it still has some in vivo activity in our behavioral tests

(Fig. 9A). It is noteworthy that the control antibody used

by Liu et al. showed some blocking activity of the Nav1.7

currents, but the source of this control antibody has not

been fully described [30].

These findings might have implications for the devel-

opment of ion channel-targeting antibodies. Because ion

channels undergo multiple conformational changes associ-

ated with gating at a fast time scale (milliseconds or less),

antibody binding to a conformation that affects gating is

less likely to be a high-affinity event. Therefore, screening

high-affinity antibody binders for initial selection may not

be an ideal strategy for developing antibodies that block

ion channel activity. One potential approach is to engineer

bispecific antibodies to have one Fab portion with blocking

activity and another portion with a high affinity for the

target ion channel.

In agreement with the previous report [19], our results

showed that the efficacy of SVmab is activity/frequency

dependent. Following electrical field stimulation at 10 Hz,

a low concentration of SVmab (100 nmol/L) induced a

pronounced inhibition of the Nav1.7 current (Fig. 4C, D).

Thus, SVmab could be more effective in neuropathic pain

conditions where hyperexcitability of sensory neurons
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develops [9, 57, 58]. It is interesting that rSVmab showed

some in vivo activity in the mechanical allodynia threshold

test despite its apparently low potency against Nav1.7,

suggesting that Nav1.7 contributes differently to the

withdrawal threshold and frequency in the paclitaxel-

induced mechanical allodynia model. We cannot com-

pletely rule out the possibility of an additional target of

rSVmab and SVmab for their in vivo effects on the

mechanical allodynia threshold.

Our data also suggest that post-translational modifica-

tion might be an important factor in the development of

therapeutic antibodies targeting surface proteins such as

ion channels, especially under in vivo or ex vivo conditions.

Because antibodies are large molecules, it is critical to have

unhindered access to their targets in neurons within tissues.

To this end, it might be advantageous to use antibodies

with less glycosylation or smaller fragments (e.g. Fab or

nanobody). Notably, in a pilot study we observed that the

Fab fragments of SVmab effectively inhibit Na? currents

in mouse and human DRG neurons and suppress inflam-

matory and neuropathic pain [59]. Further characterization

of the in vitro, ex vivo, and in vivo efficacy of the Fab

fragments is under way. It is also noteworthy that a

complete inhibition of Nav1.7 function can be detrimental,

given the important role of this channel in normal pain

perception and other physiological functions. Partial inhi-

bition of Nav1.7 function, especially preferential inhibition

of Nav1.7 hyper-function in pathological pain conditions

may offer better control of clinical pain. It is also worth

mentioning that patients and mice lacking Nav1.7 have

increased opioid tone and the insensitivity to pain can be

reversed by naloxone [60]. Thus, Nav1.7 inhibitors such as

SVmab may also alleviate pathological pain by enhancing

the function of the endogenous opioid system.
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Abstract Increasing evidence suggests that cytokines and

chemokines play crucial roles in chronic itch. In the present

study, we evaluated the roles of tumor necrosis factor-alpha

(TNF-a) and its receptors TNF receptor subtype-1

(TNFR1) and TNFR2 in acute and chronic itch in mice.

Compared to wild-type (WT) mice, TNFR1-knockout

(TNFR1-KO) and TNFR1/R2 double-KO (DKO), but not

TNFR2-KO mice, exhibited reduced acute itch induced by

compound 48/80 and chloroquine (CQ). Application of the

TNF-synthesis inhibitor thalidomide and the TNF-a
antagonist etanercept dose-dependently suppressed acute

itch. Intradermal injection of TNF-a was not sufficient to

evoke scratching, but potentiated itch induced by com-

pound 48/80, but not CQ. In addition, compound 48/80

induced TNF-a mRNA expression in the skin, while CQ

induced its expression in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) and

spinal cord. Furthermore, chronic itch induced by dry skin

was reduced by administration of thalidomide and etaner-

cept and in TNFR1/R2 DKO mice. Dry skin induced TNF-

a expression in the skin, DRG, and spinal cord and TNFR1

expression only in the spinal cord. Thus, our findings

suggest that TNF-a/TNFR1 signaling is required for the

full expression of acute and chronic itch via peripheral and

central mechanisms, and targeting TNFR1 may be benefi-

cial for chronic itch treatment.

Keywords Itch � Tumor necrosis factor � Tumor necrosis

factor receptor � Spinal cord � Central sensitization

Introduction

Itch (pruritus) is an unpleasant sensation that elicits the

desire or reflex to scratch [1, 2]. Acute itch protects against

potentially harmful irritations, while chronic itch can

greatly reduce the quality of life [3]. Chronic itch is often

associated with dermatological diseases [4, 5], as well as

hepatic [6, 7], metabolic [8], and renal diseases [9, 10].

Because of the great variety of pathophysiological condi-

tions underlying chronic itch, typical allergenic and anti-

inflammatory treatments are not always effective. For

example, antihistamines are prescribed for allergic itch, but

other chronic itch conditions are resistant to this treatment.

Thus, histamine-independent (non-histaminergic) mecha-

nisms are critically involved in the pathogenesis of chronic

itch. However, the molecular mechanisms underlying non-

histaminergic itch remain unclear.

Recent studies have shown that itch shares many neural

mediators and signaling pathways with pain [11–13].

Accordingly, many of the receptor systems known to

modulate pain have also been examined for their effects on
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itch [13, 14]. It is well documented that cytokines and

chemokines play key roles in driving neuroinflammation

and the development of chronic pain [15–19]. Emerging

evidence suggests that cytokines and chemokines also

serve as key itch mediators [20]. For example, cytokines

such as interleukin-31 (IL-31) [21, 22] and thymic stromal

lymphopoietin [5] contribute to atopic dermatitis-induced

itch via direct activation of primary sensory neurons in

dorsal root ganglia (DRG) through transient receptor

potential cation channel subfamily V member 1 (TRPV1)

and/or the TRP cation channel member A1 (TRPA1). In

addition, up-regulation of C-X-C motif chemokine 10

mediates allergic itch via the activation of C-X-C motif

chemokine receptor 3 on a subset of DRG neurons in mice

[23]. Although other cytokines such as IL-2, IL-4, IL-6,

IL-8, and IL-13 have also been implicated in chronic itch

[20, 24], direct evidence is currently limited.

Tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNF-a) is one of the

best known pro-inflammatory cytokines and is produced

by mast cells, macrophages, fibroblasts, endothelial

cells, Schwann cells, microglia, and astrocytes [25, 26].

It is known to act on two distinct receptors, TNF receptor

1 (TNFR1) and TNFR2 [27]. It has been documented that

TNF-a plays a key role in the pathogenesis of chronic

pain, including that due to inflammation [28, 29], neu-

ropathy [26, 30], and cancer [31, 32]. Peripheral

administration of TNF-a can excite or sensitize primary

afferent fibers to mechanical and heat stimulation in

mice, possibly due to the up-regulation of TRPV1

[33, 34] and/or p38-dependent modulation of tetrodo-

toxin-resistant Na? channels in primary afferent neurons

[35, 36]. Local application of the TNF-a antagonist

etanercept has also been shown to partially block

mechanical hyperalgesia in a cancer pain model

[31, 32, 37]. Our previous work demonstrated that TNF-

a evokes a significant increase in the frequency of

spontaneous excitatory postsynaptic currents in spinal

lamina II neurons through the activation of both TNFR1

and TNFR2 [28]. TNF-a also increases N-methyl-D-

aspartate (NMDA) currents in spinal lamina II neurons

by acting on TNFR1 [28]. We also demonstrated that

TNFR1 and TNFR2 play distinct roles in regulating

different phases of inflammatory pain in mice [28]. In a

soft-tissue cancer model, TNFR2-knockout (KO) mice

display delayed onset of thermal hyperalgesia [32]. In

bone-cancer pain, both TNFR1 and TNFR2 are required

for the development of mechanical hyperalgesia in mice

[31]. Together, these data suggest that TNF-a plays a

central role in regulating synaptic plasticity in the spinal

cord and chronic pain via TNFR1 and/or TNFR2.

However, the roles of TNF-a in the regulation of itch

sensation are unclear. The present study was designed to

test the hypothesis that peripheral and spinal TNF-a/

TNFR signaling play important roles in the processing of

acute and chronic itch in mice.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Male CD1 mice (8–10 weeks) were purchased from the

Shanghai SLAC Laboratory Animal Co. (Shanghai,

China). C57BL/6 wild-type mice and mice deficient in

TNFR1 (TNFR1-KO), TNFR2 (TNFR2-KO), or TNFR1

and 2 (TNFR1/R2 DKO) were obtained from the Jackson

Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). All animals were main-

tained under a 12 h light/dark cycle with food and water

available ad libitum at standard room temperature

(22 ± 2 �C) and humidity (60%–80%). All animal proce-

dures were performed according to the guidelines of the

International Association for the Study of Pain and were

approved by the Ethics Committee for the Use of Experi-

mental Animals in Soochow University. Experiments were

performed in a blinded manner between 09:00 and 16:00 in

a sound-attenuated room.

Mouse Model of Acute Itch

As previously reported, mice were shaved at the nape of

the neck (15 9 10 mm2) one day before intradermal (i.d.)

injection. Mice were placed in small plastic chambers

(10 9 10 9 12.5 cm3) on an elevated metal mesh floor and

allowed 30 min for habituation before behavioral testing.

Compound 48/80 (100 lg; Sigma-Aldich, St. Louis, MO)

or chloroquine (CQ; 200 lg; Sigma) was injected i.d. in the

nape at a volume of 50 lL under brief anesthesia with

isoflurane. Immediately after the injection, mice were

returned to their chambers and recorded for 30 min (Sony

HDR-CX610, Shanghai, China). The video was re-played

offline and scratching behavior was quantified in a blinded

manner. As we postulated that multiple injections of

thalidomide would have a cumulative inhibitory effect on

TNF synthesis, thalidomide (50 mg/kg, i.p.; Sigma) was

injected twice (16 h and 30 min before compound 48/80

and chloroquine injection). Intrathecal (i.t.) injection of

etanercept (Enbrel�; 0.1, 1, and 10 lg; Pfizer, New York,

NY) or i.d. injection of etanercept (1 and 10 lg) was

performed 20 min before injection of compound 48/80 and

CQ. Thalidomide was dissolved in 10% dimethylsulfoxide

and etanercept in sterile saline.

Mouse Model of Chronic Itch Induced by Dry Skin

As previously described, the nape was shaved with

electric clippers and depilatory paste 3 days prior to
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treatment. Dry skin was induced under isoflurane anes-

thesia by treatment with a 1:1 mixture of acetone and

diethyl ether for 15 s followed by clean water for 10 s

(AEW), twice a day (10:00 and 17:00) for 5 days.

Control animals were treated with water only. The drug-

treatment group also received thalidomide (50 mg/kg;

i.p.) or etanercept (10 lg; i.t., 10 lg; i.d., or 1 mg/kg;

i.p.) on day 6 before testing scratching behavior. Spon-

taneous scratching behavior was video-recorded for 1 h

and quantified in a blinded manner.

Alloknesis Assay

Alloknesis after acute itch and under chronic itch con-

ditions was evaluated as in a previous report [43].

Briefly, 30 min after injection of compound 48/80, a von

Frey filament (0.7 mN) was applied to the affected skin.

The number of scratch bouts directed to the site after

mechanical stimulation was counted. The alloknesis

(touch-evoked itch) score was determined by calculating

the total number of scratches elicited by ten mechanical

stimuli. In the dry-skin model, the von Frey filament was

applied at the border of the treatment area after AEW

treatment for 5 days to elicit scratching and the allok-

nesis score was calculated.

Real-Time Quantitative RT-PCR Analysis

Wecollected the treated skin, C3–C4DRGs, andC3–C4 spinal

cord30 minafter compound48/80orCQinjection, or after 1, 3,

or 5 days of AEW treatment. Total RNA was extracted using

TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) according to the

manufacturer’s guidelines. One microgram of total RNA was

reverse-transcribed for each sample using a RevertAid First

Strand cDNA Synthesis Kit according to the manufacturer’s

protocol (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA). Real-time

PCR analyses were performed using the SYBR Green master

mix (Roche, Basle, Switzerland) and anOpticon real-timePCR

detection system (ABI7500,LifeTechnologies,ThermoFisher

Scientific, Darmstadt, Germany). Specific fragments were

amplifiedwith the following primers: TNFa: 50-GTTCTCTTC
AAGGGACAAGGCTG-30; 50-TCCTGGTATGAGATAGC
AAATCGG-30; TNFR1: 50-TGAGTGCGTCCCTTGCAG
CC-30; 50-AACC AGGGGCAACAGCACCG-30; TNFR2: 50-
GTCATGGCGGAGGCCCAAGG-30; 50-GCGCTGGCTTG
GGAAGAGCA-30; CX3CR1: 50-CCAGAGCCGTCAGAC
TCATC-30; 50-CTGTCTCCGTCACACTGAGG-30; GAPDH:
50-GAAGGTCGGTGTGAACGGAT-30; 50-AATCTCCACT
TTGCCACTGC-30. The targeted gene expression level was

normalized to GAPDH.

Western Blotting

After AEW treatment for 5 days, on day 6, mice were ter-

minally anesthetized with isoflurane and transcardially per-

fused with PBS and the treated skin, C3–C4 DRGs, and C3–

C4 spinal cord were rapidly removed and homogenized in

lysis buffer containing a cocktail of phosphatase inhibitors

and protease inhibitors for total protein extraction assays as

in our previous report [43]. The protein concentrations were

measured with the Pierce BCA Protein Assay (Thermo), and

equal amounts of protein (25 lg) were loaded onto each lane
and separated in 10% SDS-PAGE. After transfer, the blots

were blocked with 5% non-fat milk in Tris-buffered saline at

room temperature for 1 h and PVDF membranes were

incubated overnight at 4 �C with primary polyclonal anti-

TNF-a (rabbit, 1:1000; Abcam, Cambridge, MA). For

loading control, the blots were probed with a-tubulin anti-

body (mouse, 1:1000; Vazyme, Nanjing, China). The blots

were washed and incubated with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated goat anti-rabbit or goat anti-mouse IgG sec-

ondary antibody (1:2000; Vazyme). Protein bands were

visualized using an enhanced chemiluminescence detection

kit (Pierce) and the band densities were analyzed using the

Molecular Imager ChemiDoc XRS ? System (Bio-Rad).

Data from 4–5 mice were used for statistical analysis.

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Statistical analy-

ses were carried out using Graphpad Prism version 6.02

(Graphpad software, La Jolla, CA). Unpaired Student’s t-

test was used for two-group comparison. One-way

ANOVA with the Bonferroni post-hoc test was used for

multiple comparisons. Two-way repeated-measured

ANOVA was also used to analyze data with multiple time

points. P\ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

TNFR1, but not TNFR2, is Required for Both

Histaminergic and Non-histaminergic Itch in Mice

First, we used the TNFR1-KO, TNFR2-KO, and TNFR1/

R2-DKO mice to explore the potential role of TNF-a/
TNFR signaling in acute itch, which is traditionally divided

into histaminergic and non-histaminergic itch in humans

and rodents [1, 38]. Consistent with previous reports

[39, 40], i.d. injection of compound 48/80, which induces

mast cell degranulation and histamine release [41, 42],
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induced histaminergic itch (Fig. 1). The compound 48/80-

induced scratching was significantly reduced in TNFR1-

KO and TNFR1/R2 DKO mice (P\ 0.05; Figure 1A, B),

but not in TNFR2-KO mice. CQ is an anti-malarial drug

that induces non-histaminergic itch via activation of Mas-

related G protein-coupled receptor A3 (MrgprA3) and

TRPA1 in primary sensory neurons in mice [38, 49].

Similarly, CQ-induced scratching was also lower in

TNFR1-KO and TNFR1/R2 DKO mice (P\ 0.05;

Fig. 1C, D), but not in TNFR2-KO mice. Thus, these

results suggested that TNFR1 is required for both his-

taminergic and non-histaminergic itch in mice.

Thalidomide and Etanercept Inhibit

both Histaminergic and Non-histaminergic Itch

in Mice

We subsequently investigated whether inhibition of

TNF-a synthesis and anti-TNF-a treatment reduce acute

itch in mice. Systemic administration of thalidomide

dose-dependently suppressed the compound 48/80-in-

duced histaminergic itch (P\ 0.05; Fig. 2A, B). Simi-

larly, i.t. (1 and 10 lg) and i.d. (10 lg) administration of

etanercept both significantly attenuated the compound

48/80-induced itch (both P\ 0.05; Fig. 2C–F). Mean-

while, systemic administration of thalidomide dose-de-

pendently suppressed the CQ-induced non-histamin-

ergic itch (P\ 0.05; Fig. 3A, B). And i.t. injection of

etanercept (10 lg) attenuated CQ-induced itch

(P\ 0.05; Fig. 3C, D). In contrast, i.d. administration of

etanercept (1 and 10 lg) had little effect on CQ-induced

non-histaminergic itch (P[ 0.05; Fig. 3E, F). Together,

these results suggested that inhibition of TNF-a syn-

thesis and treatment with a TNF-a antagonist reduce

both histaminergic and non-histaminergic itch in mice in

a dose-dependent manner, although the effect of etan-

ercept on CQ-induced non-histaminergic itch was

limited.

Fig. 1 TNFR1, but not TNFR2,

is required for both

histaminergic and non-

histaminergic itch in mice.

A Time course of acute

histaminergic itch induced by

compound 48/80 (48/80) in

wild-type (WT), TNFR1-KO,

TNFR2-KO, and TNFR1/R2

DKO mice. B Total scratching

bouts within 30 min induced by

48/80 in all four groups of mice.

C Time course of acute non-

histaminergic itch induced by

chloroquine (CQ) in WT,

TNFR1-KO, TNFR2-KO, and

TNFR1/R2 DKO mice. D Total

scratching bouts within 30 min

induced by CQ in all four

groups of mice. Data are

presented as mean ± SEM

(*P\ 0.05 vs WT group one-

way ANOVA followed by

Bonferroni post hoc test;

n = 5–7 mice per group).
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Peripheral and Central TNF-a Play Distinct Roles

in Acute Histaminergic and Non-Histaminergic Itch

in Mice

The i.d. injection of TNF-a was not sufficient to evoke

scratching (P[ 0.05; Fig. 4A). However, i.d. injection

of TNF-a potentiated the compound 48/80-induced

scratching (P\ 0.05; Fig. 4B), but had no effect on CQ-

induced acute itch (P[ 0.05; Fig. 4B). We further

examined the expression changes of TNF-a after appli-

cation of compound 48/80 or CQ using q-PCR. The

results showed that compound 48/80 up-regulated TNF-a
expression in the skin (P\ 0.05; Fig. 4C), but not in the

DRG and spinal cord. In contrast, CQ up-regulated TNF-

a expression in the DRG and spinal cord (P\ 0.05;

Fig. 4D), but not in the skin. Thus, TNF-a in the skin is

mainly involved in compound 48/80-induced acute itch,

while TNF-a in the DRG and spinal cord is involved in

Fig. 2 Inhibitory effects of

thalidomide and etanercept on

acute histaminergic itch in mice.

A–B Time course (A) and total

scratching bouts within 30 min

(B) of compound 48/80-induced

itch in vehicle- and thalidomide-

treated mice. C–D Time course

(C) and total scratching bouts

within 30 min (D) of compound

48/80-induced itch after i.t.

injection of vehicle or

etanercept. E–F Time course

(E) and total scratching bouts

within 30 min (F) of compound

48/80-induced itch after i.d.

injection of vehicle or

etanercept. Data are presented

as mean ± SEM (*P\ 0.05 vs

vehicle group, one-way

ANOVA followed by

Bonferroni post hoc test;

n = 6–8 mice per group).
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both compound 48/80- and CQ-induced acute itch in

mice.

TNF-a/TNFR Signaling is Required for Dry Skin-

Induced Chronic Itch and Alloknesis in Mice

To further investigate the role of TNF-a/TNFR in chronic

itch, we subsequently determined the effects of thalidomide

or etanercept on dry skin-induced chronic itch [43]. We

found that AEW-treated mice developed spontaneous

scratching behavior (Fig. 5A) and alloknesis (Fig. 5B). I.t.

injection of TNF-a was not able to evoke scratching in

control and AEW-treated mice (Fig. 5C), suggesting that

TNF-a in the spinal cord is not sufficient to induce itch.

Systemic injection of thalidomide (50 mg/kg; i.p.) sup-

pressed the AEW-induced chronic itch (P\ 0.05;

Fig. 3 Inhibitory effects of

thalidomide or etanercept on

acute non-histaminergic itch in

mice. A–B Time course (A) and
total scratching bouts within

30 min (B) of CQ-induced itch

in vehicle- and thalidomide-

treated mice. C–D Time course

(C) and total scratching bouts

within 30 min (D) of CQ-
induced itch after i.t. injection

of vehicle or etanercept. E–F
Time course (E) and total

scratching bouts within 30 min

(F) of CQ-induced itch after i.d.

injection of vehicle or

etanercept. Data are presented

as mean ± SEM (*P\ 0.05 vs

vehicle group, one-way

ANOVA followed by

Bonferroni post hoc test;

n = 6–8 mice per group).
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Fig. 5D). I.p. (1 mg/kg) or i.t. (10 lg) injection of etan-

ercept suppressed AEW-induced chronic itch (P\ 0.05;

Fig. 5E, F), but i.d. injection of etanercept (10 lg) did not

have this effect (P[ 0.05; Fig. 5G). The AEW-induced

chronic itch was also lower in TNFR1/R2 DKO mice

(P\ 0.05; Fig. 5H). In addition, thalidomide (50 mg/kg;

i.p.) and etanercept (10 lg; i.t.) both suppressed the AEW-

induced alloknesis (P\ 0.05; Fig. 5I, J). Finally, the

compound 48/80-induced alloknesis was suppressed by i.t.

injection of etanercept (10 lg; P\ 0.05; Fig. 5K). Thus,

the results indicated that TNF-a/TNFR signaling is

required for the full development of dry skin-induced

chronic itch and alloknesis in mice.

Effects of AEW-Induced Dry Skin on the Expression

of TNF-a and TNFRs in the Skin, DRG, and Spinal

Cord in Mice

To further explore the possible regulation of TNF-a/TNFR
signaling under chronic itch conditions, we determined the

expression changes of TNF-a, TNFR1, and TNFR2 in the

skin, DRG, and spinal cord after AEW treatment in mice

usingWestern blotting and q-PCR analysis.Western blotting

data showed dry skin-induced up-regulation of TNF-a
expression in the skin, DRG, and spinal cord (P\ 0.05;

Fig. 6A, B). Q-PCR analysis also confirmed the increased

mRNA expression of TNF-a expression in the skin, DRG,

and spinal cord (P\ 0.05; Fig. 6C). We further examined

the time-course of TNF-a expression in the spinal cord after

AEW treatment and found that its expression started to

increase after 1 day of AEW treatment and persisted for at

least 5 days (Fig. 6D). We also investigated whether AEW

treatment induced the activation ofmicroglia, amajor source

of TNF-a in the central nervous system. The results showed

that CX3C chemokine receptor 1 (CX3CR1), a molecular

marker of microglia in the central nervous system, was

transiently up-regulated after 1 day of AEW treatment

(P\ 0.05; Fig. 6E). Finally, we found that the expression of

TNFR1 was up-regulated in the spinal cord, but not in the

skin and DRG, following AEW treatment (Fig. 6F). In

contrast, the expression ofTNFR2 in the skin,DRG, or spinal

cordwas not affected byAEW treatment (Fig. 6F). Thus, up-

regulation of TNF-a/TNFR1 signaling may contribute to the

development of chronic itch.

Fig. 4 Peripheral and central TNF-a play distinct roles in compound

48/80- and CQ-induced acute itch in mice. A I.d. injection of TNF-a
(0.2–20 ng) was not able to elicit scratching (P[ 0.05; one-way

ANOVA followed by Bonferroni post hoc test; n = 6-8 mice per

group). B I.d. injection of TNF-a (20 ng) enhanced compound 48/80-

but not CQ-induced scratching (*P\ 0.05 vs saline control group;

Student’s t test; n = 6-8 mice per group). C Quantitative real-time

PCR (q-PCR) analysis showed compound 48/80-induced up-regula-

tion of TNF-a expression in the skin, but not in the DRG or spinal

cord. D Q-PCR analysis showed CQ-induced up-regulation of TNF-a
expression in the DRG and spinal cord, but not in the skin. Data are

presented as mean ± SEM (*P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01 vs saline control

group; Student’s t test; n = 3–4 mice per group).
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Discussion

Itch is a major somatic sensation along with touch, pain,

and temperature sensations [1, 44]. Acute itch serves as a

self-protective mechanism [45], while chronic itch repre-

sents a clinical problem, commonly accompanying skin,

systemic, and metabolic disorders. Although antihistamines

are often used to treat allergic itch [46], they are often

ineffective for most kinds of chronic itch, suggesting his-

tamine-independent mechanisms are involved. Histamine,

mainly released from mast cells [47] and keratinocytes

[48], binds H1 and H4 receptors to activate phospholipase

C beta 3 and TRPV1 on free nerve terminals in skin to

elicit histaminergic itch. In contrast, multiple mechanisms

underlie non-histaminergic itch. Many efforts have been

made to reveal the molecular and cellular bases of this type

of itch. MrgprA3 and MrgprC11 coupling with TRPA1

have been demonstrated to mediate non-histaminergic itch

induced by CQ and the endogenous neuropeptide BAM8-

22, respectively [38, 49, 50]. Our recent studies revealed

that the activation of Toll-like receptors (TLRs), such as

TLR7 and TLR3, induces non-histaminergic itch, possibly

Fig. 5 TNF-a contributes to dry skin-induced chronic itch and

alloknesis in mice. A–B Time courses of spontaneous scratching

(A) and alloknesis (B) induced by AEW treatment for 5 days. C I.t.

injection of TNF-a was not sufficient to evoke scratching in control

(Ctrl) and AEW-treated mice. D Systemic administration of thalido-

mide (50 mg/kg; i.p.) suppressed spontaneous itch induced by AEW

treatment. E–F I.p. injection of etanercept (E; 1 mg/kg) and i.t.

injection of etanercept (F; 10 lg) suppressed spontaneous itch

induced by AEW treatment. G I.d. injection of etanercept (10 lg)

did not suppress spontaneous itch induced by AEW treatment.

H Spontaneous itch induced by AEW treatment was significantly

lower in TNFR1/R2 DKO mice. I I.p. injection of thalidomide

(50 mg/kg) suppressed AEW treatment-induced alloknesis. J I.t.

injection of etanercept (10 lg) suppressed AEW treatment-induced

alloknesis. K I.t. injection of etanercept (10 lg) suppressed com-

pound 48/80-induced alloknesis. Data are presented as mean ± SEM

(*P\ 0.05, ***P\ 0.001 vs corresponding group, Student’s t test;

n = 6–8 mice per group).
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via direct coupling to TRPA1 in primary sensory neurons

in mice [44]. In addition, oxidative stress induces non-

histaminergic itch through direct activation of TRPA1, and

antioxidants strongly attenuate acute and chronic itch in

mice [40, 51]. Recent studies have also provided new

insights into the ionic mechanisms of acute itch, such as

TRPV4 regulation of histamine- and serotonin-induced itch

[52, 53], Cav3.2 regulation of H2S-induced itch [54], and

acid-sensing ion channel 3 regulation of CQ-induced itch

[55]. Increasing evidence supports a critical role of

cytokines and chemokines in the pathogenesis of chronic

itch [20]. Unfortunately, there is no report on the role of

TNF-a, one of the best known pro-inflammatory cytokines,

in acute and chronic itch.

In the present study, we aimed to investigate the role of

TNF-a/TNFR1 signaling in acute and chronic itch. For

acute itch, we used the mouse histaminergic itch model

induced by compound 48/80 [56], and the non-histamin-

ergic itch model induced by CQ [49]. We first demon-

strated that TNFR1, but not TNFR2, is required for acute

histaminergic and non-histaminergic itch using KO mice.

The TNF-synthesis inhibitor thalidomide and the TNF-a
antagonist etanercept dose-dependently suppressed acute

itch. In addition, compound 48/80 induced TNF-a mRNA

expression in the skin, while CQ induced its expression in

the DRG and spinal cord. Thalidomide and etanercept also

attenuated dry skin-induced chronic itch and alloknesis.

Dry skin induced the up-regulation of TNF-a expression in

the skin, DRG, and spinal cord and TNFR1 only in the

spinal cord. Thus, our findings suggested that TNF-a/
TNFR1 signaling is required for the full expression of

acute and chronic itch, possibly via distinct peripheral and

central mechanisms.

TNF-a is produced by different cell types in the skin,

such as mast cells, macrophages, and fibroblasts [25, 26].

As TNFR1 is expressed by DRG neurons [57], we

hypothesized that TNF released by peripheral immune cells

or skin-resident cells sensitizes primary afferent nerve

fibers to exogenous or endogenous pruritogens. We found

that i.t. application of the TNF-a antagonist etanercept

attenuated compound 48/80- and CQ-induced acute itch. In

contrast, i.d. injection of etanercept only suppressed the

Fig. 6 Dry skin induces up-regulation of TNF-a/TNFR1 signaling in

mice. A–B Western blots (A) and analysis (B) showing that AEW

induced up-regulation of TNF-a at the protein level in the skin, DRG,

and spinal cord. C Q-PCR analysis confirmed the AEW-induced up-

regulation of TNF-a expression at the mRNA level in the skin, DRG,

and spinal cord. D–E Time course of the up-regulation of TNF-a
mRNA (D) and CX3CR1 mRNA (E) in the spinal cord induced by

AEW treatment. F Q-PCR analysis showing that the mRNA

expression of TNFR1, but not TNFR2, was up-regulated in the spinal

cord, but not in the skin and DRG. We collected all tissues for

Western blotting or q-PCR after AEW treatment for 5 days

(*P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01, ***P\ 0.001 vs corresponding control

group; Student’s t test; n = 3–4 mice per group).
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compound 48/80- but not CQ-induced acute itch. Accord-

ingly, TNF-a potentiated compound 48/80- but not CQ-

induced acute itch, although i.d. injection of TNF-a was

not sufficient to induce scratching. Thus, these data suggest

that TNF-a in the skin is predominantly involved in com-

pound 48/80-induced itch, while TNF-a in the spinal cord

contributes to both compound 48/80- and CQ-induced

acute itch in mice. Furthermore, q-PCR analysis showed

that compound 48/80 induced up-regulation of TNF-a in

the skin, while CQ-induced up-regulation of TNF-a in the

DRG and spinal cord. We postulated that the acute inhi-

bitory effects of thalidomide and etanercept on acute itch

may be attributed to their inhibition of the synthesis or

release of TNF, and the up-regulation of TNF mRNA may

be involved in alloknesis, which developed later.

What is the role of TNF-a/TNFR signaling in chronic

itch? We found that thalidomide or etanercept significantly

attenuated dry skin-induced chronic itch and alloknesis in

mice. In addition, these phenomena were lower in TNFR1/

R2 DKO mice. Finally, we demonstrated that TNF-a was

up-regulated in the skin, DRG, and spinal cord and TNFR1

was up-regulated in the spinal cord under dry skin-induced

chronic itch conditions. Recent studies have emphasized

that microglia play an important role in the development of

chronic itch in mice. For example, previous work showed

that the acute scratching induced by pruritogens is

accompanied by activation of microglial cells in the spinal

cord [58]. Microglia are also activated in the spinal cord

under chronic itch condition, such as atopic dermatitis

[59, 60]. Given that microglia are considered to be the main

source of TNF-a in the central nervous system [61], we

further showed that CX3CR1 (a microglial marker) was

transiently up-regulated in the spinal cord of dry-skin mice,

suggesting that microglia are transiently activated in these

mice. It has been clearly demonstrated that glutamate and

natriuretic precursor peptide B (NppB) released from pri-

mary pruriceptive neurons activate secondary spinal cord

natriuretic peptide receptor A (NPRA)-positive neurons,

which use gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) to activate GRP

receptor (GRPR)-expressing excitatory interneurons in the

superficial laminae of the dorsal horn to transmit itch sig-

nals [42, 62, 63]. Our previous study showed that TNF-a
increases the NMDA currents in spinal lamina II neurons,

and this increase is abolished in TNFR1-KO mice, but

retained in TNFR2-KO mice [28]. This result provided an

important clue that the facilitating effects of TNF-a on

glutamate neurotransmission may participate in the central

sensitization for chronic itch. However, the effects of TNF-

a on NppB/NPRA or GRP/GRPR signaling in the spinal

cord remain unclear. Together, the results suggest that

TNF-a, possibly derived from microglia, contributes to the

development of chronic itch, perhaps by the activation of

TNFR1 in the spinal cord.

In summary, we have demonstrated a critical role of

TNF-a/TNFR1 signaling in acute and chronic itch by dis-

tinct peripheral and central mechanisms. Given that the

TNF antagonist etanercept is already available for treating

inflammation-related diseases, such as arthritis, anti-TNF-a
therapy may be a new option for the treatment of devas-

tating chronic itch.
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Abstract Recent studies have shown that the chemokine

receptor CXCR3 and its ligand CXCL10 in the dorsal root

ganglion mediate itch in experimental allergic contact

dermatitis (ACD). CXCR3 in the spinal cord also con-

tributes to the maintenance of neuropathic pain. However,

whether spinal CXCR3 is involved in acute or chronic itch

remains unclear. Here, we report that Cxcr3-/- mice

showed normal scratching in acute itch models but reduced

scratching in chronic itch models of dry skin and ACD. In

contrast, both formalin-induced acute pain and complete

Freund’s adjuvant-induced chronic inflammatory pain were

reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice. In addition, the expression of

CXCR3 and CXCL10 was increased in the spinal cord in

the dry skin model induced by acetone and diethyl ether

followed by water (AEW). Intrathecal injection of a

CXCR3 antagonist alleviated AEW-induced itch. Further-

more, touch-elicited itch (alloknesis) after compound 48/80

or AEW treatment was suppressed in Cxcr3-/- mice.

Finally, AEW-induced astrocyte activation was inhibited in

Cxcr3-/- mice. Taken together, these data suggest that

spinal CXCR3 mediates chronic itch and alloknesis, and

targeting CXCR3 may provide effective treatment for

chronic pruritus.

Keywords Chronic itch � Alloknesis � Dry skin � CXCR3 �
CXCL10 � Spinal cord

Introduction

Chemokines are a family of small secreted proteins,

which are well-known regulators of peripheral immune

cell trafficking [1]. Chemokines are also expressed in the

central nervous system, where they regulate its function

under both physiological and pathological conditions,

including neuronal development, synaptic transmission,

and disease-associated neuroinflammation [1–3]. Several

chemokines have been shown to mediate neuroinflamma-

tion in the spinal cord and contribute to chronic pain

[4, 5]. Chronic itch is a debilitating symptom of inflam-

matory skin conditions, such as contact dermatitis and

atopic dermatitis, as well as systemic diseases, for which

existing treatment is largely ineffective [6]. Recent

studies have revealed that chronic itch and chronic pain

share some common mechanisms [7, 8]. For example,

toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4) in the spinal cord contributes

to neuropathic pain, arthritis pain, and chemotherapy-

induced pain [9–11]. TLR4 also plays an important role in

mediating the chronic itch induced by dry skin and

allergic contact dermatitis (ACD) [12]. Whether chemoki-

nes in the spinal cord are involved in chronic itch remains

to be investigated.

Chemokines consist of[50 members and 4 subfamilies.

CXCL10 belongs to the CXC subfamily and exerts its

biological function via the G-protein coupled receptor

CXCR3 [13]. CXCL10/CXCR3 signaling has been impli-

cated in a variety of human diseases including chronic

inflammation, immune dysfunction, cancer, and metastasis

[14, 15]. Our recent study showed that CXCL10 and
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CXCR3 are upregulated in the spinal cord after peripheral

nerve injury and contribute to the maintenance of neuro-

pathic pain [16]. Spinal CXCL10/CXCR3 is also involved

in experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis-evoked

hyperalgesia [17] and bone cancer-induced pain hypersen-

sitivity [18]. Recently, Qu et al. reported that CXCL10 and

CXCR3 are increased in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) in

an ACD model, and CXCL10 directly activates a subset of

cutaneous DRG neurons through neuronal CXCR3 [19]. In

peripheral tissues, CXCL10 is produced by epidermal cells

and is upregulated in the challenged skin of contact

hypersensitivity [20, 21]. These studies suggest a role of

peripheral CXCL10/CXCR3 in mediating ACD-induced

itch. Whether spinal CXCR3 contributes to chronic itch has

not been explored.

In this study, using acute itch models induced by

compound 48/80 or chloroquine, and chronic itch models

induced by dry skin or ACD, we investigated whether

Cxcr3-deficiency affects acute or chronic itch. Given that

astrocyte activation in the spinal dorsal horn is associated

with chronic itch [22], we also checked the expression of

the astrocytic marker GFAP in the spinal cord in the dry

skin model.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Adult C57BL/6 mice (male, 8 weeks old) were purchased

from the Experimental Animal Center of Nantong Univer-

sity. Cxcr3-/- mice (B6.129P2-Cxcr3tm1Dgen/J, stock num-

ber 005796) were purchased from the Jackson Laboratory.

The animals were maintained in a specific-pathogen-free

facility under a 12:12 h light-dark cycle at a room

temperature of 22 ± 1 �C. All animal procedures were

reviewed and approved by the Animal Care and Use

Committee of Nantong University.

Drugs and Administration

The potent and selective CXCR3 antagonist (±)-NBI-

74330 was from Tocris (Bristol, UK); compound 48/80,

chloroquine (CQ), and complete Freund’s adjuvant (CFA)

were from Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO); diphenylcyclo-

propenone (DCP) was from Shanghai Aladdin Biochem

Technology Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China); and 2,4-dinitro-1-

fluorobenzene (DNFB) was from TCI (Shanghai) Devel-

opment Co., Ltd (Shanghai, China). Intrathecal injection

was done with a 30 G needle into the intervertebral space

between L5 and L6 to deliver reagents to the cerebrospinal

fluid.

Behavioral Analysis

Neck Models of Acute Itch

Mice were habituated to the testing environment for 2 days.

The back of the neck was shaved 2 days before experiments.

On the day of behavioral testing, mice were individually

placed in small plastic chambers (15 9 15 9 15 cm3) on an

elevated metal mesh floor and allowed at least 30 min for

habituation. Under brief anesthesia with isoflurane, mice

were given an intradermal injection of 50 lL of compound

48/80 (100lg) orCQ (200lg) via a 30Gneedle into the nape

of the neck [12]. Immediately after the injection, mice were

returned to the chambers and recorded for 30 min. The video

was subsequently played back offline and the scratching

behavior was quantified in a blinded manner. A scratch was

counted when a mouse lifted the hindpaw to scratch the

shaved skin and returned the paw to the floor or mouth [23].

Cheek Model of Acute Itch

The animal’s cheek was shaved 2 days before experiments.

On the day of experiment, after brief anesthesia with

isoflurane, 10 lL of compound 48/80 (100 lg) or CQ (200

lg) was injected into the cheek, and the animal’s behavior

was recorded for 30 min [12]. The numbers of wipes and

scratches were counted offline in a blinded manner. Wipes

were defined as a unilateral wipe with the forelimb.

Scratches were defined as a lifting of the hindpaw toward

the injection site on the cheek and then returning the paw to

the floor or to the mouth [24].

Dry Skin-Induced Mouse Model of Chronic Itch

The hair of the nape was shaved 2 days prior to treatment.

Dry skin was induced by application of a 1.5 mL 1:1

mixture of acetone and diethyl ether for 10 min, followed

by clean water for 30 s (AEW) twice a day (morning and

evening) for 7–8 days [12]. Control animals were treated

with water only. The spontaneous scratching behavior was

recorded for 1 h. Bouts of scratching were then counted in

a blinded manner.

Diphenylcyclopropenone (DCP)-Induced ACD in Neck

Skin

The hair of the nape was shaved and then DCP (1% in

acetone, 0.2 mL) was painted onto it. Seven days later, the

mice were challenged by painting the nape skin with 0.2

mL 0.5% DCP [12], which was applied daily for 10 days.

The spontaneous scratching behavior was video-recorded

for 1 h after each DCP application. Bouts of scratching

were then counted in a blinded manner.
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2,4-Dinitro-1-fluorobenzene (DNFB)-Induced ACD

in Neck Skin

DNFB was dissolved in a mixture of acetone and olive oil

(4:1). The surface of the abdomen and the nape of the neck

were shaved 2 days before sensitization. Mice were

sensitized with 50 lL of 0.5% DNFB by topical application

to the shaved abdominal skin. Five days later, the mice

were challenged with 30 lL of 0.25% DNFB by painting

the nape of neck, and then on days 3, 5, and 7 [12]. The

scratching behavior was video-recorded for 1 h on days 4,

6, and 8. Bouts of scratching were then counted in a

blinded manner.

Formalin-Induced Spontaneous Pain

Mice were habituated in an individual observation cage for

at least 30 min prior to an injection of 5% formalin (20 lL)
into the ventral surface of the right hindpaw using a 30 G

needle. After the injection, they were immediately placed

into the observation cage and video-recorded for 45 min.

The time spent licking, biting, and flinching of the injected

paw was recorded in 5-min intervals in a blinded manner.

Von Frey Test

The animals were put in boxes on an elevated metal mesh

floor and allowed 30 min for habituation before examina-

tion. The plantar surface of the hindpaw was stimulated

with a series of von Frey hairs with logarithmically

incremental stiffness (0.02–2.56 g; Stoelting, Wood Dale,

IL) presented perpendicular to the plantar surface (2–3 s for

each hair). The 50% paw withdrawal threshold was

determined using Dixon’s up-down method [25].

Hargreaves Test

The animals were put in a plastic box placed on a glass

plate, and the plantar surface was exposed to a beam of

radiant heat through a transparent glass surface (IITC

model 390 Analgesia Meter; Life Science, Woodland Hills,

CA). The baseline latencies were adjusted to 10–14 s with

a maximum of 20 s as a cutoff to prevent potential injury.

The latencies were averaged over 3 trials, separated by

5-min intervals [26].

Rota-Rod Test

Mice were trained on the rota-rod for 3 min at a speed of 10

rpm, until they no longer fell off. For testing, the speed was

set at 10 rpm for 60 s and subsequently accelerated to 80

rpm in 5 min. The latency to fall after the beginning of the

acceleration was recorded [27].

Real-Time Quantitative PCR (qPCR)

Total RNA from the spinal cord or DRG was extracted

using TRIzol reagent (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA). One

microgram of total RNA was reverse-transcribed using an

oligo(dT) primer according to the manufacturer’s protocol

(Takara, Shiga, Japan). The qPCR analysis was performed

in the Real-time Detection System (Rotor-Gene 6000,

Hamburg, Germany) by SYBR green I dye detection

(Takara). The cDNA was amplified using the following

primers: Cxcr3 forward (50-TAC CTT GAG GTT AGT

GAA CGT CA-30) and reverse (50-CGC TCT CGT TTT

CCC CAT AAT C-30); Cxcl10 forward (50-TGA ATC CGG

AAT CTA AGA CCA TCA A-30) and reverse (50-AGG
ACT AGC CAT CCA CTG GGT AAA G-30); and Gapdh

forward (50-AAA TGG TGA AGG TCG GTG TGA AC-30)
and reverse (50-CAA CAA TCT CCA CTT TGC CAC TG-

30). The PCR amplifications were performed at 95 �C for

30 s, followed by 40 cycles at 95 �C for 5 s and 60 �C for

45 s. Gapdh was used as an endogenous control to

normalize differences. Melting curves were constructed on

completion of the cycles to ensure the absence of

nonspecific products. Quantification was performed by

normalizing Ct (cycle threshold) values with the Gapdh Ct

and analyzed with the 2-DDCT method.

Immunohistochemistry

Animals were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and

perfused through the ascending aorta with PBS followed by

4% paraformaldehyde in 0.16 mol/L phosphate buffer.

After perfusion, the C1–2 spinal segments were removed

and postfixed in the same fixative overnight. Spinal cord

sections (30 lm, free-floating) were cut on a cryostat and

processed for immunofluorescence as we described previ-

ously [28]. The sections were first blocked with 5% donkey

serum for 2 h at room temperature, then incubated

overnight at 4 �C with the following primary antibodies:

CXCR3 (rabbit, 1:200, Boster Biological Technology),

CXCL10 (goat, 1:100, R&D Systems), and glial fibrillary

acidic protein (GFAP, mouse, 1:5000, Millipore). The

sections were then incubated for 1 h at room temperature

with Cy3- or FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies

(1:400, Jackson ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA). The

stained sections were examined under a Leica fluorescence

microscope, and images were captured with a CCD Spot

camera.

Quantification and Statistics

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. For the analysis of

CXCR3, CXCL10, and GFAP immunoreactivity, images of

the cervical dorsal horn were captured and numerical
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values of the intensity were calculated with a computer-

assisted imaging analysis system (ImageJ) [29]. Three

nonadjacent sections were randomly selected from each

mouse, and 3–4 mice were included in each group. The

behavioral data were analyzed by two-way repeated

measures ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni test as the

post-hoc multiple comparison analysis. Student’s t-test was

applied if only 2 groups were to be compared. The criterion

for statistical significance was P\ 0.05.

Results

Cxcr32/2 Mice Show Normal Acute Itch Induced

by Compound 48/80 or CQ

It is known that acute itch can be characterized as

histaminergic itch induced by compound 48/80, and non-

histaminergic itch induced by CQ. We found that com-

pound 48/80- and CQ-induced itch were comparable

between WT (C57BL/6) and Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 1A).

To further define the possible role of CXCR3 in pain and

itch, a cheek model was used to distinguish pain versus

itch, as indicated by distinct pain-like wiping by forelimbs

and itch-like scratching by the hindlimbs [24]. Cheek

injection of compound 48/80 or CQ induced marked

scratching behavior but very mild wiping behavior. The

number of wipes and scratches did not differ between WT

and Cxcr3-/- mice after compound 48/80 (Fig. 1B) or CQ

(Fig. 1C) injection. These data suggest that CXCR3 is

dispensable for both histaminergic and non-histaminergic

acute itch.

Chronic Itch Induced by Dry Skin or ACD is

Reduced in Cxcr32/2 Mice

We then checked the effect of CXCR3 on chronic itch.

AEW treatment causes skin dehydration and induces

chronic itch [30], and we found that the number of

scratches gradually increased from day 3 to day 7 after

daily treatment with AEW in WT mice (Fig. 2A). AEW

also induced scratching in Cxcr3-/- mice, but the number

of scratches was significantly less than that in WT mice.

The area under the curve also showed decreased scratch

responses in Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 2B).

To further confirm the role of CXCR3 in chronic itch,

we treated the animals with either DCP or DNFB to induce

ACD [31, 32]. Treatment with DCP induced robust and

persistent itch in WT mice, which was substantially

reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 2C, D). In addition,

treatment with DNFB also induced spontaneous itch on

days 4, 6, and 8 in WT mice (Fig. 2E), and the number of

scratches was dramatically reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice

(Fig. 2E, F). These data suggest that CXCR3 is involved in

dry skin- and ACD-induced chronic itch.

Formalin-Induced Spontaneous Pain and CFA-In-

duced Pain Hypersensitivity are Reduced in Cxcr32/2

Mice

Our recent study showed that CXCR3 plays an important

role in nerve injury-induced chronic neuropathic pain [16].

We then asked if CXCR3 is involved in acute or chronic

inflammatory pain. Formalin (5%) injection into the paw

induced typical two-phase spontaneous pain in WT mice,

which was reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 3A). Further

analysis showed that the nociceptive response in the first

phase was similar in WT and Cxcr3-/- mice, while the

response in the second phase in Cxcr3-/- mice was

significantly less than that in WT mice (Fig. 3B).

Intraplantar injection of CFA is a widely-used model of

chronic inflammatory pain. As shown in Fig. 3C and D,

CFA injection induced rapid and persistent mechanical

allodynia and heat hyperalgesia in WT mice, starting from

day 1 and continuing for[10 days. However, in Cxcr3-/-

mice, the CFA-induced mechanical allodynia was

Fig. 1 CXCR3 is not required in models of acute itch in the neck and

cheek. A Acute itch induced by intradermal injection of compound

48/80 (48/80, 100 lg) or chloroquine (CQ, 200 lg) into the neck skin

was comparable in WT and Cxcr3-/- mice. B, C Acute itch and pain,

which were induced by intradermal injection of 48/80 (B) or CQ

(C) into the cheek, induced similar wipes and scratches in WT and

Cxcr3-/- mice.
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alleviated from day 3, and CFA induced mild heat

hyperalgesia on day 1, which recovered after day 3. These

data suggest that CXCR3 is involved in both acute and

chronic inflammatory pain.

AEW Increases the Expression of CXCR3

and CXCL10 in the Spinal Cord

To check if spinal CXCR3 is involved in chronic itch, we

examined the expression of CXCR3 and CXCL10 in the

spinal cord 7 days after AEW treatment. Compared to the

water-treated control animals, AEW treatment increased

both Cxcr3 mRNA and Cxcl10 mRNA in the spinal cord

(Fig. 4A). Immunostaining further showed increased

CXCR3-immunoreactivity (Fig. 4B–D) and CXCL10-

immunoreactivity (Fig. 4B, E, F) in the cervical dorsal

horn, indicating that spinal CXCL10 and CXCR3 are

involved in chronic itch.

CXCR3 Antagonist Attenuates AEW-Induced

Chronic Itch

To confirm the effect of spinal CXCR3 on chronic itch, we

intrathecally injected a CXCR3 antagonist, NBI-74330 (20

lg) [16], on day 7 of AEW treatment. One hour after

injection, scratching behaviors were counted for 1 h. NBI-

74330 significantly reduced scratching compared to the

vehicle group (Fig. 5A). The same treatment did not affect

motor function, as assessed by the rota-rod test. These

results suggest that (1) the reduction in the number of

scratches after NBI-74330 injection was not due to a defect

in locomotor activity, and (2) spinal CXCR3 may con-

tribute to AEW-induced chronic itch.

Fig. 2 CXCR3 is required for

chronic itch in the dry skin and

allergic contact dermatitis mod-

els. A AEW treatment induced

chronic itch in WT mice, which

was reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice

(*P\ 0.05, two-way repeated

measures ANOVA). B Area

under the curve of

(A) (*P\ 0.05, Student’s

t test). C Chronic itch induced

by DCP was substantially

reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice

(*P\ 0.05 two-way repeated

measures ANOVA). D Area

under the curve of

(C) (*P\ 0.05, Student’s

t test). E Chronic itch induced

by DNFB was markedly

reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\
0.05, two-way repeated mea-

sures ANOVA). F Area under

the curve of (E) (*P\ 0.05,

Student’s t test).
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Fig. 3 CXCR3 is required for both formalin-induced and CFA-

induced inflammatory pain. A Intraplantar injection of formalin-

induced spontaneous pain was reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05,

two-way repeated measures ANOVA). B Spontaneous pain in the first

phase (0–10 min) was comparable between WT and Cxcr3-/- mice,

but that in the second phase (10–45 min) was reduced in Cxcr3-/-

mice (*P\ 0.05, Student’s t test). C Mechanical allodynia induced

by intraplantar injection of CFA declined from day 3 to day 10 in

Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05, two-way repeated measures ANOVA

followed by Bonferroni test). D CFA-induced heat hyperalgesia was

greatly attenuated from day 1 to day 10 in Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05,

two-way repeated measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni test).

Fig. 4 The expression of

CXCR3 and CXCL10 is upreg-

ulated in the spinal cord after

AEW treatment. A qPCR

showed increased Cxcr3 and

Cxcl10 mRNA 7 days after

AEW (*P\ 0.05, Student’s

t test, n = 6–8 mice/group). B,
C The intensity of CXCR3-IR

(B) and CXCL10-IR (C) was
also increased 7 days after

AEW (*P\ 0.05, student’s

t test, n = 3–4 mice/group). D,
E Representative images of

CXCR3 immunostaining from

control (D) and AEW-treated

(E) mice. F, G Representative

images of CXCL10 immunos-

taining from control (F) and
AEW-treated (G) mice.
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Compound 48/80- or AEW-Induced Alloknesis is

Reduced in Cxcr32/2 Mice

Touch-evoked itch (alloknesis) is mediated by central

sensitization [33]. We scored alloknesis by counting the

bouts of scratching after application of 0.7 mN von Frey

stimuli 30 min after compound 48/80 injection [12].

Cxcr3-/- mice displayed a significant reduction in allok-

nesis score during a 60-min period (Fig. 6A, B). Alloknesis

was also induced after AEW treatment in WT mice,

starting from day 3 and reaching a high level on day 5

(Fig. 6C). However, the AEW-induced development of

alloknesis was reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 6D). These

data suggest that CXCR3 plays an important role in

alloknesis after acute itch and during chronic itch.

AEW-Induced Astrocyte Activation is Reduced

in Cxcr32/2 Mice

Given that astrogliosis is important in the maintenance of

chronic itch [12, 34], we checked the expression of the

astrocytic marker GFAP in the spinal cord of WT and

Cxcr3-/- mice 7 days after AEW treatment, and found

that AEW increased GFAP expression in WT mice, but

not in Cxcr3-/- mice (Fig. 7A). Quantitative analysis of

the intensity of GFAP? immunofluorescence further

showed that the GFAP expression was significantly

increased in WT-AEW mice, compared to either WT-

control or Cxcr3-/--AEW mice (Fig. 7B), suggesting an

association of CXCR3 with astrogliosis in the chronic itch

state.

Fig. 5 Spinal CXCR3 is required for AEW-induced chronic itch.

A Intrathecal injection of the CXCR3 antagonist NBI-74330 (20 lg)
on day 7 of AEW treatment reduced scratching behavior (*P\ 0.05,

two-way repeated measures ANOVA followed by Bonferroni test).

B The same dose of NBI-74330 did not affect motor function as

assessed by the rota-rod test.

Fig. 6 CXCR3 is required for

touch-evoked scratching (allok-

nesis) after compound 48/80 or

AEW treatment. A Alloknesis,

induced 30 min after compound

48/80 treatment, was reduced in

Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05,

two-way repeated measures

ANOVA). B The total allokne-

sis score was reduced in Cx-

cr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05,

Student’s t test). C Alloknesis,

induced after AEW-induced dry

skin, was reduced in Cxcr3-/-

mice (*P\ 0.05, two-way

repeated measures ANOVA).

D The total alloknesis score was

reduced in Cxcr3-/- mice

(*P\ 0.05, Student’s t test).
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Discussion

In the present study, we provide the first evidence that

CXCR3 is involved in chronic itch and chronic pain.

Particularly, CXCR3 in the spinal cord plays an important

role in mediating chronic itch, and this process may be

associated with spinal astrogliosis.

Compound 48/80 and CQ are commonly used to induce

acute itch. Compound 48/80-evoked itch is mainly medi-

ated through mast-cell degranulation, a process causing

histamine release. This kind of itch can be blocked by

histamine receptor H1 and H4 antagonists [35]. However,

CQ-induced itch cannot be treated effectively by antihis-

tamine drugs, and may act through MrgprA3 (Mas-related

G-protein coupled receptor member A3) and PAR2 (pro-

tease activated receptor 2) [36, 37]. Cxcr3-deficient mice

exhibited normal scratch responses to compound 48/80 and

CQ. These mice also show normal responses to noxious

heat and mechanical stimuli [16], implying that CXCR3

does not appear to be essential for the spinal transmission

of itch and pain signaling.

Chronic itch is usually associated with inflammatory

skin diseases, such as dry skin, atopic dermatitis, and ACD

[38]. In Cxcr3-deficient mice, chronic itch was substan-

tially reduced in the dry skin and ACD models, confirming

the involvement of CXCR3 in chronic itch. Our recent

study showed that spinal nerve injury-induced neuropathic

pain is persistently reduced in Cxcr3-deficient mice [16].

These mice also showed mild mechanical allodynia and

heat hyperalgesia after CFA injection (Fig. 3B), indicating

that CXCR3 is also necessary for the pathogenesis of

chronic pain. However, different from acute itch, formalin-

induced acute pain was decreased in Cxcr3-deficient mice,

with the reduction in the second phase. It is known that the

first-phase of formalin-induced spontaneous pain is a result

of direct activation of nociceptors and peripheral

Fig. 7 AEW-induced astrocyte

activation is reduced in Cxcr3-

deficient mice. A Immunostain-

ing of GFAP shows activated

astrocytes 7 days after AEW

treatment in WT mice, but not

in Cxcr3-/- mice. B Quantita-

tive analysis of GFAP-IR in WT

and Cxcr3-/- mice (*P\ 0.05,

Student’s t test, n = 3–4

mice/group).
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sensitization, while the second-phase pain may be a result

of central sensitization [39–41]. The reduction of sponta-

neous pain behaviors in the second phase in Cxcr3-

deficient mice suggests that CXCR3 is involved in pain via

regulating central sensitization. Indeed, intrathecal injec-

tion of CXCL10 induces CXCR3-dependent pain hyper-

sensitivity and extracellular signal-regulated kinase

activation in dorsal horn neurons [16]. Perfusion of spinal

cord slices with CXCL10 increases spontaneous excitatory

postsynaptic currents and NMDA- and AMPA-induced

currents of lamina II neurons [16], supporting a role of

CXCR3 in central sensitization.

Peripheral and central sensitization contribute to both

chronic pain and chronic itch [7, 38, 42, 43]. Intradermal

injection of CXCL10 cannot induce either pain or itch

under normal conditions [19]. However, CXCR3 and

CXCL10 are increased in DRG neurons after ACD-induced

chronic itch [19]. CXCL10 also directly activates DRG

neurons via neuronal CXCR3. In addition, administration

of a CXCR3 antagonist to the site of ACD attenuates

spontaneous itch [19]. These data suggest that CXCR3 in

the DRG is involved in chronic itch via peripheral

sensitization. We showed that AEW treatment increased

the expression of CXCR3 and CXCL10 in the spinal cord.

Intrathecal injection of the CXCR3 antagonist NBI-74330,

targeting spinal CXCR3, reduced the number of AEW-

induced scratches, supporting the role of spinal CXCR3 in

the persistence of dry skin-induced itch. Furthermore,

alloknesis was reduced in Cxcr3-deficient mice during

compound 48/80-induced acute itch or AEW-induced

chronic itch. Alloknesis is a result of central sensitization

in the spinal cord, as activation of low-threshold

mechanoreceptors excites sensitized itch-signaling neurons

in the dorsal horn [12, 33]. These data suggest that CXCR3

is involved in chronic itch and alloknesis via central

sensitization. As we only checked the spinal effect of a

CXCR3 antagonist in dry skin-induced itch, future studies

are needed to determine the role of such antagonists in

acute itch, in chronic itch other than the dry skin model,

and in alloknesis.

Glial cells such as astrocytes and microglia are impor-

tant in the development and maintenance of chronic pain.

Tissue damage or nerve injury induces spinal gliosis, and

inhibition of glial activation attenuates chronic pain

[44, 45]. Recent studies have shown that chronic itch is

associated with astrogliosis [12, 34], but not with

microgliosis in the spinal cord [12]. In addition, the

transcription factor signal transducer and activator of

transcription 3 (STAT3) and TLR4 are expressed in

astrocytes and mediate astrocytic activation under chronic

itch conditions [12, 34]. Consistent with previous reports,

AEW treatment increased expression of the astrocytic

marker GFAP in WT mice (Fig. 7). Also, using an

Elizabethan collar to protect mice from scratching, AEW-

induced astrogliosis is prevented in the cervical spinal cord

[12], indicating that scratching-induced sensory input is

essential for astrogliosis in the dry skin model. In this

study, Cxcr3-deficient mice did not show astrogliosis after

AEW treatment. This may be due to the decreased

scratching in Cxcr3-/- mice during AEW treatment. On

the other hand, as CXCL10 can increase excitatory

synaptic transmission via CXCR3 [16], the blocked

astrogliosis in Cxcr3-/- mice may also be attributed to

the decreased central sensitization. Further studies, includ-

ing the effects of intrathecal injection of CXCR3 antago-

nists on astrogliosis and the cellular distribution of CXCR3

and CXCL10 in the cervical spinal cord after AEW

treatment are required to clarify the correlation between

CXCR3 and astrogliosis in chronic itch.

In conclusion, our findings demonstrate that CXCR3 is

involved in chronic itch and alloknesis, but not acute itch.

Particularly, CXCR3 in the spinal cord plays a pivotal role

in the pathogenesis of chronic itch induced by dry skin and

ACD. Taken together with our previous data [16], these

results suggest that targeting spinal CXCR3 may offer

effective treatment for both chronic itch and chronic pain.
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Abstract Tetanic stimulation of the sciatic nerve (TSS)

triggers long-term potentiation in the dorsal horn of the

spinal cord and long-lasting pain hypersensitivity. CX3CL1–

CX3CR1 signaling is an important pathway in neuronal–

microglial activation. Nuclear factor jB (NF-jB) is a key

signal transduction molecule that regulates neuroinflamma-

tion and neuropathic pain. Here, we set out to determine

whether and how NF-jB and CX3CR1 are involved in the

mechanism underlying the pathological changes induced by

TSS. After unilateral TSS, significant bilateral mechanical

allodynia was induced, as assessed by the von Frey test. The

expression of phosphorylated NF-jB (pNF-jB) and

CX3CR1 was significantly up-regulated in the bilateral

dorsal horn. Immunofluorescence staining demonstrated that

pNF-jB and NeuN co-existed, implying that the NF-jB
pathway is predominantly activated in neurons following

TSS. Administration of either the NF-jB inhibitor ammo-

nium pyrrolidine dithiocarbamate or a CX3CR1-neutralizing

antibody blocked the development and maintenance of

neuropathic pain. In addition, blockade of NF-jB down-

regulated the expression of CX3CL1–CX3CR1 signaling,

and conversely the CX3CR1-neutralizing antibody also

down-regulated pNF-jB. These findings suggest an involve-
ment of NF-jB and the CX3CR1 signaling network in the

development and maintenance of TSS-induced mechanical

allodynia. Our work suggests the potential clinical applica-

tion of NF-jB inhibitors or CX3CR1-neutralizing antibodies

in treating pathological pain.

Keywords CX3CR1 � Mechanical allodynia � NF-jB �
Tetanic sciatic stimulation � Microglia � Spinal dorsal horn

Introduction

Many reports have confirmed that tetanic stimulation of the

sciatic nerve (TSS) effectively induces long-term potenti-

ation (LTP) of C- and A-fiber-evoked field potentials in the

spinal dorsal horn, as well as long-lasting hypersensitivity

to pain such as mechanical allodynia and thermal hyper-

algesia [1–3]. LTP could also be regarded as a substrate for

central sensitization of the pain pathway. But the mecha-

nisms underlying the behavioral hypersensitivity caused by

TSS still require further elucidation. Previously, we

reported the cooperative activation of astrocytes and

microglia during TSS-induced LTP [4]. On the other hand,

we have also shown that P2X7 receptors might participate

in the communication between microglia and neurons in

the process of LTP evoked by TSS [3]. However, the

intracellular (especially intranuclear) signaling that medi-

ates the interaction between nerve cells remains largely

unclear. Given that gliocytes participate in pathological

pain, it is reasonable to hypothesize that inflammatory

signals may be involved in the intracellular changes, so the

transcription factor nuclear factor-kappa B (NF-jB), a

frequently activated nuclear pathway in inflammatory
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cascades in neurons, may play a role in this induction. NF-

jB, a key signal transduction molecule that regulates

immuno-genes and inflammatory genes, is usually acti-

vated in the early phase of neuropathic pain [5]. In

addition, CX3CL1 (fractalkine) and its receptor CX3CR1

are also known to regulate neuroinflammation in neuro-

pathic pain via neuronal-glial signaling in the spinal cord

[6–10]. Thus, we designed experiments to investigate

whether TSS triggers NF-jB activation and alters the

CX3CR1 expression in the dorsal horn and whether they

participate in the TSS-induced development and mainte-

nance of mechanical allodynia. Further, crosstalk between

the NF-jB and CX3CL1/CX3CR1 axis was also probed.

Our findings not only showed that these two pathways and

their interaction are important participators in TSS-induced

mechanical allodynia, but also provided interesting evi-

dence for the spinal mechanism of mirror pain.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Sprague-Dawley rats (280–320 g; Shanghai Laboratory

Animal Center, Shanghai Institutes for Biological

Sciences) were group-housed (4 per cage) on a 12-h

light/dark cycle at 18–23 �C, with free access to food and

water. All animal experiments were approved by the

Committee on the Use of Animal Experiments of Fudan

University (Permit Number: SYXK 2009-0082) and fol-

lowed the policies on the use of laboratory animals issued

by the International Association for the Study of Pain.

Tetanic Stimulation of Sciatic Nerve (TSS)

Under pentobarbital sodium anesthesia (80 mg/kg, i.p.), the

left sciatic nerve was carefully exposed at mid-thigh level

and hung on a pair of silver hooks (only the sites touching

the sciatic nerve were electrically conductive). The tetanic

stimulation consisted of 10 trains of 0.5 ms rectangular

pulses at 100 Hz and 40 V, 2 s in duration at 10-s intervals.

After stimulation, the muscle and skin were sutured in

layers. The sham-operated group received the same

manipulation but without stimulation.

Von Frey Test for Mechanical Allodynia

Animals were allowed to acclimate for 30 min before testing.

Each rat was placed in a chamber (20 9 10 9 20 cm3) on a

platform with 10-mm grids of iron wires throughout the

entire area. A series of von Frey filaments was applied to the

central region of the plantar surface of one hind paw in

ascending order (1 g, 1.4 g, 2 g, 4 g, 6 g, 8 g, 10 g, 15 g, and

26 g). Each filament was tested 5 times at 15-s intervals. The

paw withdrawal threshold (PWT) was defined as the lowest

force in grams that produced at least 4 withdrawal responses

in 5 consecutive applications.

Drug Administration

Drugs were administered by lumbar puncture injection.

Under isoflurane anesthesia, each rat was placed in a

Plexiglas tube to widen the intervertebral spaces. No more

than 15 lL of drug was delivered into the spinal space with

a 30-gauge needle between the L5 and L6 vertebrae. PDTC

(ammonium pyrrolidinedithiocarbamate, Sigma-Aldrich,

St. Louis, MO; 100 ng/15 lL), rabbit anti-CX3CR1 (Tor-

rey Pines Biolabs, Secaucus, NJ) or normal rabbit IgG

(R&D Systems, Minneapolis, MN) was injected over a

period of 4 min. Sterile normal saline was used as the

solvent control.

Immunohistochemistry

Under deep anesthesia with an overdose of chloral hydrate

(500 mg/kg, i.p.), animals were perfused intracardially with

saline followed by 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 mol/L

phosphate buffer (PBS; pH 7.4). The L4/L5 spinal segments

were removed and postfixed overnight in 4% paraformalde-

hyde, which was then replaced with 20%–30% gradient

sucrose in 0.1 mol/L PBS for 24–48 h at 4 �C. Tissues were
frozen after OCT (optimal cutting temperature compound)

embedding, and then cut at 30 lm on a freezing microtome

(Leica, Wetzlar, Germany). For immunofluorescence stain-

ing, sections were washed, blocked with 10% donkey serum

in 0.01 mol/L PBS with 0.3% Triton X-100 for 2 h, and

incubated overnight at 4 �C with primary antibodies. On the

next day, the sections were washed with PBS and incubated

with secondary antibodies for 2 h, and then washed again.

Sections were finally observed under a confocal laser-

scanning microscope (FV1000, Olympus, Tokyo, Japan).

The following primary antibodies were used: rabbit-anti-

pNF-jB (1:200, Acris Antibodies GmbH, Herford, Ger-

many), rabbit-anti-CX3CR1 (1:1000, Torrey Pines Biolabs,

Secaucus, NJ), mouse anti-NeuN (1:1000, Millipore,

Temecula, CA), mouse anti-GFAP (1:1000, Sigma-Aldrich,

St Louis, MO), and mouse anti-OX-42 (1:1000, Bio-Rad,

Oxford, UK, formerly Serotec). The secondary antibodies

were RRX-labeled donkey anti-mouse or donkey anti-rabbit

IgG (1:200, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA) and

FITC-labeled donkey anti-rabbit or donkey anti-mouse IgG

(1:200, Jackson Immunoresearch, West Grove, PA). The

specificity of immunostaining was verified by omitting the

primary antibodies. The specificity of the primary antibodies

was verified in pre-absorption experiments. Sections were

first incubated with a mixture of primary antibody and the
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corresponding blocking peptide for 24 h, followed by

secondary antibody incubation. The immunostaining signal

was abolished after absorption.

Western Blots

After sacrifice, the L4–L6 spinal cord was rapidly removed.

The spinal segments were cut into left and right halves along

the ventral midline, and the left half was further split into

dorsal and ventral horns at the level of the central canal. The

dorsal horn tissues were homogenized and the protein

concentrations measured. Samples of equal amounts of

protein were loaded and separated on 10% SDS–PAGE gel

and transferred to PVDF membranes. The membranes were

blocked with 5% nonfat milk in Tris-buffered saline (pH

7.5) with 0.1% Tween-20 for 2 h at room temperature, and

incubated overnight at 4 �C with primary antibodies. The

blots were then incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary

antibodies (1:1000, Thermo Scientific Pierce, Thermo Fisher

Scientific Inc., Waltham, MA) for 2 h. Signals were detected

using enhanced chemiluminescence (ECL, Thermo Scien-

tific Pierce, Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc.), and the bands

were analyzed with the ChemiDoc XRS system (Bio-Rad,

Oxford, UK). The primary antibodies were rabbit anti-

CX3CR1 (1:2000, Torrey Pines Biolabs, Secaucus, NJ) and

rabbit-anti-pNF-jB (1:2000, Acris Antibodies GmbH, Her-

ford, Germany).

ELISA Assay

A rat CX3CL1 ‘‘Sandwich’’ ELISA kit (RayBiotech,

Norcross, GA) was used to assess CX3CL1 content. Rat

recombinant fractalkine standards and samples in 100 lL
were run in duplicate according to the manufacturer’s

instructions. The optical density of each well was read at

450 nm.

Statistical Analysis

All data in this study are expressed as mean ± SEM. One-

way or two-way repeated measures analysis of variance

(RM-ANOVA) followed by the appropriate post hoc

analysis was used to determine individual group differ-

ences. P\ 0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

TSS Induces Activation of NF-jB in the Spinal

Dorsal Horn

Consistent with our previous studies [11, 12], TSS induced

a robust bilateral mechanical allodynia in rats. The PWTs

for von Frey filaments were significantly decreased in both

hind paws from day 1 after TSS and lasted for at least

10 days. The PWTs in the sham group did not show any

significant changes on any day after surgery (Fig. 1A, B).

Two-way RM-ANOVA revealed a significant effect of TSS

(ipsilateral: F1,18 = 227.31, P\ 0.01; contralateral:

F1,18 = 214.42, P\ 0.01) and an interaction between

TSS treatment and time (ipsilateral: F6,108 = 48.27,

P\ 0.01; contralateral: F6,108 = 64.75, P\ 0.01).

Corresponding to the mirror-like mechanical allodynia,

western blot analysis showed significant up-regulation of

pNF-jB levels on both sides of the dorsal horn at 1 days,

3 days, and 7 days after TSS (Fig. 1C, D; one-way

ANOVA, F4,20 = 21.731, P\ 0.01), suggesting that NF-

jB may be involved in the onset and maintenance of TSS-

induced mechanical allodynia.

To determine the distribution of activated NF-jB in

the dorsal horn, we performed double immunofluores-

cent staining for pNF-jB and NeuN (a neuronal marker),

CD11 (a microglial marker, labeled by the antibody OX-

42), or GFAP (an astrocytic marker) on sections of the

L4–L6 spinal cord. Moderate pNF-jB immunoreactivity

(IR) was found in all layers of the dorsal horn of sham-

operated rats, and was exclusively co-localized with

NeuN. TSS induced marked increases in the density and

intensity of pNF-jB-IR cells in the ipsilateral spinal

cord when examined 3 days after TSS, and a majority of

pNF-jB-IR was found in NeuN-IR neurons, rarely in

GFAP-IR astrocytes, and not in OX-42-IR microglia

(Fig. 2).

NF-jB Inhibition Alleviates the Development

and Maintenance of Mechanical Allodynia

To address the role of NF-jB in the development of TSS-

induced mechanical allodynia, the NF-jB p65 inhibitor

PDTC (100 ng/15 lL) was delivered intrathecally (i.t.) 1 h

before and 12 h after TSS. TSS-induced mechanical

allodynia was clearly alleviated by PDTC (Fig. 3A; two-

way RM-ANOVA, treatment: F1,12 = 41.26, P\ 0.01;

treatment 9 time: F5,60 = 10.78, P\ 0.01), while it did

not affect the PWTs in sham-operated animals (Fig. 3B).

To assess whether NF-jB is involved in the maintenance of

TSS-induced pathological pain, the effects of PDTC on

existing mechanical allodynia were examined 5 days after

TSS. I.t. injection of PDTC (100 ng/15 lL) once daily for

three consecutive days (days 5–7 after TSS) suppressed the

established allodynia from day 7 to day 14 (Fig. 3C; two-

way RM-ANOVA, treatment: F1,12 = 9.839, P\ 0.01;

treatment 9 time: F7,84 = 3.284, P\ 0.01). Collectively,

these findings suggest that NF-jB activation in the dorsal

horn is necessary for both the development and mainte-

nance of TSS-induced allodynia.
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CX3CR1 is Involved in TSS-Induced Mechanical

Allodynia

Next, we assessed the changes of CX3CR1 expression after

TSS. Similar to the activation of NF-jB, Western blot

analysis showed that the expression of CX3CR1 was

increased on both sides of the dorsal horn at all time points

after TSS (Fig. 4A, B; one-way ANOVA, F4,25 = 19.24,

P\ 0.01). Blockade of CX3CR1 by CX3CR1-neutralizing

antibody (15 lg) at 1 h before and 12 h after TSS prevented

the development of TSS-induced allodynia (Fig. 5A; two-

way RM-ANOVA, treatment: F1,12 = 33.84, P\ 0.01;

treatment 9 time: F5,60 = 3.019, P = 0.016). I.t. injection

of CX3CR1-neutralizing antibody or IgG did not affect the

PWTs in sham-operated animals (Fig. 5B). Furthermore,

when the mechanical allodynia stabilized at 5 days after

TSS, the CX3CR1-neutralizing antibody reversed the exist-

ing allodynia (Fig. 5C; two-way RM-ANOVA, treatment:

F1,12 = 16.88, P\ 0.01; treatment 9 time: F5,60 = 3.017,

P\ 0.01).

Interaction of NF-jB and CX3CL1–CX3CR1

Signaling

NF-jB regulates the expression of many cytokines and

chemokines. To determine whether NF-jB signaling

participates in the TSS-induced CX3CR1 upregulation,

PDTC (100 ng/15 lL) was delivered i.t. 1 h before and

12 h after TSS, and the CX3CR1 expression levels were

examined on days 1 and 3. The results showed that PDTC

significantly downregulated the level of CX3CR1 on both

day 1 and day 3 after TSS (Fig. 6A, B; one-way ANOVA,

day 1: F3,20 = 20.90, P\ 0.01; day 3: F3,20 = 74.49,

P\ 0.01). Moreover, we examined the effect of PDTC on

the spinal CX3CL1 level. ELISA assays revealed that i.t.

injection of PDTC (100 ng/15 lL, 1 h before and 12 h

Fig. 1 TSS induced bilateral

mechanical allodynia and acti-

vation of NFjB in the spinal

dorsal horn. A, B Ipsilateral and

contralateral paw withdrawal

thresholds decreased after teta-

nic stimulation of the sciatic

nerve (TSS). C, D TSS

increased the phosphorylated

NF-jB (pNF-jB) levels on both

sides of the dorsal horn at

1 days, 3 days, and 7 days.

**P\ 0.01 TSS vs Sham.
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after TSS) significantly attenuated the TSS-induced

CX3CL1 upregulation (Fig. 6C; one-way ANOVA:

F2,12 = 4.93, P = 0.027). Interestingly, i.t. injection of

CX3CR1-antibody also inhibited the TSS-induced phos-

phorylation of NF-jB in the dorsal horn (Fig. 6D–F, one-

way ANOVA, day 1: F3,20 = 42.34, P\ 0.01; day 3:

F3,20 = 78.38, P\ 0.01). Together, these results high-

lighted possible cross-talk between neurons/astrocytes and

microglia via NF-jB and CX3CL1/CX3CR1 signaling

during the development and maintenance of pathological

pain evoked by TSS.

Discussion

The present study revealed an involvement of NF-jB and

the CX3CL1/CX3CR1 axis in TSS-induced pathological

pain. In particular, modulation of NF-jB or CX3CR1

Fig. 2 Expression of pNF-jB in the ipsilateral dorsal horn on day 3

after TSS and sham-operation. The cell markers and pNF-jB were

visualized by double immunofluorescent staining. NeuN, neuronal

marker; GFAP, astrocytic marker; CD11 (labeled by the antibody

OX-42), microglial marker. Scale bars, 25 lm.
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bFig. 3 NF-jB inhibition alleviated the development of neuropathic

pain and reversed existing mechanical allodynia. A PDTC alleviated

the development of mechanical allodynia induced by TSS. B PDTC

did not affect the PWTs in sham animals. C PDTC suppressed the

established allodynia. *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01 PDTC vs NS.

Fig. 4 CX3CR1 increased on both sides of the dorsal horn after TSS.

The ipsilateral (A) and contralateral (B) CX3CR1 expression were

detected by Western blot. **P\ 0.01 TSS vs Sham.
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signaling not only blocked the development and mainte-

nance of mechanical allodynia but also inhibited the

protein expression of each. This implied positive feedback

between neurons/astrocytes and microglia during patho-

logical pain.

The role of NF-jB in inflammation has been widely

studied—it has been shown to modulate the expression of

pro-inflammatory factors including IL-1b, IL-6, TNF-a,
IL-17, and IL-18 [13–16], and chemokines such as CCL2,

CXCL10, and CX3CL1 [17–19]. Activation of spinal NF-

jB has been reported in pain models such as chronic

constriction injury (CCI) [20, 21], diabetic neuropathic

pain [22], and brachial plexus avulsion [23]. We further

showed that TSS significantly increased the spinal pNF-jB
level for[7 days. Inhibition of spinal NF-jB by i.t. PDTC

before the development of allodynia robustly delayed or

prevented TSS-induced mechanical allodynia. The allody-

nia established after TSS was also effectively relieved by

PDTC. TSS has been used as a model of nerve injury [11].

Thus, the present results suggest the involvement of NF-jB
activation in both the development and maintenance of

TSS-induced pathological pain. Consistent with previous

studies showing both pNF-jB and CX3CR1 upregulation

in rats with CCI [24] and i.t. PDTC inhibition of CCI-

induced CX3CR1 expression [25], our current results

showed that following TSS, spinal CX3CR1 expression

increased in parallel with NF-jB, and this was suppressed

by the NF-jB inhibitor PDTC. Also, blockade of CX3CR1

prevented or alleviated TSS-induced allodynia. However,

as shown above, pNF-jB was predominantly expressed in

spinal neurons, in a few astrocytes, and not in microglia,

whereas CX3CR1 in the dorsal horn is exclusively

expressed in microglia in naive and in TSS-treated rats

[26] (another report from our lab). A recent work from

Xin’s laboratory showed that paclitaxel increases the

recruitment of NF-jB p65 to the Cx3cl1 promoter region

[19]. In support of this, we found that i.t. injection of PDTC

significantly attenuated TSS-induced CX3CL1 in the dorsal

horn. Also, our previous study revealed that spinal

CX3CL1 occurs mostly in neurons and at a low level in

astrocytes [26], suggesting a cellular distribution similar to

NF-jB. Thus, we reasoned that inhibition of NF-jB might

indirectly attenuate CX3CR1 via downregulating CX3CL1.

bFig. 5 Blockade of CX3CR1 alleviated the development of neuro-

pathic pain and reversed existing mechanical allodynia. A CX3CR1

antibody prevented the development of TSS-induced allodynia.

B CX3CR1 antibody did not affect the PWTs in sham-operated

animals. C CX3CR1 antibody reversed the existing allodynia.

**P\ 0.01 CX3CR1 antibody vs IgG.
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In support, it has been reported that knockdown of

CX3CL1 directly affects the expression of CX3CR1 [27].

Also, activation of NF-jB continually promotes the

CX3CL1–CX3CR1 interaction [28]. In addition, other

interactive networks may exist. For example, NF-jB could

regulate IL-23 expression via NF-jB binding sites in the

p19 subunit gene promoter of IL-23 [29]. PDTC has also

been reported to reduce COX-2 [30] and the pro-inflam-

matory cytokines IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a [31]. COX-2, IL-

1b, IL-6, IL-23, and TNF-a have all been implicated in

neuropathic pain, and may modulate the CX3CL1/

CX3CR1 axis. Interestingly, here we not only demon-

strated that NF-jB regulated CX3CR1 expression, but also,

conversely, that blocking CX3CR1 decreased the pNF-jB
level. In many cell systems, the CX3CL1/CX3CR1 axis has

been shown to regulate the NF-jB pathway [32]. Ding

et al. [33] further reported that, in mice with LPS-induced

acute lung injury, activation of the CX3CL1/CX3CR1 axis

increases the level of NF-jB phosphorylation, and

CX3CL1-knockout mice exhibit decreased pNF-jB level.

There are still some limitations of our study on the

crosstalk between NF-jB and CX3CR1. Although block-

ade of CX3CR1 inhibited TSS-induced pNF-jB, we do not

know which molecules and signals are involved. Further

study is needed to explore the direct target molecule for

CX3XR1 and NF-jB regulation.

Another interesting outcome of the present study was

that unilateral TSS induced bilateral mechanical allodynia

and bilateral upregulation of pNF-jB and CX3CR1. A

similar phenomenon has been reported in other indepen-

dent mirror-pain studies. Choi et al. [34] reported that

spinal IL-1b and astrocytic connexin 43 play a role in the

development of mirror-image pain, but intriguingly, they

also pointed out that IL-1b is expressed by microglia and

capable of suppressing astrocyte activation, ultimately

preventing the development of contralateral mirror pain

[35]. Although the mechanism of mirror-image pain has

not been fully determined, a general consensus is that some

mediators (inflammatory mediators in particular) spread to

the contralateral spinal cord and activate the corresponding

Fig. 6 NF-jB inhibition down-regulated CX3CR1 expression, and

CX3CR1 blockade down-regulated the pNF-jB level in the dorsal

horn. A, B PDTC down-regulated the CX3CR1 level on days 1 and 3

after TSS. C PDTC attenuated TSS-induced CX3CL1 expression on

day 1. D–F CX3CR1 antibody inhibited the TSS-induced phospho-

rylation of NF-jB. *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01.
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effector cells [36–38]. This study is among the very few

suggesting that microglia are involved in the mechanism

underlying mirror pain. Different from those of Choi, our

findings support the hypothesis that microglia play a

contributory rather than a suppressive role. In any case,

further research is needed for more compelling evidence.

In summary, in the present study we showed that

unilateral TSS induced bilateral mechanical allodynia and

up-regulated the expression of phosphorylated NF-jB and

CX3CR1. Blockade of NF-jB and CX3CR1 not only

attenuated/reversed the TSS-induced allodynia, but also

down-regulated the expression of each. Thus, NF-jB and

the CX3CR1 network may be important targets for new

approaches to pain relief.
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Abstract To investigate the behavioral and biomolecular

similarity between neuralgia and depression, a trigeminal

neuralgia (TN) mouse model was established by constric-

tion of the infraorbital nerve (CION) to mimic clinical

trigeminal neuropathic pain. A mouse learned helplessness

(LH) model was developed to investigate inescapable foot-

shock-induced psychiatric disorders like depression in

humans. Mass spectrometry was used to assess changes

in the biomolecules and signaling pathways in the hip-

pocampus from TN or LH mice. TN mice developed not

only significant mechanical allodynia but also depressive-

like behaviors (mainly behavioral despair) at 2 weeks after

CION, similar to LH mice. MS analysis demonstrated

common and distinctive protein changes in the hippocam-

pus between groups. Many protein function families (such

as cell-to-cell signaling and interaction, and cell assembly

and organization,) and signaling pathways (e.g., the

Huntington’s disease pathway) were involved in chronic

neuralgia and depression. Together, these results demon-

strated that the LH and TN models both develop depres-

sive-like behaviors, and revealed the involvement of many

psychiatric disorder-related biomolecules/pathways in the

pathogenesis of TN and LH.

Keywords Trigeminal neuralgia � Learned helplessness �
Depression � Allodynia � Mass spectrometry

Introduction

Clinically, pain and mental diseases frequently coexist.

Chronic pain plays an important role in psychiatric

disorders. Patients with many forms of pain are more

susceptible to depression and anxiety [1, 2]. Most studies

of the relationship between chronic pain and mood

disorders have focused on depression [3], and accumulat-

ing supporting evidence has been reported over the last two

decades [4, 5]. Studies have reported that *50% of

patients with chronic pain suffer from major depression [6],

but the mechanisms underlying this comorbidity remain

unclear.

Injury of the infraorbital nerve (a branch of the

trigeminal nerve) has been used to study facial pain,

especially trigeminal neuralgia (TN). TN attacks can be

excruciating for patients even with a light touch [7].

Rodent TN models are generally established by constric-

tion of the infraorbital nerve (CION). In light of the current

lack of research on the relationship between neuralgia and

depression, CION could be a valuable tool and warrants

particular attention in neuropathic pain and depression

trials. The learned helplessness (LH) model is well

established and has been widely used to induce behavioral

disorders, despair in particular [8, 9]. In this paradigm,

animals are exposed to inescapable and unpredictable foot-

shock stress and finally develop depressive-like behaviors
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[10–12]. The behavioral characteristics of susceptible LH

animals are very similar to clinical depression [13].

It is fully recognized that hippocampal changes are

involved in the pathogenesis of depression [14, 15].

Compared with other brain regions, the hippopotamus is

the most widely-investigated and directly-influenced region

in the field of depression [16, 17]. However, most

investigations were based on classical depression models

(like LH and chronic mild stress). With regard to the

depressive-like expression under chronic neuropathic pain

conditions, the corresponding molecular mechanisms

remain largely elusive. In the face of the complex links

between neuropathic pain and depression, the following

questions interested us: Is the CION neuropathic pain

model sufficient to develop depressive-like behaviors? If

so, what proteins and their related signaling pathways as

well as functional families are commonly involved in the

hippocampal changes induced by CION and LH? In order

to answer these questions, mass spectrometry (MS) was

used to analyze protein samples from the hippocampus of

mice exposed to CION and LH.

Materials and Methods

Animals

C57BL/6 male mice aged 7–9 weeks were provided by the

Experimental Animal Center, Chinese Academy of

Sciences (Shanghai, China). The mice were group-housed

at 5 per cage with a 12 h/12 h light-dark cycle (lights on

from 08:00 to 20:00) in an air-conditioned room (23 ± 2

�C), with free access to food and water. Animals were

habituated for 1 week before experiments. All animal

experiments were approved by the Committee on the Use

of Animal Experiments of Fudan University (Permit

Number: SYXK 2009-0082) and followed the policies on

the use of laboratory animals issued by the International

Association for the Study of Pain.

Procedures

The mice were divided into four groups: control, LH,

sham-CION, and CION groups (n = 9/group). The LH and

control groups underwent 3 days of inescapable shock

stress or control treatment, respectively; the sham-CION

and CION groups received sham or CION surgery,

respectively. Afterwards, the four groups were kept in

home cages for 2 weeks before the behavioral tests. The

animals in the LH and CION groups were verified to be

depressed (helpless) individuals based on the loss of active

avoidance behaviors. Six helpless mice per group were

selected for mass spectrometry (MS) sampling. The

timeline of the study is shown in Fig. 1.

Learned Helplessness

Each mouse was placed in a Plexiglas chamber (30 9 30 9

16 cm3) with a stainless-steel grid floor (0.3 9 0.5 cm2)

attached to an electric shock generator (Shanghai Mobile

Datum Information Technology Co., Shanghai, China) and

exposed to 60 cycles of randomly-assigned inescapable

electric foot-shocks (0.8 mA, 10 s shock duration, 7.5–22.5 s

intervals) [18–20]. The LH protocol was performed between

09:00 and 12:00 for 3 consecutive days. The control animals

were placed in the same apparatus but did not receive any

foot-shocks.

Trigeminal Neuralgia Model

The TN model was produced by chronic constriction injury

to the unilateral infraorbital nerve via an intraoral approach

as described previously [21, 22]. The animal was anes-

thetized with sodium pentobarbital (4%, i.p., 50 mg/kg)

and the head was fixed and the mouth kept open during the

operation. A 1-cm incision was made along the left

gingivobuccal margin in the buccal mucosa, beginning

immediately next to the first molar. The left infraorbital

nerve was freed and loosely tied with 2 to 4 chromic gut (4-

0) ligatures 1.5–2 mm apart, after which the incision was

closed. Sham-operated animals received only nerve expo-

sure but no ligation. All surgical procedures were per-

formed aseptically.

von Frey Test

Before tests, each mouse was shaved around the mystacial

vibrissae and handled for 3–5 days (once a day for 30 min).

The mouse was gently held by an experimenter wearing a

regular leather work-glove. The habituation required more

than normal petting of the mouse, and this was achieved

within half an hour [23, 24]. A series of calibrated von Frey

filaments (Stoelting, Wood Dale, IL) ranging from 0.07 to

4 g were lightly applied to the skin within the infraorbital

territory, near the center of the vibrissal pad on hairy skin

surrounding the mystacial vibrissae. A brisk or active

withdrawal of the head from the probing filament was

defined as a response. Each filament was tested 5 times at

5-s intervals. The withdrawal threshold was defined as the

lowest force in grams that produced at least 3 withdrawal

responses in 5 consecutive applications [23, 24]. All

behavioral tests, including those below, were conducted

under blind conditions.
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Active-Avoidance Shuttle-Box Test

The shuttle-box used in the active-avoidance test had white

Plexiglas walls and a stainless-steel floor consisting of rods

spaced 0.5 cm apart. Two equal-sized chambers (309 309

16 cm3) were separated by a gate (10 9 10 cm2) which was

located in the middle of the box. The conditioned stimuli (a

tone signal: 85 dB, 3 s) were given before the escapable foot

shock at the beginning of each trial. If the mouse had no

response to the tone, it would receive a 0.4 mA escapable

foot shock for 30 s. The test contained 30 trials, the escape

latency of each trial was recorded, and the mean latency was

calculated. Those which exhibited a mean latency [15 s

were considered to have developed ‘‘helplessness’’, and

only those animals were sampled for MS analysis.

Tail-Suspension Test

The tail-suspension test was performed to assess the

depressive-like behavior. In the test, mice were subjected

to the short-term inescapable stress of being suspended

(50 cm above the floor) by fixing the tail using adhesive

tape. The duration of an immobile posture was recorded

and analyzed.

Mass Spectrometry

For each hippocampal sample, proteins were precipitated

with ice-cold acetone, and then re-dissolved in dissolution

buffer (consisting of 0.5 mol/L triethylammonium bicar-

bonate and 0.1% SDS). Then the proteins were quantified

by the BCA protein assay, 100 lg protein was typically

digested, and the resultant peptide mixture was labeled

using chemicals from the iTRAQ reagent kit (Applied

Biosystems, Pleasanton, CA). Disulfide bonds were

reduced in 5 mmol/L Tris-(2-carboxyethy) phosphine for

1 h at 60 �C, followed by blocking cysteine residues in 10

mmol/L methyl methane thiosulfonate for 30 min at room

temperature, before digestion with sequence-grade

modified trypsin (Promega, Madison, WI). For labeling,

each iTRAQ reagent was dissolved in 50 lL isopropanol

and added to the respective peptide mixture. Proteins were

labeled with the iTRAQ tags.

High-pH reverse-phase separation was then performed.

The peptide mixture was re-dissolved in buffer A (20

mmol/L ammonium formate in water, pH 10.0, adjusted

with ammonium hydroxide), and then fractionated by high-

pH separation using an Acquity UPLC system (Waters

Corp., Milford, MA) connected to a reverse-phase column

(Acquity UPLC Peptide C18 column, 2.1 9 150 mm2, 1.7

lm, 130 Å; Waters Corp.). High-pH separation was

performed using a linear gradient. Starting from 5% buffer

(20 mmol/L ammonium formate in 90% ACN, pH 10.0,

adjusted with ammonium hydroxide) to 35% in 25 min.

The column was re-equilibrated at initial conditions for 15

min. The flow-rate was maintained at 600 lL/min and the

column was maintained at room temperature. Forty frac-

tions were collected and each was dried in a vacuum

concentrator for the next step.

Afterwards, low-pH nano-HPLC-MS/MS analysis was

carried out. Briefly, the mixed peptides were separated by

nano-HPLC (Eksigent Technologies, SiliconValley, CA) on

the secondary RP analytical column (Eksigent, C18, 3 lm,

1509 75 lm2). Peptides were subsequently eluted using the

following gradient conditions with phase B (98% ACN with

0.1% formic acid) from 5% to 45% (5–70min) and total flow

rate was maintained at 300 nL/min. Electrospray voltage of

2.3 kV versus the inlet of the mass spectrometer was used.

Finally, a triple TOF 4600 mass spectrometer was

operated in data-dependent mode to switch automatically

between MS and MS/MS acquisition. MS spectra were

acquired across the mass range 350–1250 m/z in high-

resolution mode with a 250 ms accumulation time per

spectrum. Tandem mass spectra were scanned from

100–1250 m/z in high-sensitivity mode with rolling

collision energy. The 20 most intense precursors were

selected for fragmentation per cycle with a dynamic

exclusion time of 9 s.

Fig. 1 Schematic of the groups and experimental procedures. Four groups of animals were subjected to treatments, 2 weeks in the home-cage,

behavioral tests, and then sampling.
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Each MS sample that represented a group consisted of

equivalent total protein from six independent individuals;

and six groups (six samples) in three comparisons were

assessed as follows: the ipsilateral hippocampus of the

CION-treated group vs sham (Ipsi. CION vs sham), the

contralateral hippocampus of the CION-treated group vs

sham (Con. CION vs sham), and LH vs control.

Western Blot

Mice were sacrificed and the hippocampus was rapidly

removed. Hippocampal tissues were homogenized in lysis

buffer containing a mixture of protease inhibitors and

phenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (Roche Diagnostics, Indi-

anapolis, IN). Samples (a total of 15 lg protein) were

separated on 10% SDS-PAGE gel and transferred to PVDF

membranes. The membranes were blocked in blocking

buffer containing 5% milk in Tris-buffered saline (TBST)

for 2 h at room temperature and incubated overnight at 4�C
with rabbit anti-BDNF (1:1000; Santa Cruz Biotechnology,

Santa Cruz, CA). The membranes were washed 3 times

with TBST and incubated with HRP-conjugated secondary

antibodies (1:20000; Pierce) for 2 h at 4 �C. Signals were
visualized using enhanced chemiluminescence (Pierce

Manufacturing, Appleton, WI), and captured by a Chemi-

Doc XRS system (Bio-Rad, Hercules, CA). The immunore-

activity of Western blots was quantified by densitometry

and normalized to GAPDH. The antibody for GAPDH was

HRP-labeled anti-GAPDH (1:50000; Yasunari Biological

Engineering Co., Ltd., Shanghai, China).

Data Analysis and Statistics

All behavioral data are presented as mean ± SEM and were

analyzed using Student’s t test or one-way ANOVA

followed by post hoc Student-Newman-Keuls analysis. A

P value \0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Analysis of MS data was performed using the Ingenuity

Pathway Analysis (IPA) system (Qiagen, Berlin, Ger-

many). The P value was calculated using the right-tailed

Fisher’s exact test. The function-related changes were

predicted by downstream regulator analysis applying the

Ingenuity� Knowledge Base (Ingenuity� Systems, http://

www.ingenuity.com). Signaling pathway changes were

obtained using the IPA Canonical Pathway database tool.

Results

Inescapable Shock Induces Depression-Like

Behaviors

The active-avoidance and tail-suspension tests were per-

formed 2 weeks after inescapable shock in order to validate

the development of a typical depression-like phenotype.

The results showed that the LH animals exhibited a

significantly prolonged escape latency (P\0.01 vs control)

in the avoidance test (Fig. 2A) and immobility time (P\
0.05 vs control) in the suspension test (Fig. 2B). These

results, in line with our expectations, demonstrated that the

3-day LH protocol was efficient to establish the depression

model with typical behavioral despair.

CION Induces not Only Allodynia but Also

Depression-Like Behaviors

Compared with the sham group, CION-treated animals

exhibited a significantly decreased mechanical threshold in

the ipsilateral vibrissa pad (Fig. 2C, P\ 0.01 vs sham or

basal level), while no difference was observed in the pad

contralateral to CION (Fig. 2D). These data suggested that

the CION-treated mice developed stable mechanical allo-

dynia, which persisted for at least 2 weeks. Notably, the

escape latency in the avoidance test (Fig. 2E) and immo-

bility time (Fig. 2F) in the tail-suspension test were also

markedly increased (P\ 0.01 vs sham), highlighting that

chronic TN can result in the development of depression.

Function-Related Biomolecular Changes in TN

and LH Models

MS was used to analyze the biomolecular and signaling

pathway changes in the TN and LH models. Based on the

MS data and comprehensive bio-informatics analysis, the

function-related biomolecular changes were significant on

both sides of the hippocampus in CION-treated and LH

animals. In the CION-treated animals, 40 proteins were

down-regulated and 30 were up-regulated on the ipsilat-

eral side among 2949 proteins with clear biological

backgrounds (Fig. 3A, B). On the contralateral side 84

proteins were down-regulated and 221 were up-regulated

among 2952 proteins analyzed (Fig. 3A, B). Some

proteins were commonly regulated in all three compar-

isons (Ipsi. CION vs sham, Con. CION vs sham, and LH

vs control): CHD4, CPNS1, GLP1, K2C6A, M3K12,

MTMR9, TSC1, and KLH22 (Fig. 3C). Some were

changed on both sides of the hippocampus in CION-

treated animals: ATG13, T200A, TGS1, SRRM1, and

RAB8A (Fig. 3C). The top 5 up-regulated and down-

regulated proteins are shown in Fig. 3D. Of these, brain-

derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) is an interesting,

important and significant target as it participates in many

brain functions and nuclei under conditions of stress. We

therefore used Western blots to further assess BDNF in

the LH model. A similar result was obtained, which

showed that BDNF was significantly increased in LH

animals (P\ 0.01 vs control; Fig. 3E).
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Function-Related Families and Signaling Pathways

in the TN and LH Models

Next, we investigated the function-related biomolecular

families participating in the pathogenesis under CION and

LH stresses (Fig. 4A–C). Although significant differences in

functional families were found between the ipsilateral and

contralateral hippocampi, changes in the following were

observed on both sides: (1) cell assembly and organization;

(2) cell function and maintenance; (3) cell-to-cell signaling

and interaction; (4) neurological diseases; (5) molecular

transport; and (6) small molecule biochemistry. On the other

hand, the following changes were found in both CION and

LH models: (1) small molecule biochemistry; (2) nervous

system development and function; (3) organismal

development; (4) organismal survival; (5) cell-to-cell sig-

naling and interaction; and (6) cell assembly and organiza-

tion. Furthermore, we examined the alteration of signaling

pathways in two models. The top 5 pathways changed in

different treatments were listed in Fig 5A–C. Interestingly,

there was a marked difference in the signaling changes

between the ipsilateral and contralateral hippocampus in

CION-treated animals. In the ipsilateral hippocampus, the

DNA methylation and transcriptional repression signaling

pathways scored highest, and the Huntington’s disease

signaling pathway also showed a significant increase. In the

contralateral hippocampus, there were not only a greater

number of up/down-regulated proteins (Fig. 3A, B), but also

a large number of signaling pathways with significantly

larger change probability, such as breast cancer regulation by

Fig. 2 Nociceptive behavior of

CION-treated animals and

depression-like behaviors of LH

and CION-treated animals (n =

9/group). A, B LH animals

exhibited prolonged escape

latency in the active-avoidance

test (A) and immobility time in

the tail-suspension test (B). C,
D CION induced significant

mechanical allodynia in the

ipsilateral face (C) but not con-
tralaterally (D). E, F CION

induced depression-like behav-

iors similar to LH stress, as

indicated by prolonged escape

latency (E) and immobility time

(F). *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01

compared with control (Con) or

sham; ##P\ 0.01 compared

with basal level.
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stathmin 1 and Huntington’s disease signaling pathway. In

the LH animals, Huntington’s disease, DNA methylation,

and transcriptional repression signaling pathways had a high

probability. The two models shared a pathway that may

regulate the depressive-like behaviors, the Huntington’s

disease signaling pathway.

Fig. 3 Biomolecular changes in the hippocampus of CION- and LH-

treated animals (n = 6/group). A Green, downregulated proteins; red,

upregulated proteins; grey, unchanged proteins; x-axis, log2 of change

ratio; y-axis, -log of P-value calculated by Fisher’s exact test, right-

tailed. B Summary of the above biomolecular changes in three

comparisons. C Proteins commonly regulated in the three

comparisons (two models and both sides of the hippocampus with

CION). D The top 5 up/down-regulated biomolecules in the three

comparisons. E Verification of the BDNF changes in the LH model

using Western blotting. **P\ 0.01 compared with naive; #P\ 0.05

compared with control.
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Discussion

Chronic neuropathic pain caused by peripheral nerve

injury, such as CION, sciatic nerve ligation, and spinal

nerve injury, affects millions of people. Trigeminal nerve

compression results in TN [25], which is characterized by

brief, stabbing, shock-like pain [26]. So far, the etiopatho-

genesis and mental-disorder-related consequence of TN

remain to be elucidated. Rodent studies have demonstrated

that CION induces allodynia in response to mechanical and

cold stimulation of the vibrissa pad [27, 28]. In our work,

CION resulted in not only mechanical allodynia but also

depression-like behaviors. The causes of mood or psychi-

atric disorders are various and confused. Hereditary,

genetic studies have revealed significant overlaps of risk

genes across major psychiatric disorders including bipolar

disorder, major depressive disorder, schizophrenia, and

autism [29, 30]. Numbers of studies have suggested that

chronic injury of peripheral nerve results in behavioral

abnormalities and then induces mental disorders [31, 32]. It

is also widely known that stresses such as chronic

unpredictable stress, chronic mild stress, social stress, and

LH result in mental disorders [11, 12, 33–37]. LH studies

have repeatedly reported that inescapable electrical stim-

ulation drives the initiation of depression in rodent models

[11, 38, 39]. Here, we used LH as a positive model control

and found behavioral despair in common with the TN

model. Our study is among the very few to directly show

that TN can be a depression-leading stressor as well. As far

as we know, this is the first animal evidence that only 2

weeks of TN can induce behavioral despair. In line with

this, some clinical studies have revealed that treatment of

Fig. 4 Change probabilities of functional families predicted by proteins in three comparisons.
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TN can immediately attenuate depressive disorders [40],

and conversely, when a comorbid patient was treated with

the antidepressant duloxetine, the TN was unexpectedly

and rapidly relieved [41]. Together, these findings point

out that neuralgia and depression might be modulated

similarly. Previously, we reported that, in the inflamma-

tory pain state induced by complete Freund’s adjuvant,

C57BL/6J and FVB/NJNju mice exhibit significant anx-

iety-like behaviors as assessed by the open field and

elevated plus maze tests [42]. It is generally agreed that

anxiety and despair frequently co-occur during the

development of depression, while behavioral despair is a

more malignant indication than anxiety [43–45]. Unlike

the widely-recognized finding that depression-like behav-

iors (especially despair and anhedonia) are induced after a

long period of stress exposure, we noted that despair was

a side-effect of just 2 weeks of TN. The present work

further deepens our understanding of the close and

complex connections between neuropathic pain and

depression.

Psychiatric disorders may share similarities in physio-

logical functions and cellular mechanisms. In our MS

results, most striking was the Huntington’s disease signal-

ing pathway, which was significantly up-regulated on both

sides of the hippocampus in the TN and LH models. This

similarity has seldom been noted, but some references shed

light in support. It has been reported that the incidence of

depression in Huntington’s disease patients is more than

twice that in the general population [46]. Besides, serious

impairments in negative emotion recognition and empathy

for pain have been found in Huntington’s disease families

[47]. These reports consistently indicate a potential regu-

latory role of the hippocampus in pain and depression

through Huntington’s disease signaling. We strongly

Fig. 5 Change probabilities of signaling pathways predicted by proteins in three comparisons.
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suggest that Huntington’s disease signaling plays a role in

depression/pain-related cognitive deficits.

Several molecules were commonly up-regulated in the

three comparisons. These molecules may play key roles in

the comorbidity of neuralgia and depression. CHD4

(chromodomain-helicase DNA-binding protein 4) has been

reported to promote the self-renewal and multi-lineage

differentiation of hematopoietic stem cells [48]. CHD4,

CHD5, and CHD7 play pivotal roles in the function and

differentiation of neural stem cell niches in the dentate

gyrus of the hippocampus through cooperation with major

epigenetic modifiers, transcription factors, and signaling

pathways [49]. During neurogenesis, CHD4 interacts with

PRC2 (polycomb repressive complex 2), specifically with

the H3K27 methyltransferase enzyme, and the CHD4/

PRC2 complex directly binds to the promoter of the GFAP

gene (Gfap), represses its expression, and prevents glial

differentiation [50]. In view of its role in promoting

newborn neurons, we speculate that the increased CHD4 in

the TN and LH models may be a homeostatic counter-

stress response. GLP1 (glucagon-like peptide 1) is a gut

hormone as well as a centrally-active neuropeptide, whose

neuroprotective and neurotrophic actions have been inves-

tigated [51]. It has been hypothesized that GLP-1 plays a

key role in the activation of stress responses, which may be

connected with its role in the central regulation of energy

homeostasis [52]. In our MS data, GLP-1 up-regulation in

both models may be similar to the role of CHD4, as an

adaptation to stress. MTMR9 (myotubularin-related protein

9), a new member of the myotubularin family, plays a role

in autophagy and apoptosis [53]. Its relationship with

depression- or pain-driven hippocampal changes has never

been reported. Given that a mechanism underlying depres-

sion involves the loss of neural stem cells and neurons by

apoptosis [43, 54–56], the accumulation of MTMR9 in our

two models is likely to be a crucial pathological link. To be

brief, and due to the lack of direct reports, the other

interesting but novel proteins shown in Fig. 3C are not

discussed in detail. However, their potential effects on

neuralgia and depression remain to be determined.

Intriguingly, differences in proteins and pathways

between the two sides of the hippocampus in CION-treated

animals were evident. In the light of a greater number of

up/down-regulated proteins (Fig. 3B), a larger amplitude of

variation (Fig. 3B), a higher probability of signaling

changes (Fig. 5B), and a multitude of signaling pathways

(not shown), the contralateral hippocampus seemed to play

a more important role in the pathogenesis of TN or TN-

induced depression.

Besides the hippocampus, studies have also used

proteomic analysis to describe protein changes in other

brain regions. Gellén et al. induced depression in adult rats

by neonatal clomipramine treatment and then conducted a

proteomic study. They identified 32 significantly altered

proteins (e.g., macrophage migration inhibitory factor) in

the prefrontal cortex [57]. A clinical study by Martins-de-

Souza used shotgun proteome analyses to reveal protein

changes in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex of patients

with major depressive disorder (MDD). They validated

some proteins associated with energy metabolism and

synaptic function, and especially noted a change in the

histidine triad nucleotide-binding protein 1 [58]. Cox et al.

evaluated molecular changes associated with environmen-

tal stress in both rodent models and MDD patients, and

seven important functional domains (e.g., carbohydrate

metabolism and cellular respiration) were reported [59]. In

combination with these published data, our findings

provide a wide range of targets for comparison and

therapeutic applications.

Collectively, we found that both the LH and TN models

developed depressive-like behaviors, and explored many of

the biomolecular/pathway targets associated with neuralgia

and psychiatric disorders that are involved in the patho-

genesis of TN and LH.
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Abstract Injury to peripheral nerves can lead to neuro-

pathic pain, along with well-studied effects on sensory

neurons, including hyperexcitability, abnormal sponta-

neous activity, and neuroinflammation in the sensory

ganglia. Neuropathic pain can be enhanced by sympathetic

activity. Peripheral nerve injury may also damage sympa-

thetic axons or expose them to an inflammatory environ-

ment. In this study, we examined the lumbar sympathetic

ganglion responses to two rat pain models: ligation of the

L5 spinal nerve, and local inflammation of the L5 dorsal

root ganglion (DRG), which does not involve axotomy.

Both models resulted in neuroinflammatory changes in the

sympathetic ganglia, as indicated by macrophage

responses, satellite glia activation, and increased numbers

of T cells, along with very modest increases in sympathetic

neuron excitability (but not spontaneous activity) measured

in ex vivo recordings. The spinal nerve ligation model

generally caused larger responses than DRG inflammation.

Plasticity of the sympathetic system should be recognized

in studies of sympathetic effects on pain.

Keywords Neuropathic pain � Sympathetic �Macrophage �
T cell � Satellite glia � Inflammation � Hyperexcitability

Introduction

Peripheral nerve injury can lead to neuropathic pain.

Axotomy of peripheral nerves results in well-studied

changes in their remote cell bodies, including morpholog-

ical, metabolic, and electrophysiological changes [1, 2].

Neuropathic pain involves not only neuronal pathways, but

also Schwann cells, satellite glial cells in the dorsal root

ganglia (DRGs), and cells of the peripheral immune system

[3]. In some pain models, it has been proposed that

inflammatory processes in an injured peripheral nerve also

contribute to pain by affecting adjacent intact axons that

were not axotomized by the precipitating injury [4].

Within the peripheral sensory ganglia, an inflammatory

reaction can be triggered by injury to remote axons. For

example, it is well-known that the satellite glial cells in

sensory ganglia become activated, express glial fibrillary

acidic protein (GFAP), and proliferate after peripheral

nerve injury [5]. DRG satellite glia reactions have also

been reported in a model of local inflammation of the

DRG, in the absence of overt axon injury [6]. Other

examples of inflammatory responses in the DRG include

increased macrophage infiltration and activation, as well as

T cell infiltration, observed after sciatic or spinal nerve

transection [2, 7, 8]. Some of these changes are

detectable within days of the axon injury. These neuroin-

flammatory changes may contribute to the increased

excitability of sensory neurons after peripheral nerve injury

or local inflammation, for example by increasing cytokines

that directly affect neurons [4].

Another component of the peripheral nervous system,

the sympathetic nervous system, also plays a role in pain.

Some clinical pain conditions are thought to be sympa-

thetically maintained [9, 10], and in several preclinical pain

models, blocking sympathetic activity reduces pain (see
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[11]). Mechanisms by which the sympathetic nerves might

enhance pain include direct excitatory actions on sensory

neurons, which develop abnormal adrenergic sensitivity;

direct abnormal coupling between the sympathetic and

sensory neurons due to sympathetic sprouting within the

DRG or at injury sites; and sympathetic regulation of the

inflammation process, including direct effects on immune

cells [11–17].

Because most peripheral nerves contain a mixture of

sensory, motor, and autonomic fibers, many pain models

that involve injury of peripheral nerves also lead to injury

of sympathetic axons, and/or their exposure to an inflam-

matory environment within a damaged nerve. Since the

sympathetic system can affect pain, it is of interest to know

how sympathetic ganglia (SGs) are affected by such pain

models. There is an extensive literature on the SG as a

model system in which to study peripheral synaptic

transmission and the response to peripheral axotomy [18],

beginning with classic studies showing ‘‘synaptic strip-

ping’’, i.e. rapid loss of synaptic contact between pregan-

glionic fibers and postganglionic sympathetic neurons after

postganglionic axotomy [19]. However, few of these

studies have been conducted in the context of pain models.

One such study [20] compared the effects of sciatic nerve

transection on neuroinflammation in DRGs versus lumbar

SGs, reporting that GFAP, macrophage, and T cell

responses were even stronger in the SG than in the DRG.

In addition, there are, to our knowledge, no extensive

studies on how the SGs are affected by exposure of their

axons to an inflammatory environment in the absence of

overt axotomy, as is expected to occur in some pain models

and pain conditions.

In this study, we investigated changes in T cells,

macrophages, and GFAP expression in lumbar SGs in the

spinal nerve ligation (SNL) model (ligation and cutting of

the L5 spinal nerve, which also contains sympathetic

axons, primarily from SG4 and SG3). To assess the effects

on the SG of remote inflammation without axotomy, we

compared the effects of SNL on these neuroinflammatory

markers to the effects seen after local inflammation of the

L5 DRG (LID). This model, which mimics the local

inflammation (without axotomy) seen, for example, in

certain forms of low back pain, is strongly mitigated by

simply cutting the gray rami, the local source of sympa-

thetic fibers in the spinal nerve and nearby DRG [11]. We

also determined how these two pain models affected the

intrinsic electrophysiological properties of lumbar SG

neurons in the ipsilateral SG3 and SG4. Our aim was to

begin to investigate the effects of pain models on the SG,

because possible alterations in SG properties must be taken

into account when evaluating the role of SG neurons in

pain.

Materials and Methods

Animals

Sprague–Dawley rats (Harlan, Indianapolis, IN) of either

sex or as indicated, weighing 80–200 g, were maintained

under a light–dark cycle of 14 h:10 h, with access to food

and water ad libitum. The experimental protocol was

approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use

Committee of the University of Cincinnati. Experiments

were conducted in accordance with the guidelines for the

treatment of animals of the International Association for

the Study of Pain.

Pain Models

Spinal Nerve Ligation (SNL) Model

Animals were anesthetized with 3%–4% isoflurane for

induction and 2.5% for maintenance. The depth of

anesthesia was confirmed by the absence of withdrawal

responses to tail pinch and toe pinch. The lower back was

shaved at the incision area and disinfected before surgery.

A 3-cm longitudinal incision was made in aseptic skin from

L6 to L4 (DRG levels), and the right-side paraspinal

muscles were dissected to expose the L4 and L5 spinal

nerves. Animals received a unilateral ligation of the right

ventral ramus of the L5 spinal nerve according to the

description of the SNL model by Kim and Chung [21].

Briefly, the L5 ventral ramus was exposed and tightly

ligated using a 6–0 silk suture *2 to 3 mm distal to the

ganglion and cut at the distal end of the suture. In some

experiments, a small piece (*0.25 mm2) of DiI crystal

(Life Technologies Carlsbad, CA, catalog D-3911), a

lipophilic tracer, was applied at the proximal end of the

cut spinal nerve to label the axotomized neurons in the SG.

The incision was closed in layers with 4–0 silk. Animals

were allowed to recover for 7 days before recording or

immunohistochemistry.

Local Inflammation of the DRG (LID) Model

As previously described [22], the L4 and L5 intervertebral

foramina were exposed after dissection of the right-side

paraspinal muscles. The immune activator zymosan (2 mg/

mL, 10 lL, in incomplete Freund’s adjuvant) was slowly

injected into the L5 intervertebral foramen, above the

DRG, through a needle (30-G 9 � inch.), which was bent

at a 90� angle 1–2 mm from the tip. During injection, the

bent part of the needle was inserted into the intervertebral

foramen and kept there for 1–2 min during and after

injection to avoid leakage. Animals were allowed to
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recover for 3–7 days as indicated before recording or

immunohistochemistry.

SG Preparation for Intracellular Recording

Recordings were made in SGs isolated from normal rats,

7 days after SNL, or 3–4 days after LID. Rats were

anesthetized with pentobarbital sodium (50 mg/kg, i.p.). A

transperitoneal approach was used to identify sympathetic

ganglia based on the description by Baron [23]. An incision

was made along the abdominal midline approximately

from the point of the last rib to the bladder. The internal

organs were gently retracted to expose the large vessels

(aorta and vena cava) at the midline, underlying which

were the sympathetic trunks with ganglia. The ganglia were

located very close to the corresponding segmental vessels.

After SG3 and SG4 were identified, they were isolated

from the surrounding tissue. Oxygenated artificial cere-

brospinal fluid (ACSF) (in mmol/L: NaCl 130, KCl 3.5,

NaH2PO4 1.25, NaHCO3 24, dextrose 10, MgCl2 1.2,

CaCl2 1.2, HEPES 16, pH 7.3, bubbled with 95% O2 ? 5%

CO2) was dripped periodically onto the surface of the SGs

during the dissection process to prevent hypoxia. The SGs

were then placed in a 35-mm Petri dish with oxygenated

ACSF and the perineurium removed with fine forceps. The

SGs remained in the continuously-oxygenated ACSF for

30 min at room temperature before they were transferred to

the recording chamber.

Microelectrode Recording in Whole SG Preparation

Intracellular microelectrode current clamp recordings were

made from neurons in whole SG3 or SG4 isolated acutely

as described above. The method was similar to that used to

record from whole DRG preparations, as detailed in our

previous publication [24]. This method allows neurons to

be recorded without enzymatic dissociation, leaving the

surrounding satellite glia and neighboring neurons intact

[25, 26]. The method is similar to that used by others to

make microelectrode recordings in isolated whole SGs

(e.g. [19, 27]). Whole SGs were placed in a recording

chamber which was mounted on the stage of an upright

microscope (BX50WI, Olympus, Center Valley, PA). The

ganglia were held in place by 2–3 fine nylon threads. The

chamber was continuously perfused with oxygenated

ACSF at a constant rate of 2–3 mL/min at 36–37 �C.
Microelectrode resistance ranged from 40 to 60 MX (P-97;

Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). Electrodes were filled

with a solution containing (in mol/L) KCl 3, HEPES 0.010,

and EGTA 0.010 (pH 7.5). In some recordings from SNL

rats, fluorescence was used to identify DiI-labeled axo-

tomized neurons. However, both labeled and non-labeled

neurons were recorded and the results were combined.

Immunohistochemistry

At the indicated time points, animals received an intraperi-

toneal injection of pentobarbital sodium and were tran-

scardially perfused with 0.1 mol/L phosphate buffer

followed by 10% formalin in phosphate buffer. SGs were

identified and isolated using the anatomical approach

described above and then postfixed in 10% formalin in

phosphate buffer for another 30 min before being trans-

ferred to 30% sucrose. After SGs were embedded in Tissue

Freezing Medium (General Data, Cincinnati, OH) and

frozen, they were sectioned at 10 lm on a cryostat

(CM850, Leica, Buffalo Grove, IL). The SG sections were

immunostained for visualization of T cells, macrophages,

and GFAP-positive cells including satellite glia and

Schwann cells. All staining followed the same procedure

but with different antibodies. Briefly, tissue sections were

first blocked with 10% normal goat serum followed by

overnight incubation with the primary antibody at 4 �C.
The next day, they were incubated with the secondary

antibody for an hour. In negative control sections, all

procedures were the same except the primary antibody was

omitted. Images of sections were captured under a

fluorescence microscope (BX60WI, Olympus) using Slide-

book 6 imaging acquisition software (Intelligent Imaging

Innovation, Denver, CO). In quantitative immunohisto-

chemical experiments, sections from all experimental

groups were examined in a side-by-side fashion. In

isolating SGs for either electrophysiology or immunohis-

tochemistry, we did not encounter fused ganglia in which it

was not feasible to separate the ipsilateral from the

contralateral side.

T cells

The mouse monoclonal anti-TCR alpha ? TCR beta

antibody (Abcam, Cambridge, MA, catalog: ab139367)

was used as the primary antibody at a dilution of 1:100.

The secondary antibody was goat anti-mouse antibody

conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA)

diluted at 1:500. Stained T cells were quantified by

counting the defined objects after threshold adjustment in

4–30 sections for each rat. The density of T cells was

computed for each rat as the total number of T cells divided

by the total area of sections examined, and is expressed as

cells/mm2. Statistical analysis was performed on the animal

values.

GFAP

The primary anti-GFAP antibody was rabbit polyclonal

(Immunostar, Hudson, WI, catalog #22522) used at a

dilution of 1:100. The secondary antibody was goat anti-
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rabbit antibody conjugated to Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen)

used at a dilution of 1:1000. To determine the expression of

GFAP in SGs, the summed intensities of GFAP were

measured and normalized by the SG area in each analyzed

section to give an intensity ratio. The averaged intensity

ratios from 7 to 40 images for each animal were used for

statistical analysis.

Macrophages

Goat polyclonal anti-Iba1 antibody (Abcam, ab5076) was

diluted at 1:500 and used to detect macrophages. The

secondary antibody was donkey anti-goat conjugated to

Alexa Fluor 594 (Invitrogen) at a dilution of 1:1000. The

proportional area was measured as recommended by

Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of lumbar sympathetic system. Sympa-

thetic preganglionic neurons (red) have cell bodies in the interme-

diolateral cell columns of the spinal cord. Their axons leave the cord

through the ventral roots (VR) and follow white rami (WR) to the

paravertebral sympathetic ganglion (SG) chain. Some make synapses

with postganglionic neurons (green) in the paravertebral SGs, either

at the same level, or at other levels after projecting in the sympathetic

chain. Axons of some preganglionic neurons pass through chain

ganglia without synapsing and connect with postganglionic neurons in

prevertebral or pelvic ganglia. At the level of the L5 DRG there are no

white rami, as preganglionic neurons are found in more rostral

regions. Here, postganglionic axons primarily from SG neurons in

SG3 (not shown) or SG4 run through the gray ramus (GR) to the L5

spinal nerve, where they may project along the ventral ramus (vr) of

the spinal nerve to enter the sciatic nerve and reach peripheral targets,

or project into the dorsal ramus (dr) of the spinal nerve, or innervate

the region around the L5 DRG itself (primarily innervating blood

vessels in normal animals).

Fig. 2 Effect of L5 spinal nerve ligation (SNL) on excitability of

sympathetic ganglionic neurons measured on postoperative day

(POD) 7. A, B Examples of the large numbers of DiI-labeled

axotomized neurons in SG3 and SG4, respectively, on POD 7. Dashed

lines indicate ganglia borders. Scale bars, 250 lm. Images were from

whole, unfixed SGs just after microelectrode recording sessions.

C Representative action potentials (AP) recorded from neurons in

isolated whole SG preparations from normal rats and from SNL rats

on POD 7. D–F Average values of AP duration (D), rheobase (E), and
input resistance (Rm) (F). *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01 compared to the

normal group (Mann–Whitney test); n = 71 cells in the normal group

from 10 male rats and 83 in the SNL group from 14 male rats.

Additional electrophysiological values are in Table 1.
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Donnelly et al. [28] as an index of the magnitude of a

macrophage response, because the response can include

both an increased number of cells and increased ramifica-

tion of individual cells. Background staining was sub-

tracted and the contrast was slightly enhanced in each

section to ensure all labeled cells were measured. The

proportional area is expressed as the area of stained

macrophage over the SG area in each image. Averaged

proportional areas from 6 to 25 images for each rat were

used for statistical analysis.

Data Analysis

All statistical analyses were performed using Graphpad

Prism software (Graphpad Prism, La Jolla, CA). Two-

tailed tests were used throughout. For immunohistochem-

ical data, comparison of values between different groups

(normal, sham, and SNL) was done using one-way

ANOVA followed by Tukey’s post hoc test. Because the

sham SNL surgery involves a DRG exposure very similar

to that used for the LID surgery and had little effect on SG

parameters, only sham LID animals were used for com-

parison to LID animals, and no additional sections from

normal animals were obtained. In those experiments,

quantification of immunohistochemical data for SGs

obtained after LID was compared to SGs from sham LID

animals at the same time point, using the t test. All

statistical analysis of histochemical quantification was

based on animal averages. For electrophysiological data,

the unpaired t-test was used if the data fit a normal

distribution or a nonparametric test (Mann–Whitney test)

was used if the data failed the D’Agostino and Pearson

omnibus normality test. P\ 0.05 was considered

significant. Different levels of significance are indicated

by the number of symbols: *P\ 0.05; **P\ 0.01;

***P\ 0.001. Data are presented as mean ± SEM.

Table 1 Electrophysiological parameters of sympathetic neurons in ex vivo recordings.

Normal SNL LID

Max dV/dt (V/s) 170.4 ± 6.9 170.2 ± 7.2 185.9 ± 15.1

Threshold (mV) -32.4 ± 0.9 -32.2 ± 0.8 -34.8 ± 1.9

AP width (ms) 2.39 ± 0.04 2.61 ± 0.08* 2.28 ± 0.09

Peak AP (mV) 24.7 ± 1.2 24.8 ± 1.2 22.4 ± 2.0

Rheobase (nA) 0.53 ± 0.08 0.35 ± 0.05* 0.31 ± 0.09

Rm (MX) 30.7 ± 1.5 38.8 ± 2.1** 43.6 ± 4.0**

Vrest (mV) -53.1 ± 1.0 -52.5 ± 1.0 -55.5 ± 1.9

Max # AP 10.3 ± 0.8 10.2 ± 0.8 10.5 ± 1.2

Number of cells 71 83 25

Normal: data from SG3 and SG4 isolated from normal rats. SNL: data from SG3 and SG4 isolated 7 days after L5 spinal nerve ligation. LID:

data from SG4 isolated 3–4 days after local inflammation of the DRG.

AP, action potential; Max dV/dt, maximum rate of voltage change during AP upstroke; peak AP, maximum voltage during AP; Rm, membrane

input resistance; Vrest, resting membrane potential; Max #AP, maximum number of AP evoked by 270 ms suprathreshold stimulus.

* P\ 0.05; ** P\ 0.01; significantly different from normal value, Mann–Whitney test.

Fig. 3 Effect of local inflammation of L5 DRG (LID) on excitability

of sympathetic ganglionic neurons measured on POD 3–4. A Repre-

sentative action potentials (AP) from neurons in isolated whole SG

preparations from normal and LID rats on POD 3–4. B–D Average

values of AP duration (B), rheobase (C), and input resistance (Rm)

(D). **P\ 0.01 compared with the normal group (Mann–Whitney

test), n = 71 cells in the normal group (same cells as Fig. 2) and 25 in

the LID group (from four male rats). Difference in rheobase

approached significance (P = 0.09, Mann–Whitney test). Additional

electrophysiological values are in Table 1.
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Results

The Excitability of Sympathetic Ganglion Cells

Increases Modestly After Ligation of the L5 Spinal

Nerve

As per the nomenclature of Baron [23], SG4 is the first SG

rostral to the L5 DRG. Gray rami connect each sympathetic

postganglionic ganglion with the next most caudal DRG

(though some of the fibers in the gray rami may course

through the sympathetic trunk for one or more levels before

entering the gray rami, having their cell bodies in a more

distant SG). From the gray rami, a few sympathetic axons

turn and enter the DRG region, primarily innervating blood

vessels, and a few course through the small dorsal ramus;

the majority enter the larger ventral ramus of the spinal

nerve to reach their peripheral targets (Fig. 1). As expected

from anatomical studies, ligation and cutting of the L5

ventral ramus transected the axons of many cells in the

ipsilateral SG4 and SG3: when crystals of the tracer DiI

were placed on the transected L5 spinal nerve when the

SNL model was implemented, large numbers of neurons in

both the ipsilateral SG3 and SG4 were labeled (Fig. 2A,

B). Microelectrode recordings in SG3 and SG4 were

conducted in ganglia isolated from normal animals or

7 days after ipsilateral L5 SNL. Several measures of

excitability increased in the SG after SNL (Fig. 2;

Table 1). The action potential was slightly broadened,

and the rheobase was reduced, which probably reflected an

increase in resting input resistance, as threshold and resting

potential were not changed. Other electrophysiological

parameters were not significantly affected (Table 1).

The Excitability of Sympathetic Ganglion Cells is

Less Affected by Local Inflammation of the L5 DRG

We also examined the electrophysiological properties of

SG4 neurons after local inflammation of the adjacent L5

DRG. To correspond with previous studies of hyperex-

citability in DRG neurons after local inflammation, we

chose days 3–4 as the time point for these experiments. As

shown in Fig. 3 and Table 1, the changes in excitability

were more modest than those in the SNL model. Only the

increase in input resistance reached significance. Trends

towards hyperexcitability did not reach significance, e.g.

the decrease in rheobase (P = 0.09) and reduction in

threshold (P = 0.058).

Fig. 4 L5 spinal nerve ligation induced satellite glia activation in

both SG3 and SG4. A–D Sections of SG3 stained for GFAP in normal

(A), sham (B), and SNL (C) rats displayed a large increase in the

expression of GFAP in SNL rats. Sections in B and C were obtained

7 days after SNL or sham SNL surgery. Summary data of fluorescent

intensity per square micrometer (intensity/lm2) revealed no differ-

ence between normal and sham rats but a significant difference

between sham or normal and SNL rats (D; *P\ 0.05, ANOVA with

Tukey’s post-test). E–H Sections from SG4 in normal (E), sham (F),
and SNL (G) animals showed a similarly large increase in GFAP

expression in SNL rats. Summary data of intensity/lm2 showed no

difference between normal and sham rats but a significant difference

between sham or normal and SNL animals (H; **P\ 0.01, ANOVA

with Tukey’s post-test). Scale bars, 50 lm. Dashed lines indicate

ganglia borders. N = 4 male rats per group.
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Compared to Local DRG Inflammation, Spinal

Nerve Ligation Induced Greater Activation of Satel-

lite Glial Cells in Both L3 and L4 SGs

Immunohistochemical analysis of GFAP levels was used as

a measure of satellite glial activation [29]. The expression

of GFAP was significantly increased in both SG3 and SG4

7 days after the SNL surgery. Quantitatively, the degree of

upregulation appeared similar between SG3 and SG4

(Fig. 4), with an upregulation [5-fold. There was no

significant difference between normal and sham SNL

groups.

In contrast, the upregulation of GFAP after DRG

inflammation was much less and only reached significance

on day 7, when *2-fold upregulation was found (Fig. 5).

Spinal Nerve Ligation and DRG Inflammation

Modestly Increased the Macrophage Response

in Sympathetic Ganglia

Macrophage responses in the SG were assessed using the

general macrophage marker Iba-1. The response was

measured as the proportion of section area that expressed

Iba-1, and was significant in both SG3 and SG4 at 7 days

after SNL (Fig. 6). The increase was *2-fold in SG4 and

slightly less in SG3. Sham SNL surgery did not have any

significant effect. In the LID model (Fig. 7), similar fold-

increases were found on both days 3 and 7, but the

responses were more variable and reached significance

only on day 7 in SG4, when the response increased *2.5-

fold.

Fig. 5 Local inflammation of the L5 DRG induced more modest

satellite glia activation in SG4. A–D Sections of SG3 and SG4

obtained 3 days (A) or 7 days (C) after LID or sham LID surgery and

immunostained for GFAP (Scale bars, 50 lm). Summary data

showed no significant GFAP upregulation in either SG3 or SG4 by

day 3 (B). For sections obtained on day 7, summary data showed

significant upregulation (D; *P\ 0.05, ***P\ 0.001 between sham

and LID groups, t-test). However, the degree of upregulation was

much smaller than that induced by SNL at the same time point

(compared to Fig. 4) (n = 4–5 rats of both sexes per group).
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Spinal Nerve Ligation More so than DRG

Inflammation Significantly Increased the Number

of T Cells in SGs

There were generally very few T cells in the normal and sham

SNL groups, except that one sham rat showed a density of T

cells comparable to the lower values in SNL rats in SG3. Due

to this higher variability, the *24-fold increase in T cells

7 days after SNL in SG3 did not quite reach significance

(ANOVA, overall P = 0.0595). In SG4, the T cell density

increased 33-fold over normal (Fig. 8). T cell increases were

also found in the SGs after LID, but these were more modest,

never significantly increasing[5-fold over sham LID values

(Fig. 9; note difference in scale from Fig. 8). The pattern of T

cell staining also differed between the twomodels; in the SNL

model T cells were scattered throughout the ganglia including

near neuronal cell bodies, while in the LID model the T cells

tended to be more numerous near the edges of the ganglion.

Discussion

We observed signs of neuroinflammation and modest neu-

ronal hyperexcitability in the lumbar sympathetic ganglia in

two pain models: ligation of the L5 spinal nerve (SNL); and

local inflammation of the L5 DRG (LID), in which an

inflammatory stimulus was placed near the L5 DRG but there

was no axotomy. In general, the inflammatory and electro-

physiological changes were milder in the LID model than in

the SNL model. The macrophage responses in the SG were

similar in both models, but the T cell response, satellite glial

response, and increased neuronal excitability were larger after

SNL. Only SNL involved axotomy, which affected a large

fraction of the neurons in SG4 and SG3. Since previous

studies of electrophysiological and inflammatory changes in

the SG have focused on the key role of axotomy, and

especially loss of target-derived neurotrophins, it is perhaps

not surprising that SNL led to larger changes than LID.

However, it is instructive that LID also caused some

inflammatory changes in the nearby SG. It is not yet known

whether these effects are due to proximity of the inflamma-

tory stimulus to the SG cell bodies, or whether local

inflammation around the SG axons in the region of the

inflamed L5 DRG provides a signal that is transmitted to the

SG. The overall similarity of findings in the SG4 versus the

more distant SG3 suggests the latter mechanism may play at

least some role. The findings may be of relevance to other

pain models involving partial peripheral nerve injury, in

which spared SG axons would presumably be exposed to

local inflammation at the injury site.

Fig. 6 L5 spinal nerve ligation evoked infiltration/activation of

macrophages in both SG3 and SG4. A–D Sections of SG3 stained

with Iba-1 in normal (A), sham (B), and SNL (C) rats showed

activation of macrophages in SNL rats on POD 7. The summary data

(D) of the proportion of total area labeled by Iba-1 (Proportional

Area) revealed no significant difference between normal and sham,

but significant differences between those groups and the SNL group.

E–H Similar findings were obtained in sections from SG4 in normal

(E), sham (F), and SNL (G) rats. Summary data indicated no

significant difference between normal and sham, but both groups were

significantly lower than the SNL group (H). *P\ 0.05, **P\ 0.01,

***P\ 0.001 between indicated groups (ANOVA with Tukey’s post-

test); n = 4 male rats per group; scale bars, 50 lm.
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The activation of satellite glial cells, as indicated by

increased GFAP immunoreactivity, has been reported to

occur around both axotomized and non-axotomized SG

cells within one day following sciatic nerve transection

[20]. Our study demonstrated that activation occurred for at

least 7 days after either SNL (a more proximal injury than

that used in [20]) or local DRG inflammation. The larger

response to SNL suggests that axotomy is a stronger but

not necessary signal for the activation of satellite glial

cells. The function of SG satellite glia is less well

understood than that of DRG satellite glia. However,

possible functional consequences of this activation are

suggested by studies showing that the sympathetic satellite

glia may be phagocytic, may influence synaptic transmis-

sion and purinergic signaling, and may play a role in

mediating the loss of synaptic transmission from pregan-

glionic inputs that occurs after axotomy [29]. A role for

macrophages in synaptic stripping in the SG has also been

proposed. It will be of interest to determine whether DRG

inflammation (or other conditions affecting the SG without

axotomy) also modifies synaptic transmission to SG

neurons from preganglionic inputs. Macrophages have also

been proposed to help mediate the regeneration responses

of axotomized SG cells [18]. By extrapolating from studies

of DRG neurons, it might be expected that macrophages in

the SG could release molecules that increase the excitabil-

ity of SG neurons [30]. Macrophage invasion of the SG can

also be induced by systemic toxins that affect the SG

terminals and cause them to lose contact with their targets.

It has been proposed that this is because, like axotomy,

such toxins disrupt the transport of peripheral trophic

factors to the soma [31].

The very low number of T cells in naı̈ve SGs is similar

to that in DRGs [8]. T cell increases in the SG have also

Fig. 7 Effect of local inflammation of DRG 5 (LID) on macrophage

infiltration/activation in SG3 and SG4. Sections of SG3 and SG4 from

rats 3 (A) and 7 days (C) after LID or sham LID immunostained with

the macrophage marker Iba-1. B Summary data indicated that the

increase in Iba-1 did not reach significance in either SG on day 3.

D Summary data indicated a significantly higher Iba-1 signal on day

7, only in SG4. **P\ 0.01 between the two groups, t-test; n = 4–5

rats of either sex per group; scale bars, 50 lm.
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been reported after sciatic nerve transection, an effect

lasting at least 10 weeks. This was reported to be larger

than the influx into DRGs [20]. As is the case for

macrophages, a hyperexcitability-promoting effect of

invading T cells might be expected, by analogy with the

better understood effects on DRG neurons (depending on

the subtype of T cell that predominates) [30].

The changes in excitability we recorded in SG neurons

were relatively small, compared to for example the large

increases in L5 DRG neurons after SNL [32] or local

inflammation [33]. However, in both of those studies,

myelinated (Ab) DRG neurons showed much larger

increases in excitability than unmyelinated (C) DRG

neurons. The SG neurons, which are also unmyelinated,

are perhaps similar to C cells from the DRG in their

responses to these pain models. When one considers only

the unmyelinated DRG neurons, LID induces only a small

increase in action potential duration [33], while SNL leads

to a larger increase in action potential duration and a

decreased rheobase [32]. In particular, the marked spon-

taneous activity in DRG neurons after either SNL or LID is

largely confined to myelinated Ab cells. In the present

study, we also failed to find significant spontaneous activity

in isolated SG neurons after either SNL or LID. Sponta-

neous activity was rarely recorded, and generally consisted

of only 1 or a few action potentials over a 1-min period.

This contrasts with the very high frequency bursting

activity in spontaneously-active myelinated DRG neurons

in these pain models as reported under similar recording

conditions [32, 33]. Our study may have been better suited

to record any spontaneous activity in SGs than some

previous electrophysiological studies because our study

was conducted at temperatures close to body temperature

rather than at room temperature; in DRG neurons sponta-

neous activity is very temperature-sensitive [34].

Relatively small changes in intrinsic SG neuronal

excitability have also been reported in previous studies of

the effects of axotomy on sympathetic neurons in the

superior cervical ganglia, in contrast to the dramatic loss of

presynaptic input (synaptic stripping) found in those

studies [19, 27]. The latter occurs very rapidly, starting

within one day. The decline in synaptic input is very large

(e.g. a 70% decline in evoked synaptic potentials) so,

although the decreased rheobase/increased input resistance

we recorded after SNL would tend to counteract the effects

of declining excitatory synaptic input, it would clearly be

unable to completely compensate for such a loss. The

present study in conjunction with the previous studies

raises the question of how axotomized sympathetic neurons

have such marked effects on pain behaviors, if they have a

dramatic decrease in presynaptic drive and are not

spontaneously active. It is generally assumed that

Fig. 8 Effect of L5 spinal nerve ligation on infiltration of T cells in

SG3 and SG4 on POD 7. A–D SG3 sections stained with an antibody

to the T cell receptor (TCR) in normal (A), sham (B), and SNL (C)
rats. The statistical analysis of TCR-positive cells/lm2 revealed that

the differences between normal, sham, and SNL rats (D) did not quite

reach significance (ANOVA, P = 0.0595). E–H SG4 sections stained

for TCR in normal (E), sham (F), and SNL (G) rats showing that

significantly more T cells were recruited in SNL SG4 than sham or

normal rats (H; *P\ 0.05, ANOVA with Tukey’s post-test). Dashed

lines indicate ganglia borders. Arrowheads indicate individual T cells.

(n = 4 male rats per group; scale bars, 50 lm).
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sympathetic neurons require presynaptic drive in order to

fire and release transmitter onto their peripheral targets.

Thus, after L5 SNL, or sciatic nerve transection, one would

assume that the axotomized neurons in SG4 and SG3 were

no longer able to release neurotransmitters. Yet, removing

SG3 and SG4 reduces the degree of inflammation induced

in lumbar DRGs by subsequent sciatic nerve transection

[35], suggesting functionality of some of these SG neurons

despite the large loss of synaptic drive that would be

expected to occur after sciatic nerve transection, based on

the previous axotomy studies. In addition, in the SNL

model, pain behaviors are markedly decreased by addi-

tionally cutting the gray rami to the L4 and L5 DRGs (a

procedure which would predominantly disconnect the

already axotomized SG neurons from the region of those

DRGs, by giving them a second axotomy a few millimeters

proximal to the axotomy incurred during SNL) [24]. In that

study, it was proposed that this antinociceptive effect is

explained by loss of sympathetic sprouting into the

axotomized DRG, which was shown to occur largely from

SG axons in the small dorsal ramus that are not axotomized

in SNL but are axotomized when the gray rami are cut.

This explanation, relying on the role of non-axotomized SG

neurons, might also account for some of the findings in the

study by McLachlan and Hu [35]. It is interesting that, in

their study of sympathetic effects on DRG inflammation

induced by sciatic nerve transection, decentralization of

SG3 and SG4 (i.e., cutting the preganglionic inputs by

Fig. 9 Effect of local inflammation of L5 DRG (LID) on T cell

infiltration in SG3 and SG4. Sections of SG3 and SG4 at POD 3 and

POD 7 immunostained with T cell receptor antibody. A Representa-

tive microimages from POD 3 animals showing a small increase in T

cells after LID. B Statistics for cells/mm2 from both SG3 and SG4

sections showed only the SG3 increase reached significance. C Rep-

resentative immunostaining of T cell receptor 7 days after LID.

D Statistics for cells/mm2 from both SG3 and SG4 showing a

significant difference between groups, but the absolute values were

much smaller than those after SNL (compared with Fig. 8). Arrow-

heads indicate examples of individual T cells. (*P\ 0.05,

***P\ 0.001 between groups, t-test; n = 4 rats of either sex per

group; scale bars, 50 lm).
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transecting the sympathetic chain proximal to L3) was

somewhat less effective in reducing DRG inflammation

than complete removal of SG3 and SG4 [35]. This is

consistent with a pro-inflammatory role of SG neurons that

escape axotomy after sciatic nerve transection, even if they

are a relatively small fraction of the total SG3/SG4

neurons. Another possible mechanism to consider is that

there is intrinsic spontaneous activity of SG neurons in vivo

that is not captured by ex vivo recording (for example,

perhaps because of washout of local inflammatory medi-

ators), or that the assumption of required presynaptic drive

of the SG needs to be reconsidered. Finally, we must

consider the possibility that the previously-described

synaptic stripping after axotomy of the sympathetic

neurons in the superior cervical ganglia is larger than that

in the lumbar paravertebral ganglia.

The original study on synaptic stripping [19] found that

only axotomized SG neurons showed massive synaptic

loss, while adjacent non-axotomized neurons retained

normal synaptic inputs (as in experiments when only one

of several nerve branches was injured). This suggests that

extensive synaptic stripping of the SG is unlikely in the

LID model, in which case the neuroinflammation and

increased membrane resistance we found in SGs would be

better positioned to enhance the output of the postgan-

glionic neurons than in the SNL model.

The antinociceptive behavioral effects of cutting the

gray rami to the L4 and L5 DRGs are even more dramatic

in the context of the LID model [11]. A primary

mechanism of this effect is the large reduction in the

inflammation process that occurs with removal of these

sympathetic fibers, as evidenced by reduction in DRG

macrophage infiltration and the pro-inflammatory cytokine

profile. The present study suggests that in this model, as

well as other pain models, the sympathetic neurons cannot

be considered as passive, unchanging players. Instead, they

may also undergo functional changes as a result of either

axotomy or exposure of their axons to a peripheral

inflammatory environment, and the possible ramifications

of this plasticity require further investigation in specific

pain models and conditions.
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Abstract Increasing evidence suggests that spinal micro-

glia regulate pathological pain in males. In this study, we

investigated the effects of several microglial and astroglial

modulators on inflammatory and neuropathic pain follow-

ing intrathecal injection in male and female mice. These

modulators were the microglial inhibitors minocycline and

ZVEID (a caspase-6 inhibitor) and the astroglial inhibitors

L-a-aminoadipate (L-AA, an astroglial toxin) and car-

benoxolone (a connexin 43 inhibitor), as well as U0126 (an

ERK kinase inhibitor) and D-JNKI-1 (a c-Jun N-terminal

kinase inhibitor). We found that spinal administration of

minocycline or ZVEID, or Caspase6 deletion, reduced

formalin-induced inflammatory and nerve injury-induced

neuropathic pain primarily in male mice. In contrast,

intrathecal L-AA reduced neuropathic pain but not inflam-

matory pain in both sexes. Intrathecal U0126 and D-JNKI-

1 reduced neuropathic pain in both sexes. Nerve injury

caused spinal upregulation of the astroglial markers GFAP

and Connexin 43 in both sexes. Collectively, our data

confirmed male-dominant microglial signaling but also

revealed sex-independent astroglial signaling in the spinal

cord in inflammatory and neuropathic pain.

Keywords Astrocytes � Microglia � Sex difference � Spinal
cord

Introduction

Numerous studies suggest that spinal glial cells, such as

microglia and astrocytes, play a critical role in the

development and maintenance of inflammatory and neuro-

pathic pain via neuronal-glial and glial-glial interactions

[1–4]. Upon activation by painful stimuli or injury,

microglia release pro-inflammatory and pro-nociceptive

factors, such as tumor necrosis factor (TNF), interleukin-1-

beta and interleukin-18 (IL-1b and IL-18), and brain-

derived growth factor (BDNF), via activation of p38 MAP

kinase, to directly modulate synaptic transmission by

interacting with nociceptive neurons [5–9]. Astrocytes are

the most abundant cells in the spinal cord and contact

synapses very closely [10, 11]. Compared to the rapid

reaction of microglia, especially after nerve injury, astro-

cytic activation has been found in a variety of pain-related

injury states, usually occurring several days after the injury

and much longer-lasting [2, 12]. Activated astrocytes can

also release multiple inflammatory mediators and neuro-

modulators such as cytokines (IL-1b) [13] and chemokines

(CCL2 and CXCL1), via upregulation of the hemichannel

and gap junction protein connexin43 (Cx43) and activation

of c-Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK), to enhance and extend

persistent pain states [10, 14, 15]. Activation of extracel-

lular signal-regulated kinases (ERK) in astrocytes has also

been implicated in the maintenance of neuropathic pain

[16, 17]. Since it was not expected that these cellular and
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molecular signaling pathways would differ between the

sexes, previous animal studies primarily focused on males

to avoid confounding sex-hormone fluctuations in females

(but see [18, 19]).

However, it is apparent that for most pathologic states,

females suffer at a higher rate [20–22]. The 2009 U.S.

National Health Interview Survey found that women report

greater amounts of low back pain, neck pain, and orofacial

pain, with an almost 2-fold increase in women reporting

migraines or severe headaches, or pain in the face or jaw

[23]. A review of experimentally-induced pain in humans

also provided support for the observation that females are

more sensitive to pressure and thermal pain than males,

which suggests differences in nociception between the

sexes [21]. Several mechanisms have been proposed to

explain these differences, including psychosocial factors,

familial factors, and sex hormones [21, 24–26]. Intrigu-

ingly, recent studies have demonstrated a male-dominance

of microglial signaling in neuropathic pain, although both

sexes show identical morphological reactivity of microglia

(i.e. microgliosis) after nerve injury [27, 28]. Previous

results from our group suggest that secreted protease

caspase-6 (CASP6) released from axonal terminals induces

microglial activation and releases TNF via activation of

p38 MAP kinase [29]. Our recent results also suggested

that sex-dependent p38 activation and signaling occur in

spinal microglia in some inflammatory and neuropathic

pain conditions [30]. Although microglial signaling pre-

sents a clear sex dichotomy in pain, whether astrocyte

signaling is also sex-dependent in the modulation of pain is

still unknown.

Thus, in this study, we used an approach involving

intrathecal (i.t.) administration of microglial and astroglial

modulators to investigate the signaling of microglia and

astrocytes in inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain in

both male and female mice.

Materials and Methods

Reagents and Administration

Formaldehyde solution, carbenoxolone (CBX, a gap-junc-

tion inhibitor), L-a-aminoadipate (L-AA, an astroglial

toxin) [31], and minocycline (a microglial inhibitor) [32]

were from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). Recombinant full-length

active human caspase-6 protein (CASP6) was from Abcam

(Cambridge, MA), the CASP6 inhibitor Z-V-E(OMe)-I-

D(OMe)-FMK (ZVEID) and TNF were from R&D Sys-

tems (Minneapolis, MN). SB 225002 (a CXCR2 antago-

nist) was from Tocris (Ellisville, MO), and U0126 (an

MEK inhibitor) was from Calbiochem (Darmstadt, Ger-

many). D-JNKI-1 (a JNK inhibitor) was kindly provided by

Dr. Christopher Bonny, University of Lausanne, Switzer-

land. For i.t. injection, spinal cord puncture was made with

a 30G needle between the L5 and L6 levels to deliver

reagents (10 lL) into the cerebrospinal fluid [33]. The

doses of inhibitors/antagonists/recombinant proteins used

in this study were from our previous reports [14, 34–36].

Animals and Surgery

Adult CD1 mice (8–10 weeks old, 25–30 g) of both sexes

were from Charles River Laboratories (Wilmington, MA)

and used for the majority of experiments. In selected

experiments, adult knockout mice lacking Casp6

(Casp6–/–), from The Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor,

ME), were used. All animals were housed under a 12-h

light/dark cycle with food and water available ad libitum.

To induce inflammatory pain, diluted formalin (5%, 20 lL)
was injected into the plantar surface of a hindpaw.

Neuropathic pain was produced by chronic constriction

injury (CCI) of the sciatic nerve [14]. In brief, animals

were anesthetized with isoflurane, then the left sciatic

nerve was exposed and three ligatures (LOOK� 6-0 Silk,

#SP102, Surgical Specialities Co., Reading, PA) were

placed around the nerve proximal to the trifurcation with 1

mm between ligatures. The ligatures were gently tightened

until a short flick of the ipsilateral hind limb was observed.

All animal procedures performed in this study were

approved by the Animal Care Committee of Duke Univer-

sity Medical Center.

Behavioral Testing

Animals were habituated to the testing environment for at

least 2 days before testing. All behaviors were assessed in a

blinded manner. The time course of formalin-induced

licking and flinching behavior was monitored and recorded

for 45 min and analyzed every 5 min. For assessing

mechanical sensitivity after formalin injection and CCI, the

hindpaw was stimulated with a series of von Frey hairs of

logarithmically increasing stiffness (0.02–2.56 g, Stoelting,

Wood Dale, IL), presented perpendicularly to the central

plantar surface. Based on Dixon’s up-down method [37], 6

von Frey tests were performed in each animal and the 50%

paw-withdrawal threshold was determined.

Immunohistochemistry

As we reported previously [14], mice were deeply anes-

thetized with isoflurane and perfused through the ascending

aorta with PBS, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde. After

perfusion, the L4–L5 spinal segments were removed and

postfixed in the same fixative overnight. Spinal cord

sections (30 lm, free-floating) were cut in a cryostat,
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blocked with 2% goat serum for 1 h at room temperature,

and then incubated overnight at 4 �C with anti-GFAP

(mouse, 1:1000, Millipore, Colorado, MA) and anti-

Connexin 43 (rabbit, 1:1000, Sigma, St. Louis, MO)

primary antibodies, followed by cyanine 3(Cy3)- and/or

FITC-conjugated secondary antibodies (1:400; Jackson

ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA) for 2 h at room

temperature. The stained sections were examined under a

Nikon fluorescence microscope, and images were captured

with a CCD Spot camera. We collected 5 sections from

each mouse for quantification of immunofluorescence. The

intensity of fluorescence in the superficial dorsal horn was

analyzed using ImageJ software (NIH, Bethesda, MD).

Statistical Analyses

All data are expressed as mean ± SEM. Behavioral data

were analyzed using Student’s t-test (two groups) or one-

way and two-way ANOVA followed by the Bonferroni

post-hoc test. The criterion for statistical significance was

P\ 0.05.

Results

Minocycline Inhibits Inflammatory Pain in Males

while L-AA Has no Effect on Inflammatory Pain

in Mice of Both Sexes

To assess sex-dependent glial signaling in inflammatory

pain, male and female mice were administered the

microglial inhibitor minocycline (10 and 50 lg, *20 and

100 nmol) and the astroglial toxin L-AA (50 nmol) via the

i.t. route 30 min prior to intraplantar injection of 5%

formalin. The time course of formalin-induced licking and

flinching behavior are shown in Fig. 1A. Data are also

presented as phase I (0–10 min after formalin injection,

related to peripheral nerve activity) and phase II (10–45

min after formalin injection, related to central sensitiza-

tion) (Fig. 1B). We found no difference in phase I or phase

II behavior between vehicle- and L-AA-treated males and

females, showing no effect of L-AA on formalin-induced

spontaneous pain (phase I, P = 0.3090 in males and

P = 0.1892 in females; phase II, P[ 0.9999 in males and

females, one-way ANOVA). The results suggest that

astrocyte signaling does not play a role in this model.

Intrathecal minocycline at a low dose of 10 lg reduced

both phase I and phase II behavior in males but not in

females, while a higher dose of 50 lg reduced both phase I

and phase II behavior in males and females (P\ 0.05, one-

way ANOVA, Fig. 1A, B). Regardless of the dose, the

analgesic effect was much stronger in males than in

females. There were also no significant differences in phase

I and phase II behavior in males with either 10 or 50 lg
minocycline (phase I, P = 0.9561; phase II, P[ 0.9999,

one-way ANOVA,). Although this suggests a role of

microglial signaling in males and females, the effect

appeared more pronounced in males. Furthermore, as

minocycline also has other unrelated actions at higher

doses, such as antibacterial [38], neuroprotective [39], and

anti-inflammatory effects [40], this may be a reason why

only a high dose of minocycline reduced formalin-induced

spontaneous pain behavior in females. Above all, these

results show a sex-dependence of the role of microglial

signaling in formalin-induced spontaneous pain.

Mechanical Hypersensitivity is Induced in Both

Naı̈ve Male and Female Mice by Intrathecal TNF

but only in Naı̈ve Male Mice by Intrathecal CASP6

Previous results from our lab had shown that CASP6, a

cysteine protease released from spinal axonal terminals,

modulates synaptic plasticity and inflammatory pain [29].

I.t. injection of recombinant human CASP6 protein induces

mechanical hypersensitivity via releasing TNF from

microglia in naı̈ve male mice [29, 35]. To test whether

the CASP6 signaling pathway in naı̈ve mice is sex-

dependent, males and females were given human active

CASP6 (5 U, i.t.)[29], which shares *84% of its sequence

with mouse CASP6 (checked by protein blast). Compared

with the vehicle group, CASP6 elicited rapid (\2 h) and

persistent ([24 h) mechanical hypersensitivity only in

naı̈ve males (Fig. 2A) but not in females (Fig. 2B). Since

TNF is mainly produced by spinal microglia and acts as a

main trigger for the pathogenesis of pain [15, 29, 41, 42]

via modulation of spinal synaptic plasticity [43–45] and

astrocyte activation [15], we tested the effect of i.t.

injection of TNF in males and females, and found that it

induced similar levels of rapid and persistent mechanical

hypersensitivity in both (Fig. 2A, B). These results imply

that the spinal neuronal and astrocytic responses to TNF

are similar in males and females and that the sex-dependent

CASP6 signaling in naı̈ve mice is due to the sex-dependent

release of TNF from microglia.

CASP6 Inhibition or Casp6 Deletion in the Formalin

Model Reduces Inflammatory Pain and Delays

Neuropathic Pain in Male but not in Female Mice

To test the sex-dependent CASP6 signaling in inflamma-

tory pain, males and females were given the CASP6

inhibitor ZVEID [29] (30 lg, i.t.) 30 min prior to

intraplantar injection of 5% formalin. ZVEID reduced

both formalin-induced phase I and phase II behavior in

males but only phase I in females (P\ 0.05, one-way

ANOVA; Fig. 3A, B). No sex difference was found in
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phase I pain behavior with ZVEID treatment (P = 0.837,

two-tailed Student’s t-test), but phase II in males with

ZVEID was reduced (P = 0.039, two-tailed Student’s t-

test). We have previously shown that after vehicle injec-

tion, formalin-induced pain is comparable in males and

females [30]. We have also shown that the baseline

thresholds in WT and CASP6-knockout mice are compa-

rable in both sexes [35]. Here, we further compared the

formalin-induced pain and mechanical hypersensitivity in

Casp6–/– males and females. Compared with Casp6–/–

females, formalin-induced phase II pain in males was also

reduced (P = 0.002, two-tailed Student’s t-test Fig. 3C,

D). Formalin induces not only acute inflammatory pain but

also delayed neuropathic pain, due to nerve injury. As a

result, intraplantar formalin injection causes marked

morphological activation of microglia (microgliosis) in

the spinal dorsal horn after 24 h [46]. Interestingly,

formalin-induced persistent mechanical hypersensitivity

on days 5 and 7 was also reduced in Casp6–/– males

(Fig. 3E). These results indicate sex-dependent CASP6

signaling in formalin-induced acute inflammatory pain and

persistent neuropathic pain.

Microglial Inhibition Reduces CCI-Induced

Mechanical Hypersensitivity in Male but not Female

Mice While Astroglial Inhibition Shows No Sexual

Dimorphism

Microglia and astrocytes play distinct roles in the induction

and maintenance of neuropathic pain. After nerve injury,

Fig. 1 Effects of spinal injection of microglial inhibitor and

astroglial toxin on formalin-induced pain in male and female mice.

A Time-course of licking and flinching behavior following intraplan-

tar injection of 5% formalin. B Formalin-induced Phase I (1–10 min)

and Phase II (10–45 min) responses. Intrathecal injection of vehicle

(PBS), the microglial inhibitor minocycline (10 and 50 lg), and the

astroglial toxin L-AA (50 nmol), 30 min prior to intraplantar injection

of formalin. Mean ± SEM; *P\ 0.05 versus corresponding control

(Vehicle); #P\ 0.05 vs opposite sex; n.s., not significant vs different

doses; one-way ANOVA, n = 5 mice per group.

Fig. 2 Effects of spinal injec-

tion of CASP6 and TNF on

naı̈ve male and female mice.

A Intrathecal injection of

CASP6 (5 U) and TNF (20 ng)

both elicited rapid and persistent

mechanical hypersensitivity in

naı̈ve males. B Intrathecal

injection of TNF but not CASP6

elicited rapid and persistent

mechanical hypersensitivity in

naı̈ve females. Mean ± SEM;

*P\ 0.05, n.s., not significant,

two-way ANOVA; n = 4 mice

per group; BL, baseline. Arrows

indicate drug injection.
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the time course of spinal glial activation depends upon the

cell type. The microglial reaction (microgliosis) peaks in

the first week [12, 47], but astrogliosis is more prominent at

a later stage (10–21 days) [14, 48]. To test sex-dependent

glial signaling in neuropathic pain, males and females were

given the microglial inhibitor minocycline (50 lg, i.t.) 7
days after CCI, and the results showed that mechanical

hypersensitivity was not significantly different between

males and females at 7 days after surgery (Fig. 4A).

Consistent with previous reports, minocycline rapidly (\1

h) and completely reversed the mechanical hypersensitivity

for 3 h in males. This inhibitory effect faded after 5 h. In

contrast, minocycline only partially reversed the mechan-

ical hypersensitivity in females (Fig. 4A). The effects of

minocycline at 7 days after CCI also differed in males and

females (P \ 0.0001, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 4A). Next,

males and females were given the astroglial toxin L-AA

(50 nmol, i.t.) 12 days after CCI, and this had comparable

effects in males and females (P[ 0.05, two-way ANOVA;

Fig. 4B). These results indicate sex-dependent microglial

but not astroglial signaling in the spinal cord in CCI-

induced neuropathic pain.

Fig. 3 CASP6 contributes to

formalin-induced pain and late-

phase mechanical hypersensi-

tivity in male mice. A Time

course of formalin-induced pain

in males and females with

intrathecal vehicle or the

CASP6 inhibitor ZVEID (30

lg). B ZVEID (30 lg, i.t.)
reduced both formalin-induced

phase I and phase II pain in

males but only phase I in

females. *P\ 0.05, two-tailed

Student’s t-test, n = 5 mice per

group. C, D Formalin-induced

pain was reduced in male but

not female Casp6–/– mice. Mean

± SEM; *P\ 0.05, two-tailed

Student’s t-test, n = 4–5 mice

per group. E Formalin-induced

mechanical hypersensitivity in

the late phase was lower in male

than in female Casp6–/– mice.

Mean ± SEM; *P\ 0.05, two-

way ANOVA; n = 4–5 mice per

group.
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Sex-Independent Astrocytic Signaling in the Spinal

Cord in Neuropathic Pain

The mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) family,

which consists of three major members (p38, ERK, and

JNK) is activated in spinal glial cells after nerve injury and

contributes to pain sensitization [49]. After nerve injury,

p38 is activated in microglia, ERK is activated sequentially

in microglia and astrocytes, and JNK is activated persis-

tently in astrocytes [50]. Our recent paper demonstrated

sex-dependent p38 signaling in spinal microglia under

inflammatory and neuropathic pain conditions [30, 35].

Here, we investigated the roles of JNK and ERK in male

and female mice in the CCI model. Intrathecal injection of

the JNK inhibitor D-JNKI-1 (4 nmol) or the ERK kinase

inhibitor U0126 (10 lg = 25 nmol) at 15 or 14 days both

reversed the CCI-induced mechanical hypersensitivity in

males and females equally (P[ 0.05, two-way ANOVA;

Fig. 5A, B).

Our previous experiments on male mice had shown that

Connexin-43-mediated hemichannels control the astrocytic

release of CXCL1 in the spinal cord, and that CXCL1

maintains spinal synaptic plasticity via activation of

neuronal CXCR2 [14]. To further assess the sex-indepen-

dence of astrocytic signaling in neuropathic pain, male and

female mice were given the non-selective gap-junction

inhibitor CBX [51] (5 lg = 8 nmol) and the CXCR2

antagonist SB225002 [52] (20 lg = 56 nmol) via the i.t.

route at 13 or 17 days after CCI. Injection of CBX rapidly

(\1 h) and completely reversed the mechanical hypersen-

sitivity for [5 h in both males and females equally

(P[ 0.05, two-way ANOVA). This reversal faded after 24

h (Fig. 5C). SB225002 partially reversed the mechanical

hypersensitivity in both males and females equally

(P [ 0.05, two-way ANOVA; Fig. 5D). As a control,

vehicle injection in the CCI model did not change the paw-

withdrawal threshold in males and females (Fig. 5E).

We have previously demonstrated that the microglial

reaction (morphological activation, IBA-1 staining inten-

sity, and proliferation) is identical in male and female mice

after CCI [30]. Here, to determine whether nerve injury

differentially activates spinal astrocytes in males and

females, we examined the expression of astrocyte markers

GFAP and the hemichannel Cx43 on lumbar cord sections

from both sexes 14 days after CCI using double immuno-

histochemistry. We found that both males and females

displayed increases in GFAP- and Cx43-immunoreactivity

(IR) in the dorsal horn ipsilateral to the injury (Fig. 6A, B).

Quantification of IR in the dorsal horn confirmed the

upregulation of GFAP and Cx43 14 days after CCI on the

ipsilateral side versus the contralateral side (Fig. 6C, D).

However, no differences between males and females were

found in the intensity and co-localization of GFAP and

Cx43 in the ipsilateral dorsal horn (Fig. 6C–E). Collec-

tively, these data suggest that spinal astrocytic signaling is

sex-independent in CCI-induced neuropathic pain.

Discussion

The overall goal of this study was to determine the sex

differences in spinal microglial and astroglial signaling in

inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain by testing several

glial modulators. Our results showed that spinal microglial

signaling is sex-dependent in the formalin-induced model

of acute inflammatory pain and the CCI model of

Fig. 4 In the CCI model, microglial inhibition reduces mechanical

hypersensitivity in male but not female mice, while astroglial

inhibition shows no sexual dimorphism. A CCI-induced mechanical

hypersensitivity at 7 days was fully reversed by spinal injection of

minocycline (50 lg = 100 nmol) in males and it was only partially

reversed in females. B CCI-induced mechanical hypersensitivity at 12

days was partially reversed by L-AA (50 nmol), but there was no

difference between males and females. Mean ± SEM; *P\ 0.05 vs

corresponding CCI 7, one-way ANOVA; #P \ 0.05, n.s., not

significant vs opposite sex, two-way ANOVA; n = 8 mice per group;

BL, baseline. Arrows indicate drug injection.
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neuropathic pain. First, spinal injection of the microglial

inhibitor minocycline reduced both the formalin-induced

pain behavior and CCI-induced mechanical hypersensitiv-

ity in males with less or no response in females. Second,

mechanical hypersensitivity was induced only in naı̈ve

males but not in females using the microglial activator

CASP6. Third, spinal injection of the CASP6 inhibitor

ZVEID reduced formalin-induced pain behavior only in

males. Finally, in addition to formalin-induced early-phase

inflammatory pain, we also examined the formalin-induced

late-phase neuropathic pain in WT and Casp6-knockout

mice. The latter showed a decrease in both pain behavior

and subsequent mechanical hypersensitivity in males but

not in females. Here, although the effects of glial

modulators were compared between sexes and only one

dose was tested in most conditions, we cannot exclude the

possibility that the potency is different and a higher dose

would also produce an effect in females, as for the data

shown in Fig. 1. However, these results clearly demon-

strated that male-specific and CASP6-mediated microglial

signaling is involved in formalin-induced inflammatory

pain and formalin- and CCI-induced neuropathic pain.

Conversely, our results showed that spinal astrocyte

signaling plays a less important role in acute inflammatory

pain, and spinal astrocytic and/or neuronal signaling is sex-

independent in the CCI model of neuropathic pain. The

Fig. 5 Spinal inhibition of

JNK, ERK, Cx43 hemichannels,

and CXCR2 reduces mechanical

hypersensitivity in both males

and females equally in mice

with chronic constriction injury.

A–C CCI-induced mechanical

hypersensitivity was reduced at

15 days by the JNK inhibitor

D-JNKI-1 (4 nmol) (A), and at

14 days by the ERK inhibitor

U0126 (25 nmol) (B); it was
fully reversed at 17 days by

CBX (5 lg = 8 nmol) (C), and
reduced at 13 days by the

CXCR2 antagonist SB225002

(20 lg = 56 nmol) (D) in males

and females. E CCI-induced

mechanical hypersensitivity at

14 days was not changed by

vehicle (PBS) injection, and

males and females did not sig-

nificantly differ. Mean ±SEM;

*P\ 0.05 vs corresponding

CCI, n.s., not significant, two-

way ANOVA; n = 5–6 mice per

group; BL, baseline. Arrows

indicate drug injection.
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evidence was obtained by multiple experimental

approaches. First, there was no effect of spinal injection

of the astroglial toxin L-AA on formalin-induced pain

behavior in either male or female mice. Second, i.t.

injection of TNF, which is released by activated microglia

and acts on astrocytes and neurons, induced similar levels

of mechanical hypersensitivity in both naı̈ve males and

females. Third, i.t. injection of the astroglial toxin L-AA

reduced the nerve injury-induced mechanical hypersensi-

tivity in both males and females equally. Fourth, inhibition

of JNK and ERK, two MAP kinases important for

astrocytic signaling, reduced the mechanical hypersensi-

tivity in both males and females equally. Previous reports

from our lab have shown that on day 10 after spinal nerve

ligation (SNL), pERK is present in microglia in the deep

dorsal horn (laminae III–V) and in astrocytes in the

superficial dorsal horn (laminae I–II). However, in the late

phase at 21 days after SNL, pERK is predominantly

expressed in astrocytes. This may explain why the

analgesic effect of the ERK kinase inhibitor U0126 showed

no sex difference 14 days after CCI. Fifth, inhibition of

astrocytic hemichannel function or CXCR2 activity

Fig. 6 CCI increases GFAP

and Cx43 expression in the

spinal dorsal horn equally in

mice of both sexes. A, B Low-

magnification images of double

immunofluorescent staining

with GFAP (red) and connexin

43 (Cx43, green) in lumbar

dorsal horn sections showing

both ipsilateral (Ipsi.) and con-

tralateral (Contra.) sides in a

male (A) and a female (B) 14
days after CCI (scale bars, 100

lm). A’, B’ High-magnification

images (from boxes in A, B) of
the double staining in the ipsi-

lateral dorsal horn (scale bars,

50 lm). C, D Quantification of

GFAP (C) and Cx43 (D) im-

munofluorescence from lumbar

sections showing a significant

increase in fluorescence inten-

sity in the ipsilateral dorsal horn

in both males and females.

E Co-localization ratios of

GFAP and Cx43 IR staining in

the ipsilateral dorsal horn in

males and females 14 days after

CCI. Mean ± SEM; *P\ 0.05

between ipsilateral and con-

tralateral dorsal horn of same

sex, n.s. not significant, two-

tailed Student’s t-test, n = 4

mice per sex per group, 5 sec-

tions per mouse.
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reduced the mechanical hypersensitivity in both males and

females equally. Finally, no difference between males and

females was found in the staining intensity of GFAP and

Cx43 in the dorsal horn ipsilateral to the injury14 days after

CCI.

These results are critical, as clinical and human

experimental data have identified sex differences in pain,

including sensitivity to various painful stimuli and the

response to some methods of pain treatment [20, 21, 23].

Recent data have shown that this sex difference is apparent

in the different mechanisms underlying pain processing

[27, 28, 30, 35]. For example, Sorge et al. found that Toll-

like receptor 4 (TLR4) signaling in the spinal cord

mediates inflammatory and neuropathic pain in male mice

but not in females [28]. Their study suggested a possible

sex-dependence of microglial signaling in the spinal cord,

as TLR4 is known to regulate microglial activation and

pain [53]. In a follow-up study, they showed that male and

female mice process spinal nerve injury-induced neuro-

pathic pain and complete Freund’s adjuvant-induced

inflammatory pain through completely different immune

cells – microglia in males and T cells in females – and

described a sex-dependent response to microglia-targeted

pain treatments [27]. Previous data from our lab also

showed that there is sex-specific p38 activation and

signaling in spinal microglia under inflammatory and

neuropathic pain conditions, but no sex differences in the

microglial reaction (morphological activation, IBA-1 stain-

ing intensity, and proliferation) after CCI [30]. However, it

is noteworthy that sex-dependent microglial signaling may

not occur in all pain conditions and in all phases of pain

development. For example, Yang et al. demonstrated that

spinal microglia play an important role in the maintenance

of bone cancer pain in female rats [19].

In sharp contrast, astrocyte signaling appears to be

independent of sex. A close association between synapses

and astrocytic processes makes it possible for astrocytes to

regulate synaptic transmission by releasing astrocytic

mediators (e.g. ATP, cytokines, and growth factors)

[2, 5, 54]. Under various pathological conditions, reactive

astrocytes have been found to be associated with enhanced

pain states [14, 15]. In most cases, the astrocytic reaction

occurs after the microglial reaction and is thought to be led

by the microglial reaction. Compared to the microglial

reaction, the spinal astrocyte reaction is more widespread,

evident, and longer-lasting after a painful injury [1, 55].

Mounting evidence has suggested that spinal astrocytes

play an important role in the induction and maintenance of

inflammatory and neuropathic pain as well as spinal

microglia [2, 10]. For example, i.t. injection of astrocyte

inhibitors, such as fluorocitrate, fluoroacetate, and L-AA,

has been shown to reduce pain behaviors in male rodents

with inflammatory pain and neuropathic pain [14, 56–58].

The expression of Cx43 is increased markedly in spinal

astrocytes under various pain conditions, and inhibition of

gap junction function by CBX or Cx43 blockers produces

analgesia in different pain models [14, 59, 60]. In addition,

astrocytes also express phosphorylated ERK, JNK, and

JNK-1, as well as secreting IL-1b, TNF-a, CCL2, and

CXCL1 in response to nerve injury or inflammation

[1, 2, 10]. However, all these studies were experiments

carried out on male rodents. We still do not know about the

generalizability of these results across sexes, as the

conclusions have not been tested in females. Our data do

suggest though that JNK-, gap junction-, and CXCR2-

mediated signaling in the spinal cord is independent of sex.

A limitation of our work is that we used relatively non-

specific inhibitors/modulators of microglia and astrocytes.

For example, the microglial inhibitor minocycline may

have nonselective effects on neuronal activity and synaptic

transmission at high concentrations (20–100 lmol/L)

[29, 61]. This may explain why an effect of minocycline

was noted in phase I of the formalin-induced inflammatory

pain model but no effect of CASP6 inhibition or Casp6-

knockout on phase I behavior was found. Interestingly, this

effect of minocycline on phase I behavior was not found by

two other groups who applied the drug via the systemic

route in male mice and rats [62]. As we noted earlier,

minocycline has many other mechanisms of action, includ-

ing antimicrobial activity, strong metal chelation, and

inhibition of matrix metalloprotease-9 [63]. Notably,

neuronal modulation of central sensitization in the spinal

cord appears to be sex-independent. Intrathecal delivery of

an NMDA receptor antagonist is effective in suppressing

the mechanical hypersensitivity after nerve injury in both

male and female mice [27]. Consistently, i.t. TNF induced

mechanical hypersensitivity in both sexes (Fig. 2A) by

modulating synaptic plasticity and central sensitization

[43] and astrocyte activation [15]. Activation of CXCR2 by

the astrocyte-derived chemokine CXCL1 also plays an

active role in facilitating synaptic transmission and central

sensitization [14]. Consistently, i.t. administration of the

CXCR2 antagonist SB22502 attenuated the CCI-induced

mechanical hypersensitivity in both sexes (Fig. 5C). Thus,

although the glial modulators are not very selective, the

sex-dependent effects they produce may indicate whether

these effects involve microglial signaling.

In addition to pain research, sex differences have been

recognized in many other fields. To facilitate translational

research, preclinical studies and therapeutic development

are required to consider the biological differences between

males and females according to the guidelines of the U.S.

Food and Drug Administration (1993), the National

Institutes of Health (1999, 2014), and the Institute of

Medicine (2001). However, this pressure for applicability

is at odds with the resource constraints of funding and the
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need to reduce animal usage. This was the major reason for

designing this study, to help understand which aspects of

pain-processing are sex-dependent. Although it is well-

known that spinal microglia and astrocytes play important

roles in the induction, development, and maintenance of

pain, we were still not sure of the exact role of glia in pain

conditions in females, since the majority of these exper-

iments were performed in male animals. As a negative

example [64], the results from nearly 100 animal studies

showed that Dextromethorphan, an NMDA receptor antag-

onist, nonselective serotonin reuptake inhibitor, and sigma-

1 receptor agonist, potentiates morphine analgesia at low

doses, and attenuates it at high doses. However, a Phase II

clinical trial failed because this effect is not apparent in

females. This had not been realized, as all previous studies

were performed only in male animals. To avoid such errors

and save time and money in the future, researchers should

pay attention to sex differences in pain studies.
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Abstract Pain and itch are unpleasant sensations that

often accompany infections caused by viral, bacterial,

parasitic, and fungal pathogens. Recent studies show that

sensory neurons are able to directly detect pathogens to

mediate pain and itch. Nociceptor and pruriceptor neurons

respond to pathogen-associated molecular patterns,

including Toll-like receptor ligands, N-formyl peptides,

and bacterial toxins. Other pathogens are able to silence

neuronal activity to produce analgesia during infection.

Pain and itch could lead to neuronal modulation of the

immune system or behavioral avoidance of future patho-

gen exposure. Conversely, pathogens could modulate

neuronal signaling to potentiate their pathogenesis and

facilitate their spread to other hosts. Defining how

pathogens modulate pain and itch has critical implications

for sensory neurobiology and our understanding of host-

microbe interactions.

Keywords Pain � Itch � Bacteria � Pathogens � Infection �
Inflammation � Viruses

Introduction

Pathogenic infections are a major danger to organismic

well-being and are often accompanied by pain or itch,

behavioral mechanisms that protect mammals from dan-

ger. These sensations are mediated by nociceptor and

pruriceptor neurons, respectively. The Roman encyclo-

pedist Celsus defined inflammation in the first century

A.D. as involving four cardinal signs: Rubor (redness),

Calor (heat), Tumor (swelling), and Dolor (Pain). Pain is

not only a symptom of inflammation. Nociceptor neurons

actively participate in the detection of pathogens by the

host and the regulation of inflammation. Pruriceptor

neurons are also able to sense pathogenic ligands, and itch

may mediate host defense by scratch-mediated pathogen

removal. Here, we review recent studies elucidating how

pathogens and molecules derived from them are detected

by the nervous system to modulate pain or itch.

Nociceptor and pruriceptor neurons encode specific

molecular sensors at the nerve terminals to detect noxious/

inflammatory stimuli such as temperature, ATP, and reac-

tive chemicals. Nociceptor and pruriceptor neurons also

express specific pathogen-recognition mechanisms,

including Toll-like receptors (TLRs), formyl peptide

receptors (FPRs), and signaling pathways that sensitize

transient receptor potential (TRP) channels [1–4]. Upon

activation, antidromic signaling leads to neuropeptide

release that can mediate neurogenic inflammation or the

activation of innate and adaptive immune cells [5, 6].

These neuron-microbe and neuro-immune interactions

could play critical roles in host-pathogen defense.

A survey of major bacterial, viral, fungal, and parasitic

pathogens in humans shows that distinct types of infection

are characterized by intense pain, while others are char-

acterized by intense itch (Table 1). The molecular and

cellular bases for the different sensory modalities during

infection are not known. Nociceptors and pruriceptors

may possess distinct pathogenic receptors. For example,

bacterial pathogens may specifically bind nociceptors to

produce pain while parasites bind pruriceptors to produce

itch. It is also possible that infectious itch and pain are
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anatomically encoded: pathogen invasion of the epidermis

could lead to itch, while deeper tissue or visceral infec-

tions could produce pain.

Here, we discuss the distinct pain, itch, and analgesic

mechanisms induced by pathogens. Defining how patho-

gens and their molecules interact with the sensory nervous

system could lead to novel therapeutic approaches to treat

pain and itch. For example, botulinum toxins secreted by

Clostridium botulinum potently silence neurotransmission

and have been successfully applied in the treatment of

pain. Many mechanisms of pain and itch remain unde-

fined, and this could be a rich field of future investigation

(Table 1). Therefore, this is an emerging field that has

basic and translational implications for neurobiology and

inflammation.

Pain and Bacterial Infection

Bacterial pathogens often produce pain during host invasion,

mediating painful infections of the skin, soft tissues, oral

cavity, gastrointestinal (GI) tract, and genitourinary tract

(Table 1). Recent work has shown that nociceptor neurons

are able to detect gram-positive and gram-negative bacterial

ligands through specific molecular pathways including TLRs

and the FPR1, TRPA1, and TRPV1 ion channels [3, 7–14].

Table 1 Types of infections that produce pain, itch, or analgesia.

Pathogen name Sensation Infection site(s) Neuronal sensitization/silencing mechanism(s)

Bacteria

Citrobacter rodentium Pain GI tract Suppression of I(A) currents

Clostridium difficile Pain GI tract Unknown

Escherichia coli Pain GI tract, genitourinary tract LPS activates TLR4 and TRPA1

Salmonella enterica Pain GI tract LPS and flagellin activate TLRs and/or TRPA1

Helicobacter pylori Pain GI tract Unknown

Porphymonas gingivalis Pain Oral cavity LPS sensitizes TRPV1

Streptococcus mutans Pain Oral cavity Unknown

Staphylococcus aureus Pain, Itch Skin, soft tissues a-toxin, formyl peptides

Streptococcus pyogenes Pain Skin, pharynx Unknown

Listeria monocytogenes Pain CNS, meninges, GI tract Unknown

Streptococcus pneumoniae Pain CNS, meninges, lung Unknown

Viruses

Herpes simplex virus Pain DRG/trigeminal ganglia Nociceptor sensitization

Herpes zoster virus Pain DRG/trigeminal ganglia Post-herpetic neuralgia

Influenza virus Pain Respiratory tract IDO-mediated sensitivity

Norovirus Pain GI tract Unknown

Rotavirus Pain GI tract Unknown

Fungi

Candida albicans Pain, Itch Skin, genito-urinary tract Zymosan sensitizes nociceptor neurons

Tinea cruris Itch Groin (jock itch) Unknown

Tinea pedis Itch Feet (athlete’s foot) Unknown

Parasites

Hookworms Itch Skin, GI tract Unknown

Onchocerca volvulus Itch Skin, eyes Unknown

Pinworms Itch Skin, GI tract, anus Unknown

Schistosoma Itch Skin (swimmer’s itch) Unknown

Pathogens that block pain

Clostridium botulinum Painless Skin, GI tract BoNTs block neurotransmission

Clostridium tetani Painless Skin TeNT blocks neurotransmission

Mycobacterium ulcerans Painless Skin Mycolactone induces hyperpolarization

Mycobacterium leprae Painless Skin Schwann cell destruction

Treponema pallidum Painless Skin, genitourinary tract Unknown
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Lipopolysaccharide (LPS)

LPS, also known as bacterial endotoxin, is a major com-

ponent of the outer membrane of all gram-negative bac-

teria. It consists of an extracellular O-antigen, an outer

core, inner core components, and a Lipid A moiety. LPS

is also a pathogen-associated molecular pattern (PAMP)

that allows mammalian host cells to distinguish bacteria

from self during infection. Immune cells detect LPS

through a pattern-recognition receptor complex consisting

of TLR4, CD14 (cluster of differentiation 14), and MD2

(myeloid differentiation factor-2). TLR4 then signals

through its cytoplasmic adaptor protein MyD88 (myeloid

differentiation primary response gene 88) to activate

nuclear factor kappa-B signaling and innate cytokine

production.

In one of the first studies to show direct neuronal

recognition of pathogens, Hargreaves et al. found that

TRPV1-positive trigeminal neurons express both TLR4

and CD14, allowing nociceptor neurons to directly sense

LPS during infection [15]. Porphyromonas gingivalis is a

gram-negative bacterial pathogen that is often found in

ondontogenic abscesses and root canal infections that are

associated with pain [16, 17] (Table 1). Neuronal appli-

cation of LPS derived from P. gingivalis sensitizes noci-

ceptor responses to capsaicin, the prototypic ligand for

TRPV1 [7]. LPS sensitizes capsaicin-induced Ca2? influx

and inward currents, as well as the release of the inflam-

matory neuropeptide CGRP (calcitonin gene-related pep-

tide), and this is abrogated by treatment of neurons with a

TLR4 antagonist [7]. Thus, LPS directly sensitizes noci-

ceptors and produces pain sensitivity in tooth and gum

decay. Subcutaneous injection of LPS into the footpad of

mice also induces significant mechanical allodynia, which

is dependent on TLR4 and its downstream signaling

adaptor MyD88, but not on TRIF (TIR-domain-containing

adapter-inducing interferon-b) [18].
LPS is also an important mediator of pain caused by

urinary tract infections (UTIs). Uropathogenic Escherichia

coli (UPEC) causes significant pelvic pain during UTI and

is associated with bladder cystitis. A series of elegant

studies by Rudick et al. have determined the mechanisms

of pain in a mouse model of UPEC-induced UTI. They

found that a UPEC strain caused pelvic pain, whereas an

asymptomatic bacteriuria-inducing strain of E. coli did not.

Moreover, UPEC LPS induced pain that was dependent on

TLR4 signaling [19]. Infection with a UPEC strain from a

chronic prostatitis patient induced persistent pain after

bacterial clearance in NOD (non-obese diabetic) mice but

not in C57BL/6J mice, indicating potential neuropathic

damage and a dependence on genetic background [20].

Further work by the same group showed that the estab-

lishment of pain by E. coli depends on TRPV1 [21].

Moreover, they found that the O-antigen moiety of LPS

modulates pain [22]. Mutant UPEC bacteria lacking the

O-antigen induced chronic pain whereas the wild-type of

the same UPEC strain induced acute pain, and the

expression of cloned O-antigen gene clusters altered the

pain phenotypes [22].

By contrast with the above studies, Meseguer et al.

found that LPS induces Ca2? flux in nociceptor neurons

that is independent of TLR4, but depends on the TRPA1

ion channel [8]. LPS from several bacterial pathogens

(E. coli, Salmonella typhimurium, Klebsiella pneumoniae,

Serratia marcescens, and Pseudomonas aeruginosa)

directly induced Ca2? flux in cultured dorsal root ganglia

(DRG) neurons, which was abrogated in TRPA1-/- neu-

rons or by treatment with a TRPA1 antagonist. LPS

induced CGRP release and neurogenic inflammation, and

the hyperalgesia was lower in TRPA1-/- mice than in

wild-type mice [8]. Moreover, they found that the shape of

the Lipid A moiety of LPS determined the degree of

TRPA1 activation. Therefore, LPS is able to sensitize

nociceptor neurons through TLR4-mediated sensitization

of the TRPV1 ion channel or through direct gating of the

TRPA1 ion channel (Fig. 1). Future work is needed to

elucidate whether these molecular mechanisms mediate

pain production and hyperalgesia during different types of

gram-negative bacterial infections, many of which lead to

significant pain (Table 1).

Staphylococcus aureus and a-Hemolysin

S. aureus is a gram-positive bacterial coccus and one of the

leading causes of human bacterial infections [23, 24]; it

commonly causes painful skin and soft-tissue infections in

the form of boils, abscesses, and cellulitis. The increased

prevalence of antibiotic-resistant bacteria, including both

community- and hospital-acquired methicillin-resistant S.

aureus strains, highlights the urgent need for better anti-

microbial strategies.

In a mouse model of intraplantar infection by S. aureus,

we found that mechanical and thermal hyperalgesia closely

mirror the bacterial expansion in tissues, but not the tissue

swelling or immune cell influx [11]. Pain during infection

was thought to be mediated by immune cells and their

mediators. However, we found that depletion of key

immune components, including neutrophils, monocytes, T

cells, B cells, natural killer cells, and TLR signaling

pathways, does not reduce S. aureus-induced pain. Rather,

S. aureus directly induces Ca2? flux and action potential

generation in nociceptor neurons to cause pain.

Pain during S. aureus infection depends on at least two

mechanisms: neuronal recognition of N-formyl peptides

through FPR1, and neuronal activation by the bacterial

pore-forming toxin a-hemolysin (Fig. 1). Alpha-hemolysin
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is a beta-barrel pore-forming toxin secreted by S. aureus

that binds to its host receptor ADAM10 [25]. Upon bind-

ing, a-hemolysin inserts into target-cell membranes, self-

oligomerizing into heptameric pores that allow the influx of

cations [23]. We found that nociceptor neurons express

ADAM10, and that S. aureus a-hemolysin induces neu-

ronal action potential generation and Ca2? flux. Intra-

plantar injection of a-hemolysin in mice produces dose-

dependent acute pain, as well as thermal and mechanical

hyperalgesia [11]. S. aureus deficient in a-hemolysin

induces significantly less pain behavior than wild-type

bacteria, indicating a key role for this bacterial toxin in

infectious pain [11]. We also found that S. aureus mediates

pain during infection through bacterial N-formyl peptides,

as discussed below.

What is the role of pain in S. aureus host defense? Mice

deficient in Nav1.8-lineage nociceptor neurons show

increased neutrophil and monocyte infiltration, and greater

lymph node hypertrophy during infection. S. aureus indu-

ces nociceptor neurons to release the neuropeptide CGRP,

which suppresses the production of TNF-a by macrophages

and lymph node hypertrophy [11]. Thus, S. aureus may

gain a selective advantage by activating nociceptor neurons

to suppress innate immunity.

Fig. 1 Nociceptor neurons directly detect pathogens and their

molecular ligands to mediate pain. Nociceptor sensory nerve termi-

nals directly detect bacterial, fungal, and viral pathogens or their

molecular ligands through several mechanisms. Lipopolysaccharide

(LPS), a major cell wall component of gram-negative bacteria, binds

to neuronal TLR4 to sensitize the TRPV1 ion channel, or directly

mediates the opening of the TRPA1 ion channel. Staphylococcus

aureus activates nociceptor neurons through bacterial N-formyl

peptides that bind to FPR1 or through binding of the pore-forming

toxin a-hemolysin to ADAM10. Bacterial flagellin activates TLR5 in

Ab fibers involved in neuropathic pain production. Candida albicans

activates nociceptors through the cell-wall component zymosan.

Herpesviruses produce significant pain during acute infection, and

infection can result in post-herpetic neuralgia characterized by

chronic pain. Mycobacterium ulcerans releases a mycolactone that

silences pain through signaling downstream of the angiotensin II

receptor (ATR2), leading to neuronal hyperpolarization.
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Bacterial N-formyl Peptides

N-formyl peptides are molecular signatures of all bacteria,

due to their unique expression of a formylase enzyme,

which appends formyl groups during protein synthesis. In

nature, this enzyme is only present within bacteria and

mitochondria [26]. Mammalian immune cells express for-

myl peptide receptors (FPRs), a family of G-protein-cou-

pled receptors that specifically recognizes N-formyl

peptides as a signature of bacterial infection or mitochon-

drial injury [26]. Neutrophils and monocytes express FPR1

and FPR2, which critically mediate their chemotaxis to

sites of bacterial infection [26]. FPRs have recently been

found to be expressed in the sensory nervous system.

Olfactory chemosensory neurons in the mouse vomer-

onasal organ express several FPRs (Fpr-rs1, -rs3, -rs4, -rs6,

and -rs7), though their ligand specificity may differ from

immune FPRs [27–29]. We found that nociceptor DRG

neurons express FPR1 and FPR2 [11], which are also the

receptors expressed by the innate immune system [26]. We

found that fMIFL, a formyl peptide from S. aureus, and

fMLF, a formyl peptide from E. coli, induce Ca2? influx in

a subset of nociceptor neurons that also respond to cap-

saicin and mustard oil. FPR1-/- mice show decreased

mechanical allodynia induced by subcutaneous injection of

N-formyl peptides or of heat-killed S. aureus [11]. There-

fore, nociceptor neurons express FPRs, which are able to

detect N-formyl peptides to induce mechanical hyperal-

gesia (Fig. 1).

Bacterial Flagellin

Flagellin is the globular protein core component that forms

the filament of the bacterial flagellum, and is expressed by

many types of bacterial pathogen. Mammalian host cells

are able to specifically recognize bacterial flagellin as a

PAMP through TLR5. Ji et al. recently found that NF200-

positive Ab-fiber sensory neurons that mediate chronic

neuropathic pain specifically express TLR5 [10] (Fig. 1).

Interestingly, concurrent injection of bacterial flagellin

together with the charged lidocaine derivative QX-314

produces significant pain blockade in mouse models of

pain due to chemotherapy, nerve injury, and diabetic neu-

ropathy [10]. This analgesic delivery is specifically medi-

ated by TLR5-induced neuronal entry, as it does not occur

in TLR5-/- mice. Though the authors did not address it

specifically in their study, it would be interesting to

determine whether flagellated bacteria induce neuronal

TLR5 activation and neuropathic pain-like symptoms by

the action of flagellin on A-fibers during live pathogen

infection.

Citrobacter rodentium and Post-infectious

Irritable Bowel Syndrome (IBS)

GI infections caused by major human pathogens including

Clostridium difficile, enterohemorrhagic E. coli, Helicobac-

ter pylori, and Salmonella enterica produce intense acute

pain during infection (Table 1). Such infections can also

lead to post-infectious IBS, characterized by chronic visceral

pain hypersensitivity and irritability. Understanding the

mechanisms of pain caused by GI pathogens could lead to

better treatments for IBS and other painful GI conditions.

C. rodentium is a rodent-specific pathogen that causes

GI pathology and colitis that resembles enterohemorrhagic

E. coli infection in humans. Vanner et al. showed that C.

rodentium infection in mice causes post-infectious visceral

pain sensitivity [30]. This infection significantly increases

the rheobase and action potential discharge in colonic

nociceptive DRG neurons as assessed by patch-clamp

analysis. Electrophysiological studies have shown that

transient outward (I(A)) and delayed rectifier (I(K)) cur-

rents are suppressed, and this could be a key contributor to

neuronal hypersensitivity [30]. They further showed that

exposure to water-avoidance stress compounds the DRG

excitability following C. rodentium infection in mice,

indicating that psychological stress contributes to visceral

pain mechanisms in post-infectious IBS [31].

Meningitis and Pain

Bacterial pathogens can invade the meninges to produce

acute inflammation or meningitis, which is associated with

migraine-like headaches [32, 33]. S. pneumoniae and L.

monocytogenes are major causes of bacterial meningitis

(Table 1). Though the mechanisms underlying pain during

meningitis are not fully defined, the molecular mechanisms

underlying migraine such as CGRP-induced nociceptor

sensitization may also be at play.

Immune-Mediated Mechanisms of Pain

The immune system plays an important role in pain sen-

sitization during tissue inflammation. Upon activation by

pathogen-derived ligands, immune cells secrete cytokines

such as IL-1b, IL-6, and TNF-a, which are able to decrease

the threshold for firing action potentials [6, 34, 35].

Cytokines act via mitogen-activated protein kinase and

other signaling mechanisms that lead to the phosphoryla-

tion and gating of voltage-gated Na? channels (e.g.

Nav1.8) or TRP channels [36–39]. Immune cells are also a

major source of histamine and bradykinin as well as

inflammatory lipids including prostaglandins (e.g. PGE2)

and leukotrienes that are all potent sensitizers of nociceptor
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neurons and inflammatory pain. We refer the reader to

reviews on the topics of immune cells, their communica-

tion with nociceptor neurons, and the immune modulation

of pain (Ji et al. [34, 35] and Pinho-Ribeiro et al. [6]).

Neurons have also been found to express molecular

mediators of innate immunity, including TLRs and their

signaling molecules [Sarm1 (sterile alpha and TIR motif-

containing 1), MyD88, and Trif (TIR-domain-containing

adapter-inducing interferon-b)], and neurons also produce

cytokines that can play a role in infection, which is well-

reviewed by Liu et al. [40]. Microglia and astrocytes, glial

cells in the central nervous system, also play key roles in

neuropathic and inflammatory pain by signaling to noci-

ceptor neurons to mediate central sensitization (for com-

prehensive reviews, see Berta et al. [41] and Ji et al. [42]).

Because the area of live pathogen-induced pain and itch is

still novel, further investigations are needed to determine

whether immune cells or glial cells play a key role in pain

induction in each infectious context. This is a rich area for

future investigation.

Pain Induced by Viral and Fungal Pathogens

Viral Infection and Pain

Herpesviruses consist of a family of DNA viruses that

cause significant human infections. Of note, 3 major types

are neurotropic and neuroinvasive: Herpes Simplex Virus 1

(HSV1), Herpes Simplex Virus 2, and Varicella Zoster

Virus (VZV). During primary infection, these viruses

specifically infect peripheral sensory neurons including

nociceptors and pruriceptors. Subsequently, the viruses are

retrogradely transported to neuronal cell bodies in the DRG

and trigeminal ganglia where they establish viral latency.

Upon reactivation, which can occur due to compromise of

the immune system, Herpesviruses are transported back to

the skin where they establish painful infections. For

example, HSV1 reactivation causes painful ‘‘cold sores’’

during reactivation. VZV, the causative agent of shingles,

produces significant acute pain during primary infection

and can also induce neuropathic pain leading to post-her-

petic neuralgia, a chronic, intractable pain [43–45]. Post-

herpetic neuralgia is a significant complication in people

over the age of 60, necessitating vaccination against VZV

in geriatric populations [46]. Although herpesviruses cause

pain during infection and reactivation, the molecular

mechanisms of neuronal activation are not well understood

(Fig. 1). Infections of the GI tract by noroviruses or rota-

viruses are characterized by marked visceral pain and

discomfort (Table 1). However, the cellular and molecular

mechanisms underlying pain during norovirus and rota-

virus infection remain undefined.

Infection of the respiratory tract by influenza virus leads

to fever, significant myalgia (muscle pain), and peripheral

tissue pain. In a recent study, Huang et al. found that acute

infection with the Influenza A virus leads to acute

peripheral mechanical allodynia that is dependent on the

enzyme indoleamine 2,3 dioxygenase (IDO) [47]. In par-

allel, they found that chronic intravenous infection with

murine leukemia retrovirus leads to chronic IDO-depen-

dent pain. IDO is induced in splenic CD19-positive den-

dritic cells during infection, and this mediates the

production of kynurenine that mediates pain hypersensi-

tivity during viral infection [47]. Therefore, pain during

viral infection can be caused by peripheral immune acti-

vation that leads to sensitization via kynurenine (Table 1).

TLR7 is a pathogen-recognition receptor that plays a

key role in immune system responses to viruses by binding

to single-stranded viral RNA. Ji et al. found that nociceptor

neurons express TLR7, which serves as a receptor for

microRNAs in pain [14]. This study showed that stimula-

tion of DRG neurons induces the activity-dependent

release of extracellular microRNAs such as let-7b, which

then induce neuronal firing through TLR7 signaling [14].

This nociceptor activation depends on molecular coupling

of TLR7 with the ion channel TRPA1. Pain induced by

intraplantar injection of let-7b is abolished in TRPA1-/-

mice [14]. It will be interesting to determine whether live

viruses also induce the activation of neuronal TLR7 and

TRPA1 to contribute to pain during infection.

Fungal Infection and Pain

Fungal pathogens such as the dimorphic fungus Candida

albicans or the yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae induce

both painful and itchy infections of the skin and geni-

tourinary tract (Table 1), but the molecular mechanisms

are not fully defined. C, albicans commonly causes infec-

tions of the female genital tract that are accompanied by

acute pain; it can also lead to tissue damage and chronic

urogenital pain. Mogil et al. found that repeated acute

exposure of the vaginal tract of mice to C. albicans or an

extended type of C. albicans infection leads to the devel-

opment of mechanical allodynia [48]. Injections of S.

cerevisiae zymosan also induce chronic mechanical vulval

allodynia [48]. They found that the vulva shows increased

peptidergic nociceptor and sympathetic innervation fol-

lowing C. albicans infection, which may mediate these

changes in pain sensitivity.

Zymosan is a major component of fungal cell walls and

consists of a heterogeneous mixture of glucans. Intraplantar

injection of zymosan results in significant edema as well as

mechanical and thermal pain-like sensitivity; thus, it is

widely used as a mouse model of inflammatory pain

[49–52]. Pain during fungal infection is mediated by TLR
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signaling, as Ferreira et al. showed that zymosan induces

joint hyperalgesia and this depends on TLR2 and MyD88,

but not on TLR4 in mice [49].

Kashem et al. recently found that DRG nociceptor

neurons show Ca2? influx upon direct application of

zymosan or heat-killed C. albicans [53] (Fig. 1). In their

study, chemical ablation of TRPV1-positive neurons led to

significantly greater proliferation of C. albicans in a mouse

model of cutaneous candidiasis. They found that CGRP

released by neurons plays a role in signaling to CD301b-

positive dermal dendritic cells to release IL-23, a key

mediator of downstream cd-T cell activation and the host

defense against C. albicans infection [53]. Therefore,

nociceptor neurons are able to directly detect C. albicans to

signal pain and to modulate the downstream immune

response.

Itch and Infection

Parasites

Two major types of parasite affect human health:

ectoparasites and endoparasites. Ectoparasites live outside

of the host and feed on mammals; these include insects

such as mosquitoes, sand flies, and black flies. Itch-induced

scratching may be a behavioral response to protect mam-

mals from ectoparasites [54]. Mosquito bites lead to

allergic responses to insect salivary gland secretions and

mast cell release of histamine and leukotrienes [55]. These

inflammatory mediators specifically activate pruriceptor

neurons, leading to the induction of acute itch [56].

Endoparasites live inside hosts for part of their infec-

tious life-cycle and include helminths, schistosomes, pin-

worms, and tapeworms. Itch also often accompanies

infections caused by endoparasites, but the underlying

mechanisms are not well understood (Table 1). On-

chocerca volvulus is a parasitic worm that causes river

blindness and infections are characterized by extreme itch.

It infects humans through bites by its insect vector the

black fly, subsequently spreading through the skin and

bloodstream, eventually migrating to the cornea to cause

sclerosing keratitis. Schistosomes, commonly known as

blood flukes, also cause acute itch during infection. They

attach to and burrow into the skin of humans from water in

aquatic habitats, causing what is known as ‘‘swimmer’s

itch’’. Pinworms reside in the GI tract during infection.

Female pinworms lay eggs in the skin around the anus,

which causes intense itch. The resulting scratching

behavior facilitates their spread to other hosts via the fin-

gernails. Therefore, itch may play an important role in the

life-cycle of the parasitic pinworm.

It is also conceivable that scratching benefits endopar-

asites by allowing them to break into and access subcuta-

neous tissues. By contrast, itch can also be protective for

host defenses against endoparasites in some infections by

augmenting skin inflammation and allergic immunity at the

site of infection. Future studies establishing animal models

of parasite infection with concurrent studies of itch

behavior could begin to unravel the role of itch in parasite

infections and host defense.

Fungal Pathogens

Fungal pathogens often cause skin infections character-

ized by itch, though the mechanisms remain undefined

(Table 1). For example, Tinea pedis or ‘‘athlete’s foot’’, is

a fungal infection of the feet characterized by itching and

burning sensations. T. cruris, or ‘‘jock itch’’, is a fungal

infection of the groin area commonly found in young

men. Tinea, also known as ringworm, generally refers to

dermatophyte-type infections caused by the fungal Tri-

chophyton genus. The fungal pathogen C. albicans can

also cause itch during infection. Candida intertrigo is

caused by C. albicans infection of the folds of hair-

bearing skin and is intensely itchy. Despite this close

association of skin fungal infections with itch, the

molecular and cellular mechanisms of pruriceptor neuron

activation are still mostly unknown.

Bacterial and Viral Pathogens

Bacterial and viral infections can also result in itch-in-

ducing infections. For example, the bacterial pathogen S.

aureus is found in 90% of the skin lesions of patients with

atopic dermatitis, an inflammatory skin disease character-

ized by chronic itch [57]. One potential mechanism of itch

during S. aureus infection is mast cell-mediated pruriceptor

activation. Nunez et al. found that S. aureus releases delta-

toxin, an amphipathic peptide that induces mast cell

degranulation and mediates skin pathology in atopic der-

matitis [58].

VZV, the causative agent of chickenpox, is known to

cause acute pruritus in children during infection and this

can be mediated by histamine [59]. Above, we discussed

how both S. aureus and VZV also cause pain during

infection. Therefore, the same pathogens are able to pro-

duce pain or itch in different infectious contexts. It remains

to be determined what mediates these distinct sensory

modalities, though the anatomical site of bacterial or viral

infection may play an important role. Epicutaneous or

superficial skin infections may activate pruriceptor neurons

to produce itch, while deeper tissue infections could acti-

vate nociceptor neurons to produce pain.
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Itch and Toll-Like Receptors

Recent work by Ji, Liu, and others have demonstrated that

TLRs play an important role in pruriceptor activation and

itch (for reviews on this topic, see Taves and Ji [60] and

Liu and Ji [4]). Pruriceptor neurons express TLR3, which

recognizes double-stranded RNA, and TLR7, which rec-

ognizes single-stranded RNA [12, 13]. The TLR7 ligand

imiquimod induces inward currents in TRPV1-positive

neurons and induces itch when injected into the cheek of

mice [13]. Imiquimod responses are abrogated when

TRPV1-positive neurons are ablated by treatment with

resiniferatoxin, and in Tlr7-/- mice. Non-histaminergic

itch induced by the pruritogens chloroquine, SLIGRL-NH2

(a peptide sequence), serotonin, or endothelin-1 is reduced

in Tlr7-/- mice [13]. In a subsequent study, Liu et al.

showed that the TLR3 agonist Poly I:C induces the firing of

action potentials in DRG neurons and acute itch when

injected into mice, and this is abrogated in Tlr3-/- mice

[12]. Tlr3-/- mice show decreased acute itch induced by

the mast cell activator 48/80 and the pruritogen chloro-

quine. Tlr3-/- mice also show decreased pruritus induced

in a dry skin model of itch [12]. Therefore, both TLR3 and

TLR7 are able to induce pruriception.

TLR4 also plays a role in pruriceptor neuron activation

and chronic itch [61, 62]. Liu et al. found that Tlr4-/- mice

show reduced scratching in models of dry-skin itch induced

by acetone and diethylether followed by water, contact

dermatitis, and allergic contact dermatitis [61]. Intrathecal

injection of TLR4 antagonists decreases chronic itch, and

this is partially mediated by their action on astrocytes. Min

et al. found that TLR4 expressed by pruriceptor neurons

potentiates itch by the sensitization of TRPV1 and his-

tamine responses [62]. It is still unknown whether these

TLR-mediated itch mechanisms play a role in live patho-

gen infection.

Analgesic Infections

Some pathogenic infections are characterized by a com-

plete lack of pain or are even analgesic in nature (Table 1).

Indeed, pathogens can silence pain for their selective

advantage. For example, syphilis, caused by the spirochete

bacterium Treponema pallidum, induces large genital

lesions that are characteristically painless. The mechanism

of pain blockade is unknown, but the painless nature of

syphilis could facilitate the spread of this sexually-trans-

mitted disease. Below, we discuss the mechanisms of pain

blockade induced by the bacterial pathogens C. botulinum

and M. ulcerans, mechanisms that could be harnessed as

novel analgesic approaches.

Clostridium botulinum

C. botulinum is the causative bacterial agent of infant

botulism, characterized by loss of facial expression, swal-

lowing problems, and progressive paralysis due to inhibi-

tion of neurotransmission. C. botulinum and related species

produce neurotoxins termed botulinum toxins (BoNTs),

which mediate the neuronal blockade. BoNTs are classified

into seven serotypes based on their ability to react to

immune serum (BoNT/A-BoNT/G) [63, 64]. BoNTs con-

sist of heavy-chain (HC) and light-chain (LC) moieties

linked by a disulfide bridge. The BoNT HCs mediate

binding to mammalian cell membranes through their

recognition of membrane polysialogangliosides, and to the

synaptic vesicle proteins SV2 or synaptotagmin [65–68].

Subsequently, BoNTs insert into the cell membrane and

deliver the LC moieties into the cytosol. BoNT LCs then

serve as metalloproteinases that cleave components of the

SNARE complex, thus blocking synaptic vesicle fusion

with the plasma membrane and effectively silencing neu-

rotransmission. Specifically, BoNT/A and BoNT/E cleave

SNAP25 within the SNARE complex, while BoNT/B,

BoNT/D, BoNT/F, and BoNT/G cleave synaptobrevin [63].

BoNTs potently silence peripheral sensory and motor

functions during infection through this mechanism.

Importantly, BoNTs have been successfully used for the

treatment of muscle spasticity and the cosmetic

smoothening of facial wrinkles. Moreover, BoNTs have

recently been applied in the treatment of chronic neck,

shoulder, back, and migraine-associated pain [69–71].

Recent work has shown that BoNT/A also targets

TRPV1 structurally and functionally to block pain [72–74].

BoNT/A treatment significantly decreases TRPV1 expres-

sion in trigeminal neurons, and this is mediated by inhi-

bition of TRPV1 membrane trafficking and the induction of

proteasome-mediated degradation [74]. Similarly, intra-

plantar treatment with BoNT/A induces loss of TRPV1 in

the DRG in a rat model of neuropathic pain [73]. BoNT/A

also co-localizes with TRPV1, SNAP-25, and synaptic

vesicle glycoprotein 2A when applied to DRG cultures, and

co-immunoprecipitates with TRPV1, suggesting structural

interactions [72].

Mycobacterium ulcerans

M. ulcerans is a bacterial pathogen that causes Buruli ulcer

in humans, an infectious disease characterized by large,

painless skin ulcers. M. ulcerans induces Schwann cell

death and nerve damage during late stages of infection, and

this was originally hypothesized to be a mechanism of

analgesia during infection [75]. Marion et al. recently

found that there may also be a direct molecular interaction
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between microbe and nociceptor neuron that leads to the

silencing of pain [76]. They found that M. ulcerans pro-

duces a specific mycolactone, a polyketide-derived mac-

rolide, that hyperpolarizes neurons through activation of

the angiotensin II type 2 receptor (Fig. 1). Downstream

signaling through phospholipase A2 leads to the activation

of TWIK-related arachidonic acid-stimulated K? channels

and induces analgesia in mice [76]. Thus, defining specific

microbial mechanisms of neuronal modulation could lead

to novel therapeutic applications in pain.

Future Work and Conclusions

Pain and itch can play an important role in host defense

against pathogens. Pain induces behavioral avoidance of

placing pressure on the infection site, which could facilitate

the immune response and subsequent wound healing [53].

Pain also leads to social avoidance and sickness behaviors

that could decrease pathogenic spread from infected indi-

viduals to healthy people. Itch-scratch behavior can also be

protective, by the removal of insects that carry disease and

by inducing a local allergic immune responses that could

contain parasitic or fungal pathogens. Pathogens may also

modulate pain or itch to their advantage. For example,

sensory neurons release neuropeptides that suppress innate

immunity, and could thus facilitate survival within the host

[11]. The beneficial or harmful nature of pain and itch in

host-pathogen interactions may depend on the specific type

of infection, the neuronal subtype involved, and the type of

host immune response.

As highlighted in our review, mechanisms of infection-

induced pain or itch can be direct through the neuronal

recognition of PAMPs. Neuronal activation may also be

indirect, in particular through immune cells that are acti-

vated during infection. These cells release cytokines, lipids,

and other inflammatory mediators in response to pathogens

that then sensitize neurons. Pathogenic infections may also

indirectly cause pain or itch through other mechanisms

such as the induction of oxidative stress. Recent work has

shown that anti-oxidants are potent modulators of acute

and chronic itch, and thus could be useful in the treatment

of infectious pain or itch [3, 77].

There is a need for the development of animal models of

parasite, viral, bacterial, and fungal infections in which

pain or itch mechanisms can be studied in detail. Despite

recent advances, the molecular and cellular bases of pain or

itch during most infections are unknown (Table 1). Such

interdisciplinary studies also require increased scientific

collaboration between microbiologists, immunologists, and

neurobiologists. Treatment of pain or itch could use or

block specific pathogenic products that regulate neuronal

activation. In conclusion, determining sensory neuron-

microbe interactions in pain and itch is an emerging, rich

field of investigation.
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Abstract Nociception is an important physiological pro-

cess that detects harmful signals and results in pain

perception. In this review, we discuss important experi-

mental evidence involving some TRP ion channels as

molecular sensors of chemical, thermal, and mechanical

noxious stimuli to evoke the pain and itch sensations.

Among them are the TRPA1 channel, members of the

vanilloid subfamily (TRPV1, TRPV3, and TRPV4), and

finally members of the melastatin group (TRPM2, TRPM3,

and TRPM8). Given that pain and itch are pro-survival,

evolutionarily-honed protective mechanisms, care has to be

exercised when developing inhibitory/modulatory com-

pounds targeting specific pain/itch-TRPs so that physio-

logical protective mechanisms are not disabled to a degree

that stimulus-mediated injury can occur. Such events have

impeded the development of safe and effective TRPV1-

modulating compounds and have diverted substantial

resources. A beneficial outcome can be readily accom-

plished via simple dosing strategies, and also by incorpo-

rating medicinal chemistry design features during

compound design and synthesis. Beyond clinical use,

where compounds that target more than one channel might

have a place and possibly have advantageous features,

highly specific and high-potency compounds will be

helpful in mechanistic discovery at the structure-function

level.

Keywords TRP channels � Pain � Itch � Nociceptors �
Inflammation � Lipids � Temperature � Hyperalgesia � Nerve
damage � Neuropathic pain � Mechanotransduction �
Allodynia

Introduction

Pain and itch are vital, survival-enhancing mechanisms that

protect from harm that potentially threatens organismal

integrity, survival, and the ability to generate offspring.

Pain and itch have unique behavioral responses. Pain-

related behavior and activation of the neural pathways

dedicated to sensing harm involve acute withdrawal or

other protective behaviors. Conversely, itch is an irritating

sensation that leads to a scratch reflex, bringing attention to

the affected area so as to remove puritogens and bring

temporary relief [1]. Itch and pain are distinct sensations

that both rely on a nervous system with dedicated sensory

subdivisions that interact.

Itch can be classified as either acute or chronic. Acute

itch serves an important protective function as a sentinel

against potentially harmful external agents such as insects,

toxic plants, and other irritants, while at the same time, via

the scratching component, removing the offending agent.

On the other hand, chronic itch accompanies a number of

skin diseases such as atopic dermatitis and dermatitis

herpetiformis, as well as systemic conditions, including

hepatic cholestasis, diabetic neuropathy, kidney failure,

and lymphomas. Itch-sensitive neurons are divided into

mechano-insensitive and mechano-sensitive C-fibers acti-

vated by pruritogens [2].
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Pain is thought to be dominant to itch as painful stimuli

relieve itch [1]. Pain with a unique conscious sensation that

can be described is, by definition, exclusively human. In

humans, there are numerous pathological conditions, such

as diabetes, viral infections, metabolic, toxic, and traumatic

nerve damage, and inflammation of neural structures,

which can produce unrelenting pain that can be viewed as

one form of pathological pain. Of note, pathological pain

can also manifest as purely episodic, e.g. migraine or

cluster headaches, trigeminal neuralgia, and peripheral or

visceral neuralgic pain, in which inter-episode pain is

minimal or absent, interrupted by subjectively disruptive to

destructive episodes/ attacks of pain.

A gene family involved in pain sensory function is the

transient receptor potential (TRP) channel super-family.

This family is made up of ion channel proteins that

function as non-selective cation-permeable channels, vir-

tually all of which (28 in mammals) conduct Ca2? [3]. In

general, TRP channels have fascinated researchers, clini-

cians, drug developers, and generally-interested scholars

because they function as molecular sensors of multiple

physical and chemical stimuli, including changes in pH,

chemical irritants including pungent peppers, wasabi,

mustard, and menthol, as well as thermal, mechanical,

osmotic, and actinic (radiation) cues. The TRP super-

family is composed of 28 members divided into six

subfamilies, classified as canonical (TRPC), vanilloid

(TRPV), ankyrin (TRPA), melastatin (TRPM), polycystin

(TRPP), and mucolipin (TRPML) [4]. Reflecting on the

acronym, it has also been proposed that TRP could refer to

‘‘targeted relief of pain’’. We propose here the ‘‘P’’ to be

ambiguous and to stand for pain or pruritus.

TRP channels, now elucidated as several high-resolution

cryo-EM structures, consist of four subunits, each contain-

ing six transmembrane segments (S1–S6). A domain

between S5 and S6, containing a hydrophilic loop, forms

the ion-conducting pore and the selectivity filter [5, 6]

(Fig. 1). The most highly variable regions within TRP

channels are the carboxyl and amino terminal ends. The

ankyrin repeat domain is located within the amino terminus

of TRP channels. However, the TRP box, which is a

conserved six amino-acid sequence in the TRPC, TRPM,

TRPA, and TRPV subfamilies, is located at the carboxyl

terminus. Several studies have shown that this region is

important for ligand binding. In addition to the ankyrin

repeat and TRP box domains, TRP family members contain

other domains, including the Ca2?-binding EF-hand

domain, PDZ domains that anchor the receptor proteins

in the membrane to cytoskeletal components, or a NUDIX

(hydrolase of a nucleoside diphosphate linked to some

other moiety, X) domain. These domains are found in

various TRP family members [7]. Diversity in their domain

structure indicates that TRP channels may form complexes

with multiple proteins involved in different cellular

processes, facilitating their participation in many signaling

processes.

Twenty years after the first description of TRPV1 as the

first family member with a postulated and later verified link

to pain (followed by TRPV4, 3 years thereafter), the

evidence has become increasingly robust that TRP chan-

nels function in physiological and pathological pain. In this

review, we elaborate on relevant highlights related to the

TRPA, TRPM, and TRPV subfamilies and the roles of their

members in both physiological and pathological pain as

well as in itch. In addition, we propose to refer to the TRP

ion channels involved in pain transduction and transmis-

sion as a functional subfamily of ‘‘pain-TRPs’’, following

the previously-claimed functional subfamilies of ‘‘thermo-

TRPs’’, and ‘‘mechano-TRPs’’ previously coined by one of

us [8], and likewise refer to TRP ion channels involved in

itch as ‘‘itch-TRPs’’.

TRP Ankyrin Subfamily

The TRPA subfamily is named for the large number of

ankyrin repeats in the cytosolic N-termini of its members.

The mammalian genome contains a single TRPA gene,

TRPA1 [9]. The TRPA1 protein has 14 ankyrin repeats and

forms a nonselective cation channel permeable to Ca2?

[10, 11]. TRPA1 channels are highly expressed in periph-

eral nociceptors, some studies reporting additional sites of

expression. TRPA1 is functionally involved in a variety of

physiological or cellular processes in humans [12–14]

including nociception, especially in response to chemical

irritants, itch, neurogenic inflammation, and potentially

thermosensation [13, 15–19], and may affect the immune

system and vascular function [11].

TRPA1 is a Universal Chemo-Irritant Receptor Involved

in Neuropathic Cold-Pain

TRPA1 is a polymodal nocisensor gated by a wide range of

chemical irritants. It is present in a subpopulation of Ad-
and C-fiber nociceptive neurons in dorsal root, trigeminal,

and vagal (nodose or jugular) ganglia. TRPA1 is activated

by pain-inducing natural products, including mustard oil

(allyl isothiocyanate), the pungent ingredient in mustard,

wasabi, and horseradish, cinnamaldehyde from cinnamon,

and pungent compounds in garlic (allicin) and onions

(diallyl disulfide) [17, 20–22]. These natural products

evoke pain-related behaviors in animals, and pain and

irritation in humans (Fig. 1). The chemical reactivity and

structural diversity of these compounds suggest that

TRPA1 does not fit into the mold of the traditional

definition of a pharmacological receptor, but may in fact be

a chemical reactivity detector, acting as a chemical
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warning sensor that translates chemical reactivity into a

pain signal. Indeed, reactive cysteine residues in the

intracellular N-terminal domain of TRPA1 are essential

for the majority of electrophilic agonists to gate the ion

channel [23, 24]. More recent studies have discovered

additional sites within the ion channel protein, including

lysine residues, that also contribute to reactivity detection

[24–26]. TRPA1 is also sensitive to non-reactive irritating

natural products, including carvacrol (from clove), thymol

(from thyme), gingerol (from ginger), and menthol (mint)

[27–29].

Chemosensory nerve endings in the cornea, nose, and

larynx constantly monitor the environment for airborne

chemical threats, which initiate defensive reflexes such as

lachrymation, sneezing, and coughing. The upper and

lower respiratory tract are innervated by primary afferent

C-fibers and Ad-fibers. The airway-innervating trigeminal

and vagal ganglia show appreciable TRPA1 expression

[20, 30–32]. A significant number of airborne chemicals

including industrial pollutants, but also natural substances,

induce airway irritation by activating sensory neurons

innervating the lung/airway in a TRPA1-dependent manner

[28, 33–36]. TRPA1 expressed in airway-innervating

neurons mediates acute irritation responses to tobacco

smoke and smoke from fires, activated by the smoke

irritants acrolein and croton aldehyde [28, 32, 36–38].

The most potent TRPA1 agonists identified so far are

tear gas agents such as 2-chloroacetophenone and

2-chlorobenzalmalononitrile that activate TRPA1 in the

low nanomolar or picomolar range [39, 40]. TRPA1-

deficient mice lack acute nocifensive responses to these

extremely painful agents [40]. TRPA1 is also sensitive to

oxidizing chemical exposure, including chlorine gas,

hydrogen peroxide, and ozone [32, 34]. Respiratory reflex

responses to such exposure are absent in TRPA1-deficient

mice [32, 34]. TRPA1 activity also contributes to the

TRPA1 TRPM8 TRPV1 TRPV4
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Fig. 1 TRP channels involved in the regulation of pain and itch.
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toxicological effects of particulates and metals such as

zinc, cadmium, and copper, underscoring the essential role

of TRPA1 in the detection of toxic environmental agents

[41–43]. Airborne environmental exposure to contaminants

such as ozone, particulates, and acrolein affect cardiovas-

cular function even at very low levels, initiating changes in

blood pressure and heart rate. TRPA1 activation by inhaled

diesel exhaust and acrolein has been demonstrated to

initiate cardiac arrhythmia in mice and rats, likely through

changes in vagal sensory-autonomic control of cardiac

function [44, 45].

While the function of TRPA1 as a chemosensor is firmly

established, its role in thermal sensing remains a matter of

debate. In mammals, exposure to temperatures below

* 15 �C can elicit pain. TRPA1 was initially identified as

a sensor for noxious cold; however, this study under-

reported the prevalence of TRPA1-expressing sensory

neurons that turned out to be much larger than the

population responding to noxious cold [20, 46]. Studies

in TRPA1-deficient mice have reported contradictory data,

some finding no difference in noxious cold-induced

nocifensive behavior [36, 47–49], and also when TRPA1

expression is specifically ablated in sensory neurons or

inhibited by a selective antagonist [50, 51]. The complete

ablation of TRPA1-expressing sensory neurons does not

change the sensitivity of trigeminal nerves to cold [52].

Other studies have detected diminished responses to cold

stimuli in TRPA1-deficient mice; however, the mice had

been exposed to freezing temperatures that may have

damaged tissue and induced inflammation [13, 53]. The

thermal sensitivity of TRPA1 is clearly species-specific,

some reports finding that human and other primate

orthologs lack cold sensitivity, while others finding bi-

modal (cold and heat) sensitivity [12, 54–56].

TRPA1 channels are highly sensitive to Ca2?, which has

bimodal effects on channel function. Ca2? potentiates and

activates TRPA1, but is also essential for TRPA1 desen-

sitization and can be indirectly regulated by G protein-

coupled receptors (GPCRs), such as bradykinin receptors

and proteinase-activated receptors (PAR2) or CGRP-

signaling [57].

Less controversial is the role of TRPA1 in the cold

allodynia associated with inflammatory and neuropathic

conditions, including chemotherapy-induced neuropathies

after treatment with platinum or taxol therapeutics

[25, 58–61] In this case, TRPA1 may serve as an amplifier,

increasing the excitability of cold-sensitive neurons

[58, 62]. A proposed mechanism involves reactive oxygen

species (ROS) signaling induced by cooling [63]. Inhibi-

tion of hydroxylation of a proline residue in a human

TRPA1 N-terminal ankyrin repeat either by mutation or

using a prolyl hydroxylase inhibitor potentiates the cold

sensitivity of TRPA1 in the presence of hydrogen peroxide.

The same study showed that inhibiting prolyl-hydroxylase

in mice triggers TRPA1 sensitization which is sufficient to

sense cold-evoked ROS, hence causing cold hypersensi-

tivity. Furthermore, this mechanism is thought to underlie

the acute cold hypersensitivity induced by the chemother-

apeutic agent oxaliplatin or its metabolite oxalate [63].

TRPA1 has also been implicated in diabetic neuropathic

pain, caused by chronic reactive chemical stress due to

metabolic imbalance. In rodent models, TRPA1 inhibitors

have been shown to protect nerves from peripheral

degeneration and reduce nocifensive responses [64, 65].

Methyl glyoxal, a reactive metabolic product that is

increased in diabetics, is a TRPA1 agonist that may

contribute to chronic heightened channel activity, leading

to increased pain sensation, Ca2? overload, and subsequent

peripheral degeneration [66, 67].

TRPA1 in Inflammatory Pain

TRPA1 sensitization leads to hyperalgesia in response to

various stimuli. Its pathophysiological role in inflammation

is based on its ability to activate in response to various

mediators and metabolites produced under inflammatory

conditions. Pro-inflammatory mediators released from non-

excitable cells include ATP, bradykinin (BK), prostaglan-

dins, leukotrienes, histamine, tumor necrosis factor-a,
interleukin-1b (IL-1b), proteases, and glutamate.

BK indirectly activates TRPA1 channels to mediate pain

and the inflammatory response. This requires BK to

interact with its receptor (B2R), which further activates

the phospholipase C (PLC)-dependent signaling pathway

and promotes phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (PIP2)

hydrolysis to produce inositol triphosphate (IP3) and

diacylglycerol (DAG). Both lipids IP3 and DAG can

activate TRPA1 [17]. Trpa1-/- mice have reduced thermal

and mechanical pain responses to intraplantar injection of

BK or allyl isothiocyanate [36].

Agents such as Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA) are

widely used to evoke inflammatory pain equivalents in

preclinical models. This leads to increased expression of

TRPA1 in dorsal root ganglion (DRG) neurons [30].

Furthermore, the TRPA1 antagonist HC-030031 reduces

nocifensive behaviors induced by paw injection of formalin

and suppresses mechanical hyperalgesia in the CFA model

of inflammatory pain [68].

Human TRPA1 is also activated by acidosis which

occurs in tissue ischemia such as myocardial infarction or

peripheral vascular occlusive disease [69]. However, initial

attempts to combat acidosis-evoked pain by targeting

TRPA1 have not been met with success in humans [70].

Ischemia leads to an increase in ROS generation which

results in the formation of reactive carbonyl species like
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4-hydroxynonenal and 4-oxononenal, which act directly on

TRPA1 [71, 72].

Recent studies suggest that TRPA1 may also be

expressed in non-neuronal tissues. The strongest evidence

for non-neuronal expression was provided by studies on

intestinal enterochromaffin cells that respond to a TRPA1

agonist with the release of serotonin that, in turn, activates

underlying sensory nerve endings, a mechanism regulating

gastrointestinal motility [73, 74]. TRPA1 expression has

also been reported in some permanent cell lines, including

mast cells, fibroblasts, and epithelial lines. Quantitative

PCR studies have shown that neuronal transcript levels are

at least several orders of magnitude higher than those in

extra-neuronal tissues, making validation of extra-neuronal

expression in other organs difficult [75]. Tissue detection

of TRPA1 is also hampered by the poor specificity and

validation of the available antibodies, and the non-specific

effects of the chemically-reactive TRPA1 agonists. Recent

studies using strategies to specifically ablate TRPA1

expression in sensory neurons have recapitulated most of

the findings from global TRPA1-deficient mice, including

the absence of acute and inflammatory pain modalities and

hypersensitivity responses, suggesting that neuronal

TRPA1 accounts for most of the TRPA1-dependent

physiological mechanisms [51, 52, 76]. However, as in

the case of enterochromaffin cells, the expression of

TRPA1 in small cell populations may be difficult to detect.

Additional sites with reported TRPA1 expression are

melanocytes, odontoblasts, insulin-producing b-cells of

the islets of Langerhans in the pancreas, and vascular

endothelial cells. Via its endothelial expression, TRPA1

might regulate vascular tone, and might also play a role in

the development of atherosclerotic disease [77].

Trigeminally-mediated pain involving TRPA1 channels

could be relevant to the pathogenesis of headaches,

especially migraine pain. TRPA1 channels have been

shown to signal in response to the plant-derived headache-

and migraine-inducing volatile compound umbellone,

derived from the ‘‘headache tree’’, Umbellaria californica

[78, 79]. Since migraine is thought to occur when

meningeal trigeminal nerves are activated, intraganglionic

signaling between nasal airway-innervating and meningeal

trigeminal branches would be a prerequisite [80]. Such a

mechanism has been proposed for other environmental

irritants that trigger headaches, including acrolein, the

TRPA1 agonist in smoke and air pollution. Extended

inhalational exposure of mice to acrolein has been shown

to increase meningeal vascular blood flow, supporting such

a mechanism [81, 82]. A common pro-migraine pathogenic

mechanism is the release of calcitonin gene-related peptide

(CGRP) from primary trigeminal sensory neurons, known

to be triggered after TRPA1 activation [83]. CGRP is a

strong meningeal vasodilator, increasing blood flow, and is

a target of a novel antimigraine treatment successfully

tested in clinical trials. Several clinically-effective antimi-

graine medicines, including herbal compounds such as

petasin and parthenolides, have been shown to modulate

TRPA1 channels, implicating TRPA1 as an important

contributor to migraine and headaches, and as an additional

target for innovative migraine drug development [83–86].

The pro-inflammatory actions of TRPA1 extend beyond

pain. Recent studies suggest that TRPA1 is involved in

inflammatory pathology of the respiratory system, includ-

ing allergic and chemically-induced asthma and smoking-

induced inflammation [37, 87, 88]. TRPA1 inhibitors, or

deletion of the TRPA1 gene, strongly reduce asthmatic

airway contractions and pulmonary inflammation in mice

and rats allergic to the experimental allergen, ovalbumin

[87].

Animal studies have revealed that the combined role of

TRPA1 as a pain transducer and regulator of inflammation

extends to many other inflammatory pain conditions,

including arthritis and gout [89–91]. The gastrointestinal

tract is also innervated by TRPA1-expressing nerve fibers.

Here, TRPA1 plays a prominent role in acute mechanical

distension pain of the colon and in gastrointestinal

inflammatory pain and hypersensitivity during pancreatitis

as well as in esophagitis due to chemical injury or allergic

sensitization [92–103]. A recent study of colonic pain

mechanisms reported that capsazepine desensitizes colonic

afferents after the induction of colonic inflammation, yet

this process is surprisingly independent of Trpv1, and

apparently functions via the desensitization of TRPA1

expression in sensory neurons innervating the colon. In

visceral pain of the colon and pancreas, there appears to be

a particular synergy between TRPV4 and TRPA1 (see also

the section on TRPV4 below) [104].

TRPA1 in an Inherited Episodic Pain Syndrome and Other

Forms of Pain

The discovery of a human gain-of-function mutation in

TRPA1 has greatly validated the role of TRPA1 as a ‘‘pain-

TRP’’. This missense mutation is associated with a familial

episodic pain syndrome [105] which is characterized by the

presence of severe pain in the upper body accompanied by

breathing difficulty, tachycardia, sweating, generalized

pallor, and stiffness of the abdominal wall [105]. These

painful episodes are more likely if a carrier of the mutation

has experienced a challenge through fasting, fatigue, and

exposure to cold and/or physical stress. Up to this point,

among the entire TRP superfamily of channels, this

hereditary pain syndrome caused by a gain-of-function

point mutation in TRPA1 is the only TRP-channelopathy in

humans associated exclusively with pain.
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This mutation is located in the linker region that

connects transmembrane segments 4 and 5, thus intracel-

lularly, where substitution of the asparagine 855 by a serine

(N855S) changes the voltage-dependence to more negative

potentials, thus increasing TRPA1 activity without modi-

fying its affinity for some activators [105, 106].

Interestingly, the N855 position in TRPA1 has been

shown to be involved in the inhibitory action of the TRPA1

antagonist HC-030031 in species-selectivity studies of

human versus frog TRPA1 [107]. This raises the question

of the correlation between the mutated amino-acid associ-

ated with human disease and the amino-acid changes found

in frog TRPA1 and zebrafish TRPA1b, both of which are

insensitive to HC-030031. Evolutionary comparison and

these structure-activity-pharmacology studies suggest that

N855 in human TRPA1 is a potential high-priority target

for developing effective TRPA1-modulating compounds.

The study reporting the N855 mutation in inherited

episodic pain syndrome also noted that patients experience

breathing difficulties during painful episodes [105]. While

no further details were provided, this finding suggests that

TRPA1 may be involved in respiratory control and,

potentially, in asthmatic responses. This function has been

further supported by a large longitudinal study that found

several polymorphisms in the TRPA1 gene to be associated

with childhood asthma [108].

Adding further weight to the concept that TRPA1 is a

pain-TRP in humans, the human TRPA1 gene was found to

have methylation differences in identical twins who had

different levels of pain sensitivity [109]. Increased expres-

sion of TRPA1 was found in the skin. This is consistent

with an attenuating effect of DNA methylation on

the TRPA1 promoter affecting TRPA1 gene expression.

We are optimistic that more widespread application of

human DNA sequencing, especially in patients suffering

from various forms of chronic pain affecting multiple

generations will uncover additional polymorphisms and

mutations in pain-TRPs, such as TRPA1, that co-contribute

to pathological pain [109].

Two non-hereditary forms of specific pain stand out in

which TRPA1 is involved, the challenging-to-manage pain

[89, 90, 110–117] of sickle-cell disease [118, 119], and the

largely unmet medical need of arthritis pain.

TRPA1 in Itch

Itch is defined as an unpleasant sensation that evokes the

desire/reflex to scratch. TRPA1 has been suggested to

mediate histamine-independent itch in response to exoge-

nous pruritogens such as chloroquine and cowhage

spicules, and to endogenous pruritic mediators produced

in the skin and other organs, including bile acid, serotonin,

ROS, leukotriene-B4, thymic stromal lymphopoietin, and

IL-13, IL-22, IL-31, and IL-33 [3, 120–125].

Endothelin (ET-1), also known as a vasoconstricting

peptide, can evoke itch by stimulating nociceptors and

pruriceptors and sensitizing them to noxious and pruritic

stimuli. ET-1 has been implicated in both pain and itch via

TRPA1, TRPV1, and TRPV4 [94, 126–131]. Serotonin-

induced itch has been shown to be mediated via activation

of the serotonergic receptor HTR7 which signals to TRPA1

[132] (but see subsection ‘‘TRPV4 in itch’’). Aberrant

serotonin signaling has long been linked to a variety of

human chronic itch conditions, including atopic dermatitis.

In a mouse model of this highly prevalent condition (10%

in the USA and Europe), mice lacking HTR7 or TRPA1

display reduced scratching and skin lesion severity [132].

These data highlight a role for HTR7 and TRPA1 in acute

and chronic itch, and suggest that their antagonists may be

useful for treating a variety of pathological itch conditions.

Recent studies have also shown that TRPA1 contributes to

pruritus due to allergic contact dermatitis, including that

elicited by the poison ivy allergen, urushiol [75, 123].

Similarly, itch associated with severe liver disease,

known as cholestatic itch, appears to be TRPA1-dependent.

Bile acids induce itch in mice by activating the bile-acid

receptor TGR5 and TRPA1. TRPA1 acts downstream of

G-protein-coupled bile receptors such as TGR5. Antago-

nists of TGR5 and TRPA1, or inhibitors of the signaling

mechanism by which TGR5 activates TRPA1, might be

developed for the treatment of cholestatic itch [133, 134].

However, the serum levels of bile acids do not correlate

with the presence and intensity of cholestatic itch in liver

patients, whereas the bioreactive phospholipid lysophos-

phatidic acid (LPA) does. Of note, LPA also signals to

pruriceptor neurons via TRPA1 [120].

Loss- and gain-of-function studies in mice have demon-

strated that the G-protein-coupled receptor MrgprA3 is

required for chloroquine-responsiveness in mice [135].

TRPA1 has been found to signal downstream of MrgprA3

in cultured sensory neurons and heterologous cells [122].

Again, TRPA1 not only serves as a sensor for prurito-

gens, but is also essential for maintaining skin inflamma-

tion, as shown in models of contact dermatitis and atopic

dermatitis in which treatment with TRPA1 inhibitors

reduces skin swelling, epidermal water loss, and leukocyte

infiltration [75, 136, 137].

In terms of the development of TRPA1 inhibitory/mod-

ulatory compounds for human clinical use, as of today,

TRPA1 inhibitors have a shared feature in that they can all

be improved in terms of better efficacy and fewer side

effects [138, 139]. At the basic science level, on the other

hand, elegant work has been conducted. TRPA1 has been

found to be evolutionarily conserved, with the involvement
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of TRPA1 orthologues in pain-related behavior and

inflammation in invertebrate model organisms

[56, 140–157].

TRP Melastatin Subfamily

The TRPM subfamily consists of eight members, three of

which are associated with pain (TRPM2, TRPM3, and

TRPM8). These ion channels have an overall molecular

topology resembling the other TRP family members,

although a major difference is the lack of ankyrin repeats

in their amino end. We focus on TRPM8 here and highlight

key references for TRPM2 and TRPM3.

TRPM2 Pro-pain Role

The thermo-TRP TRPM2 plays a role in pain signaling as

recently discovered [54, 158–166].

TRPM3 Pro-pain Role

This is also true for the pregnenolone receptor, TRPM3

[167–170].

TRPM8 in Cold Hypersensitivity and Neuropathic Pain

Among the TRPM members in the pain pathway, TRPM8

ion channels have been researched most in-depth. TRPM8

expression is restricted to a subset of small-diameter

sensory neurons of the trigeminal and dorsal root ganglia

[171–173]. This channel is activated by cool and noxious

cold temperatures between 10 �C and 23 �C, and by natural
compounds that evoke a cold sensation such as menthol

and eucalyptol (Fig. 1) [171, 172, 174]. Similar to TRPV1

and TRPA1, TRPM8 activation evokes an influx of Ca2?

into the primary sensory neuron, leading to its activation

and the propagation of action potentials. The role of

TRPM8 in cold thermosensation has been widely explored

in vivo in Trpm8-/- mice. These mice lack a response to

cold stimuli and chemical compounds that cause a cold

sensation such as icilin, as well as lacking a response to

acetone-evoked evaporative cooling [174–176]. TRPM8 is

also involved in orofacial and visceral (colonic) pain

[47, 177–180].

Nerve injury can result in cold allodynia, and it has been

suggested that TRPM8 channels are a key substrate thereof

[177, 181]. Rats subjected to constriction nerve injury show

enhanced withdrawal reflexes in response to evaporative

cooling with acetone. They also have an increase in the

number of neurons immunoreactive to the TRPM8 channel

and more neurons that are stimulated by menthol and cold

[177].

TRPM8 has been mechanistically linked to cold hyper-

sensitivity [181]. Unlike heat hyperalgesia which is

produced by several algogenic agents, TRPM8 cold

sensitization appears to be evoked by neurotrophic factors

such as artemin and nerve growth factor which produce

their effects through specific receptors co-expressed with

TRPM8 in a subset of sensory neurons [182, 183]. This

concept was convincingly demonstrated using the evapo-

rative cooling assay, where neurotrophic factors were

injected into the foot-pad with subsequent application of

acetone-evoked evaporative cooling to the paw. Wild-type

mice showed an increase in cold-response with growth

factors, while Trpm8-/- mice did not [182, 183].

The sensitizing effects of TRPM8 ion channels on cold

pain can be modulated by endogenous lipids. For example,

TRPM8 activation by cold and menthol requires the

presence of PIP2 (a membrane phospholipid), which

interacts directly with positively-charged amino-acids

located in the TRP box of the channel [184]. Furthermore,

PIP2 by itself can activate the channel [184]. Therefore,

TRPM8-mediated cold allodynia and hypersensitivity

could be attenuated by regulating PIP2 levels such as via

the activation of Ca2?-dependent PLC which then hydro-

lyzes PIP2 to produce DAG and IP3 [184]. Moreover, DAG

can activate the PKC pathway which then attenuates

TRPM8 gating. This effect is mediated by specific TRPM8

serine-phosphorylation events [185].

In addition, TRPM8 activity is endogenously regulated

by the iPLA2 pathway, a calcium-insensitive phospholipase

which produces lysophospholipids and free polyunsatu-

rated fatty acids (PUFA) from the hydrolysis of sn-2-

glycerophospholipids [186]. Interestingly, inhibition of

iPLA2 attenuates the TRPM8 currents evoked by cold,

menthol, and icilin [186]. Moreover, lysophosphatidyl-

choline (LPC) released from the iPLA2 pathway can

activate TRPM8 even at 37 �C [186]. Furthermore, LPC

evokes cold hypersensitivity in a TRPM8-dependent man-

ner since this behavior is absent in Trpm8-/- mice [187].

Pointing to endogenous regulatory mechanisms, PUFAs

such as arachidonic, eicosapentaenoic, and docosahex-

aenoic acids, which also are released by iPLA2, are

endogenous inhibitors of TRPM8 [186].

Therefore, the iPLA2 pathway can have contrasting

effects on TRPM8 activation: an activating effect by

lysophospholipids and a modulating inhibitory effect by

PUFAs. Is one pathway ‘‘dominant’’ over the other?

Equimolar application of LPC and arachidonic acid favors

the activation of TRPM8 by LPC, possibly implicating this

mechanism in cold pain and cold hypersensitivity phe-

nomena [186].

Selective TRPM8 inhibitors are effective in reducing

cold sensing and also cold pain, suggesting that TRPM8

contributes to both innocuous and noxious thermal sensing
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[47, 188]. Another study using a TRPM8-specific inhibitor

reported no significant effects on neuropathic mechanical

allodynia, but the effects on cold allodynia were not

investigated [189].

While TRPM8 inhibition may be effective in reducing

neuropathic cold pain, TRPM8 agonists have long been

known to have analgesic properties. Menthol is widely

used as a topical analgesic and inhaled antitussive with

respiratory counterirritant properties. Menthol and

TRPM8-selective menthol analogs have been shown to

suppress nocifensive responses to several acute pain

stimuli, including capsaicin, acrolein, and acid [178]. The

analgesic effects of menthol are absent in TRPM8-deficient

mice [178]. Menthol also suppresses inflammatory pain in

a TRPM8-dependent manner [178]. Icilin has been demon-

strated to diminish colitis-associated pain in a TRPM8-

dependent manner [190]. Eucalyptol, the TRPM8 agonist

in eucalyptus oil, also suppresses pain and respiratory

inflammation and irritation [180, 191]. TRPM8-selective

agonists may have improved analgesic properties com-

pared to menthol that can cause irritation in some patients

[178].

Possibly indicative of a role for TRPM8 in controlling

itch, menthol has been reported to function as an anti-

pruritic in therapy-resistant pruritus in lichen amyloidosis

[192] and hydroxyethyl starch-induced itch [193]. How-

ever, these clinical findings leave open the possibility of

menthol also acting on TRPA1 that is also sensitive to

menthol. A more recent study has demonstrated that the

anti-pruritic actions of menthol depend on inhibitory

interneurons in the spinal cord that receive input from

menthol-sensitive fibers and dampen input from pruricep-

tors [194].

TRP Vanilloid Subfamily

The TRPV subfamily is named after its founding member,

the TRPV1 channel, which is activated by the classic

natural pungent vanilloid, capsaicin. The mammalian

TRPV1 channel in this subfamily is sensitive to vanilloid

compounds. The other members share amino-acid

sequence homology. This subfamily consists of six mem-

bers (TRPV1–TRPV6), all of which are non-selective

cation channels where TRPV1/3/4 show a preference for

Ca2? and they are overall linked to pain and itch, thus they

are considered in this section in more detail.

TRPV1 is an Extensively Studied Pain-TRP

The TRPV1 channel is a representative member of the

TRPV subfamily and is the most well-characterized TRP

channel. TRPV1 can be activated by various stimuli,

including temperature (* 42 �C), pH, and a wide range of

both endogenous and exogenous compounds (Fig. 1). Its

main exogenous ligand is capsaicin, a compound from

pungent peppers that activates the channel. The beneficial

effects of capsaicin on nociception were identified before

the TRPV1 channel was discovered [195]. TRPV1 was

cloned in 1997 from a cDNA library isolated from

capsaicin and temperature-stimulated nociceptor neurons

[196]. Subsequent characterization of TRPV1 has revealed

its key role in nociception. In addition, with the use of

Trpv1-/- mice, TRPV1 has been shown to be important in

pain sensation [197]. Due to its importance in these

physiological processes, several compounds have been

developed to modulate the activity of TRPV1 to eliminate

or reduce pain.

Expression of TRPV1 in the Nervous System TRPV1 is

preferentially expressed in sensory neurons of the periph-

eral nervous system (PNS), where it is primarily expressed

by the small and medium nociceptor neurons of the DRG,

trigeminal ganglion (TG), nodal ganglion, and sympathetic

ganglion, in peptidergic and non-peptidergic C fibers, and

in some Ad fibers [198–200]. In addition, it is expressed at

lower levels in nerve fibers that innervate the bladder

[201], lungs [202, 203], and cochlea [204], as well as in the

upper respiratory tract, where its function is to sense

irritant compounds [205, 206].

TRPV1 is expressed in several regions of the central

nervous system (CNS), specifically in laminae I and II of

the dorsal horn of the spinal cord, where it modulates the

synaptic transmission of nociceptive signals from the

periphery [207]. TRPV1 is primarily expressed in the

presynaptic terminal, though studies have demonstrated its

postsynaptic expression. However, its postsynaptic expres-

sion has not been shown to be related to nociception [208].

The use of transgenic mice expressing reporter proteins

driven by the TRPV1 promoter has revealed the areas in

which TRPV1 is expressed [209]. Expression has been

observed in the fibers of small- and medium-diameter

nociceptor neurons in the cornea, bladder, and skin; in the

DRG and TG; in the dorsal horn of the spinal cord; and in

some regions of the brain, such as the brainstem, the

nucleus caudalis, the nucleus ambiguus, the olfactory bulb,

and the nucleus parabrachialis [210]. Interestingly,

TRPV1—non-capsaicin receptor channels, thus TRPV1

splice-variant transcripts—has been cloned from supra-

optic microdissection. These channels appear to function in

the organismal response to systemic hypertonic osmolality

and to organismal body temperature [211].

TRPV1 in Inflammatory Pain When a skin lesion is

produced, a wide variety of pro-inflammatory molecules

are released, such as bradykinin (BK), prostaglandins,

leukotrienes, serotonin, histamine, substance P,
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thromboxanes, platelet-activating factor, adenosine and

ATP, protons, and free radicals. During inflammation,

cytokines such as interleukins, tumor necrosis factor, and

neurotrophins, particularly nerve growth factor, are also

generated. In general, these mediators sensitize TRPV1,

increasing the probability of activation by a stimulus. The

first evidence of a role of TRPV1 in peripheral pain-

processing was generated by observations made in mice

injected with the TRPV1 antagonist capsazepine. Cap-

sazepine injection attenuates inflammation-induced ther-

mal hyperalgesia [197, 212] (however, note the above

comments on the selectivity of capsazepine—possible

TRPA1 desensitizing effects). Trpv1-/- mice do not

respond to noxious temperatures and present with an

attenuation of inflammation-induced thermal hyperalgesia.

In addition, Trpv1-/- mice do not experience thermal

hyperalgesia after CFA administration.

WhenBK is released, it acts onb2 receptors, which in turn
activate PKC to facilitate PIP2 hydrolysis by PLC to produce

IP3 and DAG, two compounds that affect TRPV1 function

[213]. DAG is a TRPV1 agonist that interacts with tyrosine

511 of its S3 domain [214]. PIP2 binds to the C-terminal end

to positively regulate TRPV1 [215]. Prostaglandins increase

the capsaicin-induced currents in DRG neurons and reduce

the temperature activation threshold of the channel. These

effects have been corroborated in Trpv1-/- mice [216].

TRPV1 integrates multiple pro-inflammatory stimuli, and

for this reason, being able tomodulate this pathway appears a

desirable goal. For example, a natural compound, oleic acid,

has recently been shown to inhibit TRPV1 activation, thus

modulating pain and itch [217].

TRPV1 in Neuropathic Pain Neuropathic pain can occur

when there is an injury or dysfunction of the CNS or PNS

and is a difficult condition to treat. The TRPV1 channel is a

polymodal nociceptor, and it is modulated by pro-inflam-

matory mediators. The process of sensitization increases

excitability, causing hyperalgesia and allodynia. However,

there is contradictory evidence regarding the role of

TRPV1 in neuropathic pain. It has been found that in

Trpv1-/- mice, there is no change in pain-related behavior

after nerve damage [197, 218]. In line with this finding,

pharmacological TRPV1 inhibition decreases pain in

several animal models of neuropathic pain [219, 220].

Interestingly, an increase in TRPV1 expression has been

found in several models of neuropathic pain, such as the

spinal nerve ligation model. Increased TRPV1 expression

correlates with the development and maintenance of

thermal hyperalgesia [221]. Furthermore, TRPV1 function

has been shown to be enhanced in inflamed (local or

cytokine-induced) DRGs [222]. Diabetic neuropathy mod-

els have difficulties in mimicking the clinical reality of this

dreaded complication, and implications of TRPV1 and

TRPA1 in diabetic neuropathic pain have been postulated

here, but await an improvement of these models or

translational findings in humans so that the validity of the

results can be increased [223–225].

Finally, it has been found that TRPV1 plays an

important role in cancer-induced chronic pain. In bone

cancer, TRPV1 is overexpressed in DRG neurons, and this

increased expression correlates with neuropathic pain

[201]. In rat models of bone cancer, endogenous tissue-

derived formaldehyde upregulates TRPV1 expression via

mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) and phospho-

inositide kinase signaling [226] supporting the role of

TRPV1 in cancer pain.

TRPV1 in Visceral Pain TRPV1 is expressed in DRG

neurons that innervate the colon, pancreas, stomach,

duodenum, and bladder and is responsible for the pain

produced by chronic gastrointestinal inflammation [227].

In tissue biopsies from patients with inflammatory bowel

disease, there is an increased TRPV1 channel expression

which correlates with the severity of hypersensitivity [228].

The administration of acetic acid and capsaicin increases

the activity of afferent fibers in the pelvis in control mice

and in mice with dextran sulfate sodium (DSS)-generated

colitis. However, the response to capsaicin in DSS-treated

mice is greater than in controls [229]. Interestingly,

Trpv1-/- mice are less sensitive to these treatments,

highlighting the role of TRPV1 in this type of pain [230].

In rat models of irritable bowel syndrome (IBS), treatment

with TRPV1 antagonists in neonates prevents the devel-

opment of sensitization in adults. TRPV1 antagonists have

also been shown to be effective in reducing the sensitiza-

tion after it develops in adults, further supporting a role of

TRPV1 in IBS and colonic hypersensitivity [231]. In

chronic pancreatitis, TRPV1 has been shown to be

upregulated in both expression and function in DRG

neurons, contributing to hyperalgesia, and suggesting

TRPV1 as a target for treatment [232].

TRPV1 in Itch TRPV1 is involved in both acute and

chronic itch conditions [233]. For example, TPRV1 has

been suggested to be involved in many chronic itch

conditions like rosacea [234], atopic dermatitis [235], and

prurigo nodularis, a skin condition characterized by itchy

nodules on the arms and legs [236]. However, as an initial

cautionary note, in humans, treatment with a TRPV1

inhibitor did not improve chronic itch in patients [237].

Histamine is released from mast cells when tissues are

inflamed or stimulated by allergens. Histamine excites

sensory neurons by activating TRPV1 and this activation is

mediated by the production of 12-hydroxyeicosatetraenoic

acid, a downstream metabolite of PLA2 and lipoxygenase

(LOX) [238]. In cultured sensory neurons, histamine
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evokes inward currents that are reduced by capsazepine, a

TRPV1 blocker, or when histamine receptor subtype 1

(H1R) and TRPV1 are expressed heterologously, but not

when they are expressed separately. In addition, histamine

causes Ca2? influx into sensory neurons in wild-type mice

but not in Trpv1-/- mice. When injected subcutaneously

into the necks of mice, histamine causes bouts of scratch-

ing, which are greatly reduced by pretreatment with

capsazepine, and by inhibitors of PLA2, LO, and H1R as

well as in Trpv1-/- mice. These results suggest that

TRPV1 might play a role in mediating the pruritogenic

action of histamine via the PLA2/LO pathway [239].

IL-31RA (interleukin-31 receptor A) is a functional

receptor expressed by a small subpopulation of neurons

positive for IL-31RA, TRPV1, and TRPA1 and is a critical

neuroimmune link between T-helper-2 cells and sensory

neurons for the generation of T cell-mediated itch [121].

Cutaneous and intrathecal injection of IL-31 evoke intense

itch, and its concentration increases significantly in the skin

of mice with dermatitis. Both human and mouse DRG

neurons express IL-31RA, largely in neurons that co-

express TRPV1. IL-31-induced itch is significantly reduced

in Trpv1-/- and Trpa1-/- mice [121].

Toll-like receptors (TLRs) are expressed in immune

cells to regulate innate immunity. TLR 3, 4, and 7 are

expressed in DRG neurons that co-express TRPV1, gastrin-

releasing peptide (GRP), and MrgprA3 [240] [241].

Topical application of imiquimod, a TLR7 activator and

an anti-viral and anti-tumor drug used to treat genital warts,

often causes itch as a side-effect. TLR7 activation by

imiquimod induces scratching and also generates inward

currents and action potentials in DRG neurons [240].

Signaling mechanisms that link TLRs/TLR7 with TRPV1

need to be elucidated.

TRPV3 in Pain and Itch

A member of the TRP vanilloid subfamily important for

temperature detection is the TRPV3 channel. This non-

selective cation channel is abundantly expressed in skin

(specifically in keratinocytes) [242] and has also been

detected in neurons from the DRG and TG [243]. TRPV3

protein has 43% identity to TRPV1 and is a warm-sensitive

but capsaicin- and low pH-insensitive ion channel

[242, 243].

Among the ligands for TRPV3 activation are plant-

derived compounds such as camphor, carvacrol, and

thymol [244]; furthermore, TRPV3 activity is enhanced

by endogenously produced compounds such as arachidonic

acid which is an unsaturated fatty acid released during

inflammation [245]. Unlike TRPV1 activation which

requires the metabolism of this fatty acid to evoke currents,

the enhancement of TRPV3 function is independent of

arachidonic acid oxidation [245]. It is possible that in skin

pathologies such as psoriasis where arachidonic acid levels

are elevated [246], TRPV3 activation could contribute to

chronic dermatitis.

Another TRPV3 agonist is farnesyl pyrophosphate

(FPP), an endogenously produced intermediate metabolite

of the mevalonate pathway [247]; it produces isoprenoids

which can also activate TRPV3. FPP has been identified as

a novel pain-producing compound through specific TRPV3

activation [248].

TRPV3 in Nociceptive and Inflammatory Pain Although

the physiological role of TRPV3 is still unclear, some

studies suggest that this ion channel can contribute to pain/

nociception. For example, mice overexpressing TRPV3 in

keratinocytes release prostaglandin E2 and induce thermal

nociception and hyperalgesia [249]. On the contrary,

Trpv3-/- mice have an impaired response to warm and

also noxious-warm temperatures [250].

Finally, endogenous antagonists to TRPV3 activation

have been isolated. For example, compounds synthetized

from the omega-3 fatty acids such as the resolvins are

linked to anti-inflammatory and anti-nociceptive effects.

One of them, 17(R)-resolvin D1 is a specific inhibitor of

TRPV3 [26]. This resolvin affects the voltage-dependence

of TRPV3, thus decreasing the channel activation [26]. The

inhibitory effects of this resolvin are specifically through

TRPV3 inhibition since the pain behavior induced by

capsaicin or cinnamaldehyde is unaffected. However,

nociceptive behavior induced by intradermal injection of

FPP, a selective activator of TRPV3, is attenuated by co-

injection with resolvin D1 [26].

TRPV3 in Itch A missense mutation in TRPV3, Gly573-

Ser, has been found in individuals with Olmsted syndrome,

a rare congenital disorder characterized by severe itching,

peripheral pain, and palmo-plantar hyperkeratosis among

other symptoms [251]. In mice, TRPV3Gly573Ser leads to

increased ion channel activity in keratinocytes and is

associated with hairlessness and a liability to develop

severe dermatitis in DS-Nh mice [252]. Also,

TRPV3Gly573Ser induces a higher nerve growth factor

response to heat and increased scratching behavior. In

transfected HEK293 cells expressing TRPV3Gly573Ser,

increased inward currents have been recorded, defining

TRPV3Gly573Ser as a gain-of-function mutation. This might

lead to an increased likelihood of apoptosis in ker-

atinocytes and keratinocyte hyperproliferation via Ca2?

signaling, explaining the hyperkeratosis phenotype in

affected individuals [253]. Taken together, these observa-

tions in a human TRPV3 gain-of-function channelopathy

suggest that TRPV3 channels regulate the activity and

function of skin keratinocytes. Furthermore, TRPV3 over-
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activity in these cells can evoke not only over-proliferation

and hyperkeratosis, but possibly also sensory phenomena,

namely pathological itching and irritation/pain. However,

more in-depth reverse-translation is needed to tease apart

the contributions of keratinocyte TRPV3 and sensory

neuron TRPV3 to Olmsted syndrome, and in general.

TRPV4 Functions as a Pain-TRP and an Itch-TRP

As a member of the TRPV subfamily, TRPV4 is a multi-

modally activated, nonselective cation channel. Functional

expression of TRPV4 has been detected in nerve cells and

non-neuronal cells [254]. Importantly for this review, one

of the initial discovery papers lays out a rationale of how

TRPV4 can function in pain by demonstrating its expres-

sion in TG sensory neurons, in small-diameter neurons, and

reasoning about a role for TRPV4 in pain signaling [254].

This initial conjecture has now been confirmed, e.g. a

search for ‘‘TRPV4 pain’’ generated 185 references out of a

total of 1085 references for ‘‘TRPV4’’. Primary sensory

neurons with TRPV4 expression include pain-sensing

neurons in the DRG [8, 255, 256] and TG [257, 258]

[94, 259], most recently also satellite cells in sensory

ganglia [260], in the CNS for pain transmission in

astrocytes [261], microglial cells [262], and neurons

[263, 264, 265]. Outside the nervous system, TRPV4 has

been found in innervated cells such as prominently in

chondrocytes [266], vascular endothelia [267], and inner-

vated epithelia such as skin keratinocytes [129, 268],

airway epithelial cells [26, 269, 270], colonic epithelia

[271], and odontoblasts [272]. Co-labeling experiments

with neuronal markers and size determination have

revealed that TRPV4-expressing sensory neurons are rather

nociceptive [129, 273, 274], a finding in keeping with

evidence that suggests that TRPV4 is involved in nocicep-

tion both physiologically and in sensitized states such as

inflammation and nerve injury [8, 273]. Of note, TRPV4

expression in TGs appears to be higher than that in DRGs;

this is still not fully explained and how this difference

correlates with sensory functions is not yet known

[275, 276].

TRPV4 in Transduction of Mechanically-Evoked

Pain Trpv4-/- animals, generated after the initial

description, have been found to have defective

mechanosensation in the physiological, non-sensitized state

[257, 275, 277], indicating a role for TRPV4 in non-

sensitized mechano-transduction. This finding has been

supported and extended by assessing the function of

mammalian TRPV4 in the ASH head nociceptor neurons

of Caenorhabditis elegans in a mutant line of animals

lacking the proto-ancestral osmo-mechano-TRPV channel,

OSM-9 [275] (see also [5]).

TRPV4 in Inflammatory Pain TRPV4 in sensory neurons

can be sensitized by pro-inflammatory mediators, such as

prostaglandin E2 (activator of PAR2), an integrator of

proteolytic signaling in inflammation, especially allergic

inflammation, histamine, and/or serotonin, leading to

increased nociception to hypotonic and mild hypertonic

stimuli or mechanical stimuli [273, 278, 279]. Grant et al.

found that TRPV4 is co-expressed with PAR2 in rat DRG

neurons, so intraplantar injection of a PAR2 agonist causes

mechanical hyperalgesia in mice and sensitizes pain

responses in a TRPV4-dependent manner to, for example,

the TRPV4 activator 4a-PDD (4a-phorbol 12,13-dide-

canoate) and hypotonic solutions. Deletion of Trpv4 pre-

vents PAR2 agonist-induced mechanical hyperalgesia and

sensitization [8]. Further studies have demonstrated that

cathepsin-S [134] or elastase-mediated activation of PAR2

[280] activates TRPV4 and sensitizes nociceptors to func-

tion in a hypersensitive manner, resulting in inflammation

and pain. In the lab of the senior author, we established a

key role for TRPV4 ion channels in the pain response to

temporomandibular joint (TMJ) inflammation. In

Trpv4-/- mice with TMJ inflammation, attenuation of bite

force, a surrogate of TMJ injury-mediated pain in humans

and validly reverse-translated into mice, is significantly and

robustly reduced versus WT mice. Furthermore, TRPV4

protein expression in the TG is dramatically upregulated

after TMJ inflammation, in synchrony with the clinical

severity of TMJ inflammatory injury, suggesting that

TRPV4 expression in the TG is a critical locale for

behavioral sensitization [94]. In favor of this concept,

TRPV4 is expressed in sensory neurons innervating the

TMJ, and TG sensory neurons expressing TRPV4 co-

express CGRP and phosphorylated ERK, a signaling

activation marker in response to injury. TG sensory

neurons co-expressing pERK-TRPV4 become more

numerous in response to TMJ inflammatory injury, sug-

gesting that TRPV4-mediated Ca2? influx into TG sensory

neurons evokes MAPK activation in these neurons, and this

functions as a molecular substrate of the sensitization

response after inflammatory injury. Interestingly, we also

found that peripheral injury to the joint after inflammatory

injury is independent of the genotype, whereas the pain

response is strikingly dependent on TRPV4 or the ability of

the animal to generate phosphorylated ERK in neurons. In

another study by Denadai-Souza et al., TRPV4 expression

in the TG was demonstrated, as well as in TMJ synovial

cells [117, 281]. Taken together, it has emerged that

TRPV4 plays an important role in inflammatory pain of the

TMJ and at the level of sensory neurons innervating a

peripheral joint and TRPV4-expressing cells. TMJ disorder

is a prevalent craniofacial pain disorder, and there is an

increase in the prevalence of age- and obesity-associated

osteoarthritis and post-traumatic osteoarthritis [282] which
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suggests an increasing unmet medical need. Hence, TRPV4

has become an attractive therapeutic target to address TMJ

disorder, and possibly additional forms of joint pain.

The role of TRPV4 in facilitating and promoting

inflammation and pain has also been supported by obser-

vations in a mouse model of skin inflammation in which

UVB radiation generates sunburn tissue damage and the

associated pathological pain. Following UVB over-expo-

sure of the hindpaws, an area of mouse skin with a greater

resemblance to human skin, mice with induced Tr-

pv4 deletion in keratinocytes, as well as mice treated with

topical administration of TRPV4 inhibitors to the hind-

paws, become virtually resistant to noxious thermal and

mechanical stimuli versus control animals, and further

showed dramatically reduced skin inflammation. These

findings indicate that TRPV4-expressing keratinocytes of

the hindpaw can ‘‘moonlight’’ as non-neural sensing cells

and pain-generating cells. In other words, activation of

TRPV4 channels in skin keratinocytes, not in innervating

sensory neurons, suffices to switch on neural pathological

pain circuits and response mechanisms. Importantly, we

demonstrated a form of non-neural phototransduction in

response to UVB radiation in skin keratinocytes, com-

pletely dependent on TRPV4. Exploring a possible under-

lying mechanism, we found that epidermal keratinocyte

TRPV4 is essential for UVB-evoked skin tissue damage

and increased expression of the pro-pain (also pro-itch)

mediator ET-1 [283]. Importantly, we also recorded an

important negative finding which will become the starting

point for relevant future studies, namely that keratinocyte-

derived ET-1, dependent on TRPV4 function and UVB-

mediated activation in these cells, is not the algogenic

signal to innervating peripheral nerve projections.

TRPV4 in Neuropathic Pain TRPV4 has been implicated

in nerve pain in several preclinical rodent pain models,

such as paclitaxel-induced neural injury leading to painful

peripheral neuropathy (CIPN) and chronic mechanical

compression-injury of the DRG [270, 284, 285]. Cere-

brospinal administration of antisense oligodeoxynu-

cleotides specific for TRPV4, which reduce the

expression of TRPV4 in sensory neurons, attenuates pacli-

taxel-induced mechanical hyperalgesia as well as hyperal-

gesia caused by hypotonicity [284]. TRPV4 appears to be

co-expressed with TRPC1 and TRPC6 in DRG neurons,

and it has been proposed that TRPC1 and TRPC6 may act

in concert with TRPV4 to mediate the mechanical hyper-

algesia induced by paclitaxel and cis-platin [270], possibly

representing a more general mechanism of pain in CIPN. In

addition, paclitaxel can stimulate the release of mast cell

tryptase, which activates PAR2 and subsequently PKA and

PKC, resulting in mechanical and thermal hypersensitivity

through TRPV4 sensitization [285]. These results suggest

that TRPV4 plays an important role in painful peripheral

neuropathies caused by paclitaxel and related taxanes,

affecting more than half of taxane-treated cancer patients.

This is a large unmet medical need which not only

translates to patients’ quality-of-life, but indeed to their

ability to successfully undergo adjuvant chemotherapy and

thus emerge with increased years of survival. We reach the

same conclusion as for joint- or skin-mediated forms of

pain and inflammation, as discussed above, namely that

TRPV4 is a promising target for anti-pain therapy. To that

end, our group has recently developed novel TRPV4-

inhibiting compounds [286]. Two of our compounds also

potently co-inhibit TRPA1 ion channels, which could be a

highly beneficial combination for CIPN pain, as well as for

other forms of pain reviewed in detail below, namely

visceral pain of the colon and pancreas and headaches

[286].

TRPV4 is involved in mediating mechanical allodynia

in preclinical models of chronic compression of the DRG

(CCD model) [256]. After CCD, Trpv4 mRNA and protein

expression increase compared to the sham group, with the

highest level at 7 days post-CCD. Knockdown of TRPV4

partly reverses the CCD-induced mechanical allodynia.

CCD rats show thermal hyperalgesia and increased nitrite

production [287]. The thermal hyperalgesia is reduced

by intrathecal blockers targeted at any site along the

TRPV4-NO-cGMP-PKG pathway. Inhibition of TRPV4

and/or nitric oxide synthase decreases the nitrite produc-

tion in the DRGs of CCD rats. Changes in the level of

nitrite are positively associated with the changes in thermal

hyperalgesia. Identified signaling pathways involved in the

CCD neuropathic pain model include NF-kappa-B, which

mediates the TRPV4-NO pathway [288] and the p38

pathway [289].

TRPV4 in Visceral Pain Trpv4 mRNA is enriched in sen-

sory neurons innervating the colon and TRPV4 protein is co-

localized in a subset of fibers with CGRP, the substrate of

neurogenic inflammation in mice. Mechanosensory

responses of colonic serosal and mesenteric afferents are

enhanced by a TRPV4 agonist and are dramatically reduced

in Trpv4-/- mice. The behavioral responses to nox-

ious colonic distention are also substantially reduced in

mice lacking Trpv4 [290]. Similarly, another study found

that the TRPV4 agonist 4a-phorbol 12,13-didecanoate (4a-
PDD) specifically activates a cationic current and Ca2?

influx in DRG neurons innervating the colon and causes

dose-dependent visceral hypersensitivity. Intrathecal

administration of TRPV4-targeted but not mismatched

siRNA is effective in reducing basal visceral nociception,

and the TRPV4-activator 4a-PDD or PAR2 agonists induce

hypersensitivity [255]. PAR2 exacerbates visceromotor

responses, an indicator of mechanical hyperalgesia, and this
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is absent in Trpv4-/- mice, indicating that TRPV4 is

required for PAR2-induced mechanical hyperalgesia in the

colon, and the excitation of sensory neurons innervating the

colon [291].Amore recent study has shown that both TRPV4

and TRPA1 mediate colonic distension pain and CGRP

release. Unlike TRPV4 and TRPA1, the role of TRPM8

seems to be confined to signaling more extreme noxious

distension [179]. Interestingly in this context, levels of

the TRPV4 agonist 50,60-epoxyeicosatrienoic acid are

increased in IBS colon biopsies. The increases correlate

with pain and bloating scores. Small interfering RNA

knockdown of TRPV4 in mouse primary afferent neurons

inhibits the hypersensitivity caused by supernatant from IBS

biopsies in mice. Polyunsaturated fatty acid metabolites

extracted from IBS biopsies or the colons of mice with

visceral hypersensitivity activate mouse sensory neurons in

culture via TRPV4 [292]. These data indicate

that TRPV4 contributes to visceral pain, and is relevant to

human disease.

Of note, TRPV4 also plays an important role in

pancreatitis pain, a large unmet clinical need in visceral

pain. Immunoreactive TRPV4 has been detected in pan-

creatic nerve fibers and in DRG neurons innervating the

pancreas, as identified by retrograde tracing. Activation

of TRPV4 with 4a-PDD increases the intracellular Ca2? in

these neurons in culture. The secretagogue cerulein induces

chemical pancreatitis, c-Fos expression in spinal cord

dorsal horn neurons in segments innervating the pancreas,

and pancreatitis pain behavior. All of these phenomena are

suppressed in Trpv4-/- mice [293]. Using a chronic

pancreatitis model induced by a high-fat and alcohol diet

(HFA), Zhang et al. demonstrated that TRPV4 expression

is increased in pancreatic stellate cells (PSCs). The Ca2?

signal in PSCs from HFA-fed rats in response to 4a-PDD is

dramatically higher than that of cells from control rats.

Tumor necrosis factor-a increases responses to the TRPV4-

activator 4a-PDD in control PSCs [294]. Furthermore,

inhibition of TRPV4 by systemic injection of the selective

blocker HC067047 effectively alleviates the mechanical

and thermal hypersensitivity of rats with HFA-induced

chronic pancreatitis in a dose-dependent manner [295]. In

the laboratory of the senior author, we recently found that

blockade of both TRPV4 and TRPA1 by intraperitoneal

injection of the dual inhibitor compound 16-8 dramatically

attenuates the pancreatic edema and inflammation induced

by caerulein. Furthermore, serum amylase, a marker of

inflammatory injury of the pancreas is also significantly

reduced by 16-8 treatment. Perhaps most importantly,

pancreatitis pain behavior is virtually eliminated in

response to compound 16-8 [286]. Using this well-estab-

lished pre-clinical model, these studies provide evidence

that dual channel inhibitors targeting TRPV4 and TRPA1

might be a rewarding new concept to meet the grave unmet

clinical need of pancreatitis pain.

TRPV4 in Craniofacial Pain and Headache Using

in vitro patch-clamp electrophysiology of trigeminal neu-

rons retrogradely labeled from the dura, around half of

identified dural afferents generated currents in response to

hypotonic solutions and 4a-PDD, indicating robust dural

innervation via TRPV4. This is relevant because of the

known involvement of TRPV4 in mechanotransduction,

and its sensitization to mechanical cues under inflamma-

tory conditions. Activation of meningeal TPRV4 using

hypotonic solution or 4a-PDD in vivo results in facial

allodynia that is blocked by the TRPV4 antagonist RN1734

[296]. These data indicate that activation of TRPV4 within

the meninges produces afferent nociceptive signaling from

the head that may contribute to migraine headache. In the

laboratory of the senior author, we recently found TRPV4

to be important for the trigeminal nocifensive behavior

evoked by formalin whisker-pad injection. This conclusion

is supported by studies with Trpv4-/- mice and the

TRPV4-specific antagonists GSK205 and HC067047

[268]. Our results suggest that TRPV4 acts as a relevant

signaling molecule in irritation-evoked trigeminal pain, at

the level of a functional formalin receptor in TG sensory

neurons. TRPV4-antagonistic therapies can therefore be

envisioned as novel analgesics, possibly for specific

targeting of trigeminal pain disorders, including headaches,

with a mandate to further elucidate the pathophysiology but

also to continue translational medical development.

Taken together, based on the role of TRPV4 in pain as

currently understood, future studies are needed to address

many important questions, a few of which are: (1) how

sensory-neuronal TRPV4 signaling in a pain-relevant

manner, particularly pathological pain, can be readily

addressed via appropriate genetic targeting strategies; (2)

what is the co-contributory role of glial TRPV4 [261] in

pain; (3) how TRPV4 functionally interacts and mutually

modulates pain with other pain-TRP channels, in particular

TRPA1. Of note, there is an overlap in TRPV4-TRPA1

function in several important and relevant forms of pain,

such as visceral pain of the colon and pancreas, chemother-

apy-induced peripheral neuropathic pain (especially that

mediated by taxane), headache, formalin-evoked pain as an

important model, mechanically-evoked pain in general, and

chronic cough as an upper airway equivalent of chronic

pain [57, 78, 179, 255, 285, 286, 290–292, 297].

TRPV4 in Itch The finding of TRPV4-dependent secre-

tion of the pruritogen ET-1 by keratinocytes led the senior

author’s group to question whether TRPV4 plays a role in

itch, in particular whether TRPV4 in keratinocytes of the

epidermis can drive scratching behavior [283]. To address
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this question, the focus was first on acute itch, and

specifically to examine prototypic examples of histamin-

ergic itch, including ET-1-evoked itch plus chloroquine-

induced non-histaminergic itch as control. In this study, an

exciting new function of TRPV4 in forefront itch trans-

duction from the integument was reported, namely that

TRPV4 in epidermal keratinocytes functions as a pruri-

ceptor-TRP channel in acute histaminergic itch, including

itch evoked by ET-1, but not in non-histaminergic itch

evoked by chloroquine. Direct activation of TRPV4

channels also evokes scratching behavior which appears

to be completely dependent on TRPV4 expression in

keratinocytes, thus underscoring the role of this cell and its

expression of TRPV4 in itch [131]. Complementary

findings in Trpv4 keratinocyte-specific inducible knockout

mice have shown that Ca2? transients in response to

histaminergic pruritogens in cultured primary keratinocytes

depend on TRPV4. Ca2? influx via TRPV4 then up-

regulates phosphorylation of the MAP-kinase ERK in

keratinocytes. Consequently, topical transdermal treatment

with a selective inhibitor of TRPV4 is effective as an anti-

pruritogen. Moreover, we found similar in vivo anti-pruritic

effects when topically targeting MEK, upstream of ERK,

with a selective inhibitor.

Serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine [74])-induced itch has

been shown to be associated with TRPV4 [166]. Approx-

imately 90% of 5-HT-sensitive DRG neurons assessed by

Ca2? imaging are immunoreactive for TRPV4. TRPV4-

knockout mice exhibit significantly fewer 5-HT-evoked

scratching bouts than wild-type mice. Pretreatment with a

TRPV4 antagonist significantly attenuates 5-HT-evoked

scratching in vivo. In cultured primary DRG neurons from

Trpv4-/- mice, the response to 5-HT application is

attenuated. A TRPV4 antagonist suppresses the 5-HT-

evoked responses in DRG cells from wild-type mice. These

results indicate that 5-HT-induced itch is linked to TRPV4.

Extending on the role of TRPV4 in itch, TRPV4 signaling

in subgroups of DRG neurons has been suggested to be

facilitated by TRPV1 in itch [298]. Both of these studies,

on the role of serotonin in itch, and the suggested TRPV4/

TRPA1 co-signaling, are interesting and push back the

knowledge barrier, yet there are clear limitations on the use

of Trpv1-/- and Trpv4-/- pan-null animals as key tools, in

contrast to cell-type specific and inducible genetically-

engineered animals.

Concluding Remarks

Nociception is an important physiological process for

detecting harmful signals that results in pain and itch

perception. Here, we have reviewed important experimen-

tal evidence involving some TRP ion channels as

molecular sensors of chemical, thermal, and mechanical

noxious stimuli to evoke pain and itch sensation. Among

them are the TRPA1 channel, members of the vanilloid

subfamily (TRPV1, TRPV3, and TRPV4), and finally

members of the melastatin group (TRPM2, TRPM3, and

TRPM8).

Given that pain is a pro-survival, evolutionarily-honed

protective mechanism, care has to be exercised when

developing inhibitory/modulatory compounds targeting

specific pain/itch-TRPs so that protective physiological

mechanisms are not disabled to a degree that stimulus-

mediated injury can occur. Such events have impeded the

development of safe and effective TRPV1-modulating

compounds and diverted substantial resources. A beneficial

outcome can be readily accomplished via simple dosing

strategies, and also by the incorporation of medicinal

chemistry design features during compound design and

synthesis. Beyond clinical use, where compounds that

target more than one channel might have a place, possibly

having advantageous features, highly specific and high-

potency compounds will be helpful in mechanistic discov-

ery at the structure-function level.
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Abstract Most attempts at rational development of new

analgesics have failed, in part because chronic pain

involves multiple processes that remain poorly understood.

To improve translational success, one strategy is to select

novel targets for which there is proof of clinical relevance,

either genetically through heritable traits, or pharmacolog-

ically. Such an approach by definition yields targets with

high clinical validity. The biology of these targets can be

elucidated in animal models before returning to the patients

with a refined therapeutic. For optimal treatment, having

biomarkers of drug action available is also a plus. Here we

describe a case study in rational drug design: the use of

controlled inhibition of peripheral tetrahydrobiopterin

(BH4) synthesis to reduce abnormal chronic pain states

without altering nociceptive-protective pain. Initially iden-

tified in a population of patients with low back pain, the

association between BH4 production and chronic pain has

been confirmed in more than 12 independent cohorts,

through a common haplotype (present in 25% of Cau-

casians) of the rate-limiting enzyme for BH4 synthesis,

GTP cyclohydrolase 1 (GCH1). Genetic tools in mice have

demonstrated that both injured sensory neurons and

activated macrophages engage increased BH4 synthesis

to cause chronic pain. GCH1 is an obligate enzyme for de

novo BH4 production. Therefore, inhibiting GCH1 activity

eliminates all BH4 production, affecting the synthesis of

multiple neurotransmitters and signaling molecules and

interfering with physiological function. In contrast, target-

ing the last enzyme of the BH4 synthesis pathway,

sepiapterin reductase (SPR), allows reduction of patholog-

ical BH4 production without completely blocking physio-

logical BH4 synthesis. Systemic SPR inhibition in mice has

not revealed any safety concerns to date, and available

genetic and pharmacologic data suggest similar responses

in humans. Finally, because it is present in vivo only when

SPR is inhibited, sepiapterin serves as a reliable biomarker

of target engagement, allowing potential quantification of

drug efficacy. The emerging development of therapeutics

that target BH4 synthesis to treat chronic pain illustrates

the power of combining human and mouse genetics: human

genetic studies for clinical selection of relevant targets,

coupled with causality studies in mice, allowing the

rational engineering of new analgesics.

Keywords Chronic pain � Genetics � Mouse models �
Tetrahydrobiopterin � Sepiapterin reductase � Analgesics

Introduction

Most attempts to develop new analgesics based on rational

knowledge of pain pathways have failed, mainly due to

lack of efficacy in phase II clinical trials, despite robust

preclinical efficacy [1–3]. As a result, most analgesics

currently prescribed for chronic pain were discovered by

serendipity or empirical observation and consist of deriva-

tives of ancient remedies such as the opiates (e.g.

morphine), cannabinoids (e.g. sativex), cocaine analogues
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(e.g. lidocaine), and salicylates (e.g. aspirin). Further

examples include compounds developed for other indica-

tions that patients have found to be efficacious analgesics,

such as anticonvulsants (e.g. gabapentin and pregabalin)

and tricyclic antidepressants (e.g. nortriptyline) [4–8]. Each

of these treatments displays only moderate efficacy (30%

improvement on average) with numerous side-effects

(mostly due to disturbances in the central nervous system

(CNS)) and these issues lead to a high level of patient

dropout. In addition, some analgesics, notably opioid-

based, exhibit strong tolerance and a risk of addiction, a

particular worry in the control of chronic pain [9]. There is,

therefore, a critical need to identify new biological targets

to develop new classes of analgesics.

Why is Developing New Analgesics So Complex?

Although treatments conceived rationally have been very

successful for a wide variety of diseases such as cancer or

hypertension, most preclinical studies of pain in animals

have not translated well into effective human drugs [10].

There are many possible explanations, including the

following: chronic pain is caused by multiple processes,

many of which remain poorly understood; in many cases,

the mechanisms of drug action remain ambiguous; patient

variability due to genetic and/or environmental factors

results in differing drug responses; pain is notoriously

difficult to quantify accurately across patients; and the

source and/or original precipitating condition that results in

chronic pain is often ambiguous. Comorbidities such as

anxiety or depression further complicate chronic pain

diagnosis.

This incomplete understanding at the clinical level has

complicated preclinical studies, generating ambiguity with

regard to critical design issues, including appropriate pain

outcomes for predictive studies and choice of animal

models for specific pain states. These factors are likely to

have contributed to the fact that some therapies designed

exclusively in pre-clinical models have subsequently

shown no utility in patients [11, 12]. Such issues have

greatly impeded rational pain drug design. Therefore,

specifying and understanding the salient issues is a crucial

first step towards future success.

How to Improve the Chance of Identifying a
Target Relevant for Pain Patients

One strategy to improve translational success in developing

drugs for pain is to select a target for which there is

preexisting clinical support. This kind of support includes

evidence from genetic association or congenic disease

[13, 14], clues from naturally-occurring analgesic com-

pounds in venoms or other sources [15, 16], and clinical

experience with existing drugs with incomplete effects or

that have been repositioned to treat pain [17–19]. Animal

research is essential to understand biological pathways and

formally demonstrate causality, but effective and efficient

translation can only be achieved by regularly cycling

model organism work with patient analysis, to keep the

questions asked in the animal models relevant to the task at

hand, namely developing new effective analgesics for

humans (Fig. 1).

Using Patient Genetics to Define New Rational
Drug Targets

Currently, two major approaches in human genetics are

used to define new molecular targets for pain drug

development. The first is to screen for phenotypes with a

strong effect size, but low population frequency, such as

the damaging mutations responsible for congenital insen-

sitivity to pain. These include recessive loss-of-function

mutations for the Na? channel Nav1.7 [20, 21] or nerve

Fig. 1 Reverse-engineering a

relevant pathway from pain

patients into rodents and back to

patients. A complex interplay

needs to be established between

the patient and the experimental

animal in order to achieve

rational therapy design most

efficiently.
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growth factor (NGF) signaling demonstrated by tropomyo-

sin receptor kinase A and NGF-beta mutations [22–24]

(Fig. 2A). Such drastic loss (or in some cases gain) of

function mutations are extremely rare in the population,

limiting the knowledge base that can be built from

scientific investigation of their mechanisms and a full

understanding of patient phenotype. However, modern

technologies such as patient-derived stem cells [25] and

CRISPR-mediated mutation modeling [26, 27] are begin-

ning to aid this research area immensely and should allow

high-throughput screening for mutations associated with

hypo- or hyperexcitablity of nociceptors, both in mouse

and human differentiated neurons (or other cell types of

interest) in vitro [28].

One potential confound of using highly penetrant

genetic diseases with large effect sizes to define targets is

that while the experimental aim is to reduce chronic pain

hypersensitivity, these genes often play a fundamental role

in protective, nociceptive pain transmission [14, 29, 30].

As a result, blocking these targets can block all nociceptive

sensation completely, or paradoxically, can block nocicep-

tive pain, with little or no effect on abnormal pathological

pain, such as neuropathic pain [31, 32]. The goal is to

develop medications for chronic pain that block abnormal

pain hypersensitivity while maintaining nociceptive pain.

A fundamental advantage of harnessing the power of

rare congenic disease is the relative ease of the clinical and

molecular research involved, consisting of family identi-

fication, patient phenotyping, and exome sequencing. Such

methods are straightforward relative to the complex

analysis of large patient groups with complex phenotypes

and mixed disease types. These extremely powerful

congenic methods have led to great advances in under-

standing Na? channel biology [33] and neuropathic pain

therapeutics [34, 35], as well as in the action of NGF in

pain mechanisms [36, 37]. However, targeting factors

Fig. 2 Human genetic studies for pain. A Strategies to identify pain-

relevant genes by screening for rare congenic mutations with high

effect size (e.g. congenital insensitivity to pain), or more common

genetic variations with more modest effect size (e.g. polymorphisms).

B Effects of GCH1 pain protective haplotype in various pain

conditions. xx, homozygous carriers.
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whose blockade can cause congenital insensitivity to pain

may also affect other biological systems. For example,

while pain therapies that inhibit NGF signaling have been

shown to be effective analgesics, some strong side-effects

in bone and cartilage have been reported and it remains to

be determined how common these are across wide groups

of patients [38, 39].

Although more complex, the second approach is to

focus on genetic variations with more modest effect sizes

but more commonly found in the general population (i.e.

polymorphisms) that are directly related to chronic pain

mechanisms (Fig. 2A). These genetic variations are

usually not associated with any major defect in nocicep-

tive pain, but instead with alterations of the risk of

developing chronic pain and/or modulations of ongoing

pain hypersensitivity. As such, characterizing them can

identify specific molecular cascades responsible for

inducing pathological pain hypersensitivity, ideal targets

for developing new analgesics. With the advent of

genome-wide-association studies in humans, several sin-

gle nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) candidates have been

identified in a non-biased manner for various chronic pain

states [40]. Among these, many had already been

implicated as pain-related genes in existing animal

studies, including catechol-O-methyltransferase (COMT),

opioid receptor mu-1 (OPRM1), and transient receptor

potential cation channel A1 (TRPA1) [30, 41, 42], but

several genes that were not previously associated with

chronic pain states have also been discovered, such as K?

voltage-gated channel modifier subfamily S member 1

(KCNS1) and Ca2? voltage-gated channel auxiliary sub-

unit gamma 2 (CACNG2) [43–45] and others reviewed in

[46].

One cascade that we have been interested in over the

past decade is the pathway leading to pathological

tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) synthesis, which occurs in the

damaged somatosensory system and can lead to chronic

neuropathic and inflammatory pain. Through a combina-

tion of expression profiling and pharmacological analysis

in the rat, we identified BH4 upregulation in injured

sensory neurons and its rate-limiting enzyme GTP cyclo-

hydrolase 1 (GTPCH1 or GCH1) as important in chronic

pain signaling. Crucially, we also identified a specific

haplotype of the human GCH1 gene among patients with

low back pain which protected carriers from higher levels

of chronic pain [47]. The mechanistic link to chronic pain

in patients allowed us to define this cascade as potentially

drugable. Further, since our initial description of the

association of GCH1 with chronic pain in 2006, this link

has been confirmed in more than twelve cohorts, demon-

strating a robust link across multiple studies and popula-

tions [48–50] (Fig. 2B).

A Case Study in Rational Drug Design—Con-
trolled Inhibition of Tetrahydrobiopterin
Synthesis

GCH1 catalyzes the initial and rate-limiting step in the

synthetic pathway of the pteridin (6R)-L-erythro-5,6,7,8-

tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) (Fig. 3A). BH4 is a critical co-

factor for aromatic amino-acid hydroxylases such as

phenylalanine hydroxylase [51–53], tyrosine hydroxylase

[54], and tryptophan hydroxylases 1 and 2 [55, 56], as well

as for all three isoforms of nitric oxide synthase [57–59],

and alkylglycerol monooxygenase [60], making it indis-

pensable for the synthesis of serotonin, epinephrine,

norepinephrine, dopamine, and nitric oxide, and for

adequate metabolism of phenylalanine and glycerolethers.

In defining the GCH1 pain-protective haplotype, we first

linked (associated) a genetic version (haplotype) of GCH1

with less pain in a group of back pain patients. A major

challenge is to move from an association of patient

phenotype with their genotype to a functional relationship

between a gene variant and its biological outcome. To

achieve this in our study, we used immortalized leucocytes

derived from the cohort participants as experimental proxies

for the genetic response of each patient. Immortalized

leucocytes from homozygous haplotype carriers (*2% of

population) displayed reduced basal GCH1 transcriptional

activity and decreased induction of BH4 upon stimulation.

Furthermore, heterozygous carriers of the GCH1 haplotype

(*22% of the population) produced intermediate levels of

BH4 and GCH1 transcription, whereas those without the

haplotype produced relatively high levels of BH4 and GCH1

expression. These results demonstrate a functional connec-

tion of BH4 synthesis upon cellular stimulation to the patient

pain levels, a link previously only associated with the SNPs

in the GCH1 gene [47] (Fig. 3A).

While congenic disease is usually caused by a damaging

change in a gene’s protein coding sequence that directly

confers the phenotype, differences spotted by association

genetics can be two-fold. This method can not only identify

differences in gene sequence, but it can also find changes in

the genomic structure of the gene that alter gene expression

and therefore gene function. Our functional data linking the

level of BH4 production following patient leukocyte stim-

ulation to patient pain phenotype strongly suggest that our

haplotype is involved in GCH1 regulation, rather than

damaging loss-of-function mutations, which would present

as L-dopa-responsive dystonia (below) rather than lower

levels of chronic pain. The existence of healthy GCH1

haplotype carriers [50], combined with the understanding

that this haplotype acts specifically on new BH4 production,

suggests that targeting BH4 synthesis in patients may reduce

chronic pain without major side-effects.
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From a Clinically Relevant Pathway to Mouse
Genetic Studies

The specific contribution of excess BH4 production in pain

hypersensitivity was confirmed in transgenic mice in which

selective Cre recombinase expression allows specific over-

production or knockout of BH4 within a tissue of interest.

Forced BH4 over-expression in all sensory neurons (Advillin

lineage) or only in medium- and small-diameter sensory

neurons (Na(V)1.8 lineage) is sufficient to heighten heat pain

sensitivity in otherwise uninjured mice [61], supporting

previous observations showing that intraplantar or intrathecal

injection of BH4 increases pain sensitivity [47, 62, 63]. BH4

administered intraplantarly or intrathecally, however, is

Fig. 3 Tetrahydrobiopterin (BH4) is associated with pain hypersen-

sitivity. A BH4 de novo production pathway. In patients carrying the

pain-protective haplotype, stimulated lymphocytes produce less BH4

in patients who are less likely to develop chronic pain hypersensi-

tivity. B Use of transgenic mouse models to specifically target the

BH4 pathway reveals two major anatomical sites and cell types

responsible for pain hypersensitivity: injured sensory neurons and

macrophages within the sciatic nerve. Table describes existing rodent

studies into BH4 and pain mechanisms. GCH1, GTP cyclohydrolase

I; PTPS, pyruvoyl-tetrahydropterin synthase; SPR, sepiapterin reduc-

tase. vF, von Frey test; CF, calibrated forceps; HG, Hargreaves; HP,

hot plate; TG, thermal gradient. Doses are indicated in brackets.
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unstable and is very quickly reduced into BH2 [64]. BH2 and,

to some limited extent, BH4 are transported into the cells

through the nucleoside transporters ENT1 and ENT2 [65],

where BH2 is then transformed back into BH4 under the

action of dihydrofolate reductase or dihydropteridine reduc-

tase [66]. These multiple steps to function complicate

interpretation of studies in which BH4 is injected directly

into tissue in vivo.

The enhanced pain sensitivity caused by high intracellular

levels ofBH4 in uninjured sensory neurons ismostlymediated

by an increase in nitric oxide (NO) production, as the

administration of the NO synthase inhibitor L-NG-ni-

troarginine methyl ester can restore normal pain sensitivity

in mice that overexpress BH4 within their sensory neurons

specifically [61]. NO lowers the activation threshold for both

TRPV1 and TRPA1 ion channels via nitrosylation [67],

leading to increased Ca2? influx into the sensory neurons

following activation by various noxious stimuli (heat, low pH,

or chemical irritants). Increased intracellular Ca2? promotes

cellular excitability and activates several pro-nociceptive

cascades such as the phosphatidylinositol-3 kinases pathway

[68]. In the injured peripheral nervous system, increased BH4

levels can also lead to the overproduction of serotonin, most

likely produced by non-neuronal cells at the periphery, which

can in turn sensitizenociceptors throughactivationof5-HT2A

[69] and 5-HT3 [70] receptors. In addition, overproduction of

noradrenaline can increase the production of pro-inflamma-

tory cytokines through a1-adrenergic receptors on macro-

phages [71]. Intracellular BH4 can affect macrophages by

modulating the activity of the pro-inflammatory transcription

factor nuclear factor erythroid 2 [72] as well as their lipidome

through alkylglycerolmonooxygenase [60]. Finally, a chronic

increase in the cytoplasmic BH2:BH4 ratio can also cause the

‘uncoupling’ of NOS, leading to overproduction of reactive

oxygen species, which can damage cells [73–75] and sensitize

nociceptors.

Preventing BH4 production specifically in sensory

neurons significantly attenuates the development of nerve

injury-induced tactile hypersensitivity (allodynia) [61]. The

ability to reduce these symptoms once they are fully

established, however, is an essential prerequisite for

effective therapeutic applications. To model this situation,

we used inducible tissue-specific Cre-expressing transgenic

mouse lines. We first established neuropathic pain symp-

toms in these mice and then blocked BH4 production

specifically in sensory neurons. This also alleviated tactile

pain hypersensitivity, confirming that targeting this path-

way is a relevant therapeutic strategy (Fig. 3B). The ability

to specifically modulate a target pathway in specific cell

types and temporally regulate it relative to nerve injury or

other experimental procedures, makes mouse genetic

models invaluable to us in defining the link between a

molecular pathway and specific pain phenotypes.

What is the Best Way to Systemically Reduce BH4
Production?

Since GCH1 is the rate-limiting enzyme for BH4 produc-

tion, it is a powerful tool for gain- and loss-of-function

studies allowing us to manipulate BH4 levels genetically in

specific cell types, while leaving synthesis intact in other

organs to limit confounding physiological factors. How-

ever, GCH1 is likely not the best target for reducing BH4

production systemically because it catalyzes an obligate

step in synthesis, which no other enzyme can perform.

Inhibiting GCH1 therefore carries a great risk of over-

inhibiting the BH4 pathway, resulting in pathological

rundown of BH4 in all cells, which will likely precipitate

serious side-effects similar to those seen in global genetic

BH4 deficiencies.

Inhibiting GCH1 systemically using 2,4 diamino-6-

hydroxypyrimidine administration transiently reduces neu-

ropathic and inflammatory pain hypersensitivity in rats [47]

and mice [76]. Sustained reduction of GCH1 activity is

associated with reduced inflammatory pain [76], as

observed in HPH-1 mice, where damage to transcription

control mechanisms involved in the basal expression of

GCH1 leads to chronic reduction of GCH1 in many tissues

[77–79]. However, it also leads to pulmonary hypertension,

hyperphenylalaninemia, and severely reduced mono-amine

production [79–82], which in turn dysregulates anxiety-

and depression-like behaviors [83]. This profile is coherent

with data from patients with a moderate reduction in global

BH4 levels caused by a dominant-negative mutation of

GCH1 (L-Dopa-responsive dystonia; also known as

Segawa’s disease [84]). Here, BH4 synthesis is chronically

inhibited but not prevented, causing relatively mild motor

dysfunction that can be treated by L-dopa administration

[85]. At the other end of the spectrum, recessive mutations

within the GCH1 gene leading to an almost complete loss

of function of the enzyme (and therefore a complete lack of

BH4), are associated with severe systemic deficiencies

including severe cognitive delays, dystonia and tremors

(with diurnal fluctuation), and hyperphenylalaninemia

[86–88]; problems that were likely created, if not seriously

exacerbated, by developmental loss of GCH1 expression

[89].

Alternative Ways to Modulate Pathological
Increases in BH4 Synthesis

The evidence from the GCH1 pain-protective haplotype,

where pathological BH4 synthesis is specifically absent only

in chronic pain conditions, and from other genetic conditions

that model systemic rundown of BH4, suggest that partial
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rather than complete inhibition is key to effective analgesic

design. SPR is the last enzyme of the de novo BH4 synthesis

pathway and carries out two reduction reactions. First, SPR

converts 6-pyruvoyl-tetrahydropterin (produced by pyru-

voyl-tetrahydropterin synthase) to 1’-hydroxy-2’-oxopropy-

ltetrahydropterin (2’oxoPH4), then it catalyzes the reaction

towards the formation of 1’-oxo-2’-hydroxypropyltetrahy-

dropterin (1’oxoPH4; also known as 6-lactoyl tetrahy-

dropterin) to produce BH4. Unlike the case for loss of

GCH1 function, if SPR is absent or inhibited, 6-pyruvoyl-

tetrahydrobiopterin can still be alternately reduced into BH4

by several enzymes that collectively form the BH4 salvage

pathway [88, 90, 91] (Fig. 4A). This includes several

independent enzymatic routes: the first pathway described,

salvage pathway I, involves the successive action of an aldo-

keto reductase, a carbonyl reductase, and dihydrofolate

reductase (DHFR) [92–94]. Salvage pathway II relies on two

specific isoforms of aldo-keto reductase (AKR1C3 and

AKR1B1 in humans, respectively AKR1C18 and AKR1B3

in mice) to produce BH4 from 6-pyruvoyl-tetrahydropterin

[91]. The tissue expression and enzymatic activity of each of

these proteins are quite heterogeneous. As a result, it appears

that overall, the CNS has a lower BH4 salvage pathway

activity than peripheral organs, especially in humans

[91, 92, 94, 95].

For many years, autosomal recessive SPR deficiencies

were not recognized. However, in 2001, two patients were

characterized as homozygous carriers of loss-of-function

mutations within the SPR gene and a more detailed clinical

profile of the genetic effects of loss of this gene was

defined (Fig. 4B) [94]. Since then, more than 50 patients

with autosomal SPR deficiency have been documented,

many having been initially misdiagnosed as suffering from

cerebral palsy [96]. Common symptoms are mild motor

defects (dystonia) with diurnal variation (symptoms are

worse towards the end of the day) and oculogyric crises

[94, 96–103]. Cognitive delay can occur, but most only

have mild to moderate learning disabilities. Motor impair-

ments can be substantially improved with L-Dopa. In some

cases, patients also display mild hypersomnia and short-

ened ultradian cycles (12 h instead of 24 h) that can be

treated by with 5-HT therapies [96, 98, 104, 105] (Fig. 4B).

The profile of SPR-deficient patients is encouraging

with regard to the safety of therapeutic strategies targeting

Fig. 4 Targeting the BH4 pathway to reduce pain hypersensitivity.

A Description of the salvage pathways that can produce essential

cellular BH4 in the absence of SPR. Note that sepiapterin is not an

endogenous SPR ligand and can only be produced when SPR is

inactive. B Description of symptoms associated with recessive SPR

and GCH1 deficiencies and after sulfasalazine treatment, a recently-

identified SPR inhibitor. Most symptoms of SPR deficiency are

central and happen during development. C A potent inhibitor was

designed using a structure-based approach from N-acetyl-serotonin

(NAS) to better fit the active pocket of SPR, and this was confirmed

by co-crystal analysis. D Sepiapterin is a reliable biomarker for SPR

inhibition that can be measured in plasma and confirms target

engagement. Low levels of sepiapterin correspond to insufficient SPR

inhibition, high BH4 levels, and pain hypersensitivity. High levels of

sepiapterin indicate strong SPR inhibition, reduced BH4 levels, and

reduced pain hypersensitivity. At these doses, no major side-effects

were observed. PKU, phenylketonuria (= hyperphenylalaninemia).
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SPR in the periphery. Most of the side-effects of SPR

deletion in patients are limited to the CNS, while peripheral

function, such as phenylalanine metabolism and cardio-

vascular features, appear normal. Many of the cognitive

impairments are developmental and can be mitigated when

treated early enough [96], therefore these do not represent a

strong risk for the population in need of chronic pain

treatments. Later in life, if SPR-deficient patients stop their

L-dopa/5-HTP treatment, they only exhibit a return of mild

dystonia and hypersomnia, the latter being caused by a loss

of melatonin tone (for which 5-HT is a precursor), and

these symptoms disappear when treatment is reinitiated

[98].

Another strong argument in favor of the safety profile

expected from systemic SPR inhibition comes from the

recent discovery that sulfasalazine (SSZ), a Food and Drug

Administration-approved drug used to treat various inflam-

matory diseases such as rheumatoid arthritis (RA)

[106, 107], and sulfapyridine, its metabolite, are SPR

inhibitors [108, 109] (Fig. 4B). Administration of extre-

mely high doses of SSZ can in some rare cases lead to

some motor impairments (mostly dystonia) with concen-

trations of SSZ and sulfapyridine in the cerebrospinal fluid

(CSF) consistent with central SPR inhibition [108]. At

much lower doses than those required to reach pathological

exposure in the CNS, SSZ administration can reduce

chronic pain symptoms in RA patients in the clinic [110]

and diabetic neuropathic pain in rodents [111]. Since

(i) SSZ-related CNS side-effects are extremely rare, (ii)

motor symptoms caused by loss of SPR can be easily

treated by L-dopa administration, and (iii) the involvement

of BH4 in chronic pain states seems mostly limited to

peripheral tissues (sensory neurons and macrophages), SPR

inhibition appears to be a good logical approach to reduce

pathological BH4 production after nerve injury or during

chronic inflammation without causing systemic patholog-

ical BH4 deficiency.

We used a structure-based approach to find small

molecule compounds with improved affinity and potency

relative to the endogenous SPR inhibitor, N-acetyl-sero-

tonin, and identified SPRi3. Systemic administration of this

compound reduced pain hypersensitivity in mouse models

of neuropathic and chronic inflammatory pain [61]

(Fig. 4C). Systemic administration of SPRi3 to mice did

not alter motor, exploratory, or depression-like behaviors,

which are especially sensitive to BH4 deficiencies. In

addition, sub-chronic treatment (twice daily injections for 3

days) did not affect amine levels in the brain, or

phenylalanine metabolism [61]. SPR activity was reduced

in tissues of interest (dorsal root ganglia and sciatic nerve

for neuropathic pain, hindpaw skin for inflammatory pain

caused by intraplantar injection of complete Freund’s

adjuvant), and led to decreased BH4 levels [61]. SPRi3

administration significantly reduced the swelling caused by

ongoing inflammation as well as NO production in

macrophages, suggesting a possible disease-modifying role

of BH4 in inflammatory processes, similar to those seen for

SSZ [61]. Interestingly, methotrexate, which inhibits the

BH4 salvage pathway enzyme dihydrofolate reductase and

consequently reduces cellular BH4 levels, is a first-line

medication for inflammatory states such as RA [112, 113].

It is therefore tempting to speculate that BH4 production

could play a more pivotal role in chronic inflammation than

initially thought.

Sepiapterin: A Biomarker for Personalized
Medicine?

Since the two reactions that convert 6-pyruvoyl-tetrahy-

dropterin into BH4 occur within SPR’s active pocket, the

intermediates 1’oxoPH4 and 2’oxoPH4 are normally not

present in the cytosol. In contrast, when SPR is blocked,

aldo-keto-reductases and carbonyl reductases in the sal-

vage pathways can produce these two compounds. How-

ever, 1’oxoPH4 and 2’oxoPH4 are very unstable and, in the

absence of enzymatic activity, 1’oxoPH4 oxidizes into

2-amino-4-hydroxyl-6-lactyl-7,8 dihydropteridin (also

known as sepiapterin), which can be further metabolized

into BH2 by carbonyl reductase, and then to BH4 by DHFR

through salvage pathway I. The name ‘‘sepiapterin’’ is

derived from the fact that it is the biochemical structure

found in the eye pigments of the mutant line of Drosophila

melanogaster ‘sepia’ [114–117]. The enzyme capable of

reducing sepiapterin in vitro was purified a decade later and

named sepiapterin reductase [118]. Sepiapterin is therefore

not the endogenous substrate for SPR [119] and actually

only accumulates when SPR is absent or blocked. While

carbonyl reductase and DHFR can carry out the reactions

from sepiapterin to BH4, their efficiency is much lower

than that of SPR. As a result, there is an accumulation of

sepiapterin, which increases in the cytosol, but is also

found extracellularly [61] (Fig. 3A). Extremely stable,

sepiapterin can be detected in CSF or urine from patients

with SPR deficiencies [94, 120], and in plasma from mice

after acute SPR inhibition [61]. Since sepiapterin is not

detectable when SPR is active, and its production is

strongly correlated with the amount of SPR inhibition, it

represents a reliable biomarker for target engagement by an

SPR-inhibiting compound. Such a biomarker could be

extremely helpful to titrate the degree of SPR inhibition

required for an adequate decrease in BH4 production

without over-inhibition (which would manifest with mild

motor defects) (Fig. 3D). Over time, it may be possible to

use the sepiapterin levels in blood or urine to correlate

levels of SPR inhibition in patients with effective pain
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relief to allow tailored dosing of an SPR-inhibiting drug.

Indeed, we used this biomarker to demonstrate that the

SPRi3 compound is a more effective SPR inhibitor than

SZZ at the maximum dose deliverable in mice, and this

difference correlates well with analgesic efficacy [61].

Combining Human and Rodent Genetics to Per-
form Personalized Medicine–A Path Forward

Chronic pain conditions have for too long been diagnosed

as essentially a single disorder, but many distinct diseases

exist within the ‘chronic pain’ diagnosis. To develop

effective treatments, each of these must be clearly defined

and studied so that clinicians can readily differentiate them

and achieve more efficient, personalized medicine [121].

While human genetics can identify potentially relevant

targets in patients, and preclinical studies can formally

demonstrate their action in animal models, the drugs

developed from these studies are not likely to work for all

manifestations of chronic pain. As new mechanistic

subtypes of ongoing pain are identified, further animal

model work will be required to understand the mechanisms

at play and how the drugs developed to target each new

cascade act. The use of treatment-specific biomarkers

should help in both the study and application of this

rational mechanism-based approach by identifying respon-

ders versus non-responders for each therapeutic class.

Genetic screening tools, behavioral evaluation, or ideally

both, will help improve patient phenotyping [122]. Improv-

ing our understanding of how individual mechanisms relate

to pain symptoms will likely require a more detailed

quantitative analysis of individual pain modalities, via a

more comprehensive use of quantitative sensory testing

across all pain patients [123–125].

To precisely phenotype individuals, we should consider

whole-genome sequencing for all patients as soon as it is

practically possible. Currently, our understanding of how

the structure of a genome is translated into a phenotype is

miniscule [126]. However, this knowledge will increase

with time, and the more people sequenced, the quicker we

will learn [127, 128]. Using genome-editing tools such as

CRISPR to alter in vitro reprogrammed cells derived from

pain patients could represent a breakthrough for mecha-

nism-based medicine, where screening to assess genetic

susceptibilities to abnormal pain development will be

coupled with functional genomics to formally confirm the

involvement of a specific pathway, such as pathological

BH4 synthesis [129]. However, while such approaches

would give access to human-derived cells which closely

mimic their endogenous counterparts, they will remain

in vitro assessments, which do not take into account the

physiological interactions that occur in vivo. Such

strategies will still need to be coupled with animal model

studies to understand how identified defects affect pain

pathways and the resultant symptoms in vivo.

Using genetic material from patients raises multiple

legal and ethical concerns that will need to be considered

before implementing these approaches systematically,

including privacy rights, the right to abstain, and life and

health insurance liabilities [128]. Environmental risk

factors are clearly key to triggering some types of chronic

pain, such as that induced by chemotherapeutic agents,

alcohol abuse, and diabetes, and for each we need an in-

depth knowledge of the precipitating mechanism. Again,

this will only be possible through collaborative efforts in

the laboratory and clinic. As our understanding develops,

we can look forward to the day when those at risk of certain

chronic conditions can be advised or treated ahead of time.

Until that point, we must push to develop specific strategies

to offer individualized treatment for those diseases we truly

understand at the molecular level. While still a formidable

task, the emergent success of controlled inhibition of

excess BH4 synthesis in chronic pain helps demonstrate

how the advent of molecular genetic medicine is making

this ever more achievable.
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Abstract Peripheral itch stimuli are transmitted by sensory

neurons to the spinal cord dorsal horn, which then transmits

the information to the brain. The molecular and cellular

mechanisms within the dorsal horn for itch transmission

have only been investigated and identified during the past

ten years. This review covers the progress that has been

made in identifying the peptide families in sensory neurons

and the receptor families in dorsal horn neurons as putative

itch transmitters, with a focus on gastrin-releasing peptide

(GRP)—GRP receptor signaling. Also discussed are the

signaling mechanisms, including opioids, by which various

types of itch are transmitted and modulated, as well as the

many conflicting results arising from recent studies.

Keywords Itch � Neuropeptides � Spinal cord � DRG �
GPCR signaling

Introduction

Much progress of itch research has mainly been made in

peripheral mechanisms, and many important molecular and

cellular mediators in both acute and chronic itch conditions

have been identified [1] (see other reviews in this issue). In

contrast, much less has been elucidated in understanding

the mechanisms of itch transmission in the spinal cord.

Since the discovery of gastrin-releasing peptide (GRP) as

an itch-specific neurotransmitter in 2007 [2], further studies

have shed light on the spinal mechanisms by which itch is

transmitted from the periphery to the brain. Several neu-

ropeptides expressed in the dorsal root ganglia (DRG) have

been identified as putative itch transmitters (Fig. 1). In this

review, we focus on recent studies of the spinal mecha-

nisms of itch transmission, with a special emphasis on

some contradictory studies concerning GRP and GRP

receptor (GRP–GRPR) signaling between sensory neurons

and the spinal cord. We also highlight what we feel needs

to be addressed in the future.

Itch Transmission Through GRP–GRPR Signaling
from the DRG to the Spinal Cord

Research on GRP has a long history that can be traced back

for almost four decades (for detailed reviews, see [3, 4]).

However, only in the past 10 years have researchers been

actively exploring how itch information is transmitted from

peripheral sensory neurons to the spinal cord. In particular,

GRP has been shown to be a key neuropeptide for relaying

itch information from DRG neurons to the spinal cord [2].

GRP expression is detectable in a subset of small-to-

medium diameter sensory neurons of the DRG as well as in

primary afferents of the spinal dorsal horn [2, 5–7].

Expression of its cognate receptor, GRPR, a G-protein

coupled receptor (GPCR) occurs in superficial lamina

neurons of the dorsal horn [2, 8]. One of the first experi-

ments that suggested GRP as an itch neurotransmitter

originally came from intrathecal (i.t.) administration of
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GRP or bombesin, a GRPR ligand first isolated from the

fire-bellied toad Bombina bombina, which elicits robust

scratching behavior in a dose-dependent manner in rodents

[9–11]. However, the physiological significance of these

early findings was neglected for decades. In an effort to

identify dorsal horn pain-sensing genes, we conducted a

genome-wide screen, and found that Grpr showed

remarkably restricted expression in laminae I–II of the

dorsal horn [2, 12]. Importantly, mice lacking Grpr (Grpr-

KO) showed a significant reduction of acute itch behaviors,

without changes in pain behaviors [2]. These results pro-

vided the first evidence suggesting that GRP–GRPR sig-

naling is specifically required for itch transmission. More

strikingly, ablation of GRPR-expressing (GRPR?) neurons

using a saporin-toxin conjugated to bombesin, which leads

to receptor-mediated internalization of the saporin and

subsequent cell death, results in a nearly complete loss of

both histaminergic and non-histaminergic itch, whereas

pain behavior is not affected [8]. Taken together, these

findings suggested that peripheral itch information is

transmitted, in part, by GRP release from primary afferents

to activate GRPR? neurons in the dorsal horn. Further-

more, our studies suggested that GRPR? dorsal horn neu-

rons are dedicated to itch transmission.

Cross-Talk Between GRPR and Other GPCRS

The finding that GRPR is an itch receptor paved the way

for a deeper understanding of how a wide spectrum of

pruritogens generates itch sensation. For example, opioids

are known pruritogens and morphine, commonly used to

treat pain in obstetric patients, induces itch [13, 14]. It was

thought that opioid-induced itch was due to the inhibition

of nociceptive processing. However, it was shown that

morphine induces itch via the cross-activation of GRPR by

an isoform of the l-opioid receptor (MOR), MOR1D, in

mice [15]. MOR1D interacts with GRPR in a heteromeric

complex, thereby allowing unidirectional cross-signaling

between the two receptors. MOR1, a major MOR isoform

for morphine analgesia, is not expressed in GRPR? neu-

rons. This suggests that spinal morphine administration

concurrently activates parallel pathways: MOR1D–GRPR

signaling for itch and MOR1 signaling for analgesia. This

finding provides further evidence for the concept that itch

and pain are relayed by distinct neuronal pathways in the

spinal cord. Given the strikingly similar expression of the

MOR1D isoform in the superficial laminae of the spinal

cord of rats [16], it is very likely that distinct neural

mechanisms mediating morphine-induced pruritus and

analgesia are conserved across species. However, a recent

study has suggested that such a mechanism may not apply

to the ascending pathways. Moser and Giesler showed that

i.t. morphine administration in rats increases the ongoing

activity of itch-responsive trigeminothalamic tract (VTT)

neurons, while decreasing the activity of nociceptive VTT

neurons [17]. Consistently, no distinct nociceptive- or

pruriceptive-specific neurons have been found in spinal or

trigeminal projection neurons [18–20]. These findings

revive the intriguing possibility that ascending projection

neurons may use distinct patterns of activity to relay itch

versus pain information, a mechanism that is considered to

be outdated.

Recent studies have also revealed that GRPR signaling is

subject to descending serotonergic modulation. The

5-HT1A receptor is one of the most abundantly expressed

serotonin (5-hydroxytryptamine, 5-HT) receptors in the

spinal cord and has long been implicated in the descending

inhibition of inflammatory pain [21, 22]. Mice lacking

central 5-HT neurons, as expected, show increased

inflammatory pain behavior [23]. Conversely, loss of cen-

tral 5-HT neurons in mice or loss of 5-HT production in

mice lacking tryptophan hydroxylase 2 (Tph2) results in

reduced scratching responses to pruritogenic stimuli [24].

Fig. 1 Expression of putative itch peptides in dorsal root ganglia.

Left, expression of gastrin-releasing peptide (Grp) mRNA by in situ

hybridization (ISH). Left center, staining of GRP by immunohisto-

chemistry (IHC). Right center, neuromedin B (Nmb) mRNA

expression by ISH. Right, expression of natriuretic peptide B (Nppb)

mRNA that encodes brain natriuretic peptide by ISH. Images from the

Chen laboratory.
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Molecular, cellular, biochemical, and biophysical studies

suggest that 5-HT facilitates itch transmission in the spinal

cord, and 5-HT1A receptors facilitate GRP–GRPR signal-

ing through 5-HT1A–GRPR cross-signaling in heteromeric

complexes [24]. Thus, 5-HT1A receptors have opposing

actions in modulating itch and pain transmission in the

spinal cord. This finding is reminiscent of the MOR1D–

GRPR cross-signaling discussed above. Taken together,

two common features underlie these findings: (i) Gai-cou-

pled GPCRs expressed in GRPR? neurons can cross-acti-

vate or -modulate GRPR activity via a process that involves

heteromeric interactions, and (ii) Gai-coupled GPCRs can

switch their signaling profiles and activate and/or amplify

the non-canonical phospholipase-Cb/inositol trisphosphate/
Ca2? signaling pathway to relay or facilitate itch trans-

mission (Fig. 2). Thus, GRPR? neurons may be a unique

subset of dorsal horn neurons, which represent a conver-

gence point for the various inputs originating from primary

afferents of the DRG and descending fibers from the brain.

GRP–GRPR signaling is crucial for the development of

several types of chronic itch. GRP and GRPR are markedly

up-regulated in DRG and the spinal cord of mice with itch

associated with dry skin and allergic contact dermatitis

[25, 26]. A blockade of GRPR strongly attenuates chronic

itch [25, 27, 28]. These findings suggest a therapeutic

opportunity for managing chronic itch by targeting GRP–

GRPR signaling in the spinal cord. Importantly, increased

GRP levels are also found in the serum of patients with

atopic dermatitis (AD) [29, 30]. Moreover, transgenic

expression of interleukin-22 (IL-22) in the skin resulted in

an AD chronic itch model and increased GRP expression in

DRG, skin nerve fibers and dermal cells [31]. It is possible

that serum GRP may activate GRPR in sensory neurons

[32]. These findings strengthen the potential for targeting

GRPR not only in the spinal cord but also in the periphery

for treating chronic itch. The precise contribution of GRPR

in sensory neurons to itch transmission can be further

investigated using DRG-specific GRPR-knockout. One

caveat is that spinal GRP/GRPR have also been implicated

in the reproductive behavior of male rats in autonomic

regions of the spinal cord [33]. However, mice lacking

GRP/GRPR breed normally [34] (unpublished observa-

tions). This indicates that GRP–GRPR signaling is dis-

pensable for normal sexual behaviors in mice. Whether this

discrepancy can be attributed to species differences

remains to be determined.

One factor contributing to the development of chronic

itch is the itch-scratch vicious cycle. It is well known that

scratching induces pain to suppress itch [35]. As noted

above, scratching-induced pain may induce the release of

5-HT from the brainstem raphe nuclei, which inhibits pain

transmission in the dorsal horn via descending inhibitory

mechanisms [24]. Because enhanced 5-HT concurrently

facilitates GRPR and inhibits nociceptive signaling,

increased itch transmission/reduced pain evoke a greater

desire to scratch, thereby contributing to the itch-scratch

vicious cycle. Therapeutically, it may be possible to target

5-HT1A–GRPR signaling molecules to break the itch-

scratch cycle. It is worth noting that 5-HT signaling merely

constitutes one of factors that contribute to the itch-scratch

cycle, and a detailed discussion of the other factors

involved is beyond the scope of this review.

Fig. 2 Cross-signaling between Gai-coupled GPCRs and Gaq-cou-

pled GRPR stimulates Ca2? signaling. Left, upon its activation by

morphine, MOR1D cross-activates GRPR, stimulating signal propa-

gation. Right, co-activation of 5-HT1A and GRPR receptors by 5-HT

andGRP stimulates PLCb/Ca2? signaling and itch propagation. DAG,

diacyl glycerol; ER, endoplasmic reticulum; IP3, inositol trisphos-

phate; IP3R, IP3 receptor; PIP2, phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphos-

phate; SERCA, sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2? ATPase.
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The discovery of GRP as an important itch transmitter

and GRPR? neurons in an itch-specific circuit in the spinal

cord raised many more questions concerning itch signal

transduction at the local spinal cord level. It remains

unclear whether GRPR? neurons are projection neurons

that send itch information directly to the brain or are

interneurons that act as a final relay station for itch that

forms contacts with local projection neurons. Indirect

evidence suggests that GRPR? neurons do not project to

the brain, as their ablation does not significantly affect the

expression of neurokinin 1 receptors [8], which are

expressed by most projection neurons in the rodent

superficial dorsal horn [36]. Subsequent studies in which

selected populations of dorsal horn interneurons were

ablated using genetic approaches also suggested that

GRPR? neurons are interneurons rather than projection

neurons [37, 38]. Future studies using retrograde tracing of

spinothalamic or spinoparabrachial tract neurons are nee-

ded to test whether GRPR? neurons of the dorsal horn can

be labeled as projection neurons.

Inhibitory Neural Circuits for Itch

An important area awaiting further exploration is the sig-

naling and neural mechanisms underlying itch inhibition in

the spinal cord (for a more detailed review on this topic see

the Gate control and spinal cord circuit of pain and itch

section in this special issue of Neuroscience Bulletin).

Recent studies have shown that spinal neurons that tran-

siently express the transcription factor Bhlhb5 (B5), and

co-express the endogenous opioid dynorphin during early

postnatal development, are important for suppressing itch

transmission. Global B5-knockout results in the loss of a

subtype of inhibitory interneurons and the development of

pathological itch in mice, which is attributed to a loss of

dynorphin [39, 40]. However, when dynorphin-expressing

(Pdyn?) spinal interneurons are ablated in adult mice using

intersectional genetics, it has been shown that Pdyn?

neurons are not required for the inhibition of itch, but

rather are required for gating mechanical pain [41]. These

discrepancies are likely due to a lack of tools to charac-

terize presumptive B5 neurons in adult mice, as B5 neurons

have been examined only during an early postnatal stage

(P4) due to its transient expression until this stage. The

molecular profile of developing B5 neurons may undergo

dynamic postnatal changes in the dorsal horn, including

neuronal migration and maturation, which do not end until

at least 6 weeks of age. Consistent with this, conditional

deletion of B5 in mice only results in a partial loss (*49%)

of dynorphin expression or Pdyn? neurons in the dorsal

horn [41]. It is possible that B5-independent Pdyn? neu-

rons suppress mechanical pain, while Pdyn-negative B5-

dependent neurons suppress itch. Because developing B5

neurons are composed of one third excitatory neurons [40],

it is also possible that the enhanced itch/pain phenotype of

B5-KO mice may be attributed to a loss of both excitatory

and inhibitory neurons, resulting in a net effect of central

sensitization of itch and pain rather than a loss of inhibition

per se. Consistent with studies of the ablation of Pdyn?

neurons in the dorsal horn [41], mice lacking dynorphin

exhibit acute chloroquine (CQ)-induced itch [39]. These

results suggest that early postnatal inhibitory B5 neurons

are not identical to Pdyn? neurons in the adult spinal cord

and endogenous dynorphin or Pdyn? neurons are not

involved in itch inhibition under normal physiological

conditions. These observations, however, contrast with the

effect of exogenous kappa opioid receptor (KOR) agonists

on itch inhibition [42], raising the question of under what

conditions endogenous dynorphin may be released to

inhibit itch transmission. Given that KOR agonists have

been used to treat uremic itch in Japan [42], an in-depth

analysis of the mechanism by which activation of the KOR

system by exogenous KOR agonists inhibits itch will

provide more likely targets to treat itch, circumventing the

unwanted adverse side-effects associated with KOR ago-

nists, such as insomnia [43, 44]. Moreover, a recent study

using chemogenetic approaches indicated that the selective

activation of glycinergic neurons in the dorsal horn is

sufficient to inhibit acute itch behaviors [45]. Another

population of dorsal horn neurons expressing neuropeptide

Y (Npy) mRNA has been identified as a novel inhibitory

circuit for mechanical or touch-evoked itch [46]. Selective

ablation or silencing of these Npy-expressing neurons

results in enhanced mechanical itch behavior, is indepen-

dent of GRP–GRPR signaling, and does not require

GRPR? neurons, suggesting a pathway within the dorsal

horn for mechanical itch that is separate from pruritogen-

evoked itch transmission [46]. A key question arising from

these studies is whether there exist itch-specific inhibitory

circuits that are separable from those involved in the

inhibition of pain and other sensory modalities. Research

along this line will help elucidate how neural circuits

process itch versus pain information in the spinal cord.

The Relation Between GRP and Other Putative
Itch Neuropeptides

One important issue is the role of other peptides and

receptors in the bombesin family, such as neuromedin B

(NMB) and its cognate receptor, NMBR, in itch trans-

mission. NMB is expressed in DRG neurons [47–49] and

NMBRs are expressed in superficial dorsal horn neurons,

with *10% overlapping expression with GRPR [48].

Moreover, NMBR? neurons are excitatory interneurons
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that form synaptic contacts with spinothalamic and spino-

parabrachial tract neurons [48]. Using Nmbr gene-deleted

(Nmbr-KO) mice and Nmbr/Grpr double-KO mice, it was

found that NMBR and GRPR signaling concomitantly

relay histaminergic itch transmission, whereas NMBR is

dispensable for acute non-histaminergic itch [48]. It has

been suggested that the role of NMB–NMBR in his-

taminergic itch is masked by cross-signaling between

NMB–GRPR, as NMB may act as a functional antagonist

for GRPRs [48]. According to the cross-signaling model, a

lack of the ligand versus its receptor may give rise to a

different cross-talk dynamics in the spinal cord, resulting in

a distinct phenotype in mice lacking a single ligand versus

its receptor. Another important issue is whether NMBR

signaling plays a role in pain or whether there is a com-

pensatory effect between NMBR and GRPR signaling.

Although Mishra and Hoon proposed that NMB is impor-

tant for nociceptive signaling, their conclusion was based

on neurogenic inflammatory responses elicited by intra-

plantar injection of a high dose of NMB as a surrogate for

pain [49]. However, exogenous injection of a neuropeptide

at a dose likely to be beyond its physiological level may

result in a behavioral output that does not reflect its

endogenous function. This is particularly true when the

nature of behavioral responses induced by exogenous

substances is unclear. Intraplantar injection of a chemical

irritant is prone to induce neurogenic inflammatory

responses which manifest as increased pain hypersensitiv-

ity [50, 51]. Thus, it is necessary to distinguish between

nociceptive responses induced by exogenous substance/

neuropeptides and those evoked in a normal physiological

context. Further studies are required to verify whether the

induced inflammatory effect is specific to NMBR by the

use of NMBR-KO mice. Furthermore, whether NMBR

neurons function upstream of GRPR neurons or in parallel

awaits further studies. Last, it is still unclear whether NMB

and GRP have a redundant function or mediate distinct sets

of pruritogenic stimuli. Further phenotypic studies of GRP/

NMB and GRPR/NMBR single- and double-knockouts are

crucial for improving our understanding of neuropeptide

signaling in the coding of itch information in the spinal

cord.

Following the findings that peptides and receptors in the

bombesin family mediate itch transmission, another family

of peptides and receptors was identified as putative itch

transmitters. B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP) has been

found to be expressed in a subset of DRG neurons, and one

of the receptors in its family, natriuretic peptide receptor A

(NPRA), has been detected in the dorsal horn [52]. Dele-

tion of the gene encoding BNP, Nppb, resulted in reduc-

tions of both histaminergic and non-histaminergic itch, but

acute pain behavior was unaffected for the tests performed

[52]. When NPRA? neurons in the dorsal horn are ablated

using BNP-saporin, histamine-induced itch is reduced [52].

It has been suggested that the source of GRP expression is

within the dorsal horn, as NPRA? neurons co-express Grp

mRNA. Mishra and Hoon proposed an alternative model

that BNP, rather than GRP from DRG neurons activates

NPRA/Grp? dorsal horn neurons, which then activate

GRPR neurons to transmit itch [52].

The reported findings on BNP–NPRA and GRP–GRPR

signaling re-ignited the debate on how the spinal cord

mediates itch information from the periphery [26]. One of

the main arguments against GRP as an itch transmitter

from DRG neurons was that some studies failed to detect

Grp mRNA by in situ hybridization (ISH) [47, 52–54], or

by RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) [55, 56]. However, other

studies reported Grp mRNA expression in both uncultured

DRG tissues and cultured single DRG neurons using ISH

[57], reverse transcriptase polymerase chain reaction (RT-

PCR) with gel electrophoresis [47, 58, 59], or quantitative

RT-PCR (qPCR) [57], as well as cDNA microarray anal-

ysis [60]. To further clarify this issue, a recent study

examined Grp expression in a comprehensive manner

using ISH, RT-PCR with gel electrophoresis, qPCR, and

RNA-seq, and detected Grp mRNA expression with every

method used [26]. Compared to other genes expressed in

the DRG, Grp is expressed at relatively low levels so some

caveats of the methods for detection must be taken into

consideration. Despite the low copy-number of Grp in the

DRG, Grp mRNA directly prepared from DRGs can easily

be amplified by conventional RT-PCR [26]. A lack of Grp-

eGFP signal in the DRG of Grp-eGFP transgenic line can

be due to the lack of the enhancer element required for site-

specific expression in the BAC vectors used to generate

DRG-specific expression, which constitutes a major prob-

lem with many of the BAC-based transgenic lines. Another

key item of data against the linear pathway of BNP–NPRA/

GRP–GRPR is that the expression patterns of Grp and

Npr1, the gene encoding NPRA, appear to differ in the

dorsal horn (Fig. 3). Yet using a Grp-eGFP transgenic line

as a surrogate for Grp expression, it was shown that

NPRA? neurons identified by an anti-NPRA antibody

completely co-localize with all Grp-eGFP? neurons in the

dorsal horn [52]. This result, which is the pivotal basis of a

linear cascade hypothesis, has been challenged for several

reasons. First, the specificity of the anti-NPRA antibody

used is unclear, in part because the immunohistochemical

staining pattern is not consistent with Npr1 expression as

detected by ISH [57]. Second, the identical expression

patterns of Grp-eGFP and NPRA in the dorsal horn, as

presented by Mishra and Hoon, are in conflict with the fact

that transgenic eGFP mice rarely recapitulate the endoge-

nous expression of the gene to its full extent. Indeed, it has

been reported that only 68% of neurons expressing Grp

mRNA are positive for eGFP in the dorsal horn of Grp-
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eGFP mice, demonstrating the low fidelity of Grp-eGFP

mice [53]. Consistently, we also observed poor fidelity of

the same Grp-eGFP mouse line, as the expression of Grp-

eGFP is much sparser than that of Grp mRNA in the dorsal

horn. A third major issue is that the phenotypes were dif-

ferent for mice with ablation of GRPR? neurons and those

with ablation of NPRA? neurons. Ablation of GRPR?

neurons resulted in an almost complete loss of acute itch

behavior for all pruritogens tested, both histaminergic and

non-histaminergic, [8] as well as loss of scratching in

models of chronic itch [8, 25]. However, only histamine

and BNP-induced scratching were presented as being

reduced with NPRA? neuron ablation [52]. If the proposed

hypothesis that NPRA? neurons are the first station in the

spinal cord upstream of GRPR? neurons, then it would be

predicted that non-histaminergic acute and chronic itch

would be reduced following ablation of NPRA? neurons.

If Grp? neurons do not express endogenous GRP or

BNP, what is their function in itch and pain? Our unpub-

lished studies indicate that Grp-Cre/eGFP neurons express

a mixture of both itch- and pain-sensing genes, including

NMBR, GRPR and somatostatin, indicating that they are

functionally a heterogenous population in the dorsal horn.

Conceivably, an ablation of spinal Grp? neurons could

result in a mixture of abnormal itch and pain behaviors. In

contrast to many GRPR neurons which express c-Fos after

CQ injection [62], a recent study showed that spinal Grp-

eGFP neurons minimally express c-Fos or pERK in

response to CQ [63]. This finding is consistent with the

finding that GRP protein is of primary afferent origin, and

not from Grp? neurons in the dorsal horn [25, 26]. One

caveat, however, is that it is still possible that the

remaining eGFP-negative Grp? neurons in the Grp-eGFP

transgenic line may be involved in itch transmission, given

that some of them express NMBR or GRPR. Alternatively,

Grp-eGFP neurons may have responded to pruritogens but

failed to express c-Fos or pERK. To address this issue, one

could silence or activate Grp neurons using optogenetic or

chemogenetic approaches. This requires the generation of

Grp-Cre mice that can fully recapitulate endogenous Grp

expression in the spinal cord. Moreover, because Grp

mRNA is also abundantly expressed in brain regions such

as the anterior cingulate cortex [64], spinal-specific inhi-

bition of Grp? neurons is required to avoid mis-interpre-

tation of the resulting itch/pain phenotype. Nevertheless, as

the Grp? neurons are composed of both itch and pain

neurons, even the spinal cord-specific ablation or activation

is unlikely to be informative.

Interestingly, electrophysiological recordings have

shown that dorsal horn neurons exhibit a small overlap

between GRP- and BNP-responsive neurons in response to

CQ [65]. Since NMBR neurons also respond to GRP due to

low-affinity binding [48], some GRPR/NMBR neurons are

likely to express natriuretic peptide receptors. Although

some histamine-responsive neurons also respond to GRP,

none respond to BNP [65], suggesting that BNP cannot

activate histamine-responsive GRPR/NMBR neurons. Per-

haps most importantly, mice lacking Grp or Grpr show

normal i.t. BNP-induced scratching and the specific GRP

blocker 77427 fails to attenuate this behavior [57]. These

observations again caution against the risk of exclusive

dependence on pharmacological approaches to dissect the

molecular/neuronal pathways in the spinal cord [48]. Nev-

ertheless, further studies are necessary to determine whether

or not NPRA andGrp are co-expressed in the spinal cord and

the exact role of BNP–NPRA signaling in itch.

Fig. 3 Expression of itch peptide and receptor mRNA in spinal

dorsal horn. Left, detection of Grp by ISH from (upper panel) Allen

Institute for Brain Science [61] and (lower panel) the Chen laboratory.

Center, detection of Npr1 by ISH from (upper) Allen Institute for

Brain Science and (lower) the Chen laboratory. Right, expression of

Grpr by ISH from the Chen laboratory.
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In addition to GRP/NMB/BNP, substance P (SP) and

calcitonin gene-related peptide (CGRP) have also been

implicated in spinal itch transmission [66, 67]. However,

little is known about how the SP/CGRP signaling pathways

relay itch information. It is unlikely that SP-NK1R neu-

rons, as projection neurons, are part of spinal cord circuits

that encode itch information. The fact that both SP and

CGRP are involved in pain transmission also suggests a

lack of specificity for SP and CGRP in sensory modality

coding. Little is known about their relation with GRP or

NMB; i.e., whether they work synergistically or are

required for transmitting particular pruritogenic stimuli.

There are more questions than answers concerning the

roles of these neuropeptides in itch.

Concluding Remarks

In summary, recent research suggests that GRP/GRPR

signaling is important for acute non-histaminergic itch and

chronic itch, and spinal cord interneurons encode itch-

specific information. GRPR? neurons may serve as a

convergence point that integrates a wide array of prurito-

genic information (Fig. 4). On the other hand, many con-

flicting results exist, some of which can be attributed to the

sole dependence on pharmacological approaches or inher-

ent limitations of approaches used. The generation of

neuropeptide/receptor-specific cre lines, site-specific dele-

tion, and validation of the drugs used, as well as the

application of optogenetics and chemogenetics to itch

research should greatly facilitate progress and help to

establish a unified framework for incorporating identified

signaling components for the transmission of itch infor-

mation from the periphery to the spinal cord.
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Abstract Human functional MRI studies in acute and

various chronic pain conditions have revolutionized how

we view pain, and have led to a new theory that complex

multi-dimensional pain experience (sensory-discriminative,

affective/motivational, and cognitive) is represented by

concurrent activity in widely-distributed brain regions

(termed a network or pain matrix). Despite these break-

through discoveries, the specific functions proposed for

these regions remain elusive, because detailed electrophys-

iological characterizations of these regions in the primate

brain are lacking. To fill in this knowledge gap, we have

studied the cortical areas around the central and lateral

sulci of the non-human primate brain with combined

submillimeter resolution functional imaging (optical imag-

ing and fMRI) and intracranial electrophysiological record-

ing. In this mini-review, I summarize and present data

showing that the cortical circuitry engaged in nociceptive

processing is much more complex than previously recog-

nized. Electrophysiological evidence supports the engage-

ment of a distinct nociceptive-processing network within

SI (i.e., areas 3a, 3b, 1 and 2), SII, and other areas along the

lateral sulcus. Deafferentation caused by spinal cord injury

profoundly alters the relationships between fMRI and

electrophysiological signals. This finding has significant

implications for using fMRI to study chronic pain condi-

tions involving deafferentation in humans.

Keywords Nociception � Non-human primate � Cortex �
Functional MRI � Functional connectivity

Introduction

Pain is a somatic sensation with unique characteristics.

Human functional MRI (fMRI) studies in acute and various

chronic pain conditions have revolutionized how we view

pain, and have led to a new theory that complex multi-

dimensional pain experience (sensory-discriminative,

affective/motivational, and cognitive) is represented by

concurrent activity in widely-distributed brain regions

(termed a network or pain matrix). Within this network,

the primary somatosensory cortex (SI) has been proposed

to subserve a more general sensory discrimination role

[1–5], whereas the operculo-insular region, including the

secondary somatosensory cortex (SII) and the posterior

insula (pIns) of primates, serves as the earliest pain-

encoding region. This region is responsible for the

subjective recognition of pain, encoding of pain intensity,

learning and memory of pain-related events, and possibly

the generation and maintenance of chronic pain states in

humans. Despite these breakthroughs and discoveries, the

specific functions proposed for these regions remain

elusive, because detailed electrophysiological characteri-

zation of these regions is lacking in the primate brain, and

only a limited number of nociceptive neurons have been

isolated. The circuits subserving the representation of

different aspects of pain information in primates, and the

neuronal encoding mechanisms of the different aspects of

nociceptive inputs remain to be established.

Modern brain imaging, such as fMRI, has revolutionized

our view of pain, allowing the opportunity to investigate the

neural mechanisms of pain by simultaneously measuring
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across multiple brain regions while they are engaged in

functions related to the perception and modulation of pain in

healthy and disease states. The fundamental tenet in these

imaging studies is that the fMRI signal (e.g., Blood

Oxygenation Level Dependent, BOLD) changes in parallel

with neural activity. The precise relationships between the

fMRI signal and neuronal activity (also called neurovascular

coupling), however, are not fully understood and remain

active topics of research. We do know, however, that

neuronal spiking and synaptic activity, whether excitatory or

inhibitory, contribute to the blood-flow demand detected by

fMRI signals. Much of the existing knowledge stems mainly

from studies of the monkey visual system under physiolog-

ical conditions, which assess the relationships between

changes in neuronal electrophysiological signals (spiking

and local field potentials, LFPs) and MRI signal amplitudes

[6]. Recent evidence indicates that the relationships between

fMRI BOLD and electrophysiological signals indeed vary

across different brain regions and task conditions, perhaps

due to differences in the functional organization of neurons

within the specific imaging volume and/or differences in the

neuronal engagement during each task [7, 8]. Few studies

have directly compared the precise spatiotemporal relation-

ships between these two types of signal, especially in

pathological conditions. The widespread application of

fMRI has not only identified brain regions that are

responsible for the multi-dimensional experience of pain

perception, but has also revealed widespread alterations in

brain function and structure in various chronic pain condi-

tions. However, accurate interpretations of these MRI

findings and a full appreciation of their clinical and

behavioral implications require knowledge of the neuronal

constituents underlying the MRI signal, given that the

BOLD fMRI signal indirectly measures the ensemble

properties and activity of relatively large neuron populations

[6, 9, 10]. Such information is difficult, often impossible, to

obtain in human subjects for both technical and ethical

reasons, but it is possible to acquire from animal studies. In

contrast, fMRI in animals allows us to directly compare

neuronal and MRI activity, and ultimately provides the

much-needed information about the physiological basis of

the fMRI signals.

In my laboratory, we have taken such an approach by

combining high-resolution fMRI (at 9.4 T), multichannel

microelectrode recording, and histological investigation.

Our studies focus on understanding how different types of

nociceptive and innocuous touch inputs under normal and

pathological conditions (deafferentation) are processed in

early somatosensory cortices (i.e., areas around the central

and lateral sulci) in lightly-anesthetized squirrel monkeys.

Information provided by each method is independent and

complementary, and provides a more comprehensive view

of cortical processing. In this paper, I mainly review

findings derived from studies in the SI cortex (areas 3a, 3b,

and 1/2) in two experimental settings: nociceptive and

tactile processes under normal conditions (input-intact) and

tactile processes in deafferentation conditions (input-

deprived). The deafferentation study was motivated by

the inconsistently-detected SI activation in chronic pain

conditions, along with numerous reports on plastic changes

in the somatotopic map of SI cortex. In our studies,

deafferentation is introduced by a unilateral dorsal column

lesion (DCL) at a high cervical level, a procedure that

selectively disrupts the pathway important for fine dis-

criminative touch. We started our study with this model

system, because it has been well studied using other

invasive methods (e.g., microelectrode mapping and

immunohistological evaluation). Although we have not

specifically tested the effects of disruption of the nocicep-

tive pathways on the pain response, we believe that

understanding the effects of deafferentation on the fMRI

signal and its relationship with neuronal activity has

implications for other deafferentation conditions, including

some types of chronic pain. In the following sections, I

briefly state our motivation, summarize the findings, and

discuss the potential implications.

FMRI Study of Nociception in Non-human
Primates: Missing Link Between Animal
and Human Data

We use the primate as an experimental model to study

nociception due to its unique advantages. First, the monkey

brain closely resembles the human brain, compared to

those of rodents. For example, rather than the single SI and

SII areas in rodents, the SI and SII cortices in primates

(including humans) are composed of several functionally

and anatomically distinct sub-regions. Out of the four well-

established sub-region structures in primates, only area 3b

is regarded as homologous to SI in rodents [11]. Similar

differences in functional organization are known to exist in

other high-order pain processing regions, such as those

along the lateral sulcus [12–14], including area 7b (part of

the inferior parietal cortex in humans), retro-insula, and

pIns (which is hard to distinguish from SII in human fMRI

images). Thus, information derived from monkey studies

provides the important missing link between rodent and

human data. Second, the high spatial resolution of fMRI

images achievable in monkeys [15–19] allows examination

of the pain network at the submillimeter scale [15, 20–24].

This achievement is critical for understanding brain

function and pain processing [20, 25], as fine-scale

columnar structures are believed to be the building blocks

of basic information-processing units for cerebral function.

FMRI activation maps not only allow us to examine the
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nociceptive responses at various network scales (e.g.,

modular organization within one area and across areas), but

they also help tremendously when selecting target regions

for the time-consuming electrophysiological mapping and

recording studies, particularly in areas of which we have

little prior knowledge.

FMRI and Optical Imaging of Intrinsic Signals
Reveal Differential Cortical Representations
of Mechanical and Thermal Nociception and
Innocuous Touch Within SI and Other Cortices
Along the Lateral Sulcus

The SI (composed of four sub-regions in primates) and the

SII cortices (composed of parietal ventral (PV), S2, and

ventral somatosensory sub-regions) are early somatic

regions responsible for functions including fine discrimi-

native touch, tactile shape perception, and proprioception,

as well as temperature and pain sensing. The roles of these

regions in touch processing and perception are much better

established than their roles in encoding temperature and

pain. We now know that higher primates have four strip-

like representations of skin and muscle receptors corre-

sponding to areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 of the anterior parietal

cortex. Areas 3b and 1 receive cutaneous information from

the thalamic ventroposterior nucleus, while the ventropos-

terior superior nucleus provides areas 3a and 2 with

information from muscle receptors. Area 3b provides most

of the activating cutaneous inputs to areas 1 and 2. Further

processing in S2 and the PV area allows tactile recognition

of objects (e.g. shape or surface features). Both S2 and PV

receive activating inputs from areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2, and S2

also projects to PV and to a parietal rostral area where

further connections with the amygdala and hippocampus

may occur to allow the formation of tactile memories (for a

review on this topic see [12]).

The precise role of SI cortex in pain perception has long

been debated [1, 26–28]. The doubt comes mainly from

three observations: inconsistent detection of fMRI activa-

tion in human SI cortex, particularly in chronic patholog-

ical pain conditions; the small number of nociceptive

neurons identified in corresponding areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2 in

monkeys [29–32]; and failure to evoke or diminish pain

sensation by stimulating or ablating SI cortex. Based on our

own data, we believe that several factors have contributed

to these observations, the first being the use of relatively

large fMRI signal voxels on sampling signals that originate

from functionally heterogeneous neuronal populations. The

second factor relates to the compromised fMRI response

detection in pathological conditions, such as deafferenta-

tion. Findings derived from our high-resolution fMRI

studies support our speculation about the first factor. Our SI

studies benefit greatly from the fact that the SI cortex of

new-world monkeys is a flat cortical region that allows

detailed spatial comparison among maps obtained with

fMRI, microelectrode mapping and recordings, and

histology.

Under light anesthesia (0.5%–1% isoflurane), we found

that nociceptive-heat stimulation of digits (47.5 �C) evokes
robust (*0.8% BOLD signal change), widely-distributed,

and reproducible fMRI activations in topographically

appropriate regions of areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2 of SI, and

anterior M1 cortex (Fig. 1A, D, E, H) [33]. In contrast,

fMRI activations elicited by innocuous tactile stimuli are

more constrained spatially; they are located in somatotopi-

cally appropriate but different regions of areas 3b and 1

(Fig. 1B and F, see the color-coded microelectrode pene-

trations in Fig. 1D and H). These differential activation

patterns to nociceptive heat versus touch are present across

monkeys (for details, see Figure 4 in [33]). Occasionally,

we also detected tactile stimulus-related BOLD signal

changes in area 3a (Fig. 1B). By characterizing the

receptive fields and preferred stimulus properties of

neurons at each microelectrode penetration site (colored

dots in Fig. 1C and G), we determined the cortical

territories of each digit representation in each cortical area

and their inter-areal borders (dotted line in Fig. 1C and G).

Careful examination of the activation maps and BOLD

time-courses in each cortical area led to two main findings

in the SI cortex. First, the spatial relationships between

heat-nociceptive and tactile fMRI activations vary across

areas. In area 3b, heat fMRI activation does not overlap

with tactile responses, and is centered at inter-areal borders

(areas 3b–1, areas 3a–3b, and areas 1–2). In areas 1/2, heat

nociceptive activation foci only partially overlap with

tactile activation foci. Different from areas 3b and 1/2, area

3a responds preferentially to nociceptive heat stimuli.

Second, BOLD signal changes to heat stimulation in areas

3a and 1 peak earlier than that in area 3b. The areas 3a and

1 to area 3b information flow direction is reversed to a flow

from area 3b to area 1 for processing tactile inputs.

Mechanical nociceptive stimuli of digits, however, elicit

optical signal increases in areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2 regions that

co-localize with those to innocuous tactile stimuli [2]. Thus

far, targeted microelectrode recordings conducted in our

lab have identified nociceptive neurons in each of the fMRI

activation clusters we examined ([2, 33] and unpublished

observations).

In addition to the SI cortex, cortical areas that reside

along the lateral sulcus (the Sylvain fissure in human

brain), particularly the insula (Ins), have been proposed as

the primary pain-specific processing regions [34, 35]. The

lack of adequate understanding of how different aspects of
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nociceptive information are processed and integrated by

individual neurons and populations of neurons in these

areas has led to heated debates on the functions of cortical

areas, and the location(s) or even existence of a primary

nociception-specific processing region in the cortex of

primates [1, 36, 37] (see most recent discussions on this

topic in [37, 38]). To date, only a limited number of

scattered nociceptive neurons (primarily wide-dynamic

range nociceptive neurons) have been identified in this

poorly-defined region [2, 30, 39–42]. To fill in these

knowledge gaps, we also mapped the lateral sulcus regions

(homologous to the parieto-insula region in human brain)

during nociceptive stimulation and discovered complicated

fine-scale networks for nociceptive processing [43–46]. For

example, robust and reproducible nociceptive stimuli-

evoked fMRI activations were identified in posterior SII,

pIns, area 7b, and the retro-insula (Fig. 2) [33]. The last

two are considered part of the posterior and inferior parietal

cortex in humans, an area connecting sensory and limbic

regions [47–50]. It is important to note that these regions

are not readily distinguishable in human fMRI studies.

In summary, extending previous neuroimaging findings

in the monkey SI cortex [2, 51, 52], our high-resolution

fMRI studies have revealed a spatially complex and

segregated fine-scale cortical network around the central

and lateral sulci for processing nociceptive information.

This network includes subregions of SI, SII, pIns, area 7b,

and retro-insula. Based on these observations, we hypoth-

esize that there is a distinct nociception-specific network

around the central and lateral sulci. These regions likely

work together to encode information on the quality,

intensity, and location of painful stimuli. We are currently

investigating the neuronal basis of these nociceptive

stimuli-evoked fMRI responses and their functional

connections.

Implications of the Segregated Nociceptive
and Innocuous Tactile Responses within SI
Cortex of Monkey Brain for Human fMRI Studies

We think that the complexity of spatial and temporal

features very likely contributes to the variation in fMRI

signals, therefore resulting in inconsistent detection of

pain-related fMRI signal changes in SI cortex in human

studies, in which the functionally and anatomically

distinct four-region structure (areas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2) is

treated as a single entity of SI cortex. For instance, from

the detection point of view, if a large proportion of fMRI

voxels are sampling signals originating from a mixture of

different SI subregions or regions containing a mixture of

nociceptive and innocuous neurons, then the net

detectable fMRI signal changes would likely change

drastically depending on the location of those voxels and

the composition of neuron clusters with different preferred

stimuli across subjects. The editorial by Dr. Davis [9]

illustrates very well one aspect of the aforementioned

complex: the possible relationships between a single fMRI

Fig. 1 Comparison of nociceptive-heat and tactile fMRI activations

within SI cortex in two representative monkeys. A, E Color-coded

activation probability maps illustrate the frequency of detected

activations (in each run) in response to 47.5 �C nociceptive-heat

stimulation of digits within each imaging session. Activation in each

run was thresholded at P\ 0.0001 (uncorrected). B, F Composite

digit tactile activation maps in the same animals. Letters indicate the

stimulated digits associated with the activation. C, G Digit represen-

tation maps as determined electrophysiologically by microelectrode

mapping. Receptive field properties of neurons at each penetration

(colored dots) are color-coded for different digits. Dotted lines

indicate the estimated inter-areal borders. D, H Overlays of nocicep-

tive heat and tactile fMRI activation patterns and electrophysiological

maps in each animal. Color-coded scale bars indicate the number of

activated runs of the total of scanned runs (far right). a anterior,

p posterior, m middle, l lateral. Scale bars 1 mm. Modified from Chen

LM, et al., Pain 2011 [23].
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voxel and the underlying anatomical and functional

constituents. As expected, if we reduced the fMRI voxel

size to a fine scale (e.g., submillimeter scale in our study),

allowing activities that originate from distinct functional

cortical columns or regions to be separated, then the

detection and reproducibility of fMRI activation evoked

by painful stimuli would increase drastically. In fact, these

were our findings in both monkey and human high-

resolution fMRI studies. In monkeys, fMRI signal changes

in response to nociceptive heat, cold (unpublished data),

and innocuous touch were consistently detected across

imaging runs, sessions, and subjects. In humans, by

applying high-resolution fMRI (1 9 1 mm2 in-plane res-

olution) at 7 T, we consistently detected touch-evoked

fMRI signal changes in individual digit regions [53], as

well as pain-related signal changes in area 3a and other

sub-regions in SI cortex [Stringer EA, Gore JC, and Chen

LM unpublished observation].

Differential Intrinsic Inter-areal Functional
Connectivity of Areas 3a and 3b of SI Revealed
by Resting-State fMRI Signals

Building upon the evidence for segregated nociceptive

versus tactile activation processing circuitries within SI, we

further asked the question of whether and how these

nociceptive regions are functionally connected. We used

the well-documented indicator of functional connectivity,

inter-regional correlation of low-frequency fMRI signals in

a resting state, to probe the functional connections among

areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2. Numerous studies have demonstrated

the power and usefulness of resting-state fMRI signals for

probing intrinsic resting-state functional connectivity

(rsFC) among brain regions in humans and monkeys

[54–56]. Using this measure, we found that area 3b and

area 3a exhibited differing connectivity patterns (Fig. 3).

Area 3b connects strongly to area 1/2, but not area 3a,

whereas area 3a connects strongly to area 1/2 (Fig. 3).

Importantly, the inter-areal functional connectivity pattern

is somatotopically specific (e.g., D2 tip to D2 tip), a feature

indicating its functional relevance for spatial localization

and the discrimination of sensory inputs. Subsequent

microelectrode recording studies indeed revealed synchro-

nized spiking activity among those regions exhibiting

strong resting-state fMRI signal correlation [57, 58].

Examination of local intrinsic anatomical connection

patterns also identified preferential connections of area 3b

and area 1 [57, 59, 60]. For the first time, our study

established an anatomical and electrophysiological basis

for resting-state fMRI (\0.1 Hz) networks within SI cortex

at a local mm-based scale. The robustness of this rsFC

measure motivated us to explore the fine-scale whole-brain

functional network of each of the nociceptive regions

identified. We started by probing the rsFC of SII and the

pIns, which resulted in the identification of distinct

functional networks of nociceptive regions in these areas.

A schematic is shown in Fig. 5.

Proposed Cortical Processing Circuits for Noci-
ception and Touch Within SI Cortex

We proposed an inter-areal and inter-regional selective

circuitry model for heat and touch input processing within

SI cortex based on the findings from stimulus-evoked and

resting state fMRI experiments (Fig. 4). This model

suggests the following information-processing features

within SI: (1) heat-pain processing circuitry within SI is

composed of regions in areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2 (red circles),

and in a topographic manner. Touch circuitry is indepen-

dent of the heat-pain circuitry, and consists of areas 3b and

Fig. 2 fMRI activation in lateral sulcus areas of SII, posterior insula

(pIns), area 7b (ar-7b), and retro-insula (Ri) in response to nocicep-

tive-heat stimulation (left column) and corresponding VGlut2-stained

tissue sections. Modified from Chen LM, et al., Pain 2012 [33].
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1 (blue circles). (2) There is a general anterior to posterior

information-processing hierarchy for both heat-pain and

touch. (3) The area 3a to area 1/2 connection is the

dominant pathway for pain within SI cortex. Area 3a could

be one of the early relay stations for processing heat-

nociceptive inputs as proposed by Dr. Craig [36]. We

recognize that more in vivo microelectrode recording and

mapping studies in monkeys are needed to fully construct

the circuitry and to understand the flow for nociceptive

information integration within SI cortex. Further studies in

humans are also needed to determine the functional

relevance of these inter-areal local networks within SI

cortex in pain perception.

To summarize, evidence obtained from our fMRI and

optical imaging experiments supports the involvement of

areas 3a, 3b, and 1/2 of SI cortex in processing heat

Fig. 3 Resting-state fMRI connectivity within SI cortex of squirrel

monkeys. One case is shown in A–B and D–F, and population data in

C and G–I. A Electrophysiological map of digit region. Colored dots

see legend, digits 1–4, palm. Dotted lines estimated borders between

areas 3a, 3b, and 1, and between hand/face. White arrows central and

lateral sulci. Blue boxes areas 3a, 3b, and 3b face seed regions. White

arrowheads vessel markers used for alignment with image in F (pink

arrowheads). B BOLD activation in response to vibrotactile stimu-

lation of D2 tip. Activated voxels occur in areas 3a, 3b, and 1.

Correlation maps were thresholded at r[ 0.7 with a peak correlation

value of 0.9. C Box plot of correlation coefficient values between

areas 3b and 1 (3b–ar1), 3b and 3a (3b–3a), and 3a and 1 (3a–ar1),

with control locations (3b–cntr, 1–cntr, and 3a–cntr). D–F BOLD

correlation maps in the resting state. Seed voxels (solid blue boxes in

D and E) were placed in the digit regions in areas 3b (C), 3a (D), and
the face regions in 3b (F) for voxel-wise correlation analysis. G–I
Cross-animal (or population) correlation maps of seeds in areas 3b

(G), 3a (H), and face (I) regions. Correlations are a summary of 18

runs (i.e., each map is based on 18 seeds, seeds overlay D2, D3, or D4

digit tip) conducted in 10 animals. To average across animals, seed

voxels were used to align all the cross-animal images. Correlation

maps are centered on the seed region. Because the seed location is

relative to the imaging field of the view across animals, there are

some deviations in spatial location between the average correlation

map and individual cases. Adapted from Wang Z, Chen LM, et al.,

Neuron 2013 [57].
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[33, 39, 41, 51], mechanical [2], and cold nociceptive

inputs. Local heat and cold nociceptive processing net-

works within SI appear to be separate from those of

innocuous tactile processing. Based on our observations of

spatial segregation of heat and tactile fMRI activations and

the early-peaked heat fMRI signal changes in area 3a, we

propose that nociceptive heat and tactile inputs are

processed by different inter-areal circuitries within SI

cortex. Specific area 3a to area 1/2 and area 3b to area 1/2

circuitries are engaged in nociceptive heat versus innocu-

ous touch information processes. Based on observations of

overlapping mechanical and tactile activations within areas

3b and 1 [2], we also hypothesize that mechanical and heat

nociceptive inputs are likely processed by different groups

of neurons and local circuitries within and across SI sub-

areas. To date, however, clear experimental data for

specialized nociceptive processing are only available for

the peripheral system (for a recent review, see [61]). Thus,

whether the different circuitries identified within and

across SI sub-areas are nociception-specific and/or receive

functionally-specific thalamic inputs remains to be deter-

mined. More neuronal electrophysiological and anatomical

connectivity data are necessary to support (or disprove) the

proposed networks for the differential representation of

heat and mechanical pain in primates [26, 62–64].

The Functional Connectivity Circuits of Nocicep-
tive Regions in SII and Posterior Insula

Beyond the SI cortex, we have also observed separate

nociceptive heat and cold processing regions within the SII

and the pIns cortices. To date, our fMRI and preliminary

electrophysiological evidence support the existence of

Fig. 4 Proposed inter-areal circuitry within SI cortex.

Fig. 5 Schematic summary of

inter-regional relationships

among pain networks of squirrel

monkeys. A, B Nociceptive

processing regions on a flat-

tened view of the entire neo-

cortex (A), and on a lateral view

of the intact monkey brain (B).
Modified from Kaskan PM,

et al., Front Neurosci 2007 with

permission [66]. S1 the primary

somatosensory cortex, S2 the

secondary somatosensory cor-

tex, 7b Brodmann area 7b, pIns

posterior insula cortex, Ri retro-

insula, PCC posterior cingulate

cortex, ACC anterior cingulate

cortex.
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separate (from core tactile processing regions) nociceptive

heat and cold processing circuits within SI and between SI

and SII cortices. We hypothesize that nociceptive modality

(heat and cold) information is extracted and integrated in

early somatosensory areas. Figure 5 shows a schematic of

the established functional organization of the whole region

along the lateral sulcus based on anatomy, functional

organization, neuronal receptive fields, and stimulus

response features [65].

Effects of Differentiation on BOLD, LFP,
and Spiking Activity in the SI Cortex and the Im-
plications for Detecting SI Nociceptive Responses
in Chronic Pain Conditions

Deafferentation is quite common in chronic pain states,

such as pain associated with stroke and spinal cord injury.

Thus, a better understanding of the effects of deafferenta-

tion on fMRI signals, neuronal electrophysiological activ-

ity, and the relationships between these two types of signal

is critical to accurately interpret fMRI findings involving

deafferentation. Toward this goal, we started our study

with a well-established deafferentation model in monkeys:

unilateral DCL of the spinal cord at the cervical level. This

model provides a relatively clear experimental condition,

because it selectively disrupts ascending afferents carrying

discriminative fine touch information to SI cortex without

affecting motor pathways and other ascending pathways,

allowing us to quantify the effects of deafferentation on

fMRI signal changes in activation size and magnitude,

neuronal spiking, and LFP activity, and the spatial and

magnitude correlations between changes in these two types

of signal in a very well-controlled deafferentation condi-

tion. One novel aspect of this model is that the level and

percentage of dorsal column afferent disruption can be

confirmed histologically and quantified by calculating the

number of spared tracer-intake fiber terminals in the dorsal

column nuclei in the brainstem (for details, see [67, 68]).

Typical changes in deafferented cortex are illustrated in

Fig. 6 [67, 68]. Compared to the fMRI map of pre-lesion

digit activation (colored outlines in Fig. 6A), there were

apparent spatial shifts in the remaining digit responses

toward the palm (open black outlines in Fig. 6A–C) and the

inter-area border of areas 3b and 1. D1 (dark blue outline),

D3 (dark red outline), and D4 (orange outline) fMRI

activations were located at somatotopically appropriate

sites, but the activation sizes were larger than normal

(Fig. 6B). Unlike the post-lesion fMRI digit maps, the

post-lesion optical imaging maps of the digits exhibited

close spatial correlations with the post-lesion digit maps

defined electrophysiologically (Fig. 6C). The electrophys-

iology and optical imaging maps of D3 and D4 were in

close agreement (Fig. 6C). Portions of the D1 and D2

activations, as well as the second patch of D4 activation,

were determined to be in area 3a, as indicated by the border

between areas 3b and 3a (dotted lines in Fig. 6A–C). We

do not know whether the responsive patches in area 3a are

expansions of area 3b digit territory or if they represent

newly-acquired responsiveness of area 3a neurons to low-

threshold tactile stimuli.

To summarize, after DCLs that result in 78%–99%

afferent disruption in monkeys, we found in the input-

deprived area 3b that (1) the detection rate of fMRI

responses to identical tactile stimulation drops *30%; (2)

the fMRI-responsive region is enlarged; (3) the fMRI

activation center shifts spatially, away from its original

location, resulting in a reorganization of the digit maps; (4)

the response magnitude of fMRI and multi-unit firing

activity to 8-Hz stimulation declines significantly [68]; and

Fig. 6 Comparisons of fMRI, optical imaging, and electrophysio-

logical maps of digit activation in contralateral and ipsilateral areas

3b and 1 in one monkey after a dorsal column lesion. A Overlay of

pre-lesion fMRI and post-lesion electrophysiological maps of digits.

Colored outlines location and size of fMRI activations; colored

patches location and size of neuronal responses. B Spatial comparison

of post-lesion fMRI and post-lesion electrophysiological digit maps.

C Spatial comparison of post-lesion optical imaging (OI) and post-

lesion electrophysiological digit maps. D Overlay of optical imaging

and electrophysiological maps of digits D1–D4 in the ipsilateral areas

3b and 1 of the same animal. CS central sulcus. Dotted black lines

estimated inter-areal borders. Scale bars 1 mm. a anterior, p posterior,

l lateral, m medial. Modified from Chen LM, et al. J Neurosci 2012

[68].
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(5) the fMRI response in the input-deprived region is larger

than the digit representation maps determined by neuronal

activity. Together, these findings indicate that the previ-

ously unresponsive palm region now re-gains responsive-

ness to spared digit afferent inputs (or ascending via

different pathways in the spinal cord [67]) after a spinal

cord lesion. In the input-deprived (deafferented) cortex, the

responses evoked by tactile stimuli are weaker, spatially

shifted, and more diffuse. Most importantly, not only is the

spatial extent of fMRI response larger than that defined by

neuronal activity, but also simultaneous recordings of the

spiking and LFPs from those input-deprived (but reacti-

vated, definition described in [69]) regions reveal dissoci-

ated changes in fMRI signal amplitudes, LFPs, and spiking

activities. Reduction in multi-unit spiking activity does not

occur in parallel with similar changes in LFPs, suggesting a

disproportionately enhanced synaptic contribution (re-

flected by LFP activity) to fMRI signal changes in input-

deprived cortex. Specifically, a significant reduction in

spiking rates, particularly to high frequency stimuli, but not

in LFPs (Fig. 7) suggests that the functional changes

occurring in the deafferented cortex are functionally

specific, such as the tactile frequency-encoding in our

DCL model. The loss of frequency-encoding capacity of

spikes in area 3b after DCL may explain contributions to

the impaired ability of patients with dorsal column injury to

determine the temporal sequence of tactile events.

Altogether, the finding of dissociated spike-LFP in

deafferented cortex has important implications for studies

using fMRI to infer neuronal activity in pathological

conditions. There has been a growing recognition in recent

years that LFPs and spiking activity reflect different

aspects of neuronal processing at different spatial and

temporal scales. The LFP integrates predominantly

synaptic input signals from a population of neurons in a

relatively larger cortical region, while spiking activity

carries the output signal. In general, fMRI signal changes

align well with LFP signal changes. To date, the precise

relationships of these three different types of signal (fMRI,

LFP, and spiking) remain elusive [6, 70–74]. There is

evidence for a functional or task-specific relationship

between these signals [8, 75, 76]. Our data suggest that,

under certain circumstances such as cortical deafferenta-

tion, the BOLD signal change, given its dominant contri-

bution from subthreshold synaptic activity, may likely

underestimate the changes in spiking activity (for reviews

see [6, 75, 77, 78]). To accurately interpret functional

imaging findings, one should take into account the specific

conditions and states of the cortex and the local circuitry

involved in the task. On the other hand, if the integrative

subthreshold activity and output spiking activity are

dissociated (as in our experimental condition), spiking

activity alone very likely would underestimate the degree

of ongoing local integration and, by this reasoning, the

extent of cortical reorganization. Given what we have

shown regarding the dissociation between subthreshold and

spiking activity, we believe that systematic investigation of

specific pathological brain functions using combined

electrophysiological and functional imaging methods is

necessary to establish quantitative relationships between

fMRI and the underlying activity of populations of

neurons.

To summarize, our studies showed that deafferentation

alters several aspects of cortical processing. The weakened

and diffuse fMRI signal changes to stimuli likely compro-

mise the detection of fMRI activation. This observation

calls for more cautious interpretations about failed detec-

tion of pain-related activations in SI cortex, particularly in

Fig. 7 Group quantification of spiking (A) and LFP (B) responses in
area 3b as a function of stimulus frequency, and summary of

percentage of spike-LFP dissociation in control and input-deprived

deafferented cases (C). A The mean response efficacy (RE, solid

lines) to different stimulus frequencies declined progressively in

deafferented area 3b (red), and was significantly lower than in normal

cases (blue) (*P\ 0.05, except for 2-Hz stimulus). The firing rates in

normal cortex were also significantly higher than in deafferented

cortex. B The mean power of evoked LFPs in area 3b also decreased

with increasing stimulus frequency. The LFP signal was persistently

and robustly modulated by tactile stimulation under all conditions,

and there was no difference between signals in normal versus

deafferented cortex (*P[ 0.05). C Summary of spike-LFP dissoci-

ation as a function of stimulus frequency in area 3b of normal and

input-deprived subjects. With increasing stimulation frequency, the

LFP response was more often dissociated from spiking activity in the

input-deprived cases (*P\ 0.05). Modified from Wang Z, et al., Exp

Neurol 2013 [69].
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conditions where deafferentation is suspected. The finding

of high-frequency-dependent dissociation of LFPs and

spiking activity also indicates that the plastic changes that

occur in the brain develop in a function-specific manner.

Thus, to fully appreciate the role of SI in chronic pain

conditions, the uses of appropriate forms of painful stimuli

and paradigms are necessary.

Effects of Anesthesia on Nociceptive Stimuli-
Evoked and Resting-State fMRI Signals

Although the awake preparation is desirable for studying

nociception in animals, anesthesia is necessary for submil-

limeter resolution fMRI due to technical constrains and for

the delivery of prolonged suprathreshold nociceptive

stimuli in a controlled manner due to animal welfare

concerns. In this context, however, the effects of anesthesia

on the systems investigated need to be taken into account in

interpreting the findings. In general, anesthesia suppresses

neuronal activity, but in a dose-dependent and system-

specific manner (for a recent review, see [79]). In our

experiments, the effects apply to both stimulus-evoked and

resting state fMRI signals. For fMRI activation studies, the

use of anesthesia (a low dose of isoflurane in our cases)

indeed increases the fMRI signal-to-noise ratio by reducing

motion and physiological signal-related noise, which then

enhances the detection and magnitude estimation of fMRI

signal changes caused by nociceptive stimuli. Anesthesia is

expected to alter the neuronal receptive field sizes, stimulus

tuning curves, and dynamic features according to observa-

tions from somatic and other sensory systems [80, 81].

Since no study has systematically examined the effects of

anesthesia on nociceptive neurons, the specifics remain to

be determined. From our own experience, nociceptive

neurons have been isolated from cortical regions showing

nociceptive stimulus-evoked fMRI signal changes under

light isoflurane anesthesia. The effect of anesthesia on

resting state fMRI signals, particularly within the nocicep-

tive system, is a completely open question.

In a resting state, existing evidence from other sensory

systems indicates that anesthesia alters the frequency com-

positions of the fMRI signal fluctuation and likely neuro-

vascular coupling [82–85]. Thus, anesthesia likely affects the

dynamics of communication between nociceptive regions.

Nevertheless, our observations demonstrate that under light

isoflurane anesthesia, robust fMRI signal changes are

detectable across the entire brain, including prefrontal cortex

(unpublished data). The core and base processes of nocicep-

tive inputs are retained. Moreover, beyond the brain, strong

horn-to-horn resting-state functional connectivity has been

reported in the spinal cord of monkeys [86], a finding similar

to that reported in awake humans [87, 88].

Conclusions and Future Directions

By taking advantage of submillimeter fMRI in a strong

MRI field, we provided fMRI evidence supporting the

differential engagement of areas 3a, 3b, and 1 of SI cortex

in the processing of heat-nociceptive versus tactile inputs.

Analysis of resting-state fMRI signals revealed differing

inter-areal functional connectivity among the sub-regions.

We proposed a model of separate inter-areal processing

circuitry for pain and touch within the SI cortex. Our

observations of the profound effects of deafferentation on

fMRI signals, neuronal electrophysiological activity, and

the relationships between the two types of signal highlight

the importance of a better general understanding of the

neuronal basis of fMRI signals and of nociceptive signals

in particular. Our data demonstrate that we now have the

tools necessary to start addressing a number of important

questions. For example, (1) what specific aspect of

nociceptive information is extracted and integrated in each

individual cortical region? (2) How do different brain

regions communicate and work together to relay nocicep-

tive information to higher-order brain regions? (3) How do

cortical nociception-processing regions connect and inter-

act with subcortical pain modulatory regions? And (4) how

do sensory pain networks interconnect and interact with

affective/emotional and psychological/motivational net-

works during pain processing and modulation? A combined

approach using high-resolution fMRI, electrophysiology,

and histology in non-human primates is very well suited to

address these remaining key questions in pain research.

New knowledge gained will have direct implications for

pain studies in humans.
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Abstract Chronic pain and itch are a pathological oper-

ation of the somatosensory system at the levels of primary

sensory neurons, spinal cord and brain. Pain and itch are

clearly distinct sensations, and recent studies have revealed

the separate neuronal pathways that are involved in each

sensation. However, the mechanisms by which these

sensations turn into a pathological chronic state are poorly

understood. A proposed mechanism underlying chronic

pain and itch involves abnormal excitability in dorsal horn

neurons in the spinal cord. Furthermore, an increasing body

of evidence from models of chronic pain and itch has

indicated that synaptic hyperexcitability in the spinal dorsal

horn might not be a consequence simply of changes in

neurons, but rather of multiple alterations in glial cells.

Thus, understanding the key roles of glial cells may

provide us with exciting insights into the mechanisms of

chronicity of pain and itch, and lead to new targets for

treating chronic pain and itch.

Keywords Neuropathic pain � Chronic itch � Microglia �
Astrocytes � Spinal dorsal horn

Introduction

Pain is an unpleasant sensory and emotional experience

associatedwith actual or potential tissue damage, or described

in terms of such damage (IASP Taxonomy). Itch is also an

unpleasant sensation that elicits the desire or reflex to scratch,

and normally serves as a self-protection mechanism from

harmful external agents such as parasites. Internal and

external stimuli that cause pain and itch sensations stimulate

the similar somatosensory pathways from peripheral nerve

endings of primary afferent sensory neurons to the spinal

dorsal horn (SDH) and the brain. However, pain and itch are

clearly different sensations, and we can easily and distinctly

recognize them. Recent evidence has indicated that there are

distinct neuronal circuitries for pain and itch in the peripheral

and central nervous system (CNS) [1–3].

Under pathological conditions, such as nerve damage in

cancer, diabetes and traumatic injury for pain, and skin

diseases like atopic dermatitis for itch, it has been proposed

that aberrant modulation of pain and itch signaling at the

levels of primary afferents and the SDH might be involved

in their chronic states. An increasing body of evidence

from models of chronic pain and itch has revealed that

synaptic alterations in the SDH might not be a consequence

simply of changes in neurons, but rather of multiple

alterations in glial cells. In this review, we highlight recent

advances in our understanding of the mechanisms that

underlie chronic pain and itch with a specific focus on the

role of microglia and astrocytes, respectively, in the SDH.

Glial Cells in the CNS

Glia (the Greek word for ‘‘glue’’) were first found in the

mid-nineteenth century as non-neuronal cells in the CNS

by the German anatomist Rudolph Virchow [4]. However,
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it has now become apparent that glia are much more than

‘‘glue’’, and are active players with crucial roles in

controlling neuronal functions [5, 6]. Glial cells express a

number of neurotransmitter receptors for receiving inputs

from neighboring cells, including neurons, and also a

number of biologically active substances for giving signals

to the cells. Glial cells are mainly classified into three

populations: astrocytes, oligodendrocytes and microglia.

The former two cell types are derived from neural stem

cells [7], whereas microglia originate from precursor cells

in the yolk sac during early embryonic development [8, 9].

In the CNS, astrocytes are the main population of glia and

are morphologically classified into protoplasmic astrocytes

in the grey matter and fibrous astrocytes in the white matter

[10]. Protoplasmic-type cells ensheathe synapses and make

contact with blood vessels, and fibrous-type cells make

contact with the nodes of Ranvier [10]. Recent studies have

also indicated the presence of a diverse cell population in

astrocytes, with distinct properties in different brain

regions [11, 12]. Astrocytes occupy nonoverlapping spatial

territories, and their processes are intimately associated

with synapses [10, 13]. The processes of one astrocyte

contact tens of thousands of synapses through structures

termed the tripartite synapse to recognize the structural and

functional relationship between the astrocyte and the pre-

and postsynaptic terminals [13, 14]. Astrocytes do not

produce action potentials, but instead increase intracellular

Ca2? levels in response to activation of neurotransmitter

receptors by their ligands (such as glutamate, dopamine,

noradrenalin, serotonin, or ATP) [15, 16]. Stimulated

astrocytes then evoke various cellular responses including

production and release of gliotransmitters (ATP, D-serine,

and glutamate) and trophic factors, which can modulate

synapse formation, maturation, efficacy, and plasticity

[10, 15, 17]. A growing body of evidence using astrocyte-

specific molecular and genetic manipulations has revealed

that astrocytes play a pivotal role in neuronal function

under physiological and pathological conditions

[10, 12, 15, 17–20].

Microglial cells were described by Pio del Rio-Hortega

(1932) as being the ‘third element’ distinct from neurons

and astrocytes [21]. This cell type is the tissue-resident

macrophage in the CNS, and constitutes 5%–10% of total

cells in the adult CNS. Recent fate mapping studies have

revealed that microglia arise from early yolk sac-derived

precursors that leave the yolk sac and migrate to the

neuroectoderm via the primitive bloodstream [22, 23]. The

yolk sac-derived microglia are thought to remain through-

out life and to be maintained by self-renewal in the healthy

CNS, with little contribution from bone marrow (BM)-

derived monocytes/macrophages [9, 24, 25]. In adults,

microglia are ubiquitously distributed throughout the CNS

and represent a morphologically unique type of cell which,

under normal conditions, have a small soma bearing thin

and branched processes. Two photon in vivo imaging

studies using a transgenic mouse line that expressed green

fluorescent protein in microglia have revealed that micro-

glia processes are highly dynamic in the brain and spinal

cord [26–28]. The processes of microglia rapidly move

toward the site of injury, an effect that is dependent on

purinergic signaling [26, 29]. Furthermore, an increasing

body of evidence has demonstrated that microglia directly

appose synaptic regions (presynaptic terminals and den-

dritic spines) [30] and, in response to neuronal activity,

steer their processes toward active synapses, which facil-

itates contact with highly active neurons [31]. Now,

microglia in the CNS are increasingly recognized as being

crucial for sculpting the structure of the CNS, refining

neuronal circuitry and network connectivity, and contribut-

ing to plasticity.

Neuropathic Pain and SDH Microglia

One of the most debilitating chronic pain conditions is

neuropathic pain, which is often a consequence of nerve

injury or of diseases such as cancer, diabetes mellitus and

trauma. Symptoms of neuropathic pain are spontaneous

pain, hyperalgesia (the increased pain perception of

noxious stimuli), and mechanical allodynia (pain hyper-

sensitivity to normally innocuous stimuli). For these

symptoms, especially mechanical allodynia, the currently

available treatment options are very limited because

nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drugs, and even opioids at

doses that do not produce significant side effects, are often

ineffective. In animal models of neuropathic pain in which

a peripheral nerve is damaged, microglia become activated

in the SDH. Morphologically, their cell bodies become

hypertrophic with thickened and retracted processes, and

cell numbers are increased [32–36]. Molecularly, SDH

microglia dramatically alter the expressions of many genes,

including integrins, ionized calcium-binding adapter mole-

cule-1 (Iba1), neurotransmitter receptors and intracellular

kinases [32, 37]. Microglial proliferation may require

signaling involving interferon-c (IFN-c) and colony stim-

ulating factor 1 (CSF1); it has been reported that IFN-c
receptor-knockout mice display a suppression of the nerve

injury-induced microglial proliferation [38]. CSF1 expres-

sion has been reported to be induced in injured dorsal root

ganglion (DRG) neurons at an early phase, and conditional

deficiency of CSF1 in DRG neurons and pharmacological

blockade of CSF1 receptors reduce proliferation of

microglia [39, 40]. Alternatively, in BM chimeric mice,

circulating BM-derived monocytes/macrophages infiltrate

the SDH parenchyma after nerve injury and differentiate

into microglia-like cells [41–44]. However, a recent study
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that evaluated this issue by irradiation with various doses

and also by parabiosis, demonstrated that BM-derived cells

do not contribute to the population of SDH microglia after

nerve injury [35]. A recent study using geneticmousemodels

in which microglia and peripheral monocytes/macrophages

are differentially labeled [36] supports the view that the

nerve injury-induced SDH microgliosis is associated with a

local expansion of resident microglia due to their prolifer-

ation activity in response to nerve injury [35].

The causal role of microglia in the pathogenesis of

neuropathic pain was first uncovered by studies investigat-

ing the role of the ionotropic purinergic receptor subtype

P2X4 receptor (P2X4R) [45, 46]. P2X4R ion-channel is

formed by three subunits [47, 48] and has almost equal

permeability to Na?, K? and Ca2? [49–51]. After nerve

injury, SDH microglia upregulate expression of P2X4R,

and pharmacological blockade and genetic knockout of

P2X4R suppress the nerve injury-induced mechanical

allodynia [45, 52, 53]. From the findings that intrathecal

administration of P2X4R-stimulated cultured microglia to

normal rats induces allodynia, it was indicated that P2X4R-

expressing microglia are not only necessary but sufficient

to produce mechanical allodynia [37, 45]. In other models

(experimental autoimmune neuritis and herpetic pain),

upregulation of P2X4R in SDH microglia has also been

observed, the time course of which corresponds with

mechanical allodynia [54, 55]. A recent study has reported

that in female mice, there is no upregulation of spinal

P2X4R expression after peripheral nerve injury (PNI) and

no effect of pharmacological blockade of spinal P2X4Rs

on the PNI-induced mechanical allodynia; instead, adaptive

immune cells, likely T lymphocytes, might be involved

[56], proposing that microglial pain processing involving

P2X4R after PNI may only be essential in male mice. A

similar sex difference has been reported in the cases of

Toll-like receptor 4 [57] and p38 mitogen-activated protein

kinase [58], both of which in spinal microglia have been

shown to contribute to neuropathic pain in male

[57, 59–61]. However, the upregulation of P2X4R in

SDH microglia has also recently been shown in female

mice of a herpetic pain model [55]. Thus, further work

needs to be performed to clarify the sex-dependent

contribution of SDH microglia in other models of neuro-

pathic pain.

Microglia-selective upregulation of P2X4R expression

is derived by transcriptional regulation. One of the key

factors is interferon-regulatory factor 8 (IRF8), a member

of the IRF family (IRF1–9), which is expressed in immune

cells such as lymphocytes and dendritic cells [62]. Within

the SDH, expression of IRF8 is upregulated exclusively in

microglia after nerve injury [63]. In IRF8-expressing

cultured microglia, expression of genes encoding P2X4R

and other genes associated with reactive states is increased.

In IRF8-knockout mice, the nerve injury-induced P2X4R

upregulation and mechanical allodynia are suppressed.

Furthermore, IRF8 is a critical regulator of IRF5 expres-

sion [64, 65] that is also induced selectively in microglia

after nerve injury [65]. Interestingly, IRF5 directly binds to

the promoter region of the P2rx4 gene to induce its

expression. IRF5-knockout mice indeed show a reduction

in the nerve injury-induced spinal P2X4R upregulation and

allodynia [65]. Therefore, P2X4R-expressing microglia

produced by nerve injury might be defined by activity of

the IRF8–IRF5 transcriptional axis [65] (Fig. 1).

Several studies have proposed that possible sources of

extracellular ATP in the SDH might be the primary sensory

terminals [66–68], SDH neurons [66, 69, 70] or astrocytes

[71]. In a recent study, it has been found that mice lacking

vesicular nucleotide transporter (VNUT; also known as

SLC17A9), a secretory vesicle protein responsible for the

storage and release of ATP [72], have reduced nerve

injury-induced allodynia [73]. Furthermore, using mouse

lines with a conditionally disrupted VNUT gene in neurons

and glial cells, the study revealed that VNUT expressed in

SDH neurons, but not in astrocytes, microglia or primary

afferents, contributes to the neuropathic allodynia and ATP

release. In that study, VNUT-dependent exocytic ATP

release from SDH neurons appears to be a crucial

mechanism for neuropathic pain.

One of the mechanisms by which activated microglia

alter the pain processing network within the SDH might

Fig. 1 Role of P2X4R-expressing spinal microglia in neuropathic

pain. After nerve injury, microglia become hypertrophic and undergo

prolifearation. The activated microglia upregulate P2X4R expression

through an IRF8-IRF5 transcriptional axis. IRF8 induces IRF5

expression, and then IRF5 directly binds to the promoter region of

the P2rx4 gene and induces expression of P2X4R mRNA. P2X4R is

activated by extracellular ATP released from SDH neurons and, in

turn, releases bioactive diffusible factors, such as BDNF. BDNF

downregulates KCC2, which causes depolarization of these neurons

following stimulation by GABA and glycine. The resultant hyperex-

citability in the SDH pain network induced by microglial factors may

be responsible for neuropathic pain.
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involve microglia-derived signaling molecules, such as

brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF) [52, 74]. BDNF

induces an altered transmembrane anion gradient in some

lamina I SDH neurons by downregulating the K? Cl-

cotransporter 2 (KCC2) [75], which causes changes in

GABA- and glycine-evoked responses from inhibitory to

excitatory, and mechanical allodynia [75]. BDNF also

potentiates NMDA receptors through activation of TrkB

and phosphorylation of the GluN2B subunit by the Src-

family tyrosine kinase Fyn, and this process is primed by

Cl--dependent disinhibition [76]. Other candidate signal-

ing molecules are proinflammatory cytokines, such as IL-

1b, which modify excitatory or inhibitory synaptic trans-

mission and neuronal activity in the superficial SDH

neurons [77, 78] (Fig. 1).

From these findings, microglia are a potential target for

drug discovery. Recently, the novel P2X4R antagonist NP-

1815-PX (5-[3-(5-thioxo-4H-[1,2,4]oxadiazol-3-yl)phe-

nyl]-1H-naphtho[1,2-b][1,4]diazepine-2,4(3H,5H)-dione)

was discovered [55]. This compound is easily dissolved in

water and inhibits rodent and human P2X4Rs with a high

potency. Among the P2XRs tested, this compound was

selective for P2X4R, and produced an antiallodynic effect

in pathological chronic pain models without any alterations

in acute physiological pain responses or motor coordina-

tion, which suggests a predicted therapeutic benefit of this

antagonist.

Chronic Itch and SDH Astrocytes

Chronic itch is a debilitating symptom of skin diseases like

atopic dermatitis, other systemic disorders, such as liver

and kidney diseases or HIV/AIDS, and metabolic disorders

[79–82]. Under such conditions, itch becomes more severe

and chronic, which leads to excessive, repetitive scratch-

ing, thereby causing skin lesions that can worsen the itch

sensation and lead to further scratching (the vicious itch–

scratch cycle) [79, 80]. Chronic itch affects millions of

individuals worldwide [83], but identifying the optimal

treatment for it is a major clinical challenge.

Advances in understanding the mechanisms of acute and

chronic itch have been achieved by the development of

animal models. For chronic itch, several models have been

established, most of which focus on cutaneous skin

diseases, including atopic dermatitis, contact dermatitis

and xerosis (dry skin) [84–86]. Recently, several studies

have uncovered that glial cells in the SDH are crucial for

itch chronicity. Astrocytes in the SDH show enlarged cell

bodies and extensively arborized processes in a model of

atopic dermatitis [87], which are well-known histological

alterations of reactive astrocytes [88]. Such changes in

SDH astrocytes have also been found in models of contact

dermatitis [87] and dry skin [89]. Thus, reactive astroglio-

sis in the SDH occurs under chronic itch conditions. It

appears that astrocytic activation is not induced in all SDH

segments because reactive astrocytes were observed

mainly in cervical and trigeminal segments that correspond

to the nape of neck, rostral back, ear and face where the

itchy mice have extensively scratched and skin lesions

have developed [87]. Thus, reactive astrocytes may be

restricted to the segments corresponding to the lesioned

itchy skin.

A clinically important element of chronic itch is the

vicious cycle of itching and scratching. Interestingly, the

time course of activation of SDH astrocytes seems to match

that of the development and progression of the itch–scratch

cycle [87]. Furthermore, preventing scratch-induced skin

damage by trimming the toenails or by using an Eliza-

bethan collar led to a recovery from their skin lesions, a

suppression of reactive astrocytes, and a reduction in

scratching [87, 89]. Thus, it is possible that astrocytic

activation might require a signal from the skin. Tominaga

et al. have demonstrated that hyperinnervation of primary

afferent C fibers expressing the transient receptor potential

cation channel subfamily V member 1 (TRPV1) to the

epidermis occurs in lesioned itchy skin of CV-NC/Nga

mice [90]. In patients with atopic dermatitis, the density of

epidermal nerve fibers is higher in the skin [91, 92].

Pharmacological ablation of TRPV1-positive C fibers

suppresses glial fibrillary acidic protein upregulation [87].

Now, what biologically active substances derived from

primary afferents activate SDH astrocytes is a major issue

for future investigations.

Recent studies have revealed the causal role of SDH

astrocytes in chronic itch by investigating the transcription

factor signal transducer and activator of transcription 3

(STAT3) [87] and the receptor toll-like receptor 4 (TLR4)

[89]. Both are selectively activated and expressed in

reactive astrocytes in models of chronic itch. Acute

pharmacological inhibition of spinal STAT3 and condi-

tional knockout of astrocytic STAT3 suppress scratching

behaviors [87], implying that ongoing STAT3 activation is

necessary for maintaining chronic itch. Liu et al. have

shown that TLR4-knockout mice display reduced sponta-

neous scratching and touch-evoked scratching (alloknesis)

in dry skin and contact dermatitis models [89]. Acute

intrathecal treatment with a TLR4 antagonist and an

astroglial toxin suppresses spontaneous scratching and

alloknesis [89]. Thus, the above findings [87, 89] make a

strong case that reactive astrocytes play a causal role in

chronic itch.

A growing body of literature has revealed the existence

of itch-specific neuronal circuitry in the nervous system

[2, 3, 79, 85]. For example, mutant mice lacking gastrin-

releasing peptide (GRP) receptors (GRPR) and mice with
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ablated GRPR-expressing SDH neurons display a reduction

in scratching behaviors without any changes in pain-related

behavioral responses [93, 94], indicating GRP-GRPR

signaling in the SDH as an itch-specific SDH circuit. This

leads to the question of whether SDH astrocytes modulate

this itch signaling. It has been reported that scratching

evoked by intrathecal GRP is increased in chronic itch

models, but the increase is abolished by pharmacological

inhibition of astrocytes [87]. One candidate for astrocytic

factors that modulate itch signaling might be lipocalin-2

(LCN2). Several studies have implicated LCN2 as a protein

secreted from reactive astrocytes in response to neuronal

inflammation [95–97] and in the modulation of neuronal

excitability [98]. In models of chronic itch, LCN2 is

upregulated in SDH astrocytes, which might require

STAT3 [87]. Furthermore, the pivotal role of astrocytic

LCN2 was demonstrated by SDH astrocyte-specific knock-

down of LCN2 [87]. Intrathecal co-administration of LCN2

with GRP enhances GRP-evoked scratching. These results

together indicate that LCN2 is an astrocytic factor that

plays a pivotal role in the progression and maintenance of

chronic itch (Fig. 2).

Conclusions

This review primarily focused on the role of microglia and

astrocytes in chronic pain and itch, respectively. Of note,

pharmacological, molecular, and genetic manipulations of

the function or expression of microglial molecules, such as

P2X4R [45, 53], and astrocytic STAT3 [87] and TLR4

[89], substantially influence chronic pain and itch behav-

iors and, importantly, have no effect on acute physiological

pain and itch behaviors under normal conditions. Thus,

glial cells and their expressing molecules might be good

targets for treating chronic pain and itch. However, several

studies have shown that astrocytes in the SDH also become

activated and contribute to the maintenance of mechanical

pain hypersensitivity after nerve injury [99–102]. The

functional difference of SDH astrocytes between chronic

pain and itch conditions remains an open and important

question, but there are a few possibilities. First, in contrast

to neuropathic pain models [103], the primary afferent

sensory neurons in the chronic itch models are not injured

[87], suggesting that astrocytic activation in the SDH might

be associated with injury of primary afferents in neuro-

pathic pain models, but not in chronic itch models. Second,

nerve injury causes not only reactive astrocytes, but also a

dramatic activation of microglia [104], which is in contrast

to chronic itch models [87]. Activated microglia are

powerful modulators of the functions of astrocytes and

neurons [105–107], and a recent study has demonstrated

that a neurotoxic reactive phenotype of astrocytes is

induced by activated microglia-secreted factors [108].

Therefore, it has been speculated that the reactive pheno-

types of SDH astrocytes may be different between

neuropathic pain and chronic itch conditions. Thus, it is

expected that an increased understanding of the functions

of SDH microglia and astrocytes will provide us with

exciting insights into the mechanisms for chronicity of pain

and itch, and also provide clues to develop novel thera-

peutic agents for treating chronic pain and itch.
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Abstract In 1905, Henry Head first suggested that trans-

mission of pain-related protopathic information can be

negatively modulated by inputs from afferents sensing

innocuous touch and temperature. In 1965, Melzak and

Wall proposed a more concrete gate control theory of pain

that highlights the interaction between unmyelinated C

fibers and myelinated A fibers in pain transmission. Here

we review the current understanding of the spinal micro-

circuits transmitting and gating mechanical pain or itch.

We also discuss how disruption of the gate control could

cause pain or itch evoked by innocuous mechanical stimuli,

a hallmark symptom for many chronic pain or itch patients.

Keywords Pain � Itch � Gate control � Spinal cord

Management of chronic pain and itch remains a major

medical challenge. One common symptom seen in these

patients is the presence of allodynia or alloknesis-pain or

itch evoked by innocuous mechanical stimuli [1–10].

Chronic pain can be caused by tissue inflammation

(inflammatory pain) or by lesions of the nervous system

(neuropathic pain). Studies in the past decades have

revealed many mechanisms leading to allodynia. In one

scenario, peripheral sensitization following inflammation

allows high-threshold nociceptors to gain the ability to

respond to innocuous mechanical stimuli (for details, see

the recent reviews [11–15]). The other scenario is partly

based on the gate control theory first postulated by Ronald

Melzak and Patrick Wall in 1965 and then revised in

subsequent years [5, 16, 17], allowing low-threshold

mechanoreceptors (LTMRs) to activate pain transmission

neurons under pathological conditions. In this mini-review,

we provide an update on the identities of spinal neurons

that form the microcircuits underlying the gate control of

mechanical pain or itch.

Pain Theories and Mapping Dorsal Spinal Circuits

The mammalian dorsal spinal cord transmits and processes

information related to a variety of sensory modalities,

including pain, itch, temperature, and touch [5, 18]. It is

organized into distinct laminae [18, 19]. Unmyelinated C

afferents and thinly-myelinated Ad sensory afferents that

transmit pain, itch, and temperature primarily terminate in

laminae I/II, as well as lamina V and other more ventral

laminae [5, 18]. Various classes of LTMRs, including

myelinated Ab fibers, as well as Ad and C fibers, terminate

from the ventral inner layer of lamina II (vIIi) to lamina V

[20]. The major output neurons include projection neurons

located in lamina I and laminae III-VI, which ascend along

the anterolateral tract or through the dorsal column [18, 21]

(Fig. 1A).
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One key question in the somatosensory field is to

understand how the dorsal horn transmits distinct sensory

modalities. Four different theories, including the specificity

versus gate control theories discussed here, have been

proposed in past centuries, as recently reviewed by Perl and

others [22–25]. The specificity hypothesis suggests the

existence of specific neural circuits transmitting different

sensory modalities. Regarding pain-related information

transmission, the specificity hypothesis is supported by the

discovery of nociceptive-specific (NS) neurons in the late

1960s and early 1970s, based on extracellular recordings

[26] (but see also below). Primary afferents expressing the

G-protein coupled receptor (GPCR) MrgrpA3 and spinal

neurons expressing the gastrin-releasing peptide receptor

(GRPR) are required selectively to transmit chemical itch,

but not pain, providing further support for the specificity

hypothesis [27–30]. The gate control theory discussed in this

review highlights crosstalk among different afferents in

shaping sensory information transmission. Sensory afferent

crosstalk is clearly suggested by the Thermal-Grill illusion

discovered in 1896, showing that cold andwarm stimulations

in alternative skin regions generate paradoxical hot or even

burning pain percepts [31, 32]. In 1905, Henry Head

performed nerve lesion on his own hand, and, based on the

differential regeneration speeds of different sensory affer-

ents and the progressive change in perception in response to

various sensory stimuli, he concluded that the crude

protopathic pain perception generated by noxious stimuli

can be attenuated by inputs from epicritic afferents that sense

innocuous touch and temperatures [33], leading to the

prototype of the gate control theory. In 1965, Melzack and

Wall then proposed a more concrete gate control theory that

was built on both clinical observations and electrophysio-

logical recordings [16]. Gate control theory has several

features (Fig. 1B), following incorporation of the discovery

of the large number of nociceptors by Perl and his colleagues.

First, spinal transmission (‘‘T’’) neurons normally receive

inputs from nociceptors, and their activation evokes pain and

other action systems. Second, transmission of nociceptive

information to T neurons can be modulated by descending

inputs from various brain regions. Third, T neurons concur-

rently receive excitatory inputs from LTMRs, but these

inputs are gated via feedforward activation of local

inhibitory interneurons (‘‘IN’’), such that innocuous

mechanical stimuli normally suppress acute nociceptive

pain. Fourth, strong nociceptive inputs, as well as plasticity

induced by inflammation or nerve injury, somehow attenuate

the inhibitory inputs from IN neurons and/or sensitize T

neurons, such that normally subthreshold LTMR inputs can

now sufficiently activate T neurons to evoke allodynia

(Fig. 1B).

Recent years have seen important progress in charac-

terizing the spinal circuits that transmit mechanical pain or

itch. Together with the Martyn Goulding lab at the Salk

Institute, we have been using an intersectional genetic

strategy to identify spinal neurons involved in the trans-

mission and gating of distinct modalities [34–36]. This

intersectional genetic strategy allows us to ablate or silence

specific spinal neurons that are defined by co-expression of

the Cre DNA recombinase driven from a specific gene and

the Flpo recombinase driven from the Lbx1 gene whose

expression is restricted to the dorsal spinal cord and dorsal

hindbrain [37, 38]. As such, only dorsal spinal/hindbrain

excitatory or inhibitory neurons that co-express XCre (X

indicates a specific gene) and Lbx1Flpo are ablated or

silenced, without affecting Cre-expressing neurons in the

peripheral nervous system or in the brain [34–36]. Mean-

while, several labs combined genetic and viral tools to

manipulate specific populations of spinal neurons [39–42].

Subsequent behavioral and electrophysiological studies

have now provided considerable insights into the trans-

mission of mechanical pain and/or itch in the dorsal spinal

cord. In this review, we focus on the identities of T neurons

for the transmission of mechanical pain, the pathways

Fig. 1 Laminar organization of

the spinal dorsal horn. A Lami-

nar organization of dorsal horn

and primary afferent inputs,

modified from Craig [19]. B The

gate control theory proposed in

1965. T, transmission neurons;

IN, inhibitory neurons in the

substantia gelatinosa (lamina II)

of the dorsal horn.
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linking LTMRs to T neurons, the characterization of IN

neurons for the gate control of mechanical pain or itch, and

the identities of relevant LTMRs.

Spinal ‘‘T’’ Neurons Transmitting Mechanical
Pain

Spinal ‘‘T’’ neurons for mechanical pain transmission are

defined as excitatory neurons that receive monosynaptic

inputs from mechano-sensitive nociceptors. ‘‘T’’ neurons

do not necessarily represent ascending projection neurons

as suggested by the original gate control diagram [16]. We

found that spinal neurons in the somatostatin (SOM)

lineage, marked by SOMCre in which the Cre recombinase

is driven from the SOM gene locus, are enriched in laminae

II and III and critical for the transmission of both acute and

chronic mechanical pain. Mice with intersectional ablation

of a major subset (*85%) of SOM lineage neurons defined

by the co-expression of SOMCre and Lbx1Flpo, referred to

as SOMLbx1 neurons, fail to respond to noxious mechanical

stimuli. Surprisingly, SOMLbx1 neurons are dispensable for

nocifensive behaviors evoked by noxious thermal stimuli,

even though many primary afferents and spinal output

neurons in superficial dorsal horn laminae are polymodal,

responding to both noxious heat and mechanical stimuli

[34]. In order to explain the nearly complete loss of

cutaneous mechanical pain in SOMLbx1 neuron-ablated

mice, inputs from both mechanical-selective nociceptors

and mechanically sensitive polymodal nociceptors should

all be transmitted via SOMLbx1 neurons in lamina II

(Fig. 2), whereas inputs from heat-selective sensory fibers,

marked by the transient receptor potential channel TRPV1

(ref. [43, 44]), must be sufficient to mediate heat-evoked

nocifensive responses via direct projection to heat-selective

or polymodal neurons in laminae I/IIo or deep laminae that

do not belong to the SOM lineage [26, 45] (Fig. 2). Earlier

studies suggested that vertical cells represent major output

neurons that relay sensory information from lamina II to

lamina I [46–51], and consistently, the SOM lineage

neurons include vertical cells with elaborate dendritic trees

reaching laminae II–IV and a thin axon projecting to

lamina I. SOMLbx1 neurons could, however, play a

redundant role in transmitting heat pain-related informa-

tion, by relaying inputs from polymodal nociceptors.

Consistent with these findings, Christensen et al. activated

spinal SOM? interneurons in adults using optogenetics,

resulting in a nocifensive licking response [52]. Chemo-

genetic inhibition of SOM? neurons reduced acute

mechanical sensitivity and mechanical allodynia following

peripheral inflammation [52]. However, they also found a

slight deficit in noxious thermal sensation by chemogenetic

inhibition of spinal SOM? neurons [52], suggesting the

possibility that a subset of SOMCre neurons that do not

express Lbx1Flpo, which would be preserved in SOMLbx1

neuron-ablated mice, might play a role in mediating

thermal pain.

Primary afferents transmitting noxious mechanical

information have recently been characterized. Unmyeli-

nated primary sensory afferents expressing the G-protein-

coupled receptor MrgprD are required to respond to light

punctate mechanical stimuli evoked by von Frey filaments

[53], whereas myelinated afferents expressing the neu-

ropeptide Y receptor NPY2R transmit superthreshold

pinprick-evoked intense mechanical pain [54]. In the

dorsal spinal cord, with the existence of wide dynamic

range (WDR) neurons, it had long been postulated that

mechanical pain intensity might be encoded by the firing

rates of WDR neurons [55, 56]. However, characterization

of other molecularly defined spinal neurons shows that

light punctate mechanical information, but not pinprick-

evoked intense mechanical information, is transmitted

through spinal neurons marked by the developmental

expression of calbindin 2 (Calb2, also known as calretinin),

which is in contrast to the transmission of both light and

intense mechanical pain by the SOM lineage neurons.

Lineage tracing experiments have shown that the Calb2

lineage neurons partially belong to the SOM lineage, albeit

to those with transient SOM expression [34]. Conceivably,

Fig. 2 Transmission of mechanical versus heat pain. A Three types

of projection neuron located in lamina I and deep laminae, including

mechanical-selective (yellow), heat-selective (red), and polymodal

(green) projection neurons. B, C SOM lineage neurons (marked after

crossing SOMCre with tdTomato reporter mice, as previously

described [34]), are enriched in laminae II and III, ventral to

NK1R? projection neurons in lamina I (B). Biocytin labeling showing
a SOMtdTomato neuron in lamina II that is a vertical cell (C). Image in

C adapted from Duan et al. [34].
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MrgprD? neurons and NPY2R? Ad mechanical nocicep-

tors might be preferentially connected to the Calb2 lineage

neurons and the Calb2-negative SOMLbx1 neurons to

transmit light and intense mechanical pain, respectively.

This initial segregation, however, does not necessarily

argue against the intensity-encoding hypothesis. For exam-

ple, Calb2? neurons and Calb2-negative SOMLbx1 neurons

could send convergent inputs to downstream WDR

neurons.

Multiple Gated Spinal Pathways Linking LTMR
Inputs to Lamina I Output Neurons

A key prediction from the gate control theory is that spinal

T neurons receive inputs not only from nociceptors, but

also from Ab-LTMRs (and possibly Ad-LTMRs as well),

and LTMR inputs are gated via feedforward activation of

inhibitory neurons under normal conditions. Light and Perl

initially performed extracellular recordings in laminae I/IIo,

revealing many nociception-specific neurons [47]. How-

ever, extracellular recordings can only detect inputs

sufficient to generate an action potential output. Subse-

quent in vivo intracellular recordings then revealed sub-

threshold inputs from innocuous mechanical stimuli

[57, 58], and multiple pathways relay LTMR inputs from

lamina III to laminae I/IIo (Fig. 3). First, vertical cells in

laminae I/IIo, including SOM neurons that represent T

neurons for acute mechanical pain transmission, send

dendrites to laminae III/IV and receive direct (not neces-

sarily monosynaptic) inputs from A-LTMRs. Second,

electrophysiological recordings also reveal polysynaptic

pathways starting with neurons located at the II–III border

or within lamina III [34, 41, 59–61]. SOM neurons at the

II–III border partially overlap with neurons expressing

protein kinase C gamma (PKCc), which receive

detectable monosynaptic or polysynaptic Ab inputs with

or without action potential firing due to feedforward

inhibition [34, 40, 61–63]. Peirs et al. subsequently

reported that lamina III neurons marked by transgenic

Vglut3::Cre, most of which receive monosynaptic inputs

from Ab fibers, play a critical role in relaying Ab inputs to

superficial laminae as well [41]. Since neurons at the II–III

border or within lamina III normally do not receive

nociceptive afferent inputs, at least based on extracellular

recordings [47], the neurons that receive gated Ab inputs

no longer fit the original ‘‘T’’ neurons defined to be

involved in the transmission of acute mechanical pain.

Because the relay of Ab fiber inputs from lamina III to

lamina I is virtually abolished in mice with ablation of

SOM lineage neurons, Vglut3::Cre-marked neurons could

either overlap with SOM neurons or are connected to SOM

neurons located in laminae II to relay Ab inputs. Indeed,

chemical genetic activation of Vglut3::Cre-marked neurons

is able to activate PKCc neurons and Calb2? neurons [41],

both of which partially belong to the SOM lineage [34]

(Fig. 3).

The direct and polysynaptic Ab pathways are gated via

feedforward activation of inhibitory neurons located in

laminae I–III. The dorsal pathway is gated at least partly

via spinal inhibitory neurons marked by the Cre driven

from the preprodynorphinin locus (DynCre). The DynCre

labels mainly inhibitory neurons enriched in laminae I and

II, a subset of which represents vertical cells that receive

Ab inputs with action potential firing [34]. Following

ablation of the Dyn lineage inhibitory neurons, most

superficial dorsal horn neurons in I/IIo now receive Ab
inputs with action potential firing, a third of which are

monosynaptic, indicating the opening of the direct pathway

as well as polysynaptic pathways. A number of inhibitory

neurons have been shown to gate the polysynaptic Ab
pathways, and these inhibitory neurons are enriched in

laminae II and III, including inhibitory neurons marked by

Cre driven from the parvalbumin gene locus (PVCre) and

the receptor tyrosine kinase Ret gene locus (RetCreER), as

well as the glycine transporter gene locus (GlyT2Cre)

Fig. 3 Schematic showing the

spinal circuits that transmit

mechanical pain-related infor-

mation. CR?/-, transient-central

cells partly marked by Cal-

b2/calretininCre (CR?/-);

SOM?/- cell (blue), vertical

neuron in lamina IIo; P, projec-

tion neuron in lamina I; IN,

inhibitory interneuron at the II-

III border or within lamina III,

including the Dyn, PV, GlyT2,

and Ret lineage neurons. Mod-

ified from Duan et al. [34].
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[39, 40, 42] (Fig. 3). Dyn neurons also contribute to the

gating of the polysynaptic Ab pathways [34] (Fig. 3).

Strikingly, individual ablation of these four sets of

genetically marked inhibitory neurons leads to the spon-

taneous manifestation of mechanical allodynia. We envi-

sion several scenarios: (1) these four sets of cells could

overlap with each other and the overlapping portion gates

the same allodynia pathways, (2) a summation of inputs

from all these inhibitory neurons is needed to gate a

pathway, and (3) perhaps most likely, these inhibitory

neurons may gate distinct allodynia pathways, opening

each of which would be sufficient to allow low-threshold

mechanical stimuli to evoke pain.

Peripheral inflammation and nerve injury cause central

sensitization and disinhibition, which collectively lead to

gate opening and the manifestation of allodynia

[5, 6, 12, 13, 25, 64–66]. Disinhibition can occur via

many different mechanisms, such as attenuated functions

of GABAA and glycine receptors, decreased expression of

enzymes for GABA synthesis or glycine transport, and a

change of intracellular versus extracellular Cl- gradients

via downregulation of KCC2, as previously reviewed

[6, 64, 67]. Other recently revealed disinhibition mecha-

nisms include reduced inhibitory synapses onto the exci-

tatory transmission neurons [40], and neuronal silencing

via long-term potentiation of glycine receptor-mediated

currents in GABAergic inhibitory neurons [68]. In vivo

extracellular recordings have demonstrated that such

disinhibition allows low-threshold inputs to activate nor-

mally nociception-specific neurons in both lamina I and

lamina V, resulting in allodynia [64, 69–71]. The SOM

lineage neurons are required to relay Ab inputs from

lamina III to lamina I under disinhibition conditions caused

by the presence of bicuculline and strychnine to block

GABAA and glycine receptors [34], or following nerve

injury (Cheng et al., unpublished data). Consistently,

mechanical allodynia induced by nerve injury or inflam-

mation is virtually abolished following ablation of SOM

lineage neurons in the dorsal horn [34]. Other studies have

shown that inflammation and nerve injury open distinct

allodynia pathways, based on differential c-Fos induction

in Calb2? neurons versus PKCc? neurons [41]. However,

not all forms of neuronal activity or firing patterns lead to

c-Fos induction. For example, low-threshold mechanical

stimuli evoking touch perception under normal conditions

rarely stimulate c-Fos in dorsal horn neurons [34]. As such,

a lack of c-Fos induction in Calb2? neurons following

nerve lesions does not necessarily suggest that these

neurons are not involved in the transmission of neuropathic

pain, and a definite conclusion awaits in vivo or ex vivo

recordings and/or imaging. It should also be pointed out

that while activation of Calb2? interneurons is sufficient to

induce spontaneous nocifensive behaviors and mechanical

allodynia [41], ablation of most of these neurons does not

have a detectable impact on allodynia [34], possibly due to

the existence of redundant allodynia pathways opened by

inflammation and nerve injury.

The identities of A-LTMRs that transmit and/or gate

mechanical pain are only beginning to be understood.

Myelinated LTMRs expressing the toll-like receptor 5 [72]

or delta opioid receptors [73, 74] are necessary for the

expression of mechanical allodynia, and co-activation of

LTMRs marked by MafACre is able to attenuate acute

pinprick pain mediated by Ad mechanical nociceptors [54],

possibly via feedforward activation of spinal inhibitory

neurons for gate control. Not discussed in this review is the

involvement in the induction and/or expression of mechan-

ical allodynia of other types of primary afferents, such as

C-LTMRs [75], MrgprD? polymodal nociceptors [53], and

sensitized fast-conducting myelinated mechanical nocicep-

tors [76–78].

Gate Control of Mechanical Itch

Itch, or pruritus, is defined as an unpleasant sensation

associated with the desire to scratch [79]. The close

connection between itch and scratching indicates that the

neuronal apparatus for itch might initially have evolved as

a nocifensive system to remove potentially harmful stimuli,

such as insects moving across the skin (mechanical itch) or

mosquitoes injecting pruritogens into the skin (chemical

itch). This also highlights the inhibition of itch by painful

stimuli, such as scratching, possibly via activation of spinal

inhibitory neurons [80]. For example, pruritogen-evoked

chemical itch is greatly sensitized (1) in mice with loss of a

mixed population of spinal inhibitory interneurons whose

development is dependent on the basic helix-loop-helix

transcription factor Bhlhb5 [81, 82], and (2) in mice

following ablation of glycinergic interneurons located deep

in the dorsal horn [39]. Inhibition of chemical itch by

painful stimuli is dependent on glutamate release from

primary nociceptors, possibly via activation of the afore-

mentioned inhibitory neurons [83, 84].

Regarding mechanical itch, the lightest stroking by a

thin filament across the skin, particularly the upper lip [79],

or vibration of a single facial venus hair, can evoke an

intense itch sensation. Mechanical itch cannot be blocked

by antagonists against histamine receptors [85]. However, a

finger stroking with a slightly stronger force produces

touch perception without itch. Thus, inputs from LTMRs

not only gate mechanical pain, but also mechanical itch.

Presumably, there is a class of itch-evoked LTMRs that are

extremely sensitive to mechanical stimuli, but this low

threshold mechanical itch can be gated (masked) via

concurrent activation of other classes of LTMRs (Fig. 4).
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Recently, we found that spinal inhibitory neurons express-

ing neuropeptide Y::Cre (NPY::Cre) are required to gate

touch-evoked mechanical itch [35]. NPY lineage neurons

are enriched in laminae II–IV and most of them receive

inputs from Ab fibers. Ablation or silencing of the

NPY::Cre-marked neurons within the dorsal spinal cord

(and the dorsal hindbrain) causes the selective loss of gate

control for mechanical itch, allowing low-threshold von

Frey filament stimulation to evoke scratching responses,

while pain and chemical itch sensitivity remains unchanged

[35]. As a result, NPY::Cre neuron-ablated mice display

excessive spontaneous scratching and eventual skin lesions

[35]. Interestingly, this mechanical itch pathway is inde-

pendent of GRPR? spinal neurons that transmit chemical

itch [29, 35, 86]. Furthermore, NPY neurons rarely overlap

with Bhlhb5-dependent inhibitory neurons, which are

required to gate chemical itch [81], suggesting distinct

spinal microcircuits that transmit and gate mechanical

versus chemical itch (Fig. 4).

Concluding remarks

Extracellular recordings by Perl and his colleague first

revealed many neurons in laminae I and IIo that are

nociception-specific. Subsequent intracellular and genetic

manipulations have now demonstrated that most of these

neurons also receive monosynaptic and/or polysynaptic

inputs from LTMRs, and LTMR inputs can either be

silenced or become subthreshold due to feedforward

activation of inhibitory neurons. Any given stimulus to

the skin most likely activates a spectrum of sensory

afferents with different receptive fields, conduction veloc-

ities, and adaptation rates, and the outcome of spinal

transmission neurons in response to such a stimulus

depends on the spatial and temporal summation of all of

the excitatory and inhibitory inputs generated by these

sensory afferents. Manifestation of allodynia or alloknesis

can therefore be achieved via many different mechanisms,

such as central sensitization of transmission neurons or

reduced feedforward inhibition, or both.

Several outstanding issues remain to be addressed. First,

while MrgprD? and NPY2R? nociceptors are critical for

the transmission of light and intense mechanical informa-

tion, respectively [53, 54], peripheral LTMRs and spinal

excitatory neurons that transmit mechanical itch have not

yet been characterized. The underlying mechanotransduc-

ers are also unclear. Piezo2, a rapidly-adapting, mechan-

ically-activated ion channel transmits innocuous touch

[87–91] and proprioception [87, 92], but is dispensable for

the transmission of both acute mechanical pain in humans

[87] and inflammation-induced mechanical allodynia in

mice [88]. Second, it remains to be determined if the same

or different subtypes of LTMRs provide inputs to spinal

excitatory neurons for pain transmission versus inhibitory

interneurons for gate control. Third, more effort should be

directed to understanding how these gated spinal circuits

are altered under distinct pathological conditions, since a

loss of gate control appears to be the hallmark symptom

seen in chronic pain or itch patients [23, 25]. Addressing

these questions will eventually help to develop new

therapeutic strategies to treat chronic pain and itch, such

as by restoring the lost gate control.
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Abstract Due to the complex circuitry and plethora of cell

types involved in somatosensation, it is becoming increas-

ingly important to be able to observe cellular activity at the

population level. In addition, since cells rely on an intricate

variety of extracellular factors, it is important to strive to

maintain the physiological environment. Many electro-

physiological techniques require the implementation of

artificially-produced physiological environments and it can

be difficult to assess the activity of many cells simultane-

ously. Moreover, imaging Ca2? transients using Ca2?-

sensitive dyes often requires in vitro preparations or in vivo

injections, which can lead to variable expression levels.

With the development of more sensitive genetically-

encoded Ca2? indicators (GECIs) it is now possible to

observe changes in Ca2? transients in large populations of

cells at the same time. Recently, groups have used a GECI

called GCaMP to address fundamental questions in

somatosensation. Researchers can now induce GCaMP

expression in the mouse genome using viral or gene knock-

in approaches and observe the activity of populations of

cells in the pain pathway such as dorsal root ganglia

(DRG), spinal neurons, or glia. This approach can be used

in vivo and thus maintains the organism’s biological

integrity. The implementation of GCaMP imaging has led

to many advances in our understanding of somatosensation.

Here, we review the current findings in pain research using

GCaMP imaging as well as discussing potential method-

ological considerations.

Keywords DRG � Spinal cord � GCaMP imaging � Pain
pathways � Neural circuit

Introduction

The sensation of pain involves interactions between many

highly-specialized cell types in the peripheral and central

nervous systems. Numerous studies have used electrophys-

iological recordings to better understand how the nervous

system transmits painful information. Electrophysiology

has been the gold standard for studying the neuronal

components of pain sensation due to its exquisite temporal

resolution and sensitivity. Electrophysiology is not without

its challenges however. Successful recordings demand

physical contact with the tissue, which necessitates many

recordings to be taken from ex vivo or in vitro preparations.

Intracellular recordings require penetration of the neuron

with an electrode, which can cause neurons to lose

biological integrity. In addition, ex vivo preparations

require excision of the tissue from the organism, which

may induce the release of many factors, further affecting

the results. This pseudo-physiological environment may

not fully reflect the cellular landscape. In vivo electro-

physiological models have been produced to provide more

accurate information from living animals, yet it is impos-

sible to record the activity of large populations of neurons

simultaneously.

Calcium imaging techniques using GECIs have been

developed to image intracellular Ca2? as an indirect
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measure of action potential firing [1]. GECIs have been

used to study pain pathways by visualizing Ca2? transients

in response to various stimuli [2]. These methods use the

less invasive properties of light rather than electrodes.

Recently, an optical imaging technique has been developed

using the GECIs GCaMP3 and GCaMP6s genetically

expressed in primary sensory neurons under the control of

the pirt promoter [3]. This technique allows for high-

throughput, long-term, in vivo imaging of Ca2? transients

in primary afferents [4–6] (Fig. 1). Used in conjunction

with genetic or pharmacological manipulations, this tech-

nique can provide extensive information on how painful

stimuli are transmitted or altered in different pain states. In

this review we summarize the current findings in pain

research using GCaMP3 and GCaMP6 mice.

Biochemistry of GCaMPs

GCaMPs are a series of GECIs consisting of a Ca2?-

binding domain fused to one circularly permuted fluores-

cent protein (FP). The Ca2?-binding domain, calmodulin

(CaM), is fused to the C-terminal of the FP, and the Ca2?/

CaM-binding myosin light chain kinase domain (M13) is

fused to the N-terminal of the FP. When Ca2? is absent, the

FP is in a poorly fluorescent state. CaM can bind up to four

Ca2? ions through E-F motifs. After Ca2? binds to CaM it

undergoes a conformational change and binds to the M13

domain via the hinge region. The interaction of the Ca2?-

CaM and M13 domains enables de-protonation of the FP

chromophore and induces vigorous excitation and emission

[7].

Currently, GCaMPs are widely used to image various

biological model systems including Caenorhabditis ele-

gans, Drosophila, zebrafish, rodents, and non-human

primates. The first generation of GCaMP (GCaMP1) was

developed by Nakai and colleagues [8] and later improved

upon by Ohkura et al. with the development of GCaMP1.6

[9]. All of the first-generation GCaMPs are unstable at

temperatures over 30 �C so they cannot be used for tests in

mammalian systems. To resolve this issue, Tallini et al.

developed GCaMP2 and were the first to record mam-

malian GCaMP in vivo [10]. Recently, several GCaMP

proteins such as GCaMP3 [11], GCaMP-HS, GCaMP5

Fig. 1 Representative in vivo

DRG images from a Pirt-

cre;Rosa26-flox-stop-flox-

GCaMP6s heterozygous mouse.

A Background GCaMP fluores-

cence in the absence of stimu-

lation to the hind paw. Arrows

indicate spontaneously firing

neurons. B ROIs manually

traced for neurons from panels

C and D responding to noxious

heat (red), brush (green), or

both heat and brush (yellow).

C Representative Ca2? transient

in response to placing the ipsi-

lateral hindpaw in a beaker of

48 �C water. Cell diameters of

responding neurons range from

11.3 to 33.1 lm. Mean cell

diameter = 21.0 ± 0.3 lm.

D Representative Ca2? response

to applying gentle brushing to

the dorsal aspect of the ipsilat-

eral hind paw. Cell diameters of

responding neurons range from

18.7 to 44.6 lm. Mean cell

diameter = 29.8 ± 1.1 lm.
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[12], GCaMP6, GCaMP7 [13], and GCaMP8 [14] have

been engineered to have better sensitivity, much greater

signal-to-noise ratios, and different spectral properties. It is

difficult to use GCaMPs in transgenic animals that already

express other GFP-based proteins, so red fluorescent

GECIs, such as the red-shifted variant R-GECO based on

mApple and RCaMP based on mRuby, have been devel-

oped for expanding the application of multichannel imag-

ing [15, 16].

Imaging Peripheral GCaMP

Soon after the development of functional imaging in the

brain, the application of functional Ca2? imaging in the

peripheral nervous system was successful. In one previous

study, our lab performed in vitro functional Ca2? imaging

of the trigeminal system, including the peripheral terminals

of the ear skin, central terminals in the trigeminal

subnucleus caudalis, and the cell bodies in the trigeminal

ganglion, with Pirt-GCaMP3 mice [3]. The advantages of

imaging in that study are manifold, such as high-efficiency

simultaneous imaging of multiple neurons and preservation

of somatotopic organization. Compared to in vitro imaging,

in vivo imaging can be used to study an intact animal and is

more representative of the physiological condition. A

recent study used Ca2? imaging to record the responses of

the central terminals of primary sensory neurons in the

DRG to cutaneous stimulation in vivo [2]. The imaging of

nerve terminals requires more stability because the diam-

eters of the central terminals are very small and more

sensitive to movement. The cell bodies of primary sensory

neurons are much larger than terminals and are therefore

less affected by micromovements. However, DRGs are

located underneath the vertebrae and are surrounded by

connective tissue and muscles which make them more

difficult to image. That is one of the reasons why most

studies on the function of DRGs in somatosensation have

focused on the activity of one neuron in culture or

populations of neurons in isolated ganglia.

With the development of a novel in vivo DRG imaging

technique, researchers now have the ability to detect the

activity of large populations of DRG neurons in anes-

thetized mice [4]. Using this technique, we can simulta-

neously monitor Ca2? transients in large populations of

DRG neurons ([1600 neurons/DRG, *15% of total DRG

neurons) in live Pirt-GCaMP3 mice. In addition, this new

in vivo DRG imaging approach enables us to study large

numbers of neurons under physiological conditions without

cell penetration or dissociation. We found that, after injury,

gap junction-mediated neuron-to-neuron coupling occurs in

the DRG. This coupling phenomenon occurs between cells

with varying somal diameters, including large-diameter

neurons recruiting adjacent small-diameter neurons. There-

fore, injury could lead to non-nociceptive stimuli activating

innocuous primary afferent neurons, in addition to adjacent

coupled nociceptors, potentially contributing to mechanical

allodynia. Although neuronal ‘‘cross-activation’’ had been

reported previously using dual recordings in the rat DRG

[17, 18], our imaging study was the first to directly

demonstrate neuronal coupling of neighboring neurons

after injury. This imaging technique opens up new avenues

for the study of the role of primary sensory neurons in

different research fields. More recently, another study used

this technique to show that [85% of responsive DRG

neurons are modality-specific, responding to either noxious

mechanical, cold, or heat stimuli [6]. This result contrasts

with past findings using electrophysiological recordings

which indicated that most DRG neurons respond to more

than one modality. Although follow-up studies are neces-

sary to explore the factors involved in C-fiber polymodal-

ity, this study provides some interesting arguments when

considering the common view that most C-fibers are

polymodal in naı̈ve animals.

Another study using GCaMP expressed in all neurons

reports that inflammation can cause a change in the

number of DRG neurons that are responsive to mechanical

stimulation [19]. Interestingly, they show that some DRG

neurons exhibit no change in Ca2?, yet these neurons can

generate action potentials. They go on to show that the

neurons that have no change in Ca2? show narrow action

potentials and rapidly-conducting axons. A separate study

monitored the response of primary sensory neurons to

different temperatures using in vivo imaging of the

trigeminal ganglion, and revealed that TRPV1 channels

are required for warm sensation and one class of silent

cold sensors emerges after injury [20]. One similarity

between all of these studies that have used GCaMP

imaging of live animals is that they keep the biological

integrity of the primary sensory neuron system intact

while simultaneously monitoring the activity of a large

number of neurons.

Imaging Spinal GCaMP

The development of two-photon imaging has allowed for

the visualization of fluorescent targets deep within tissue

[21]. In the past decade, groups have used this imaging

technique to visualize neurons and glia in the spinal cord

[22, 23]. Two-photon imaging, coupled with Ca2?-sensi-

tive dyes, has allowed continuous imaging of cellular

activity in the spinal cord [24, 25]. This technique can yield

crucial information on how spinal neurons and glia

modulate somatosensory transmission and elucidate regu-

latory circuits in the spinal cord.
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Recently, Sekiguchi et al. combined one- and two-

photon microscopy and GCaMP imaging to visualize

neuronal and glial activity in freely-moving unanesthetized

mice while applying different stimuli to the base of the tail

[26]. To induce GCaMP6f expression in the spinal cord,

they injected either AAV9-CaMKII-GCaMP6f (for neu-

rons) or AAV5-GfaABC1D-GCaMP6f (for glia) into the

spinal cord and subsequently imaged the Ca2? transients

using two-photon and miniaturized one-photon micro-

scopy. They observed an intensity-dependent Ca2?

response at the single-neuron level. In addition, astrocytes

exhibited a coordinated Ca2? response to high-amplitude

pinch stimulation. The use of GCaMP6 expressed in

neurons or glia allowed the simultaneous imaging of many

cells, which would not be possible using current electro-

physiological techniques.

Methodology

When using GCaMP for in vivo imaging, there are many

technical concerns to consider. Different microscopic

avenues offer distinct advantages and disadvantages.

Two-photon microscopy may be necessary when imaging

targets lie deep within a specimen. Additional adaptations

such as adaptive optics, highly sensitive detectors such as

GaAsP detectors, or objectives with higher numerical

apertures may assist in imaging targets with low fluores-

cence. When using two-photon imaging, stabilization of

the target tissue is paramount. Fortunately, there are ways

to circumvent this issue, such as implantable spinal

windows [22, 26], vertebral clamps [4, 6, 23, 24], a thin

layer of agarose over the tissue, or an adaptive focus

control unit [25, 26]. One-photon microscopy is less

sensitive to movement artifacts in the z-direction due to its

higher point spread function; however, tissue-wide delivery

of high-intensity laser light introduces the concern of

phototoxicity out of the imaging plane. In addition, it can

be challenging to use one-photon imaging in highly-

scattering tissue such as the spinal cord.

It is also very important to address variable expression

levels of GCaMP between neurons. The level of GCaMP

can directly affect the level of fluorescence observed upon

activation. Insertion of GCaMP into the mouse genome

using a viral vector or gene knock-in approach can result in

variable GCaMP expression between neurons. This factor

can make it difficult to compare Ca2? transients between

different cell types. Consequently, when choosing an

appropriate strategy for GCaMP insertion into the mouse

genome it is imperative that one should take the expression

levels into consideration and interpret the results

accordingly.

Limitations of Imaging

Imaging enables minimally-invasive observation of neural

activity in real time. It is an ideal and powerful approach to

simultaneously monitor the activity of large numbers of

neurons in live animals. While imaging approaches have

improved with the development of fluorophore sensors and

microscopic systems, it is important to consider the

potential limitations (Table 1).

First, imaging of Ca2? influx is an indirect measurement

of neural activity, as Ca2? plays many roles other than

neuronal excitation. In fact, it has been reported that in

some cases the activity of neurons is not necessarily

associated with a change in Ca2? concentration [27].

Second, it is impossible to deduce several of the charac-

teristics of neuronal excitation such as action potential

duration, number, and frequency, as well as other intrinsic

electrophysiological properties of responding neurons

Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of in vivo GCaMP imaging.

Advantages Disadvantages

Simultaneous visualization of Ca2? transients in large populations of

cells

Can be difficult to observe targets in highly scattering tissue

Excellent spatial resolution Limited temporal resolution

Improved preservation of physiological condition Not a direct measurement of action potential firing

Does not require application or injection of Ca2?-sensitive dyes Can be susceptible to effects of Ca2?-buffering

Uses minimally-invasive properties of light Cannot measure neurophysiological characteristics such as action

potential number, frequency, duration

Maintenance of somatotopic organization Level of fluorescence can be affected by variable GCaMP expression

levels

Can be inserted into mouse genome, allowing for easy and repeat-

able expression between generations

Susceptible to effects of phototoxicity

Can be combined with other fluorophores for multichannel imaging
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using Ca2? imaging. Third, the temporal resolution of

GCaMP imaging remains a recurring issue. The scanning

speed used to record the Ca2? dynamics is in the order of

seconds to hundreds of milliseconds, yet action potentials

are generated at much faster rates. Therefore, there is the

potential for lost information without performing parallel

electrophysiological recordings. Fourth, when using anes-

thesia it is important to understand the physiological

impact on the tissue. Although the mechanisms of action

are unclear for many anesthetics it is thought that some,

such as isoflurane, work through facilitating inhibitory

transmission or inhibiting excitatory transmission [28]. In

fact, a recent study shows that isoflurane potently sup-

presses Ca2? activity in neurons and glia in the spinal

dorsal horn [26]. Therefore, care should be taken to use

proper controls or confirm the phenotype under different

anesthetic conditions. Fifth, since GCaMP binds to intra-

cellular Ca2?, it can alter the concentration of free Ca2?

ions. This Ca2?-buffering effect can lead to robust cellular

changes, which can ultimately affect cellular vitality. In

fact, high GCaMP expression levels introduced using viral

vectors have been associated with abnormal cellular

physiology [29]. The Ca2?-buffering effect could be

further intensified in cells with high levels of endogenous

Ca2?-binding proteins such as Purkinje cells [30]. How-

ever, a cytotoxic effect of GCaMP has not been found in

DRG neurons, especially in Pirt-GCaMP mice [3, 4].

Finally, even with the recent advances in multiphoton

imaging, it can still be difficult to achieve the desired

imaging depth in highly myelinated tissue such as the

spinal cord. New developments may be needed to allow the

imaging of deeper targets.

Future Perspectives

This new imaging technique can be of great value for

studying neurons and non-neuronal cells. In addition to

neurons, several non-neuronal cells such as keratinocytes,

immune cells, glia, and cancer cells are involved in the

pathogenesis of pain. GCaMP imaging can be combined

with optogenetic methods to study the interactions of

neuronal and non-neuronal cells in vivo. This may prove to

be a reliable tool to study microcircuits and neuron-neuron

and neuron-glia interactions. In addition, red-shifted Ca2?

indicators such as RCaMP can be combined with GCaMP

to allow the imaging of several sub-populations of cells

simultaneously.
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Abstract Different physical and chemical stimuli are

detected by the peripheral sensory receptors of dorsal root

ganglion (DRG) neurons, and the generated inputs are

transmitted via afferent fibers into the central nervous

system. The gene expression profiles of DRG neurons

contribute to the generation, transmission, and regulation

of various somatosensory signals. Recently, the single-cell

transcriptomes, cell types, and functional annotations of

somatosensory neurons have been studied. In this review,

we introduce our classification of DRG neurons based on

single-cell RNA-sequencing and functional analyses, and

discuss the technical approaches. Moreover, studies on the

molecular and cellular mechanisms underlying somatic

sensations are discussed.

Keywords Neuron type � Single-cell technology �
Somatosensory mechanism � Pain � Gene profiles

Introduction

Peripheral stimuli are detected by the pseudo-unipolar

sensory neurons in the dorsal root ganglion (DRG) through

molecular sensors at their peripheral nerve terminals. These

neurons then transmit peripheral signals to the spinal dorsal

horn. Somatosensation comprises different sensorymodalities

including thermoception, mechanoreception, proprioception,

nociception, and pruritoception. There is a notion that

different types of DRG neurons are specialized by distinct

molecular networks and mediate these sensory modalities.

Accumulated experimental evidence has demonstrated that

nociceptors mediate other sensory modalities such as

mechanoreception [1, 2].

Although the somatosensory molecules have been

extensively studied, a global view of the transcriptional

profiles of individual DRG neurons has not been obtained.

Efforts have been made to understand the gene profiles of

these neurons [3–9]. Single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-

seq) is an effective technique that has advanced our

understanding of single-cell transcriptomes, and the iden-

tification of cell clusters of mouse DRG neurons [10, 11].

High-coverage scRNA-seq can provide a better database of

single-cell gene profiles [11]. The functions of DRG

neurons have been determined by genetic ablation [9, 12].

In vivo whole-cell patch recording plus single-cell real-

time PCR has been used to determine the cellular functions

corresponding to the neuron types [11]. In this review, the

scRNA-seq method is discussed. Then, recent studies on

the cell types and functional annotations of somatosensory

neurons are summarized.

Methodological Considerations for Neuron-Typing

Methodological Approach of scRNA-seq

For the isolation of single cells, DRG tissue is subjected to

enzymatic digestion and mechanical dissociation. Individ-

ual cells are isolated manually or using automated equip-

ment. The microfluidic C1 (Fluidigm) is a commercial

device, which automatically performs single-cell capture,
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reverse-transcription, and cDNA amplification in chip

chambers. However, the conditions of neuron dissociation

cannot be evaluated by the device but by trained exper-

imenters. To fully control the isolation conditions, manual

isolation of neurons is preferred. Under a microscope,

healthy DRG neurons have a smooth and bright cell

membrane. Individual neurons are picked manually and

randomly. Generally, 50 cells can be picked by a trained

experimenter within 4 h. The efficiency of manual isolation

of single cells is acceptable. The single cell is subjected to

reverse transcription and cDNA amplification. The method

of scRNA-seq was first reported by Tang in 2009 [13].

Sandberg’s lab introduced Smarter-seq, and the subse-

quently improved Smarter-seq2 [14, 15]. We used the

Smarter-seq commercial kit (Clontech) in our studies to

identify the gene profiles of individual neurons.

The sequencing depth is important for obtaining the

whole transcriptome of a single neuron. Low-coverage

scRNA-seq, which detects 4,644 genes in a representative

cell, has been suggested to be sufficient for cell-clustering

and biomarker identification [16]. However, this number is

much smaller than that by high-coverage sequencing,

which detects *10,000 genes per cell [11]. Moreover, the

low-coverage sequencing leads to great variation in genes

with transcripts of low or medium abundance [16]. As we

attempted not only to identify neuron types and their

corresponding biomarkers, but also to reveal the whole

transcriptomes of individual neurons, high-coverage

scRNA-seq was an appropriate choice in our studies.

The number of sequenced neurons is determined by the

minimal number of neurons required to cover all neuron

types. More neuron samples are better in the process of

identifying neuron types, but this also increases the cost. To

minimize the number, a specific approach has been designed

according to the cellular properties of DRG neurons. One is

that a subpopulation of neurons can be labeled by isolectin

B4 (IB4). The other is that neuron size is considered to be

correlated with the conventional classification of DRG

neurons. In our study, IB4-labeling was shown by IB4-

fluorescein while neuron size was determined using a scale

within the objective lens. Finally, IB4-negative small

neurons (cross-sectional area \800 lm2), IB4-positive

neurons, and IB4-negative large neurons (cross-sectional

area[800 lm2) each accounted for *1/3 of the selected

neurons. Individual neurons were collected manually. When

the number of sequenced neurons was close to 100, 9 neuron

types were identified. Only one more neuron type was

identified when the number approached 200. Thus, a number

close to 200 is considered to be acceptable.

Recently, the number of publications with scRNA-seq

has markedly increased, and various analytical methods

have been developed. Based on our experience, we suggest

the use of differentially expressed genes, but not all

detected genes, for further analysis of cell clusters.

Weighted Gene Co-expression Network Analysis is a good

method to cluster highly-correlated genes into gene mod-

ules [17]. Visualization and cluster analysis of scRNA-seq

data can be facilitated by Principal Component Analysis or

t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) [18].

Technical progress in single-cell capture and the analysis

of scRNA-seq data have been reviewed elsewhere [19, 20].

Evaluation of scRNA-seq Data

Data from scRNA-seq should be evaluated carefully. After

bioinformatics analysis, representative genes of a cell or

cell type can be identified. By quantitative single-cell RT-

PCR, the profiles of multiple genes can be examined in

individual cells. In situ hybridization (ISH) can be used to

analyze the cell distribution of genes in the tissue.

However, fluorescent ISH is less sensitive than single-cell

RT-PCR. Notably, modified ISH can enhance the sensitiv-

ity. A branched DNA ISH has been developed to detect the

expression of single-copy genes [21]. However, although

branched DNA ISH is very sensitive, the spread of this

technique has been limited by competitive interests and the

high cost of commercial kits. Recently, a multiplexed

fluorescent hybridization chain reaction (HCR) was devel-

oped by Pierce’s lab [22]. The cascades of HCR amplify

the fluorescent signals. Fluorescent HCR is an alternative,

although it is often not sensitive enough to detect gene

expression at low levels. Immunostaining of cells is not

ideal for the evaluation of scRNA-seq data, because the

immunolabeling intensity is not always concordant with

the gene expression level [23]. For example, scRNA-seq

data show that Nefh, which encodes neurofilament 200

(NF200) and is a well-known marker of myelinated DRG

neurons, is also expressed in DRG neurons positive for

MAS-related GPR family member D (Mrgprd). However,

previous immunostaining results showed that Mrgprd-

positive neurons do not contain NF200 [24].

Somatosensory Neuron Types

DRG neurons are divided into different populations with

distinct properties, including small-diameter neurons with

unmyelinated C-fibers or thinly-myelinated Ad-fibers, and
large-diameter neurons with thickly-myelinated Aa/b-
fibers [25]. The small neurons can be subdivided into two

subpopulations: one shows peptidergic characteristics by

expressing neuropeptides, substance P and calcitonin gene-

related peptide (CGRP) [25]; the other does not express

neuropeptides but binds IB4 [25]. In contrast, the large

neurons are characterized by the expression of NF200 [25].

Tyrosine hydroxylase (TH) is not expressed in neurons of
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the three subpopulations above, suggesting that TH-posi-

tive neurons comprise another subpopulation [26]. DRG

neurons can also be classified by the expression of

neurotrophic factor receptors. Peptidergic small neurons

express glial-derived neurotrophic factor (GDNF) family

receptor a 3 (Gfra3) and ropomyosin receptor-kinase A

(TrkA), a nerve growth factor (NGF) receptor. Non-

peptidergic small neurons contain Ret receptor and Gfra2.

Large neurons express TrkB or TrkC.

Efforts have been made to identify the transcriptional

profiles of different subpopulations of DRG neurons.

Neuron purification by fluorescent activated cell sorting

coupled with gene profiling has been used to characterize

the molecular properties of TrkC-positive [7] and TRPV1-

positive [6] neurons. Gene profiles of ion channel and

GPCRs in trigeminal ganglia and DRGs have been

analyzed by RNA-seq [5, 8]. In DRG tissue, glial cells,

including satellite glial cells and Schwann cells, outnumber

sensory neurons. After magnetic purification, the transcrip-

tomes of the neurons were examined [3]. Recently, Chiu

et al. [4] used parallel quantitative RT-PCR to analyze the

expression levels of candidate genes in single DRG

neurons from three subpopulations including IB4?

Nav1.8-Cre/TdTomato?, IB4- Nav1.8-Cre/TdTomato?,

and Pvalb-Cre/TdTomato?. The analysis led to the iden-

tification of six distinct subgroups, including Mrgprd?,

Nppb?, and Th? neurons [4]. However, these results

presented the gene profiles of cell groups, but could not

identify the neuron types in an unbiased and integrated

manner.

ScRNA-seq is an important technology increasingly

used to generate cell atlases of the central [27, 28] and

peripheral nervous systems [10, 11]. Usoskin et al. reported

that peptidergic, non-peptidergic, TH-positive, and NF200-

positive mouse DRG neurons can be further classified into

11 subtypes using low-coverage scRNA-seq, which

detected *3,900 ± 1,880 (mean ± SD) genes per neuron

[10, 11]. However, the low-coverage scRNA-seq only

provided a partial transcriptome, and caused considerable

variation in the gene expression profiles, making it difficult

to define specific marker genes [10, 11]. In fact, CGRP and

NF200 are not good markers for DRG neuron types,

because they are expressed in many types [11].

We performed high-coverage scRNA-seq, which

detected 10,950 ± 1,218 genes per neuron, and thus

identified 10 types and 14 subtypes of DRG neuron [11].

The profiles are available at our database (http://www.

ibrainproject.org/en/index.php?c=channel&a=type&tid=84).

We not only provided the transcriptome of individual

neurons, but also identified distinct marker genes for the

neuron types (C1 – C10) and subtypes (Fig. 1) [11]. Neu-

rons in C1 were marked by galanin (Gal), C2 by natriuretic

peptide B (Nppb), C3 by Th, C4 by Mrgpra3, C5 by

Mrgprd, C7 by neurexophilin 1 (Nxph1) plus S100 Ca2?-

binding protein B (S100b), C8 by S100b, and C9 by BAI1-

associated protein 2-like 1 (Baiap2l1) plus S100b. C6

neurons expressed a high level of S100b and a low level of

Mrgprd. C10 neurons were large neurons expressing Gal.

Some subtypes were marked by specific functional genes,

such as Mrgprb4? in the C4-2 subtype of Mrgpra3? C4,

while other subtypes expressed genes representative of

myelinated neurons, such as Nefh and S100b in C2-2 of

Nppb? C2 [11]. Thus, the number of neuron types and

subtypes identified by high-coverage scRNA-seq [11] is

greater than that by low-coverage scRNA-seq [10, 11].

Moreover, the specific markers for each neuron type and

subtype can be identified by high-coverage scRNA-seq

data.

Growth Factor Receptors and Somatosensory
Neuron Types

The timing-specific coordination of multiple transcriptional

factors controls the progress of neurogenesis, differentia-

tion, and specification in sensory neuron lineages [29, 30].

Neurogenin 1 (Ngn1) and Ngn2, basic helix-loop-helix

transcription factors, play key roles in the neurogenesis and

differentiation of primary sensory neurons. Ngn1 determi-

nes the formation of TrkA-positive DRG neurons while

Ngn2 regulates the formation of TrkB- and TrkC-positive

DRG neurons [29, 30]. Runt-related transcription factor 1

Fig. 1 Somatosensory neuron types. A morphological characteristics

of DRG neurons. B Classification of the types and subtypes of DRG

neurons, their markers, and the type-hierarchy. New markers are

indicated in red. (Figure adapted and modified from Li et al. [11] with

permission).
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(Runx1) and Runx3 regulate the progress of diversifica-

tion. Runx3 inhibits the expression of TrkB and contributes

to the specification of TrkC-positive DRG neurons. Runx1

is restricted to TrkA-positive DRG neurons before the

maturation of non-peptidergic neurons [31]. The matura-

tion of non-peptidergic DRG neurons is controlled by NGF

signals, because NGF deficiency leads to a dramatic

reduction of Runx1 and the loss of Mrgprd [32]. The

maintenance of Runx1 expression results in non-peptider-

gic neurons by inhibiting the expression of neuropeptides,

while the loss of Runx1 leads to peptidergic neurons

[29, 30]. Neurotrophin receptors represent four types of

DRG neurons: TrkA-positive/Runx1-negative, TrkA-neg-

ative/Runx1-positive, TrkC-positive/Runx3-positive, and

TrkB-positive. GDNF family receptors include Ret, the

common receptor, and Gfra1–4, its co-receptors. Gfra1–3
and Ret are expressed in different types of DRG neurons.

Ret contributes to the diversity of TrkB-positive neurons

[29]. TH is specifically expressed in Gfra2-positive but

neither in Gfra1- nor Gfra3-positive DRG neurons [26].

Mrgprd is expressed in Gfra2-positive neurons [33]. Gfra3
is expressed in small peripherin-positive neurons but not in

large NF200-positive neurons [34]. Gfra3 is predominately

co-expressed with TrkA or CGRP in DRG neurons [34].

The distributions of Trk receptors and Gfra1–3 are

closely correlated with DRG neuron types, but how they

represent different types is not well determined. Morpho-

logical studies could help to define the relationships of

TrkA–C and Gfra1–3 with somatosensory neuron types.

However, it is not easy to determine the distributions of

these six molecules at the same time. ScRNA-seq tech-

nology could meet this demand. According to our scRNA-

seq data, Gal-positive C1 and C10 neurons highly express

Ntrk1 and Gfra3; Nppb-positive C2 neurons prefer to

express Ntrk1 or Gfra3; Th-positive C3 neurons express

Gfra2 but neither Gfra1 nor Gfra3, consistent with the

previous report [26]; Mrgpra3-positive C4 neurons contain

high Gfra1 and Ntrk1 but not Gfra2; Mrgprd-positive C5

and C6 neurons contain Gfra2 and Gfra1; C7 neurons

contain Ntrk3, while C9 neurons express Ntrk2; and C8

comprises two sub-clusters, one containing Ntrk3 and

Gfra1, the other expressing high Ntrk1 (Table 1). Thus,

distinct combinations of Ntrk and Gfra contribute to the

discrimination of different DRG neuron types.

Identification of Rare Neuron Subtypes

According to our data, 10 types and 14 subtypes of mouse

DRG neuron are identifiable. There is always a possibility

that a novel type or subtype has not been identified. It has

been suggested that the RaceID algorithm can help to

identify rare cell types or subtypes within a complex T
a
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mixture of individual cells [35]. RaceID can identify rare

cells expressing outlier genes at levels significantly

exceeding the modelled noise [36]. The detailed method

was introduced in a report by Grün et al. [35]. Using the R

script of the RaceID algorithm kindly supplied by the

authors, a total of 1745 differentially-expressed genes from

197 DRG neurons subjected to cell clustering in our report

[11] were used for RaceID analysis, which classified the

197 neurons into 9 clusters. Cluster 1 was marked by

Mrgprd, as for the C5 cluster; cluster 2 was marked by

secretagogin (Scgn) and prokineticin receptor 2 (Prokr2),

as in C8-2; cluster 3 was marked by Baiap2l1, as in C9;

however, cluster 4 corresponded to a merger of Gal-

positive C1, Nppb-positive C2, and Mrgpra3-positive C4;

cluster 5 was marked by Ntrk3 and Ptgfr, as in C8-1;

cluster 6 was marked by Th, as in C3; and cluster 8 was

marked by Mrgprb4 as in C4-2.

Only a single neuron was located in clusters 7 and 9

(Fig. 2A). The neuron in cluster 7 expressed insulin-like

growth-factor-binding protein 6 (Igfbp6) and Nppb, while

that in cluster 9 expressed carcinoembryonic antigen-

related cell adhesion molecule 10 (Ceacam10) and Th

(Fig. 2A). According to our data, Ceacam10 was expressed

by the majority of Th-positive neurons [11], suggesting that

Ceacam10 is a potential marker of Th-positive C3 neurons.

The neuron of cluster 7 expressed Igfbp6 with Nppb, which

is a marker of C2 neurons. Igfbp6 was only contained in a

few Nppb-positive C2 neurons. ISH was performed to

assess Igfbp6 expression in the DRG. As reported [37],

Igfbp6 is expressed in endothelial cells, but was rarely

found in neuron(s) of mouse DRG (Fig. 2B). The

percentage of Igfbp6-positive DRG neurons was \1%.

The results indicated that Igfbp6 is a potential marker of a

rare subtype of C2 neuron. The function of Igfbp6-positive

DRG neurons needs to be explored. According to previous

reports [10, 11] and the present RaceID analysis, it is

unlikely that major types or subtypes of DRG neuron have

failed to be identified, although the existence of rare types

or subtypes cannot be completely ruled out.

Multiple Functions of Neuron Types Suggested
by Their Transcriptional Profiles

The mechanisms underlying somatosensory functions have

been studied for decades, so at least some resources can be

used to predict the possible functions of DRG neuron types.

For example, C2 neurons selectively express Nppb encod-

ing B-type natriuretic peptide (BNP), Nts encoding neu-

rotensin (NTS), Sst encoding somatostatin (SST), Il31ra

encoding interleukin 31 receptor A (Il31ra), and Htr1f

encoding 5-hydroxytryptamine (serotonin, 5-HT) receptor

1F (Htr1f) (Fig. 3) [4, 11]. BNP is involved in the

transmission of itch signals [38], while Il31ra mediates T

helper cell-dependent itch [39]. Moreover, C2 neurons

contain other pruritogen receptors, including F2rl1, Hrh1,

Htr2a, and Mrgprc11, suggesting that C2 neurons respond

to multiple pruritogens [40]. The oncostatin M receptor

encoded by Osmr forms a functional receptor complex with

Il31ra [41], and is expressed specifically in C2 neurons

[11]. Serotonin released from the descending pathway

might potentiate itch sensation by activating 5-HT1A

Fig. 2 Rare cell types and subtypes of DRG neuron. A t-SNE map

showing cell clusters obtained using the RaceID algorithm. The grey

square shows cell cluster 7 and genes corresponding to known

markers specifically expressed in the cluster. Cluster numbers are

repeated in black. B Gene expression of Igfbp6 in mouse DRG shown

by ISH with anti-sense probe (left). No ISH signal is detected with the

sense probe (right). Enlargements show the Igfbp6 expression in a

neuron (B1, arrow) and a fibroblast in a blood vessel (B2,
arrowhead). Scale bars for B, 200 lm; for B1 & B2, 50 lm.
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receptors on dorsal horn neurons [42]. Serotonin also

activates 5-HT1A at the central terminals of C2 neurons

[11]. Genetic ablation of C2 neurons might reduce itch

induced by IL-31 or 5-HT1F agonist [9].

In addition to the role in itch sensation, C2 neurons are

involved in nociception. BNP is shown to inhibit spinal

nociceptive transmission [43]. The activation of 5-HT1A

inhibits nociceptive neurotransmission presynaptically in

spinal dorsal horn [44]. Npy2r encoding neuropeptide Y

receptor 2 is predominantly expressed in small CGRP-

positive DRG neurons [45]. In fact, this receptor is

expressed in all C2 neurons and a few C1 and C8 neurons

[11]. The activation of Npy2r-expressing DRG neurons

induces abnormally exacerbated pain [46]. Thus, C2

neurons also function in nociceptive neurotransmission.

C2 neurons also specifically express SST, which is co-

localized with Il31ra or NTS [10]. Thus, C2 neurons

express neuropeptides including BNP, NTS, and SST.

Spinal NTS and SST are considered to play inhibitory roles

in nociceptive neurotransmission by activating their recep-

tors [47–49]. Sstr2 encoding a subtype of SST receptor

(SSTR2) is present in a subtype of C1 neurons, while Ntsr2

encoding a subtype of NTS receptor (NTSR2) is found in

C1 and C8 neurons [11]. Thus, SST and NTS secreted from

C2 neurons might regulate the activity of C1 neurons by

acting at SSTR2 and NTSR2, respectively.

Functional Annotation of DRG Neuron Types
and Subtypes

We propose that neuron types should be defined by

integrating the transcriptomic, morphological or anatomi-

cal, and functional characteristics of neurons. The morpho-

logical or anatomical characteristics of neuron types

include the sizes of their cell bodies, axons and dendrites,

and inputs and outputs of circuits. To find the functions of

neuron types, we performed in vivo whole-cell patch

recordings to determine the neuronal responses to periph-

eral stimuli, and then carried out single-cell real-time PCR

to identify the neuron type [11]. We found that most types

of nociceptors respond to multiple stimulus modalities and

others have more specialized response properties. Sensing

of noxious heat and mechanical stimuli may be the

principal function of many types (C1, C2, C4, C5, and

C6) and subtypes of small DRG neurons (mechanoheat

nociceptors) that could also be specialized for other

somatosensory properties such as itch [11]. Two types of

nociceptors more specialized for noxious mechanical

stimuli have been found in large DRG neurons (C7 and

C9) [11]. Most mechanoheat nociceptors are also poly-

modal nociceptors because they are also sensitive to various

chemical stimuli. The TH-positive C3 neurons function as

C-LTMRs (low-threshold mechanoreceptors), and C8 neu-

rons differentially express Trpc1, Kcnk4 encoding K?

channel, subfamily K, member 4, Asic3 encoding acid-

sensing (proton-gated) ion channel 3, and Piezo2 encoding

piezo-type mechanosensitive ion channel component 2,

suggesting roles in mechanoreception. C3 and C8 are two

unique neuron types that may serve as mechanoceptors.

It is interesting to further analyze how the particular

somatosensory functions are mediated by the gene net-

works in the neuron types and subtypes. For example, we

asked whether all types of mechanoheat nociceptors have

the same mechanism of mediating noxious heat sensation.

In the past decades, intense research led to the discovery of

the mechanisms underlying thermal nociception. Although

TRPV1 has been proposed to play an important role in heat

nociception, Trpv1-knockout mice only show a partial

deficit in noxious heat assays [50]. Our study showed that

the majority of identified types of small DRG neurons

respond to noxious heat stimuli, while Trpv1 is present in

C1 and C2 neurons [11]. Importantly, we have found a

critical role of fibroblast growth factor 13 (FGF13) in heat

nociception. FGF13 is highly expressed in C1, C2, C4, C5,

Fig. 3 Genes specifically contained in Nppb-positive mouse C2 DRG

neurons. Heatmap showing the expression patterns of selected genes.

(Figure adapted and modified from Li et al. [11] with permission).
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and C6 DRG neurons, and these were identified as

mechanoheat nociceptors. Heat nociception, but not

mechanical nociception, is completely abolished in

Fgf13-deficient mice [51]. One related mechanism is that

FGF13 interacts with Nav1.7 and increases its currents.

Fgf13-deficiency causes a reduction of Nav1.7 in the

plasma membrane and therefore markedly reduces the

action potential firing during noxious heat stimulation.

Patients with loss-of-function mutations of Nav1.7 show

the congenital absence of pain perception [52]. Thus, the

FGF13/Nav1.7 interaction may act as a common and final

regulatory pathway for most types of mechanoheat noci-

ceptors to transmit noxious heat signaling.

Conclusions and Perspectives

This review underscores the importance of high-coverage

scRNA-seq in determining the single-cell transcriptome by

discussing our studies using scRNA-seq, analysis of DRG

neuron types, and their corresponding functional annota-

tion. High-coverage scRNA-seq can reveal most of the

gene expression profile of a single neuron. Functional

analysis provides a framework for the somatosensory

functions of neuron types and subtypes. However, the gene

network mechanisms underlying various somatic sensa-

tions remain to be further investigated. The neuron type-

specific circuits that transmit sensory information into the

central nervous system need to be demonstrated. Moreover,

the functions corresponding to different types of DRG

neurons should be studied in detail using multiple exper-

imental approaches, including in vivo patch recording,

optogenetic techniques, and chemical genetic methods.
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Abstract Pain is a subjective and complex phenomenon.

Its complexity is related to its heterogeneity: multiple

component processes, including sensation, affect, and

cognition, contribute to pain experience and reporting.

These components are likely to be encoded in distributed

brain networks that interact to create pain experience and

pain-related decision-making. Therefore, to understand

pain, we must identify these networks and build models

of these interactions that yield testable predictions about

pain-related outcomes. We have developed several such

models or ‘signatures’ of pain, by (1) integrating activity

across multiple systems, and (2) using pattern-recognition

to identify processes related to pain experience. One

model, the Neurologic Pain Signature, is sensitive and

specific to pain in individuals, involves brain regions that

receive nociceptive afferents, and shows little effect of

expectation or self-regulation in tests to date. Another, the

‘Stimulus Intensity-Independent Pain Signature’, explains

substantial additional variation in trial-to-trial pain reports.

It involves many brain regions that do not show increased

activity in proportion to noxious stimulus intensity, includ-

ing medial and lateral prefrontal cortex, nucleus accum-

bens, and hippocampus. Responses in this system mediate

expectancy and perceived control effects in several studies.

Overall, this approach provides a pathway to understanding

pain by identifying multiple systems that track different

aspects of pain. Such componential models can be

combined in unique ways on a subject-by-subject basis to

explain an individual’s pain experience.

Keywords Pain � Biomarkers � fMRI � Models � Machine

learning

Introduction

Pain is a subjective phenomenon that is related to, but not

reducible to, nociceptive signaling of actual or potential

tissue damage [1]. Indeed, pain is a complex psychological

manifestation of interactions among multiple component

processes, including nociception (i.e., neurophysiology,

sensation), cognitive appraisals (i.e., expectation, framing),

and affect and valuation [2–8].

Physicians rely primarily on patient self-reports to

diagnose and treat pain; however, self-report is subject to

limitations in self-perception and metacognition, and may

not provide insight into the cause of pain or how it should

be treated [9–13]. Indeed, patients are sometimes unable to

adequately describe their pain. For example, a study

comparing dementia patients and controls found that facial

expressions, but not verbal reports, scaled strongly with

noxious stimulus intensity [14]. Furthermore, self-report

conveys limited information about the sources and mech-

anisms of pain.

Pain experience is constructed in the brain, and can

result from dysregulated brain circuits. In some cases,

normally innocuous sensory signals or low levels of

nociceptive input may be enhanced and transformed within

the brain to create pain. Pain can exist independent of local

peripheral nociceptive input; for example, phantom limb

pain persists long after the amputation, even under spinal

anesthesia [15, 16]. Even in cases where nociceptive input

is required to maintain pain, the brain interprets that input

and constructs pain experience by combining it with other

signals. For example, nerve injury models of chronic pain
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involve neuroinflammation in the spinal cord, including

cytokines and chemokines produced by spinal glial cells,

which are thought to mediate persistent pain [17, 18].

These changes may require input from peripheral neurons

[19], but once sensitization has occurred, persistent sensi-

tization in nociceptive circuits can drive pain with normal

sensory input. Sensitization can also occur in supra-spinal

brain circuits in the thalamus [20] and amygdala [21].

Thus, understanding pain in a living individual will

ultimately require understanding the neurophysiology of

the supra-spinal brain processes that create it. Both

limitations in self-report and the cerebral nature of pain

construction make it desirable to develop models of how

the human brain constructs pain experience.

Neuroimaging allows for a systems-level approach to

the brain representation of pain [22–24], and can be used to

develop predictive biomarkers for component processes

related to pain [25]. A neuroimaging biomarker is a

measurable pattern of brain activity predictive of some

outcome, such as pain self-report. Calling a brain measure

a ‘‘pain biomarker’’ does not imply that it is perfectly

predictive or highly specific to pain, or that it is a complete

model of pain. These issues are empirical ones, which

require extended study of precisely defined markers across

studies and laboratories. Imaging-based biomarkers have

the potential to (1) complement self-report measures in

multi-modal assessments [26]; (2) characterize the norma-

tive systems that give rise to pain and abnormalities in

patients [25]; and (3) provide biological targets for

pharmacological, psychological, and neuromodulatory

interventions [27, 28]. Critically, even if behavioral

measures of pain and other diagnostic criteria are available

and trusted, biomarkers can help establish an understanding

of the neurological basis for the symptoms. Showing that a

brain measure strongly tracks symptoms strengthens evi-

dence that brain features are disease-relevant. This review

discusses how the biomarker approach to pain neuroimag-

ing differs from standard brain mapping methods, and

reviews progress to date in using this new approach to

understand and assess pain. (For free Matlab-based soft-

ware tools for creating predictive models with neuroimag-

ing data, visit our code repositories: https://github.com/

canlab).

Pain Neuroimaging: Traditional and New
Approaches

Pain neuroimaging has, until recently, been dominated by

studies mapping the effects of noxious stimulation and pain

modulation [29]. Focus has primarily been on the ‘pain

matrix’, a general set of brain regions responsive to

noxious stimuli that includes the thalamus, anterior

cingulate cortex (ACC), posterior cingulate cortex (PCC),

insula (Ins), amygdala, primary and secondary somatosen-

sory cortices (S1 and S2), and the periaqueductal gray

(PAG) [4, 30, 31]. Activation in these regions is associated

with reports of increases in pain [32]. Human electrophys-

iological studies and animal models further corroborate the

involvement of these brain regions in nociception [33–35].

One problem with standard neuroimaging approaches is

that the pain matrix is a general concept, not a precise

theory: it can be activated by touch [36], cognitive demand

[37], and to some degree, it can be activated even in those

who lack nociceptive input [38]. Therefore, activation in

the ‘pain matrix’ during noxious stimulation is not

necessarily specific to pain [39, 40].

A second problem is that many other brain regions play

important roles in shaping various aspects of pain experi-

ence and behavior. Descending modulatory pain systems

interact with nociceptive signaling in complex ways

(Fig. 1) that vary across individuals and contexts

[41–44]. For example, pathways involving connections

between the PFC and nucleus accumbens (NAc) shape pain

behavior in important ways [45, 46]—but which aspects of

pain behavior remains less clear. These pathways may

interact with primary nociception [47] in some cases, but

influence motivation and avoidance independent of noci-

ception in others [48–50]. This modulatory system is

Fig. 1 The ‘‘Pain Matrix’’ and its Descending Modulation. Simpli-

fied overview of the brain targets of the ascending (green) and

descending (yellow) modulatory pathways for pain. The ‘‘pain

matrix’’ is comprised of the thalamus, anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC), the anterior and dorsal posterior insula (aINS and dpINS),

primary and secondary somatosensory cortices (S1 and S2) and the

periaqueductal gray (PAG), and is often extended to include

prefrontal cortices (PFC), as well as the basal ganglia (BG) and

amygdala (AMY). Neuroimaging approaches to the study of these

pathways must account for the complex interactions between these

regions and the multiple roles any one region may play in pain

perception.
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further complicated by evidence that the PFC may be

involved in both pain regulation [51] and pain catastro-

phizing [52, 53], suggesting a direct role in pain avoidance.

Modeling of brain connectivity between the ventromedial

PFC and PAG during pain avoidance learning also points

to a critical role in avoidance beyond nociception [54]. The

relationship between PFC and the NAc is just one example

of a component process involved in the pain experience

which remains to be understood. Indeed, the entire network

of interacting components is likely to be far more complex,

involving additional brain regions [55, 56], epigenetic

changes [57], and glial signaling [58].

Individual studies using standard brain mapping

approaches are limited in their ability to explain how

neural processes interact to instantiate pain experience.

Such studies yield only a collection of independent effects,

rather than an integrated model of how pain is generated.

Furthermore, hypotheses about where activity should be

located are often vague, allowing for subjective interpre-

tation and imprecise characterization of which regions are

activated and what they may mean for pain. Thus, standard

brain maps are not models of pain, and are not suitable for

use as biomarkers.

Neurophysiological models of pain can be specified in

ways that go far beyond general concepts like the ‘‘pain

matrix’’, to provide quantitative, precise, testable theories

about the neural representation of pain. One ingredient of

such models is multi-voxel pattern analysis [59, 60]. A

second is machine learning, a tool-set for creating systems

that learn to make predictions by observing examples

[61, 62]. These approaches can be combined into predictive

models that integrate all available brain information into a

coherent description of brain features necessary and

sufficient to predict pain intensity and related outcomes

[25]. When they include brain activity distributed across

networks, such models treat pain as the result of interac-

tions amongst multiple component processes and/or sys-

tems (Fig. 2A).

Several years ago, we developed a pain model called the

Neurologic Pain Signature (NPS) [63]. The NPS was trained

to predict participant pain ratings of four levels of thermal

stimulation, ranging from warmth to painful heat. Pain

reports were made under ‘ideal’ experimental conditions:

Participants experienced randomized sequences of varying

intensities, and used rating scales designed to minimize

‘demand characteristics’, the tendency for participants to

shape their responses in order to meet experimenter

expectations, and several other forms of cognitive bias [64].

The brain regions that contribute most reliably to the NPS

overlap with regions in the ‘pain matrix’. Significant

positive NPS weights, indicating more predicted pain with

greater activity, are found in the ACC, Ins, S2, and thalamus.

Significant negative NPS weights, indicating less predicted

pain with greater activity, are found in structures frequently

deactivated by pain, such as the ventromedial PFC and

precuneus (Fig. 2C). However, unlike the pain matrix, the

NPS is a predictive pattern of activity, making it a single,

integrative model of evoked pain. In tests to date, the NPS

successfully predicts pain evoked by noxious events, with

90%–100% accuracy as long as the stimulation is clearly

judged as painful [64]. This accuracy level has been

replicated across multiple studies (Fig. 2D) [41, 50, 65–67].

Still, the questions remain: Is the NPS predicting pain,

the complex psychological experience, or is it predicting a

single component process that contributes to pain? Is it able

to dissociate physical pain from other aversive experi-

ences? We use the NPS and related models to illustrate the

difference between standard maps and models like this one,

and review what we know about the NPS so far.

Benefits of Multivariate Predictive Modeling

There are several concrete benefits of predictive models,

which separate them from standard brain maps, including:

(1) quantifiable metrics of representational similarity,

allowing brain measures related to different outcomes

(e.g., pain and negative emotion) to be compared; (2)

increased sensitivity and specificity for pain and other

outcomes; and (3) unbiased assessments of effect size [68].

1. Similarity of Brain Representations. Predictive mod-

els identify precisely specified patterns of activity, unlike

standard region-based inferences, which usually involve

interpreting averages over hundreds to thousands of voxels

located approximately in a named brain region (e.g.,

‘activity in the anterior mid-cingulate’). This is advanta-

geous because the patterns may capture subtle patterns of

local functional variation that we do not yet have names

for. In addition, comparing these precisely specified

patterns and their output—weighted averages of activity

across voxels, using the patterns as weights—provides a

way of assessing how similar different pain-related pro-

cesses are to one another. For example, experiencing

somatic pain and watching someone else experience pain

(‘vicarious pain’) produce overlapping activations: The

dACC and aINS are strongly activated during both

processes [65]. However, inspection of the patterns of

activity within these regions reveals that activities predict-

ing each respective process are uncorrelated. Furthermore,

the pattern responses—the weighted average activity in the

pattern—are separately modifiable, meaning that noxious

stimuli influence only the somatic pain-related pattern, and

watching others in pain influences only the vicarious pain-

related pattern. This provides evidence that the brain

representations underlying the two experiences are unique

and dissociable.
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Indeed, with pattern analysis we can quantify the degree

of similarity with a level of precision unavailable to

standard imaging analysis. When comparing the degree of

shared representation, Krishnan et al. (2016) [65] found

that the NPS explains *909 more variance in somatic

pain ratings than vicarious pain ratings, further supporting

that there is very little shared representation between the

processes. Finally, this study provided evidence that multi-

system patterns are much more predictive of pain than local

patterns within single regions. The best single regions

explained an average of 4% of the variance in pain ratings,

whereas the multi-system NPS explained 29.2%, 7.39

more. Together, these findings indicate that (1) pattern

analysis allows finer assessments of representational

similarity, and (2) local patterns alone are insufficient to

accurately capture pain experience with fMRI.

2. Sensitivity and Specificity for Pain. Compared to the

standard approach, pain models have increased sensitivity

and specificity for pain outcomes. Sensitivity is the ‘hit rate’,

the proportion of cases in which a measure returns a positive

result when pain is present. Specificity is the proportion of

cases in which the measure returns a negative result when

pain is not present. Specificity must be evaluated relative to

particular comparison conditions. For example, a brain

measure may have high specificity for pain relative to rest,

but low specificity relative to non-painful touch.

Most brain images show results from null-hypothesis

tests, and are not precisely specified models that allow

Fig. 2 Neuroimaging-based pain models can be combined to predict

an individual’s pain experience. A Component Process Approach.

Patterns of activity across brain images are mapped to basic

component processes, such as attention, affect, and nociception.

Rather than constructing one biomarker per outcome, component

models provide a set of processes that are combined in different ways

to explain a pain experience. This is analogous to color, which has

three components (red, green, and blue) that can be combined in

different ways to form a virtually infinite number of colors (Image

modified and reproduced from Woo et al., 2017 [25]). B Stimulus

Intensity Independent Pain Signature (SIIPS1). SIIPS1 is a signature

for the cerebral contributions to pain rating independent of stimulus

intensity and NPS response. It is an example of a component process

contributing to pain. For display purposes the map is thresholded at

q \0.05 false discovery rate; unthresholded patterns in selected

regions are visualized in the insets. (Woo et al., 2017 [67]).

C Neurologic Pain Signature (NPS). The NPS is a signature for

acute somatic pain, another component process contributing to pain.

For display purposes the map is thresholded at q \0.05 false

discovery rate; unthresholded patterns in selected regions are

visualized in the insets (Wager et al., 2013 [63]). D NPS ‘receptive

field’. A visualization of which conditions activate (sensitivity, in red)

or do not activate (specificity, in gray) the NPS (Image reproduced

from Woo et al., 2017 [67]). E Left panel. Contributions of the NPS

and the SIIPS1 to pain were estimated using a multilevel general

linear model. The trial-by-trial responses of the NPS and the SIIPS1

were independent variables, and the trial-by-trial pain report was the

outcome variable. Right panel. Bar plot of mean explained variance

across 6 pain studies. ‘NPS?SIIPS1’ indicates total variance

explained by the NPS and the SIIPS1. ‘NPS’ and ‘SIIPS1’ indicate

variance explained by the NPS and SIIPS1 separately. ‘Standard’

indicates variance explained by the standard brain map of pain. Gray

lines between ‘SIIPS1’ and ‘Standard’ connect the same study,

demonstrating that the standard approach consistently explains less

variance in pain ratings than the integrative pain models.

***P \0.001, one-sample t-test, which treats study as a random

effect. (Image reproduced from Woo et al., 2017 [67]).
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assessment of sensitivity and specificity. They leave open

the question of why activation is occurring—and, if brain

activity patterns are compared across two or more condi-

tions, what processes are driving the overlap. For example,

if two pain-related processes both activate the same brain

region, looking at the degree of overlap cannot tell us if this

overlap is due to pain-specific processes, such as nocicep-

tion, or other more general processes, such as negative

affect, attention, or arousal [69, 70]. A model trained to

predict perceived unpleasantness, however, can be assessed

for sensitivity and specificity. Overlapping activation in

measures that are predictive of behavior (e.g., those that

predict pain unpleasantness), and those that are sensitive

and specific for particular behaviors or outcomes, provide

more meaningful inferences about shared representation.

Some measures, like the NPS measure discussed above,

are trained and validated to make predictions in out-of-

sample individuals—that is, the measure is based on a

population model that generalizes across individuals. With

such models, sensitivity, specificity, and generalizability

can be quantified across diverse samples, populations,

research groups, and varieties of pain. This is advantageous

from the point of view of assessing specificity, as there are

a large number of other conditions that may be confusable

for pain (e.g., emotions, social ‘pain’, air puffs, itch, and

aversive sounds), and it is not feasible to test all of them in

a single study. It is also likely to be crucial for translational

applications, which need models to be applicable across a

diverse population that varies in age, gender, culture, and

other demographics. The set of conditions to which a

measure responds positively (i.e., those to which its

sensitivity generalizes) and negatively (i.e., those against

which it is specific) defines its ‘psychological tuning curve’

or ‘psychological receptive field’ [25, 70]. The tuning

curve for the NPS thus far is shown in Fig. 2D, based on

out-of-sample testing (with no changes in the NPS

measure) in several studies [25]. In general, it shows

remarkable specificity to evoked somatic pain and gener-

alizability across multiple types of evoked pain. This does

not mean that it is specific relative to every conceivable

alternative condition, or that a significant NPS response can

always be taken as an indicator for pain. We have observed

significant variations with the NPS in the negative-response

or near-zero response ranges, suggesting that inferring pain

requires a significant positive response of sufficient mag-

nitude (i.e., above some pre-specified criterion threshold)

in the test condition [63].

3.Unbiased Estimates of Effect Size. Effect size is a unit-

free measure of the strength of an effect independent of

sample size. If an effect size is large enough, a finding may

have clinical importance [28, 71]. Standard brain mapping

analyses do not optimize relationships between brain activity

and the outcome of interest, thus they yield modest effect

sizes [72]. In addition, effect size estimates from standard

brain maps are often optimistically biased [68, 73]. This is

because the standard approach induces a selection bias:

Thousands of independent tests are conducted, but only the

subset of statistically significant effects are reported. Mul-

tivariate predictive models integrate all voxels into a single

test, and test the model on out-of-sample data with indepen-

dent sources of error, eliminating bias. However, it is crucial

that the test datasets are independent of the training data.

Multivariate predictive models are also designed to

maximize effect sizes, by optimizing patterns and other

model parameters to explain maximal variance in the

outcome(s). For example, Woo et al. [67] developed a

multivariate predictive model of pain called the stimulus

intensity independent pain signature-1 (SIIPS1; Fig. 2B),

so named because it was designed to capture fluctuations in

pain independent of noxious stimulus intensity and NPS

responses. Across six studies, they compared the variance

explained (R2) in pain reports by two models: (1) the

standard approach, which averages over separate regres-

sions in individual voxels; and (2) the predictive model

approach, here the multivariate SIIPS1 model. The first

explained only 6.4% of the variance in pain ratings,

whereas the SIIPS1 explained 17.4% (Fig. 2E). The SIIPS1

model yielded an effect size more than twice the size of the

standard map, even when predictions were averaged across

voxels to reduce noise. These percentages are relatively

modest when explaining pain experience at a single

moment in time. The model explains even greater variance

when groups of trials are averaged within a person. For

example, the SIIPS1 can discriminate between conditions

that elicit modest differences in pain (1 standard deviation)

with 90% or greater accuracy when averaging across 7–8

trials per condition, or combined with the NPS, in 3–4 trials

per condition [67, 74].

In summary, brain-based models of pain (1) utilize fine-

grained pattern information and treat pain as a distributed

process by integrating activity across whole brain net-

works, (2) have increased sensitivity and specificity for

individual components of pain, and (3) yield unbiased

estimates of effect size with greater clinical impact.

The Application of Pain Models in Neuroimaging

Pain models that capture patterned fMRI activity within

and across brain regions can move us forward towards

understanding the neurological bases of pain. Open ques-

tions include: (1) which components of pain are affected by

which types of somatic, psychological, and pharmacolog-

ical manipulations; (2) how these effects differ across

individuals and populations; and (3) which brain processes

reflect which aspects of pain.
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Models like the NPS and SIIPS1, discussed above,

provide an extensible foundation from which we may

develop a more complex and nuanced understanding of

these issues. They make testable predictions that can be

evaluated across studies, research groups, and contexts—

and provide quantitative benchmarks against which to

evaluate future models. Neither the NPS nor the SIIPS1 is

a signature of ‘‘Pain’’ with a capital P. We view them as

pain-related measures that reflect a subset of the complex

physical and psychosocial ingredients that make up reported

pain experience. Here, we review some ‘knowns’ and some

‘known unknowns’ based on tests of the NPS so far.

Generalizability. The NPS, although designed to detect

pain related to temperature, does accurately detect other

forms of acute physical pain, including visceral distention

[25], mechanical pressure [65], and electric shock [66]. It

also reflects pain modulation by opioids and serotonergic

drugs [63]. The NPS does not respond to aversive

experiences that do not involve a physical insult, such as

the viewing negatively arousing images [75], experiencing

social rejection [76], observing another person in pain [65],

anticipating pain [63, 77], or the modulation of pain by

some forms of placebo and cognitive regulation [50]. These

findings indicate that the NPS is sensitive and specific to a

neurophysiological component of pain, but it is not

sensitive to cognitive components of pain. Furthermore,

the NPS, when combined with SIIPS1, can accurately

discriminate fibromyalgia patients from pain-free controls

[78]. This indicates that the NPS is not the only pain

signature; it is one of a large set of potential models that

can capture complementary aspects of pain. Identifying the

NPS is a step towards identifying other components that

are either related to or independent of the NPS.

As illustrated, neuroimaging models of pain, developed

using pattern analysis machine learning, can be combined

and leveraged to ultimately construct complete models of

individual pain experiences. Such models are advantageous

because they are precisely defined, applicable to individual

persons, and neuroscientifically interpretable [25, 79]. This

approach augments self-report and behavioral measures.

More fundamentally, this approach helps us to understand

the brain basis of pain within individuals. Thus, integrative

pain models allow the field of neuroimaging to move

beyond pain concepts onto pain mechanisms.
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Abstract Empathy is traditionally thought to be a unique

ability of humans to feel, understand, and share the

emotional state of others. However, the notion has been

greatly challenged by the emerging discoveries of empathy

for pain or distress in rodents. Because empathy is believed

to be fundamental to the formation of prosocial, altruistic,

and even moral behaviors in social animals and humans,

studies associated with decoding the neural circuits and

unraveling the underlying molecular and neural mecha-

nisms of empathy for pain or distress in rodents would be

very important and encouraging. In this review, the author

set out to outline and update the concept of empathy from

the evolutionary point of view, and introduce up-to-date

advances in the study of empathy and its neural correlates

in both humans and rodents. Finally, the author highlights

the perspectives and challenges for the further use of rodent

models in the study of empathy for pain or distress.

Keywords Empathy � Pain � Distress � Neural correlates

Many animals, however, certainly sympathise with each other’s distress or

danger.

Charles Darwin

Introduction

Although known for a long time, it has not been

documented until recently that pain can be modulated

by social factors that may affect both the development

and maintenance of chronic pain and the outcomes for

patients (pain sufferers) in clinical settings [1, 2]. As a

consequence, it has been suggested that the term pain

should be redefined as ‘‘a distressing experience associ-

ated with actual or potential tissue damage with sensory,

emotional, cognitive, and social components’’, which

extends the official definition of pain by the International

Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) [3]. The IASP’s

official definition of pain stated that ‘‘pain is an unpleas-

ant sensory and emotional experience associated with

actual or potential tissue damage, or described in terms of

such damage’’[4]. A sentence was added later to the

IASP’s definition, emphasizing that ‘‘the inability to

communicate in no way negates the possibility that an

individual is experiencing pain and is in need of

appropriate pain relieving treatment’’ (IASP Newsletter,

2001 (2), p2), but this clearly neglected the social and

cognitive components of pain per se. However, emerging

evidence has demonstrated that positive social support

from a healthy spouse, kinship, colleagues, and friends or

the establishment of a realistic physician-patient rapport is

beneficial to the relief of pain due to social buffering,

whereas social transfer of negative emotions from an

unhealthy spouse/kinship, bad social relationships, and

physician-patient conflicts exacerbate the severity of pain

due to social stress [1, 2].

These facts from clinical practice are very important

cues for both basic and clinical pain researchers to

reconsider the results from the past several decades and

reshape experimental design and clinical practice into a
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‘bio-psychosocial-behavioral’ paradigm. A social commu-

nication model of pain proposed recently by Craig

attempted to highlight the chronological process of inter-

actions among the pain event, suffering person, and

caregiver (physician/nurse/other) in terms of historical

and current biological and social determinants imprinted in

the brain of a patient [5] (for details see [6]). In that model,

at least three major social players who hold different points

of view are involved in the process of the pain problem: the

patient, patient’s kinship, and physicians (and nurses/

hospital staff). The English word patient originally meant

‘one who suffers’ and comes from the Latin word ‘pa-

tiens’. The modern meaning of a physician is a medical

professional practitioner (also called medical doctor

or doctor) who is tightly associated with promoting, main-

taining, or restoring the health of patients through

research-based diagnosis and treatment of disease, injury,

and other physical and mental impairments. From the

social and psychological points of view, each player has

his/or her own empathic ‘bubble’ that exists separately.

However, from the evolutionary point of view, the

empathic bubbles of patient and patient’s kinship can soon

fuse to form a larger empathic bubble to provide shared

feeling and understanding, and motivations of caring and

helping for the sufferer due to in-group empathy for pain

and distress. Because empathy is thought to be produced

only among familiars, the physician’s ability to empathize

during patient/patient’s kinship-physician interactions

would be very important and necessary for establishing a

physician-patient rapport, a fusion of the empathic bubbles

of the patient/patient’s kinship and the physician (and

nurses/hospital staff). This proposition is strongly sup-

ported by a well-designed experimental report showing that

a physician’s high perspective-taking scores (skills) are

highly correlated with increased activity of the rostral

anterior cingulate cortex (rACC) during patient-physician

interaction [7], an area that has been demonstrated to be a

key brain region for the mediation of both vicariously felt

pain (empathy for pain) and emotional response to directly

experienced pain in both humans [8–10] and animals

[11–15](for review see [16]).

Empathy was traditionally thought to be a characteristic

unique to human beings. However, this notion has been

strongly challenged in recent years, because empathy for

pain and fear and prosocial altruistic behaviors have also

been found in both non-human primates and rodents (for

commentaries and reviews see [1, 2, 17–25]). The discov-

ery of empathy for pain or distress in rodents is of

particular importance and critical for understanding the

brain mechanisms underlying empathy, prosocial behaviors

and altruism, the root of morality in humans at both the

molecular/cellular and neural circuit levels

[1, 2, 11, 20, 21, 23–27]. In this review, I outline the

concept of empathy and advances in the findings of neural

correlates of empathy in humans and animal models in

experimental studies of empathy for distress or pain in

rodents. Some of the ideas about empathy in animals have

been published in Chinese [28].

Definition of Empathy: History and Update

The English word ‘‘empathy’’ was used in translation from

the German word Einfühlung with the meaning of ‘feeling

into’ by Edward Bradford Titchener (1867–1927), a Bri-

tish psychologist, in 1909. Theodor Lipps (1851–1914), an

influential German philosopher, is believed to have coined

the word Einfühlung which was initially created by Robert

Vischer (1847–1933), a German philosopher, in 1873. The

etymology of the word ‘‘empathy’’ is rooted in the ancient

Greek word empatheia, meaning ‘physical affection or

passion’ which is derived from en (‘in’ or‘at’) and pathos

(‘passion’ or ‘suffering’). In the last century, the study of

empathy developed very slowly and the term was mainly

adopted in the fields of social science, psychology, the

practice of psychoanalysis, and non-human primate ethol-

ogy [17, 29, 30]. However, in the past decade, empathy has

suddenly become a topic of interest in the field of

neuroscience due to advancing progress in neuroimaging

studies of brain responses associated with one person’s

empathy for another’s pain or distress (for reviews see

[31–35]). The timeline of historical and current ideas about

empathy is shown in Fig. 1 and Box 1.

In a seminal paper, Singer and colleagues have demon-

strated that empathy for pain (pain observed or felt

vicariously by a lover) selectively activates her bilateral

anterior insula, rACC, and other areas that overlap with

areas involved in mediation of the affective component of

pain directly experienced by her lover, whereas the sensory

component of pain such as the somatosensory cortex is not

activated, implying for the first time that empathy is a

function of the brain [8]. From a meta-analysis of many

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies, it

has been concluded that a core network that includes the

bilateral anterior insular cortex and medial/anterior cingu-

late cortex is associated with empathy for pain, although

different results might occur under different contextual or

cue-based conditions [10]. These neuroimaging studies no

doubt shed new light on the old concept of empathy and

opened a new venue for understanding the neural mech-

anisms of empathy [31, 33, 35]. As a strong line of

evidence supporting an evolutionary view of empathy, we

demonstrated for the first time that the medial prefrontal

cortex (mPFC), which includes prelimbic cortex (PrLC),

infralimbic cortex (ILC), and the anterior cingulate cortex

(ACC), is involved in the mediation of empathy for pain or
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distress in rats based on lesion studies [11] (details below).

Moreover, prosocial altruistic behaviors have also been

found in rodents [36–39] (details in Box 1).

Based upon the emerging and cumulative experimental

evidence from both humans and lower animals, empathy

can be redefined as an evolutionary behavior of social

animals and humans associated with prosocial reciprocity,

altruism, and morality by the ability and capacity to feel,

to recognize, and/or to understand the emotional states of

others. This new definition may bridge the gap revealed

by Zaki and Ochsner [40] who pointed out that the

existing neuroimaging studies only focus on the imaged

brain activity in response to the other’s emotional state

without behavioral observations. Through validation of

the rodent models of empathy, the gap caused by the

complexity of empathy which has been produced by

historical, theoretic, and methodological disparities in the

two major fields of empathy study, psychology and

neuroscience, could be bridged through studies of the

underpinnings of empathy in terms of bio-psychosocial-

behavioral paradigms across species [21]. The updated

definition of empathy proposed here has an attempt to: (1)

acknowledge the evolutionary issue of empathy in the

frame of biology but not pure psychology; (2) endow

empathy as a behavior of all social animals and humans;

(3) focus on the roles of brain functions in the develop-

ment of empathy associated with multidimensional com-

ponents including sensory, emotional, cognitive, and

executive (motor action and decision-making) issues;

and finally (4) put the empathy back into biology as a root

of the prosocial reciprocity, altruism, and morality in

human beings.

Fig. 1 Timeline of historical and current ideas about empathy.
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Affective (Emotional) and Cognitive Empathy
in Humans

Empathy is believed to be the fundament or root of

prosociality, altruism, and morality in humans [17–19, 35].

It has multidimensional facets in terms of emotional

contagion, social attachment, social bonding, affiliation,

empathic concern, sympathy, perspective-taking, theory of

mind, empathic altruism, and altruistic and moral behav-

iors. Thus it is difficult to classify empathy in terms of

philosophy, social science, and even psychology without

recruiting the power of brain science.

To see whether different brain regions are involved in the

mediation of different levels of empathy, namely (1)

emotional empathy (‘I feel what you feel’) that can be taken

into account as primitive empathy (e.g., emotional conta-

gion) and (2) cognitive empathy (‘I understand what you

feel’) that can be considered as advanced empathy, a clinical

data-based analysis was carried out on patients with CT- and

MRI-identified brain lesions [41]. After structural identifi-

cation of the areas of the lesions, the patients were assessed

for the two levels of empathy using tools for both a basic

emotional contagion system and a more advanced cognitive

perspective-taking system. The basic emotional contagion

system was used to assess patients’ skills in an emotion

recognition task consisting of 52 photographs of eyes

reflecting 14 basic and complex emotions (happy, sad,

afraid, surprised, distressed, disgusted, angry, interested,

worried, confident, fantasizing, preoccupied, friendly, and

suspicious). The cognitive perspective-taking system was

used to assess patients’ skills in a second-order false belief

task that evaluates ‘Theory ofMind’, namely, one’s ability to

understand what someone else (A) thinks about what

someone else (B) thinks. Based on this well-designed

clinical analysis, it has been found that emotional empathy

is mainly mediated by the inferior frontal gyrus (Brodmann

area 44, equivalent to Broca’s area) and cognitive empathy is

mainly mediated by the ventromedial prefrontal cortex

(vmPFC, Brodmann areas 10 and 11) [41]. It is well known

that the emotional state of humans and animals can be

evolutionary and well expressed by facial expressions,

vocalization, laughter, crying, groaning, moaning, and even

spoken language [42–44], thus the involvement of Broca’s

area (motor language center or Brodmann area 44) in

emotional empathy is scientifically acceptable. As for the

involvement of the vmPFC (Brodmann areas 10 and 11) in

cognitive empathy, it is also scientifically explainable

because the mPFC, which includes the rACC and limbic

cortex (referred to as PrLC and ILC in rodents), has wide-

spread afferent and efferent connections in the brain and is

involved in the mediation of many higher cognitive and

emotional functions including attention, self-awareness,

spontaneous thought, consciousness, mindfulness, recogni-

tion, affection, decision-making, learning, and memory

[45–53]. The mPFC is also involved in the modulation of

directly experienced distress (pain, fear, and catastrophe)

Box 1 Definitions of empathy

The definition of empathy has long been under debate since it appeared with an academic meaning more than one hundred years ago,

probably due to different interpretations of its meaning by scholars from different fields, ranging from philosophy (human-natural

esthetics) to social science, psychoanalysis, psychology, and ethology by means of empirical and phenomenal observations, and finally

has been narrowed down experimentally to brain science and affective (emotional) neuroscience in terms of biopsychosocial or

biobehavioral brain functions due to neuroimaging discoveries of some brain areas involved in it [17, 30–35]. However, the current

definitions of empathy are confounding and incomplete due to neglect of its evolutionary root by academic fields, with a long-existing

traditional notion that empathy is only possessed by humans and non-human primates in terms of affection and emotion. This traditional

notion has been greatly challenged by new advances in discoveries of empathy for pain or distress in rodents [1, 2, 11, 20, 21, 23–28].

Historically, in the domain of social science and psychology, empathy was simply defined as a unique ability or capacity of human beings

to feel and understand other’s emotional state for which theoretical models of theory-theory, theory of mind, mentalizing/mindreading,

and perspective-taking have been proposed to underlie the development of empathy in humans [32]. However, from the

neuroevolutionary point of view, empathy has been defined as ‘an integrated affective response stemming from the perception of

another’s emotional state or condition similar to what the other person is feeling or would be expected to feel in the given situation’ in

terms of ontogeny, phylogeny, neuroevolution, brain mechanisms, context, and psychopathology [22, 34]. Empathy is also believed to

consist of the capacity to (1) be affected by and share the emotional state of another; (2) assess the reasons for the other’s state; and (3)

identify with the other, adopting his or her perspective; and finally these empathic responses motivate one’s empathy-based altruism,

leading to sharing, caring, and helping in facing to another’s distress or pain [17]. However, neither of the above ideas and definitions

about empathy can be fully accepted at the moment due to neglect of its evolutionary root. Although rodents have been shown to have

behaviors associated with empathy for pain or distress [11, 26] and prosocial altruistic behaviors such as motivation for helping to

release a trapped cage-mate from a restrainer [36, 37] and cooperative behaviors for food-seeking [38, 39], further well-designed

laboratory work is still required to obtain support for the evolution of empathy from different species (lower animals to human beings)

through natural selection. Because empathy has multiple facets associated with prosocial and social constructs that are hierarchical and

expressed variously in terms of emotional contagion, social attachment, social bonding, affiliation, empathic concern, perspective-

taking, sympathy, altruism, and even morality [17, 30, 32, 35], it is not possible to precisely define it from the social and psychological

points of view only (for an updated definition of empathy, see the text).
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[16, 54–58] and vicariously felt or observational pain or

distress in both human beings and rodents [8, 11], implicat-

ing the existence of a core brain network underlying empathy

for distress or pain [10]. The discovery of the two separate

neural systems responsible for the two levels of empathy—

emotional and cognitive—is very important for further

understanding the ontogeny, phylogeny, and evolution of

empathy in bio-psychosocial-behavioral terms. Under this

framework, emotional (affective) empathy is believed: (1) to

be mediated anatomically by the inferior frontal gyrus

(Brodmann area 44) which contains unimodal dysgranular

cortex in cytoarchitectural appearance; (2) to occur in human

infants ontogenetically, and in rodents, birds, and probably

other lower social animals phylogenetically; (3) to be

behaviorally expressed as emotional contagion, personal

distress, empathic concern, and emotional recognition; and

(4) to be explained by a theory of simulation such as the

perception-action model proposed by Preston and de Waal

[30]. Meanwhile, cognitive empathy is believed: (1) to be

mediated anatomically by the vmPFC (Brodmann areas 10,

11) which contains heteromodal granular cortex in cytoar-

chitectural appearance; (2) to occur in children and adoles-

cents ontogenetically, and in non-human primates

(chimpanzees, bonobos, and probably other higher social

animals) phylogenetically; (3) to be expressed as perspec-

tive-taking, imagination of emotional future outcomes, and

theory of mind (ToM) behaviorally; and (4) to be explained

by theories of mentalizing/mindreading and ToM models

[32]. The discovery of the two separate neural systems

responsible for the two levels of empathy is also very

important for further understanding of the ontogeny, phy-

logeny, and evolution of empathy across different species,

especially in laboratory animals such as rodents, bymeans of

genetic, epigenetic, and optogenetic approaches.

Core Neural Networks Associated with Empathy
for Pain or Distress in Humans

In The Descent of Man [42], one of his most important works,

Darwin stated that ‘many animals, however, certainly sym-

pathise with each other’s distress or danger’ (p 126) and ‘as

man is a social animal, it is almost certain that he would

inherit a tendency to be faithful to his comrades, and obedient

to the leader of his tribe; for these qualities are common to

most social animals’ (pp 132–133). This was clearly the first

description of the common phenomenon of empathy for pain

or distress in social animals in the history of biological science

(Fig. 1). The term ‘sympathy’ is derived from

the Greek words syn (‘together’) and pathos (‘feeling’)

which means ‘fellow-feeling’ and coined by Adam Smith in

his book The Theory of Moral Sentiments (1759). Notably

sympathy and empathy are often used interchangeably, but

sometimes have different meanings in modern time. As noted

above, ‘‘to empathize’’ (the verb of empathy) has the meaning

‘‘to feel, to understand, and to share’’ the other’s emotions of

both positive (happiness and joyfulness) and negative states

(angriness, sadness, sorrowfulness, fear, and panic), however,

‘‘to sympathize’’ (the verb of sympathy) only means ‘‘to feel

and to understand’’ but not ‘‘to share’’ the other’s negative

emotional state caused by trouble, misfortune, pain, distress,

and catastrophe. Namely, empathy can motivate altruistic

help behaviors regardless of whether it is dangerous or not,

while sympathy cannot (I am sorry but…). This is because

empathy that is associated with emotional responses to both

the positive and negative emotions of other people is most

likely to occur among familiars but not strangers as Darwin

stated: ‘‘…, with all animals, sympathy is directed solely

towards the members of the same community, and therefore

towards known, and more or less beloved members, but not to

all the individuals of the same species.’’ (p 130). This

familiarity-based empathy has also been confirmed by many

observations carried out in communities of non-human

primates, such as chimpanzees and bonobos [17–19, 30]

and rodents [1, 2, 11, 26]. In contrast, sympathy that is

specifically associated with emotional response to other

people’s negative emotional states is likely to occur among

both familiars and strangers. Because the Descent was first

published in 1871, the English word ‘empathy’ had not

appeared in the literature before it was translated from the

German word Einfühlung into English in 1909.What Darwin

stated clearly intended the meaning of empathy, but not the

real meaning of sympathy, because he also continued that

[42]:

with mankind, selfishness, experience, and imitation,

probably add, …, to the power of sympathy; for we

are led by the hope of receiving good in return to

perform acts of sympathetic kindness to others; and

sympathy is much strengthened by habit. (p 130).

The social animals which stand at the bottom of the

scale are guided almost exclusively, and those which

stand higher in the scale are largely guided, by special

instincts in the aid which they give to the members of

the same community; but they are likewise in part

impelled by mutual love and sympathy, assisted

apparently by some amount of reason. (p 133).

As indicated by James Moore and Adrian Desmond in

the Introduction to the 2nd edition of the Descent, Darwin

was trying to explain the origin of morality and compassion

in humans and believed that ‘sympathy’ (empathy in real

meaning) and selflessness had more value than competition

for ‘group selection’— the tribe as a whole competes, not

the individual. Darwin’s evolutionary view of the roles of

empathy, sympathy, prosocial, and altruistic behaviors in
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the emergence of human morality has been followed and

backed up by many lines of updated evidence

[17–19, 30, 35]. However, where does empathy come

from?

In the first neuroimaging study [8], 16 couples were

recruited to serve as paired subjects for the investigation of

pain-related empathy. Using fMRI, brain activity was

recorded and imaged in the female partner who could

observe through a mirror which reflected the process of

pain produced by painful electrical stimulation of her own

and the male partner’s right hand. When she was experi-

encing pain herself, activity increased in the contralateral

primary somatosensory cortex (S1)/primary motor cortex

(M1), bilateral SII, bilateral anterior insula and ACC.

However, when she was observing pain of her lover,

activity only increased in the ACC, bilateral anterior insula,

and inferior prefrontal cortex, cerebellum, and brainstem

but without activation of S1 and SII. This result is

interesting and inspiring because it indicates that the same

brain areas (ACC and anterior insular cortex) are activated

by both vicariously felt pain (empathy for pain or distress)

and directly experienced pain [8]. Moreover, a comparison

was made between the brain activities and the values

assessed by the Empathic Concern Scale of Davis and the

Balanced Emotional Empathy Scale of Mehrabian and the

results showed that the activation level in the ACC and the

anterior insula was highly correlated with the empathy-

related scores measured immediately after the fMRI scan

[8]. After repeated fMRI studies, a core network that

included the anterior insular cortex and ACC was con-

firmed to be selectively associated with empathy for pain or

distress, although different results might occur under

different contextual or cue-based conditions [10]. For

example, when viewing pictures of body parts in painful

situations (picture-based studies), brain areas including the

anterior insula, dmPFC, dlPFC, inferior frontal gyrus,

premotor cortex, inferior parietal cortex, as well as S1/SII

were strongly activated [10]. On the other hand, in cue-

based studies in which one person witnessed another’s

painful state, brain areas including the vmPFC, precuneus,

superior temporal gyrus, and temporo-parietal junction

were strongly activated [10]. The distinct activation of

brain areas by picture-based and cue-based paradigms is

interesting but remains to be further studied. Collectively,

based on the results of meta-analysis of fMRI studies, it has

become clear that familiarity-based empathy for pain or

distress is likely to be mediated by the ACC/MCC and

insular cortex, while cue-based and picture-based sympa-

thy for painful or distressful events activates different areas

associated with either mentalizing/ToM or action under-

standing, probably reflecting the complexity of empathy

and/or sympathy across different levels. The anterior

insular cortex is an intriguing area which has also been

shown to be involved in the observational response to

another’s disgust [31–33, 59]. Interestingly, the empathy-

related activity in the ACC and anterior insular cortex has

also been demonstrated to be modulatable by cultural

context [60]. When observing painful stimulation applied

to racial in-group faces, activity in the ACC, inferior

frontal, and insular cortex was significantly increased in

both Caucasians and Chinese participants; however,

the empathic neural response in the ACC was significantly

decreased when participants viewed the faces of other races

[60]. This racial in-group/out-group bias in empathy for

pain can be enhanced by the intranasal administration of

oxytocin [61], a neuropeptide essential for social behaviors

such as empathy, mother-child bonding, social cognition/

recognition, affiliation, attachment, and sociability in

humans [62–68].

Rodent Models of Empathy for Pain or Distress

Can rodents or other lower animals have empathy,

sympathy, or altruistic behaviors? Can they feel, under-

stand, and even share others’ pain or distress? These

questions have not been touched for more than a century

due to silence in the field of scientific research. As noted

above, Darwin provided many examples for the existence

of empathy/sympathy for pain or distress in social animals

[42, 43], however, unfortunately the study of empathy from

the evolutionary point of view was neglected or ignored for

more than a century, probably due to the influence of

theism, racism, and sexism. To the best of our knowledge,

the scientific taboo was also largely caused by the

traditional notion that endowing animals with human

emotions was undesirable and taboo. Nonetheless, in the

last half of the last century and especially in more recent

years of the new century, emerging evidence from both

non-human primates [17–19] and lower animals including

rodents [11, 26, 69, 70], birds [71–73], and even ants [74]

has provided support for establishing the idea (notion) that

human empathy, sympathy, altruism, and even morality

may result from biological evolution [1, 2, 17–25, 34, 35].

Here, we provide an overview or outline of the advances in

the study of empathy for pain or distress in rodents.

Distress can be caused by both physical and spiritual pain

or suffering. The available rodent models of empathy for

distress are divided into two types –empathy for pain and

empathy for fear—based on different experimental para-

digms (data on familiarity-based empathy for distress are

summarized in Table 1).

Historically, experimental investigations of empathy for

pain or distress in laboratory rodents appeared transiently

in the middle of the last century [75]. In the first

experimental report by Russell Church [69], rats were
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trained to obtain food by pressing a lever. Then, while a rat

(perceiver or observer) was trying to press the lever to get

food, another rat (stimulator or demonstrator), which could

be seen by the observer rat, was given an electrical shock

from the electrified cage floor. It was found that the

‘observer’ rat stopped pressing the lever while witnessing

its conspecific suffering from pain or distress. This

behavior was explained as empathic feeling and caring of

rats in response to pain or distress of a conspecific. Another

pioneering work also showed that a rat spent more time

trying to rescue a conspecific by releasing it from a

suspended state and this was explained as altruistic

behavior [70]. It is said that the topic of empathy for pain

or distress and altruism in animals existed briefly in the

1960s and then disappeared due to academic rejection by

the prevailing behaviorists. After nearly 50 years, a report

entitled ‘Social modulation of pain as evidence for

empathy in mice’ authored by Langford et al. [26] was

published in the journal Science; this is thought to mark the

opening of a new page for the study of empathy in animals

[20, 75, 76]. The work did not result in immediate attention

from the field of neuroscience but was greatly appreciated

by world-renowned ethologists and primatologists [20, 75].

Eight years later, the empathy for pain or distress was

examined and confirmed in rats by our group [11]. On the

other hand, Russell Church’s rat model of empathy for

distress was modified and used in rats and mice referred to

as an empathy for fear or ‘observational fear learning’

model [77–93]. The literature associated with empathy for

fear is summarized in Table 1 in which only familiarity-

related studies are included, although most of the reports

had no stranger controls. Because rats and mice are

laboratory animals and their behavior can be modified or

modulated by genetic, epigenetic, optogenetic, and phar-

macological approaches, models of empathy in rodents

have become increasingly attractive and appreciated as

valuable for the study of empathy and its underpinnings,

the ‘neuroscience of empathy’ suddenly emerged as a ‘hot’

topic last year [1, 2, 20, 21, 23–25].

Emotional Contagious Pain Transferred through

On-Site Social Interaction

In the mouse model from Jeffery Mogil’s lab at McGill

University, Canada [26] (see Table 1), emotional contagion

of pain can be studied by real-time (on-site) social

reciprocal interactions between a pair of mice in pain.

Now it is generally accepted as a model for the study of

empathy for pain because social transfer of pain was only

identified between cagemates (familiars, co-housed for

more than two weeks), but not between non-cagemates

(strangers). The discovery of familiarity-based social

transfer of pain in mice is consistent with the current

conceptual account of emotional empathy

[17–21, 30–35, 41] (also see [42, 43]). In that model, a

pair of sex-matched CD-1 mice was placed into a

transparent Plexiglas cylinder (15 cm diameter; 22.5 cm

high) in which the dyadic mice could move freely and

socially interact by perception and reciprocal physical

contacts on a �-inch-thick glass floor. The pain behaviors

were recorded by a video-camera system and analyzed and

quantified using off-line software. The experiment was

designed as: (1) group 1, both of the paired mice received

an intraperitoneal (i.p.) injection of 0.9% glacial acetic acid

in a volume of 10 mL/kg and the writhing behavior

occurred concurrently. Under this condition, both mice

served as Observer and Demonstrator; (2) group 2, only

one mouse received an injection of acetic acid and served

as Observer, while the other remained untreated. It was

found that the number of episodes of writhing—a sign of

pain or distress—was significantly greater in ‘double-

writhing’ mice than in the ‘single-writhing’ mouse.

Because the social transfer of pain-related behaviors was

only identified in cagemates and siblings (co-housed for

[2–3 weeks) but not strangers, it was concluded that

emotional contagion of pain exists in mice. The emotional

contagious pain transferred through on-site reciprocal

interactions was also confirmed in the formalin test in

which 1% or 5% formalin (20 lL) was injected into the

plantar surface of the right hind paw of paired mice using a

50 lL Hamilton microsyringe with a 30-gauge needle. The

results showed that the number of paw flinches measured in

the mouse with more pain (5% formalin) declined when

socially interacting with a cagemate with less pain (1%

formalin), while that measured in the mouse with less pain

(1% formalin) increased when socially interacting with a

cagemate with more pain (5% formalin), implying that the

familiarity-based social transfer of pain-related behaviors

might be bidirectional.

Moreover, the paw-withdrawal thermal latency (PWTL)

measured using a radiant heat stimulator in ‘double-

writhing’ cagemate mice was significantly shorter than

that in a ‘single-writhing’ cagemate mouse, while thermal

pain hypersensitivity did not occur in stranger mice,

suggesting the existence of familiarity-based social transfer

of thermal pain hypersensitivity through on-site interaction.

However, changes in paw withdrawal mechanical threshold

(PWMT) were not measured in that study and whether

empathy-related mechanical pain hypersensitivity occurs is

not yet known. It was also shown that facilitation of the

spinally-organized nociceptive reflex by social reciprocal

interaction only occurred in familiars, but not strangers. In

sharp contrast, the PWTL measured in the stranger

‘double-writhing’ mice was significantly prolonged, sug-

gesting occurrence of the stress-induced analgesia. How-

ever, the stress-induced analgesia in strangers only
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occurred in male dyadic mice and was testosterone-

dependent [94].

To answer the question of why emotional contagion of

pain does not occur in strangers, Mogil and colleagues

examined the roles of social stress mediated by the hypotha-

lamic-pituitary-adrenal (HPA) axis and found that pharma-

cological inhibition of glucocorticoid synthesis by

metyrapone (50 mg/kg) evoked empathy for pain in both

stranger (non-cagemate) dyadic mice and stranger people

[95]. Combined administration of mifepristone (RU 486, 10

mg/kg), an antagonist of glucocorticoid receptors, and RU

26752 (5 mg/kg), an antagonist of mineralocorticoid recep-

tors, was also effective in eliciting emotional contagion of

pain in stranger mice. Moreover, shared gaming experience

resulted in a decrease in the level of serum cortisol and

elicited emotional contagion of pain in human strangers.

These results provided a line of new evidence strongly

supporting the idea that mice share the underpinnings of

emotional contagion of pain with human beings.

Collectively, it is generally accepted that the mouse

model of emotional contagious pain can be used to study the

lower type of empathy, especially emotional contagion.

However, further investigations of empathic behaviors

influenced by emotional contagion of pain are encouraged,

although some results have already been published. In a

study of social approach to pain [96], CD-1 and oxytocin

receptor-null mutant mice were used. In that study, only CD-

1 female mice showed more approach behavior towards a

cagemate in pain, while either CD-1 male or oxytocin

receptor-null mutant mice did not. The explanation of that

result of a failure inmale social approach towards a cagemate

in pain should be cautious because variability in empathic

response has been found across 11 inbred strains of mice

measured using an observational fear learning model

(empathy for fear) [81]. Among the 11 inbred mice, five

strains – C57BL/6J, C57BL/6NTac, 129S1/SvImJ, 129S4/

SvJae, and BTBR T(?) Itpr3(tf)/J – showed greater obser-

vational fear responses; however, AKR/J, BALB/cByJ,

C3H/HeJ, DBA/2J, FVB/NJ, and NOD/ShiLtJ mice showed

lower empathic fear responses [81]. Although the CD-1

strain was not included in that study, it has been shown to be

much more aggressive than C57BL/6J mice [97]. In a social

defeat stress model, Zhang and colleagues used the CD-1

strain as an aggressive invader to cause social defeat stress in

the paired C57BL/6J strain through 10 days of repeated

aggression. The repeated aggression against a partner clearly

showed that CD-1 mice may have a genetic background of

more apathy but with less empathy. The difference in

empathic response has also been reported in CD-1 mice in

dominant/subordinate relationships [98]. In that report, two

unfamiliar CD-1 mice were housed in a cage separated by a

wire-mesh partition for 24 h. The partition was removed

daily to allow the two mice socially interact for 10 min for a

total of six days until a clear and stable dominant/submissive

relationship was established by the criterion that the

dominant status meant it attacked its partner without ever

being attacked, while the subordinate status meant it was

continuously attacked and defeated by its partner, showing

fully defensive and submissive behavior. Then the dominant

and subordinate mice were paired for testing under two

conditions: (1) the dominant mouse received a 1% formalin

injectionwhile the subordinate did not receive any treatment;

(2) the subordinate mouse received a 1% formalin injection

while the dominant did not receive any treatment. The result

showed that the dominantmouse spent less time staring at the

subordinate in pain, whereas the subordinate mouse spent

more time staring at the dominant mouse in pain, suggesting

that the dominant/submissive status plays an important role

in determining the level of empathic response in CD-1 mice.

However, in a three-chamber test, a C57/BL6 mouse was

shown to prefer to spendmore time with its cagemate in pain

(social approach) relative to a cagemate free of pain for the

first choice, but repeated exposure of one mouse to a

cagemate in pain resulted in aversive or avoidance behavior

[92]. The difference in empathic response has also been

reported in the model of empathy for fear, namely the

C57BL/6J strain is more empathic than the BALB/cJ strain

[79]. These results from different labs strongly support the

idea that the level of empathic response in mice might vary

according to different genetic backgrounds.

To answer the question of how pain is transferred from

one mouse to another through social interaction, chemical

lesions were used to destroy auditory and olfactory

afferents, while an opaque wall was used to block visual

communications between dyadic mice. The results showed

that only visual blockade eliminated emotional contagion

of pain [26] although it has been argued in a new report

showing the involvement of olfactory cues in mediating the

transfer of both mechanical and thermal pain hypersensi-

tivity (hyperalgesia) from inflammatory or morphine/alco-

hol withdrawal conspecifics in pain to the bystander mice

regardless of familiarity and unfamiliarity [99]. In that

study, mice were not allowed to interact in a socially

physical contact environment, but instead, they were

housed and tested in the same bedding room where

inflammatory or morphine/alcohol withdrawal conspecifics

in pain had been housed. Moreover, a period of at least 24 h

exposure to the bedding from hyperalgesic mice was shown

to be essential for social transfer of pain hypersensitivity to

other bystander mice, suggesting the involvement of an

olfactory mechanism as well [99]. However, whether this

type of social transfer of pain involves empathy is not

known and requires further study.

Finally, what would happen if a mouse were co-housed

with a cagemate in chronic pain or distress or with a brain

disorder? Several studies have shown that mice co-housed
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with a cagemate with chronic neuropathic pain for two

weeks [100] or with a cagemate suffering from epilepsy/or

repeated electrical shock-induced distress for 6–8 weeks

[101] resulted in both empathy impairment and emotional

disorders such as anxiety, depression, and even cognitive

impairment. Those results suggested that the brain func-

tions of empathy for pain or distress might be changed by

time, and social interaction with a patient suffering from

chronic pain or distress or other chronic diseases might

cause aversion or avoidance. This is also a common

phenomenon experienced by humans, as stated in the

Chinese proverb ‘‘There would be no filial piety at the

bedside of a chronic patient’’.

Empathy for Pain Produced through Priming Social

Interaction

As noted above, empathy includes both emotional and

cognitive forms. From the evolutionary point of view, both

forms should be possessed across mammals. To exclude

pure mimicry of behaviors transferred through on-site real-

time social interaction, we re-designed the experiment in

which dyadic Sprague-Dawley (SD) albino rats were placed

in a transparent plastic observing box (30930930 cm3) for

free social interaction for 30 min (referred to as priming

social interaction, see [2]) before pain sensitivity and pain-

related behaviors were evaluated [11] (also see Table 1).

Briefly, after environmental acclimation and measurement

of basal pain sensitivity, rats were randomly divided into

four groups: (1) control, a pair of cagemate rats interacted

freely within the testing box for 30 min but neither had any

irritant treatment; (2) cagemate observer, a rat was allowed

to interact freely with a cagemate demonstrator in pain

produced by subcutaneous (s.c.) injection of bee venom (0.2

mg BV dissolved in 50 lL saline) (for detailed methods see

[102, 103]; (3) non-cagemate observer, a rat was allowed to

interact freely with a non-cagemate demonstrator in pain

produced by s.c. BV injection; and (4) naı̈ve rats housed in

isolation and allowed to stay in the same testing box for 30

min alone. We found that after priming social interaction,

the observer rat that had socially interacted with a cagemate

in pain or distress showed a significant decrease in PWMT

while PWTL remained unchanged. However, no significant

changes in either mechanical or thermal pain sensitivity

were found in non-cagemate observer rats which had also

socially interacted with a stranger demonstrator in pain or

distress. These results cannot be simply explained by

emotional contagion of pain because when pain sensitivity

was measured the demonstrator rat was absent and the

observer rat was changed into a new testing box free of

context and cues. The changes inmechanical pain sensitivity

were not likely to be caused by social stress because there

was no distinct change in the level of serum corticosterone

among control, cagemate observer, and non-cagemate

observer rats. Moreover, there was no significant difference

in the anxiety-like behaviors between cagemate observer

and non-cagemate observer although the two groups of rats

showed more anxiety than control rats. Collectively, it is

suggested that priming social transfer of mechanical pain

hypersensitivity is familiarity-based empathy for pain in

rats.

To determine whether the familiarity-based empathy for

pain affects pain responses, s.c. BV injection was made

into the plantar surface of one hind paw of rats from naı̈ve,

control, cagemate observer and non-cagemate observer

groups. The results showed that the cagemate observer rats

displayed more signs of pain such as paw flinches, licking,

and lifting of the injected hind paw than the other three

groups. Because it is well known that paw flinches induced

by s.c. BV are mediated by spinally-organized nociceptive

reflex circuitry and paw licking and lifting behaviors are

mediated by supraspinal components such as the ACC [12]

(for reviews see [102, 103]), studies of the underlying

neural mechanisms at both the spinal and supraspinal levels

became of particular importance. The enhanced pain-

related behavioral response observed in the familiar

(cagemate) observer but not the unfamiliar (non-cagemate)

observer indicates that there must be changes in the brain

and the spinal cord dorsal horn responsible for the process

of empathy for pain. To test this assumption, we first

evaluated c-Fos expression, a biomarker representing

nociceptive neuronal activity, in the dorsal horn of the

spinal cord after 30 min priming social interaction in rats

from naı̈ve, cagemate observer, and non-cagemate observer

groups. Surprisingly, the c-Fos-labeled neurons in the

spinal dorsal horn induced by s.c. BV injection were

significantly increased within both the superficial (laminae

I–II) and deep layers (IV–VI) in cagemate observer rats

relative to non-cagemate observer rats. This for the first

time indicated that empathy for pain can facilitate spinally-

organized nocifensive or nociceptive reflex responses.

However, what brain regions are responsible for this

social enhancement of pain? As indicated by our previous

studies and by many neuroimaging studies in humans and

animals [16, 54–58], the mPFC, amygdala, and entorhinal

cortex – major cortical areas sending axonal projections to

the dentate gyrus of the hippocampal formation through the

perforant path – are candidates for examination. Using

chemical lesions, it was shown that bilateral disruption of

the mPFC eliminated both empathy-related pain enhance-

ment and pain hypersensitivity; however, bilateral disrup-

tions of the amygdala and entorhinal cortices did not

influence empathy-related pain, strongly implying an

essential role of the mPFC in mediating empathy for pain.

The importance of this discovery lies in that it was the first

evidence showing involvement of the central nervous
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system in the biological process of empathy for pain or

distress in rodents since Darwin proposed it in 1871–1872

[42, 43]. Although the topic of whether there is empathy

for pain or distress in rodents is still under debate across

different research fields [27, 76], the study of empathy in

laboratory animals such as rats and mice is very important

because it provides at least a new experimental paradigm in

terms of bio-psychosocial-behavioral models for the study

of the sensory, emotional, cognitive, and social compo-

nents of pain [1–3, 5, 6, 27]. As promoted by Frans de

Waal, that ‘‘To endow animals with human emotions has

long been a scientific taboo. But if we do not, we risk

missing something fundamental about both animals and

us.’’[17], the study of empathy for pain or distress in

laboratory animals has developed very rapidly and is

expected to become a major branch of neuroscience in the

near future [17–21, 23–25].

In addition to what has been discovered and published

before [11], several results from our on-going unpublished

experiments also support the evolutionary view of empathy.

The results are as follows: (1) Familiar (cagemate) observer

rats have higher levels of both circulating oxytocin in serum

and oxytocin expression in the mPFC after 30 min priming

social interaction with a familiar cagemate in pain but not in

unfamiliar (non-cagemate) observer rats who witness a

stranger in pain. As introduced above, oxytocin is a very

important neuropeptide essential for empathy, the root of

social behaviors such as mother-child bonding, social

cognition/recognition, affiliation, attachment, and sociabil-

ity in humans [62–68], the finding of increased levels of

oxytocin associated with empathy for pain in familiar

observer rats is very important for further establishing an

evolutionary construct of empathy. (2) Intranasal adminis-

tration of oxytocin elicits empathy for pain in stranger rats

which had experienced 30 min priming social interaction

with an unfamiliar (non-cagemate) demonstrator rat in pain.

(3) Microinjections of an oxytocin receptor antagonist into

the bilateral mPFC results in the complete elimination of

empathy for pain in both cagemate observer rats and non-

cagemate observer rats given intranasal oxytocin. (4) Both

SD rats andC57/BL6mice show social approach towards the

cagemate in pain, but bilateral disruption of mPFC elimi-

nates empathy-related social approach behaviors. Collec-

tively, these unpublished data further add to the

accumulating lines of evidence supporting the evolutionary

root of empathy in humans.

Emotional Contagious Fear and Observational Fear

Learning

As shown in Table 1, Russell Church’s rat model of

empathy for fearful distress has been modified and used in

rats and mice and is referred to as empathy for fear that

includes emotional contagious fear and observational fear

learning induced by Pavlovian contextual fear conditioning

with different parameters for combinations of conditional

stimulus (CS) and unconditional stimulus (UCS) [77–93].

Regardless of the various parameters used in different

reports, a common pattern of conditioned fear was

produced by a repetitive CS tone co-terminating with a

distressful electrical foot-shock (UCS) (details in Table 1).

The naı̈ve observer animal displayed a freezing response

while it was witnessing another distressed conspecific

demonstrator receiving an electrical foot-shock. The time

spent freezing was rated through off-line video recording

analysis or recorded by experimenters. As for the obser-

vational fear learning test, the time spent freezing by the

observer animal was recorded after it was recalled or

retrieved by the CS tone only or after it was placed back in

the same test chamber or box where a demonstrator had

been fearfully conditioned by a coupled CS-UCS pattern.

For example, Shin and colleagues from the Center for

Neural Science, Korea Institute of Science and Technol-

ogy, established a simple mouse model of empathy for fear

that was used to study both emotional contagious fear and

observational fear learning [23, 80]. In that conditioning

setting, two male C57BL/6J mice, one in each component

of a double-chambered apparatus, were separated by a

transparent Plexiglas partition and one observer mouse was

allowed to witness the other demonstrator mouse in pain or

distress caused by repetitive electrical foot shocks

(Table 1). The demonstrator mouse was allowed to habit-

uate in one side of the two-chambered apparatus for 5 min

and then received a period of 4 min training with 240 s foot

shocks (2492 s, 1 mA, 10 s intertrial interval). Then the

time spent freezing was rated and it was assumed that the

longer the time spent freezing, the stronger the empathic

response for the observer mouse. The observation was

composed of two parts: (1) freezing time spent by the

observer mouse while witnessing a partner in distress on

the training day, and (2) freezing time when the observer

mouse was placed back into the same observing chamber

24 h after the training. The results showed that the observer

mouse showed distinct freezing behavior while witnessing

its partner in distress and this behavior was partially

blocked by visual blockade with an opaque partition.

Moreover, the observer mouse also showed distinct freez-

ing behavior when being placed back into the same

observing chamber 24 h after the training, but this behavior

was not observed when it was placed in a new box,

suggesting the existence of context-specific observational

fear learning. Although this social transfer of fear was not

specific to familiars, siblings and female mating partners

caused longer freezing behavior in observer mice when

they served as demonstrator in distress, suggesting partial

involvement of empathy for fear and expressed as both
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emotional contagious fear and observational fear learning

transferred through social stress [89, 93]. Furthermore,

Shin and colleagues demonstrated that the emotional

contagious fear and observational fear learning were

mediated by the medial pain system, namely the parafas-

cicular/mediodorsal thalamic nuclei-ACC pathway, but

not by the lateral pain system (the ventral posterolat-

eral/posteromedial thalamic nuclei-somatosensory cortical

pathway), suggesting an overlap of neural circuitry

between vicariously felt fear (observational fear learning)

and directly experienced pain or distress. Moreover, the

neural activity in the ACC has been shown to be

synchronized with the theta rhythm frequency in the

lateral amygdala during observational fear learning and

the Cav1.2 subunit of the voltage-gated Ca2? channel in

the ACC is critically involved in the process, providing a

molecular basis for the emotional contagious fear and

observational fear learning.

It is interesting to note that the conditioned fear

response, also expressed as freezing behavior, has been

shown to be modulated by social interaction or commu-

nication and the phenomenon has been referred to as social

buffering. In a series of studies by Kiyokawa and

colleagues from the Laboratory of Veterinary Ethology,

The University of Tokyo, the social buffering effect has

been well studied using a well-designed experimental

paradigm [90, 104–106]. In that model setting, the subject

Wistar rat was first trained by 20 min conditioned fear

stimulation through receiving 7 repetitions of a 3-s tone (8

Hz, 65 dB) that terminated concurrently with a foot shock

(0.5 s, 0.65 mA). The rat was then placed into one side of

two compartments (14944915 cm3 each) with a partition

penetrated by 175 holes that allowed the fear conditioned

rats to communicate with another conspecific of either a

male or female cagemate or non-cagemate through olfac-

tory signals so as to be socially buffered [107]. It was found

that social buffering significantly ameliorated these condi-

tioned fear responses of the subject rat through inhibition

of the HPA axis [108]. Moreover, a familiar conspecific

was shown to be more effective than an unfamiliar

conspecific for social buffering of conditioned fear

responses [90]. The social buffering is likely to be

mediated by suppression of neural activity of the paraven-

tricular nucleus of the hypothalamus and lateral amygdala

which are involved in conditioned fear responses

[108, 109].

Perspectives and Challenges

As Sir Karl Raimund Popper (1902 –1994), one of the

greatest philosophers of science of the 20th century, and

Sir John Carew Eccles (1903–1997), a great

neurophysiologist and Nobel laureate in Physiology or

Medicine (1963) proposed in The Self and Its Brain,

cosmic evolution can be divided into three stages: (1)

world 1 is the world of physical objects, composed of

living organisms and non-living inorganic chemical ele-

ments; (2) world 2 is the world of subjective experiences

performed by consciousness of humans and sentience

(animal consciousness); and (3) world 3 is the products of

the human mind such as human languages, works of art,

science and technology (see Table 1 in [110]). Now it is

generally accepted that both world 2 and world 3 of Popper

are mediated by the brain. With regard to the functions of

the brain, it may be divided into three hierarchical levels:

level 1, the lowest level, is associated with sensation,

perception, learning and memory, cognition, and motor

response through decision-making and execution which is

the basis of a ‘view of the world’ (view of Popper’s world

1); level 2, the middle level, is associated with recognition

of self and others including empathy, personality, dreams,

consciousness, spontaneous thought, rationale, compas-

sion, morality, and ethnicity which are the basis of a ‘view

of life’ (equivalent to Popper’s world 2); and level 3, the

highest level, is associated with languages, abstract think-

ing, conceptualization, computation, creative works of art,

science and technology, belief, and strategy which are the

basis of a ‘view of value’ (equivalent to Popper’s world 3).

Thus, one of the most challenging areas in the field of brain

science in the 21st century is to understand how the human

brain can distinguish or recognize the self and others. Can

animals recognize the self and the others? What is

consciousness? How is the consciousness produced in the

brain? Popper believed that there are lower and higher

stages of consciousness. He argued that ‘‘If the fact that

animals cannot speak is a sufficient reason to deny

consciousness to them, it would also be a sufficient reason

to deny it to babies at an age before they learn to speak.’’

[110]. Therefore, I would like to borrow this sentence and

say if the fact that animals cannot feel, understand, and

share the emotional state of others is a sufficient reason to

deny empathy to them, it would also be a sufficient reason

to deny it to babies at an age before they can do so. In a

paper entitled ‘‘Can we share a pain we never felt?’’

published in Neuron [111], the authors examined the neural

correlates of empathy in patients with congenital insensi-

tivity to pain (CIP). The results are surprisingly interesting

and showed that the empathic skills assessed by the

Balanced Emotional Empathy Score and the Interpersonal

Reactivity Index in patients with CIP were almost the same

as healthy controls in terms of empathic concern score,

perspective-taking score, fantasy score, and personal

distress score. There was no significant difference in

anxiety score (Zung) and depression score (QD2A)

between patients with CIP and healthy controls. Through
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testing the pain score for pictures of painful situations and

pain scores for facial expressions of pain, only pain scores

for pictures of painful situations were significantly lower in

patients with CIP than in healthy controls. Exposure to the

picture-based cues of another’s body in pain and of facial

expressions of pain resulted in a similar brain activity

pattern in the CIP patients and controls, although signif-

icantly lower activation of bilateral visual occipito-tempo-

ral cortex was seen in CIP patients relative to healthy

controls. This result suggests that the patient with CIP has

normal skills of both emotional empathy and cognitive

empathy and can feel, understand, and share the pain of

others with the same neural network in the brain. It also

highlights the roles of both instinct sentience and learned

ability in development of human empathy for pain or

distress through integrated perceptions at the cortical level

from visual, olfactory, and auditory rather than somatosen-

sory inputs, that may occur as well in animals. Thus, it

would be interesting and a great challenge to decode the

underlying neural circuits of empathy for pain or distress in

rodents using genetic, epigenetic, optogenetic, and even

magnetogenetic approaches.

Because empathy/sympathy for distress and altruistic

behaviors are largely dependent upon familiarity in both

humans and rodents, it is also very important to study the

neuroscience of familiarity and unfamiliarity that so far is

almost unknown. For human beings, because empathy can

be influenced by many factors from ‘world 3’ as defined by

Popper such as religion, culture, belief, education, eco-

nomic status, politics, and social formation, it is very

difficult to exclude the complex roles of various factors in

human studies of empathy using the current assessment

tools and models and even theoretical hypotheses. How-

ever, at the world 2’ stage, if consciousness is a common

brain function for both humans and animals to recognize

the self and the other, it would be practical to study

empathy in lower animals excluding the influencing factors

from Popper’s ‘world 3’. Thus, from the evolutionary point

of view, the discoveries of some forms of empathy in

rodents shed new light on studies of the underpinnings of

empathy in the future. The rodent models of empathy for

pain or distress introduced above are very useful tools for

the study of the biological evolutionary aspect of empathy

using the same bio-psychosocial-behavioral paradigm —an

umbrella for the study of empathy in both humans and

animals.

Mirror cells, discovered in the late 1990s, are a distinct

class of neurons that discharge both when individuals are

performing a goal-directed action and when they observe

another person performing a motor act with a similar goal

[59]. Thus, mirror neurons are believed to be neuronal

correlates involved in the mediation of empathy in both

humans and animals through mirroring and understanding

emotions of others [59]. Mirror neurons were first recorded

in monkey premotor cortex [112, 113] and later were also

found in humans [114]. Now it is generally known that

mirror neurons exist in many brain areas and work as a

basic underlying mechanism involved in the transformation

of sensory representations of others’ behavior into one’s

own motor or visceromotor representations concerning that

behavior [115–120]. For example, in both humans and

monkeys the anterior insular cortex is involved in empathy

for disgust. The human insula is composed of four distinct

functional areas: (1) sensorimotor; (2) olfactory-gustatory;

(3) socio-emotional; and (4) cognitive. Electrical stimula-

tion of the ventral part of the insula induces disgust in

monkeys who express typical disgust grimaces, followed

occasionally by retching and spitting, and sometimes

refusal to eat. Electrical stimulation of the insula before

surgical procedures for patients with epilepsy also induces

disgust and vomiting. fMRI studies have also shown

selective activation of the anterior insula in a human

subject who witnessed disgusted facial expressions. These

results strongly support a role of the anterior insula in

mediating both vicariously felt disgust and directly expe-

rienced disgust. During both forms of disgust, mirror

neurons in the anterior insula discharged concurrently,

strongly supporting the role of a mirror mechanism in the

mediation of empathy for disgust in both humans and

monkeys. So far, whether mirror neurons are involved in

empathy for pain in rodents has not been reported and we

suggest that the multi-electrode array recording technique

be used to map out the neuronal patterns in the mPFC and

anterior insula in awake rats or mice that are socially

interacting with a cagemate or non-cagemate in pain or

distress. Mirror mechanism may exist.

As noted above, oxytocin plays very important roles in

establishing social behaviors such as empathy, mother-

child bonding, social cognition/recognition, affiliation,

attachment, and sociability in humans [62–68]. Intranasal

administration of oxytocin enhances in-group empathy,

trust, cooperation, conformity, and defense against out-

group invaders [121]. It has also been proposed that

oxytocin plays important roles in the establishment of

human-animal relationships that are beneficial to the pet-

owner’s social attention, social behaviors, interpersonal

interactions, mood, and social buffering by decreasing

stress-related parameters such as cortisol, heart rate, blood

pressure, self-reported fear, anxiety, and depression [122].

More recently, it has been reported separately that oxytocin

is essential for maternal behaviors by balancing auditory

cortical processing [123], performing consolation behavior

[124], and attenuating fear responses by evoking axonal

oxytocin release in the central amygdala in rodents [125].

Alcohol (ethanol) has long been known to influence the

processes of emotion, social cognition, and somatic
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sensation through social drinking and experimental admin-

istration. It has been proposed that acute alcohol consump-

tion and intranasal oxytocin have a common effect on

emotion, social cognition, and behavior through acting on

limbic and prefrontal cortical structures in humans, result-

ing in an enhancement of empathy-based altruism such as

helping motivation, trust, generosity, and morality [126].

Microinjections of both ethanol (20 mmol/L or 90 mg/dL,

equivalent to a peak blood concentration of 1.0 g/kg,

defined as moderate consumption) and muscimol (5 mmol/

L), a c-aminobutyric acid A (GABAA) receptor agonist, in

a volume of 0.5 lL into the bilateral mPFC of rats resulted

in mechanical pain hypersensitivity and enhancement of

BV-induced pain-related behavioral responses but without

affecting thermal pain sensitivity [15]. This result is similar

to that of empathy for pain or distress in rats [11].

Moreover, the same treatment with bicuculline (20 lmol/

L), a GABAA receptor antagonist, in the bilateral mPFC

blocked the development of mechanical pain hypersensi-

tivity and enhancement of BV-induced pain-related behav-

ioral response produced by bilateral microinjections of

ethanol and muscimol, supporting a role of the GABAA

receptor in mediating both oxytocin and ethanol at the

mPFC in the development of empathy for pain or distress

in rodents [15].

Impairment of empathy development may be associated

with psychopathology and psychiatric disorders such as

autism, narcissism, alexithymia, personality disorders,

schizophrenia, and depression. It has been proposed that

empathy impairment disorders or syndromes are caused

by an imbalance between cognitive empathy (CE) and

emotional empathy (EE) and classified into four cate-

gories: (1) CE deficit disorder (e.g., autism spectrum

disorders, ASDs) that is an EE-dominant empathic

imbalance with low CE ability but high EE sensitivity;

(2) EE deficit disorder (e.g., psychopathy, conduct disor-

der, and antisocial personality disorder) that is a CE-

dominant empathic imbalance with low EE sensitivity but

high CE ability; (3) general empathy deficit disorder (e.g.,

schizophrenia) that is alternatively dominated by CE or

EE with low CE ability and low EE sensitivity; and (4)

general empathy surfeit disorder (e.g., empathic overde-

velopment) with high CE ability and high EE sensitivity

expressed as exceptionally good social skills but with

some mental deficits [127, 128]. Low levels of oxytocin in

the peripheral blood and polymorphisms in the oxytocin

receptor gene are associated with both antisocial behav-

iors (e.g., callous-unemotional traits such as a history of

aggression, over-aggression, and self-reported delinquency

in children and adolescents), ASDs, and other psychiatric

disorders [65, 66, 68, 129]. Intranasal administration of

oxytocin also increases the ability to ‘read the mind’ of

others as assessed by the ‘‘Reading the Mind in the Eyes’’

test [130, 131] and to be effective for the treatment of

ASDs by improving performance in the mind-reading task

[132]. ASDs are a family of neurodevelopmental disorders

characterized by (1) qualitative deficits in social interac-

tions (e.g., lack of social approach or play behavior); (2)

qualitative impairments in communication (e.g., no or

delayed language acquisition); and (3) restricted repetitive

and stereotyped patterns of behavior, interests, and

activities [133]. Because the critical criteria for both the

diagnosis and treatment of ASDs are associated with

cognitive and emotional empathy, the use of rodent

models of empathy is also important for understanding the

mechanisms of ASDs and other empathy impairment

disorders or syndromes [25, 134]. Because impairment of

empathy is the root of many psychiatric disorders, and

oxytocin is one of the major neuropeptides involved in

development of social ability and social communication

[135, 136], efforts made to target the neural circuitry

involving oxytocin and its receptors may be promising for

the development of novel therapeutic approaches to ASD

treatment if the underlying mechanisms of empathy is

unraveled [25, 137, 138].
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